
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Bordeaux Subskription 

Jahrgang 2021  
Rottweil, 25.06.2022 

 
Sehr geehrte Kunden, liebe Weinfreunde, 
 
nach 7 Tagen intensiver Verkostungstour im Bordelais zwischen Calon Segur 
im obersten Médoc, Lassègue im Osten von St.-Emilion und Smith-Haut-Lafitte 
im Westen von Pessac ist mein Verkostungsbuch mit spannenden Eindrücken 
gefüllt.  
 
Auf 2018, 2019 und 2020 folgt mit dem 2021 nicht schon wieder ein 
„Jahrhundertjahrgang“ oder ganz großer Jahrgang. 2021 ist ein sehr schöner 
und klassischer Jahrgang mit einigen großen Weinen. Klassisch, wie 1994, 
1998, 2004, 2014 oder 2017. Ohne eine direkte Parallele ziehen zu wollen. Ein 
Jahrgang, welcher nach 2018-2020 eigentlich ideal in den Keller passt. In 
private und die der Restaurants.  
 
Die Kennzeichen dieses Jahrgangs sind eine schöne und frische Frucht, ein 
schlanker und oft eleganter Körper, eine gute Säure und kräftige Tannine, ein 
geringer Alkoholgehalt und Trinkfreude bereits in wenigen Jahren. 

 
Frost, Mehltau und nasser Frühsommer machten den Reben und Winzern zu schaffen. Ein trockener 
Spätsommer mit nicht zu hohen Temperaturen bewahrte die Frische und erbrachte eine gute Reife der Beeren. 
Mancher Beeren. Eine sehr selektive Lese, beinahe wie bei Sauternes, und das minutiöse Aussortieren der 
besten Beeren für den Grand Vin waren nötig, um in diesem Jahr einen guten oder sehr guten Wein zu 
erzeugen. Und den haben nicht wenige wirklich erzeugt. 
 
Manche Kritiker gingen bei ihren Bewertungen bis an die 100 Punkte. Meine besten Rotweine erreichten 95-97 
Punkte. Wenn das nicht für einen soliden und sehr guten Jahrgang spricht? 
 
Wie erwartet, sind die Preise in etwa auf dem Niveau der 2020er. Dies empfinde ich für etliche Weine als zu 
hoch. Zumal es von diesen oft noch 2020er zum selben Preis zu kaufen gibt, wenn auch die Stile 
unterschiedlich sind. Es wird sich deshalb nicht lohnen, bei jedem Wein in die Subskription einzusteigen.  
 
Nicht wenige 2021er wird es sicher lange Zeit auf dem Preisniveau wie heute geben. Aber etliche Weine waren 
auch sehr schneller vergriffen. Lafleur, Pensees de Lafleur, Duhart, d’Armailhac,..waren schnell weg. Calon 
Segur, Clinet, Canon, Rauzan-Segla, Figeac, Vieux Chateau Certan, La Conseillante und etliche mehr erfahren 
große Nachfrage und werden bald vergriffen sein. Wieder andere erfahren eine sehr gute Nachfrage. Jedoch 
haben wir hier sehr gute Allokationen, weshalb wir noch über gute Bestände verfügen. Wie beispielsweise 
Pontet Canet, Leoville Barton, Langoa Barton, La Fleur Petrus oder auch Smith Haut Lafitte und Haut Bailly. 
Und tatsächlich haben manche Weingüter doch den vielleicht besten Wein ihrer Weingutsgeschichte erzeugt. 
Wie beispielsweise Pierre Seillan auf Château Lassègue. 
 
Aber ein großer Vorteil beim Kauf in Subskription ist ja auch, dass Sie beinahe bei jedem Wein bestimmen 
können, in welcher Flaschengröße Sie Ihren Wein wünschen. Das ist zu einem späteren Zeitpunkt nicht mehr 
möglich. 
 
Ganz auf den 2021er zu verzichten, wäre schade. Dafür gibt es zu viele so elegante, frische und balancierte 
Weine. Aber Sie sollten selektiv kaufen. Und vielleicht einmal einen Wein, an den Sie bisher noch nie dachten? 
 
Damit Ihnen Ihre Entscheidung leichter fällt, habe ich zu meinen eigenen Notizen und Punkten, die weiterer 
Kritiker hinzugefügt. Lassen Sie sich inspirieren. Und sollten Sie Fragen haben, so stehe ich Ihnen jederzeit 
gerne zur Verfügung. 
 
Ihr Michael Grimm 



Château Klassifikation BV   EUR/Fl. 
Notizen von Michael Grimm + zusätzliche Bewertungen (ohne Gewähr)       brutto 

 

Bordeaux und Bordeaux Superieur                          
 
Laurence              Philippe Nunes    89-90 0,75   11,70 
Michael Grimm (89-90): “….schöne, saubere Frucht, helle Beeren, Kirschen, gute Struktur, sehr schön und 
saftig am Gaumen, sehr gute Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (89-90): „…Subtiles Bouquet, das Frische, Frucht und Ausbau vereint. Am Gaumen ist der Wein 
fruchtig und mit feinkörnigen Tanninen versehen, die mit der frischen Säurestruktur harmonieren. Ein 
ausgewogener, schmackhafter und animierender Wein.“ 
James Suckling (88-89): “… Medium-bodied with easygoing tannins and fresh acidity. Clean, with simple 
black-fruit character.“ 
 
Grand Village  91   20,00 

Michael Grimm (91): „…schöne, komplexe Frucht, Tabak, Charme, Frische, elegant, 
schöne Struktur, mittlerer Körper aber insgesamt sehr schön, mineralisches Finale“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Frisches, ausdrucksstarkes Bouquet, geprägt von blumigen 
Nuancen sowie Düften von schwarzen Johannisbeeren und roten Beeren. Am 
Gaumen sehr elegant und harmonisch dank der Symbiose zwischen Temperament 
und etwas Charme. Salzige Note im Auftakt. Die Tannine sind kräftig, aber vor allem 
präzise und im Einklang mit der Säurestruktur. Der Wein ist linear, frisch und die feine 
Bitterkeit am Gaumenende streckt den Abgang. Ein facettenreicher Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…The 2021 Grand Village (Lafleur) is another brilliant wine 
from this team. Based on 75% Merlot and 25% Bouchet (Cabernet Franc) from the 
upper plateau on the Right Bank, it has a great nose of darker black raspberries, 
spring flowers, bright cherries, and some loamy, earthy, mineral nuances. It's 
gorgeous on the palate, with a more broad, expansive mouthfeel (especially when 
compared to the Les Perrières), ripe tannins, medium body, and a great finish. Put 

this in a blind lineup of Grand Cru Burgundy and I bet it wouldn't stick out“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A bright and fruity wine with bright acidity and light, fine tannins. Nicely lifted. 
Creamy texture.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (92-94): “… Incorporating fully 25% Cabernet Franc derived from massal selections 
taken from Château Lafleur, the 2021 Grand Village offers up inviting aromas of dark berries, plums, violets 
and rose petals. Medium to full-bodied, deep and seamless, it's a lively, sapid wine that concludes with a 
saline finish. The progress of this estate, benefiting from upgraded vine genetics as well as the uprooting of 
less optimally sited parcels, transcends vintage variation to the extent that this 2021 should equal the quality 
Grand Village attained in 2016!“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Grand Village was picked from September 29 to October 7. The 
Guinaudeaus are now focused on the best 11 hectare s out of the 20, frost making that focus easier. The 
bouquet is very open, offering red cherry and raspberry fruit, transparent and quite floral in style, revealing 
hints of rose petal. The palate is medium-bodied, very saline, quite granular in texture, and vibrant on the 
elegant, mineral-rich finish. Just a delicious Grand Village that needs a couple of years in bottle.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “… The 2021 Grand Village is bright, saline and bursting with energy. There is a bit 
more Bouchet (Cabernet Franc) in the blend, and that very much comes through in the wine's aromatic 
presence and shape. Rose petal, spice, mint, dried herbs and orange zest race out of the glass. There is a bit 
of nervousness in the tannin, but that just adds to the wine's drive. The 2021 is a fabulous Grand Village. 
Jane Anson (91): „…A slight style change, for those of you who follow this wine. It needs coaxing out of the 
glass, which is usually the case with les Champs Libres but not with Grand Village Blanc. It's the first year in 
the new white cellar, with greater temperature control, and now 100% aged in barrel, which means everything 
is a little more on the edge of reduction, with reserved citrus and grapefruit flavours, along with an edge of 
steel. It means you can expect a more serious Grand Village, showcasing the real ambition of the Lafleur team 
for its white wines. Harvest September 7 to 13.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Grand Village is a blend of 75% Merlot, harvested from 29 
September to 7 October, and 25% Cabernet Franc, harvested 4-7 October. 70% of the wine now comes from 
grapes grown on the limestone plateau. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it features slowly emerging 
scents of crushed blackberries and raspberry coulis, with hints of cracked black pepper, tree bark, and tilled 
soil. Light to medium-bodied, it has a lively backbone and soft tannins supporting the delicate red and black 
fruits, finishing with a peppery lift.“ 
 

Médoc & Haut-Médoc                          
 
D‘Agassac      CB Exceptionell – HM kB   17,50 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Das Bouquet von Agassac ist komplex und einladend. Es offenbart Nuancen von 
Röstaromen, fruchtigen Noten und Süßholz. Eleganter Charakter am Gaumen dank samtener, bestens 
eingebundener Tannine, die Fülle und ein gutes Reifepotenzial bilden. Die Mentholnoten im Abgang 
unterstreichen die Frische des Weins.“ 



Jeb Dunnuck (87-89): „…The 2021 Château d'Agassac (72% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, and the rest 
Cabernet Franc) is a solid effort delivering notes of fresh plums and darker currants as well as some smoky, 
earthy, spicy notes. Medium-bodied on the palate and balanced, it has quality tannins, and the mid-weight yet 
fresher style of the vintage is front and center“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… Lots of blueberry and crushed-stone character. Medium bodied, juicy and 
flavorful. Lots of blackberry here.“ 
Jane Anson (87): „…Dark plum in colour, pretty full extraction that emphasises cofee grounds and cocoa 
beans, and grilled oak. You can feel the signature of the vintage in the spiced but lean and savoury fruits.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (78-80): „…Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 d'Agassac opens with notes of wild 
sage and oregano leading to fresh raspberries and stewed plums at the core. Light to medium-bodied, the 
palate is a little thin and chewy with an herb-tinged finish.“ 
 
Citran CB – Médoc 90+-91   17,50 
Michael Grimm (90+-91): „…gute, hellbeerige Frucht, am Gaumen sehr trockene Tannine, Pappenote, mittlerer 
Körper, laichter auslaufend mit sehr trockenem Tannin-Finale“ 
Yves Beck (88-90): „…Fruchtiges Bouquet mit Nuancen von schwarzer Johannisbeere und Süßholz. 
Schmackhafter und saftiger Auftakt. Der Wein ist fein, leicht cremig, schlank und mit gut eingebundenen 
Tanninen versehen. Er ist bereits zugänglich und kann schon in seiner Jugend genossen werden, verfügt aber 
über ein gutes Reifepotenzial.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A medium-bodied, creamy red with pretty walnut and blackcurrant notes. Nicely 
balanced with a supple finish“ 
PARKER William Kelley (86-87): “… Notes of minty cassis and sweet soil tones introduce the 2021 Citran, a 
medium-bodied, lively wine built around tangy acids and powdery but rather assertive tannins“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Citran has a lovely bouquet of blood-orange-tinged black fruit, an 
Haut-Médoc with more energy than many of its peers. The palate is medium-bodied with grainy tannins on the 
entry, and maybe a little austere for some, though there is substance here and the finish is well-defined. 
Promising.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…A complicated vintage for Citran, where there is careful extraction, gentle red fruits and a 
juicy finish, but difficulties in gaining momentum through the palate. 20hl/h yield, on sandy gravel soils. 
Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (80-82): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Citran opens with warm 
black cherries and mulberries scents, leading to wafts of fragrant earth and wild sage. The palate is light to 
medium-bodied with a chewy texture and not a lot of fruit, finishing hard.“ 
 
Mauvesin Barton Cru Bourgeois 89+   15,50 

Michael Grimm (89+): „…feine, rauchige Frucht, 
klassisch, feine Süße am Gaumen, gute Struktur, 
kräftige Säure, klassisch, appetitlich, gute Säure, 
sehr gute Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (89-90): „…Frisches Bouquet von guter 
Intensität, mit Noten von Garrigue und schwarzer 
Johannisbeere, gefolgt von einem Hauch Menthol. 
Am Gaumen schmackhaft und leicht cremig. Der 
Wein ist elegant, ausgewogen und wird von seinen 
Tanninen gut unterstützt. Er kann bereits in seiner 
Jugend genossen werden. Saftiger und erfrischender 
Abgang. 
Jeb Dunnuck (87-88): „…The  2021 Château 

Mauvesin Barton is both darker and richer, with more black cherry fruits as well as medium-bodied richness 
and depth, good acidity, and supple tannins. It's a charming, balanced, enjoyable wine.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Mauvesin Barton was picked from 30 September until 11 October and 
aged in one-third new oak. There is more Cabernet this year (52%) due to frost damage. It has a vibrant nose 
with black cherries, bilberry and perhaps more floral scents than I have encountered apropos previous 
vintages. The palate is medium-bodied with fine grain tannins, not a deep or powerful Moulis, yet well-
balanced and surfeit with freshness, a pleasant bitter swerve on the finish. „ 
“It was not a good vintage for tourists, but it was enough to ripen the grapes,” Lilian Barton-Sartorius told me 
when I called in at Mauvesin-Baron, out in Moulis-en-Médoc. “I think it is a vintage where buyers should shop 
carefully. Gelée blanche is when there is no wind, and the cold air sits at the bottom and gelée noir is when 
there are cold winds, and you bring even more cold air to the vineyards. The first night was gélee noir and hit 
the top of the hills and the second night gelée blanche. We have candles here which is fine when temperatures 
are -2°C but not efficient if it is -5°C. We had no frost in Saint-Julien, and the wines exhibited high acidity 
levels, mostly malic so the total acidity decreased to a fairly normal number. Our challenge was that the Merlot 
could be diluted because of the showers, but the grape size was not too large. and their skin maturity was fine. 
The 20mm of rain forecast just before harvest never materialised, though we took the decision to pick before 
as we did not feel it would disadvantage us much as it takes three days for any water to be sucked up by the 
vines. The 2021s are the first vintages made in the new winery equipped with smaller vats (80-200hL whereas 
they were uniformly 200hL) and in small batches using our three, 5-hectoliter vertical presses that allow us to 
separate the skins and press the heart of the batch and gain precision. There is around 12.5% vin de presse in 
the final blend.”  



Vinous/Galloni (88-90): “… The 2021 Mauvesin Barton, the Barton family's Moulis, is a soft, fruity wine to drink 
now and over the next decade. Sweet red cherry fruit, cedar, pipe tobacco and incense give this mid-weight 
Moulis lovely aromatic presence.“ 
Jane Anson (87): „…This is light but well done with balance and careful extaction of gentle, soft berry fruits. 
Hardly any tannic frame at all, this is working with not against the vintage, careful winemaking if a little soft on 
the finish. Harvest September 30 to October 11“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Mauvesin Barton is a blend of 52% Cabernet Sauvignon and 48% 
Merlot, with yields of only 20 hl/ha due to frost. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it features bold notes of 
redcurrant preserves, Morello cherries, and wild strawberries, plus hints of lavender, wild thyme, and pencil 
shavings. The medium-bodied palate delivers a firm, grainy texture and oodles of freshness to support the 
intense red berry layers, finishing with a skip in its step.“ 
 
Potensac CB – Médoc 90+-91   22,90 
Michael Grimm (90+-91): „…sehr schöne, klare, saubere Frucht, blaubeerig, gute Struktur, saftig, Finale 
minimal leicht aber sonst sehr gute Struktur, Balance schön“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…20% neue Barriques für die Reifung von Potensac 2021. Eine gute Wahl, die durch den 
fruchtigen Charakter des Bouquets bestätigt wird. Am Gaumen wird die Frische durch eine angenehme 
Spannung hervorgehoben, während die samtenen Tannine ein schönes Fundament bilden. Ein vollmundiger, 
recht muskulöser aber auch finessenreicher Potensac.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (88-90): „…The 2021 Château Potensac might be outstanding and certainly has lots to love. A 
blend of 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 34% Merlot, 23% Cabernet Franc, and the rest Petit Verdot, it has solid 
cassis and almost raspberry-like fruit, notes of cedar, tobacco, and flowers, medium body, and silky, polished 
tannins. It's a classic Bordeaux to enjoy on release and over the following 10-12 years or so.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Real clarity of fruit with currants, blueberries and crushed stone. Some saltiness. 
Medium body and fine tannins. Perfumed and peppery, with peppercorn notes.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-90+): “… A blend of 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 43% Merlot, 3% Petit Verdot and an 
unusually high 23% Cabernet France, the 2021 Potensac offers up attractive aromas of cassis, loamy soil, 
wilted rose petals and pipe tobacco. Medium-bodied, supple and lively, with ripe, powdery tannins and a saline 
finish, it's a charming, perfumed rendition of this Médoc estate. Tasted three times“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (87-89): “… The 2021 Potensac was picked September 29 through October 13 and contains 
the highest-ever percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon (40%). Aged in 20% new oak, it has a light blackberry and 
raspberry nose with touches of tobacco. The palate is medium-bodied, though clearly lighter and airier than 
recent vintages, and displays slight attenuation on the finish. Two bottles tasted, the second at the château 
showing slightly better. (13.10% alcohol)“ 
„News broke during en primeur that Jean-Guillaume Prats will be joining Jean-Hubert Delon. Delon himself 
was in a meeting during my visit, so I discussed the vintage with current export director, Antoine Gimbert. “It 
was important to avoid any hollow center,” he explained. “We had to be extremely careful with the balance. 
The tannic structure was flying quite high, so the Clos du Marquis, Le Petit Lion and Léoville Las-Cases 
contain around 4% vin de presse this year [lower than other châteaux]. We had to be careful during extraction 
and so did more of an infusion than extraction. We didn’t need to do any chaptalisation. We feel the 2021 is 
better than the 2014 and 2017. Maybe it has the structure of the 1988 with elements of the 1999 and 2001. It’s a 
classic Bordeaux.”  
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “…The 2021 Potensac is beguiling. Perhaps it is the high amount of Cabernet Franc 
(23%) in the blend this year. The 2021 exudes refinement from the very first taste. Rose petal, spice, crushed 
red berry fruit and sweet pipe tobacco all open effortlessly. Readers will find a Haut-Médoc endowed with 
compelling aromatic presence and exceptional balance. The purity of the flavors is striking.“  
Jane Anson (89): „…Classically-balanced Podensac, dense ruby in colour, this is not exuberant, full of cool 
blue fruits, a signature of the good wines of the vintage, careful extraction, gentle overall, this is good quality 
and can be approached early. Highest level of Cabernet Franc ever, 3.54ph, 37hl/h yield after mildew. Harvest 
through to October 13th. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Potensac is a blend of 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 34% Merlot, 
23% Cabernet Franc, and 3% Petit Verdot, with a larger proportion of Cabernet Franc this year. Medium to 
deep garnet-purple in color, it rolls out with up-front scents of cassis, fresh blackberries, and raspberry 
leaves, plus suggestions of lavender, bay leaves, and black olives. Light to medium-bodied the palate is bright 
and breezy with a light chewiness to the tannins and a lively backbone, finishing with a red berry lift. pH 3.54. 
IPT 72.“ 
 
Sociando Mallet       92+   30,90 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…sehr schöne, saubere Frucht, gute Struktur, etwas sperrig/kantig, feine Bitterness, 
echter Klassiker, gut gemacht“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Das Bouquet von Sociando zeichnet sich durch seine Frische und Komplexität aus. Es 
offenbart klassische Noten von schwarzen Beeren, Johannisbeeren und Iris, gefolgt von einem Hauch 
Eukalyptus und Cacaobohnen. Die feinkörnigen Tannine sind präzise und offenbaren sich ab der Mitte des 
Gaumens. Der aromatische Ausdruck wird ideal von der Säurestruktur unterstützt, die Frische verleiht und 
den Abgang streckt. Ein schmackhafter und vielversprechender Wein“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A solid red as always, with a medium body. Blackcurrants, dark earth, black 
mushrooms and some bark. Chewy yet polished tannins.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… Offering up aromas of dark berries, licorice, cigar wrapper and loamy soil, 
the 2021 Sociando-Mallet is medium to full-bodied, bright and concentrated, with an impressively layered core 



of fruit, tangy acids and a long, saline finish. The blend is 54% Cabernet Sauvignon, 44% Merlot and 2% 
Cabernet Franc, with late-harvested Cabernet Sauvignon, picked through to October 14, providing the heart of 
the wine.“ 
„Sociando-Mallet has long been a favorite of Bordeaux insiders, and it's easy to understand why. Occupying 
the same terrace of Gunzian gravel that one finds at estates such as Montrose, Léoville-Las Cases and Latour, 
and planted at a high density of 8,333 vines per hectare, it's located just to the north of Saint-Estèphe, right on 
the banks of the Gironde. That location, delivering temperatures some two to three degrees Celsius cooler 
than Margaux to the south, combined with clay subsoils, means that this estate invariably delivers especially 
fine performances in warm, dry vintages (the 2003 is showing beautifully today, for example). And although it 
wasn't planted in 1855, and thus isn't a classified growth, Sociando-Mallet's performance in blind tastings tells 
its own story. Director François Hugueniot told me that the estate benefited from negligible rainfall in early 
October, so he was able to wait to pick fully ripe Cabernet Sauvignon. In the winery, he took pains with his 
Merlot lots to extract gently, but he opted for a more classic vinification for the riper Cabernet.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “…The 2021 Sociando-Mallet has a well-defined nose of tertiary black fruit, 
undergrowth and smoky scents. The palate is medium-bodied with grainy tannins. Not a powerful Sociando, 
but fresh and saline, tapering just slightly toward the finish.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…Sylvie Gautreau is the 2nd generation owner of this well loved 77ha estate, and has 
produced an excellent wine within the vintage. This is not up there with the most concentrated of Sociandos, 
but there is liqourice, fennel, marzipan, spice, and juicy blueberry fruits. Tasted twice, each time clear that this 
is an enjoyable wine but also that even at this benchmark estate you can see the challenges of the vintage in 
the Haut-Médoc appellation. 48hl/h yield, Michel-Bernad Couanson consultant. Harvest September 27 to 
October 13.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (87-89): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Sociando Mallet has 
fragrant notes of black raspberries, lilacs, and underbrush with wafts of kirsch and truffles. Medium-bodied, 
the palate delivers a good intensity of perfumed red and black fruits textured by soft tannins, finishing with 
lovely purity and perfume“ 
 
Belgrave      5ème Cru Classé 89-90   25,50 

 
Spanning 59Ha of vines planted in a single block, 
95% of which has not changed since its 1855 
classification, the vineyard shares with its Saint-
Julien neighbours the same prestigious terroirs 
that have carved Bordeaux its enviable reputation. 
The château produces deliciously fresh, deep and 
concentrated wines, which stand apart for their 
impressive ageing potential and complex aromas. 
With 40 years’ experience at the helm, DOURTHE 
and its teams have acquired an in-depth knowledge 
of the vineyard to allow its true character to shine. 
 
 

Michael Grimm (89-90): „…intensive, saubere, klare Frucht, dann doch auchvollreif+-Noten, gute Struktur, 
mittlerer Körper, kräftige Tannine“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (87-89): „…Darker blue fruits, damp earth, and tobacco notes all emerge from the 2021 Château 
Belgrave, a pretty, elegant, medium-bodied barrel sample that brings solid mid-palate depth, quality tannins, 
and a good finish.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A nicely polished red with currants, walnuts and hints of fresh herbs. Medium 
body. Fine tannins. Fresh and refined.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Belgrave was picked from September 27 to October 7 and contains a 
little more Cabernet this year; it was aged in 29% new oak. The nose takes its time opening, revealing 
blackberry, touches of black pepper and menthol, all fresh and vibrant and the oak nicely integrated. The 
palate is medium-bodied with insistent grip on the entry. Quite Saint-Julien in style (no surprise given its vines 
border the appellation), with fine structure and salinity on the finish. Maybe just a little short, but I admire its 
classicism and sapidity.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “… The 2021 Belgrave is a tasty Haut-Médoc. Black cherry, gravel, graphite, cloves and 
licorice infuse the 2021 with quite a bit of complexity. This potent, virile Haut-Médoc should blossom nicely 
with a few years in bottle. I very much like the vibrancy here.“ 
Jane Anson (86): „…Powerful, spicy black fruits on the nose, starts off enjoyably with well-worked tannins and 
bright raspberry leaf and blackberry notes, but struggles to maintain balance against hard tannins on the 
finish. Should soften further over ageing. Tasted three times. 29% new oak.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (81-83): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Belgrave leaps with notes 
of redcurrant, black raspberries, and wild thyme plus hints of pencil lead and charcoal. Medium-bodied, the 
palate has herb-tinged black fruits with a light chewiness to the texture and a savory finish. 
 
Cantemerle      4ème Cru Classé 89-90   25,50 
Michael Grimm (89-90): „…schwarzbeerige Frucht, süß-sauer, Mitte schlank, sehr kräftige Tannine“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… Savory, with mushrooms, bark and dried leaves. Some cocoa and walnut notes, 
too. Medium body with lightly chewy tannins. A little loose“ 



Jeb Dunnuck (87-89): „…The 2021 Château Cantemerle is good, and certainly an impressive Haut-Medoc. 
Offering ample red and black fruits, tobacco-laced herbs, and cedar, it's medium-bodied, forward, has ripe yet 
crunchy tannins, and a good finish.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (90-91): “…The 2021 Cantemerle is a very strong effort in a challenging year, offering 
up aromas of blackcurrants and plums mingled with hints of spice box, black truffle and loamy soil. Medium to 
full-bodied, fleshy and charming, it's supple and succulent, with a generous core of fruit and a saline finish. 
It's sure to number among the sleepers of the vintage.“ 
„Château Cantemerle saw substantial investments in the 1980s and since then has cruised along very 
happily—until now, with a new winery and cellar about to enter the construction phase. There are 98 hectares 
under vine, some 68% of which are planted to Cabernet Sauvignon, at a density of 8,500 vines per hectare. 
Occupying a crescent around the château, the vineyards sit on Mindel gravels, and the terroir is rather 
homogenous, such that any given parcel has the potential to make it into the grand vin (the second wine is 
mostly derived from young-vine parcels). Farming is thoughtful, with minimal chemicals and cover crops 
employed to limit vigor in parcels planted with Merlot. In the last few years, almost one kilometer of hedges 
has been added, to enhance biodiversity. The air-pulse system was prototyped here, so that's the order of the 
day during vinification, and élevage employs moderate percentages of new oak.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Cantemerle has a pleasant, cedar-inspired bouquet, the light black 
fruit gaining intensity with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with grainy tannins and quite structured, 
revealing classic tobacco notes toward a finish of decent length. This will do fine as an early-drinking claret.“ 
Jane Anson (87): „…Bright dark fruit, well constructed with fresh acidities and a leafy, rose stem aspect the 
emphasies the Caberrnet. There is juice on the finish here, but hard tannins also, and it needs further 
softening over ageing. Tasted twice. 50hl/h yield, generous for the vintage, 40% new oak“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (80-82): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Cantemerle has 
pronounced herbal notes with rubber and tobacco over a core of stewed red and black plums. Light to 
medium-bodied, the palate is a little thin with a chewy texture and a tart, abrupt finish.“ 
 
La Tour Carnet      4ème Cru Classé 91+   31,00 
Michael Grimm (91+): „…saubere, klare, gute Frucht, süße Beeren, gute Mitte aber sehr trockene Tannine, 
wirkt etwas extrahiert“ 
Yves Beck (90-91): „…Die Fruchtintensität des Bouquets von Tour Carnet ist einladend, angenehm durch 
Noten von Heidelbeeren, schwarzen Johannisbeeren und Pfefferminze. Der Aromatik wird auch im Auftakt 
unterstrichen wo der Wein eine mittlere Intensität aufweist. Er wird von bestens eingebundenen Tanninen und 
einer saftigen, frischen Struktur unterstützt“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (88-90): „…The 2021 Château La Tour Carnet is an attractive, possibly outstanding, wine offering 
plenty of ripe red and black fruits, medium-bodied richness, a round, nicely texture mouthfeel, and classic 
Bordeaux dried herb and sandalwood nuances. It shows the fresher, more mid-weight style of the vintage but 
does everything right and should keep for 10-12 years or more“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A linear and typical Medoc here with blackcurrants and hints of spearmint on the 
nose and palate. Firm, polished and lightly velvety tannins.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… The 2021 La Tour Carnet shows promise, exhibiting aromas of cherries 
and blackberries mingled with loamy soil and toasty new oak. Medium to full-bodied, velvety and generous, 
with lively acids and chalky grip, it's often among my favorites of the Magrez portfolio, and that's the case this 
year.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (87-89): “… The 2021 La Tour Carnet, aged in 30% new oak, has a rather sultry, earthy 
bouquet that is missing a bit of vivacity. The palate is medium-bodied with a lovely smooth texture, pliant 
tannins and fine acidity. Good weight and quite solid, yet missing some complexity on the finish. 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 La Tour Carnet is another gorgeous wine in this range from Bernard 
Magrez. Deeply pitched spice notes meld into a core of red plum/cherry fruit, followed by brighter, high-toned 
floral accents that add lift. La Tour Carnet has a track record of aging quite well. I suspect that will be the case 
here as well. La Tour Carnet remains one of the most under the radar wines in all of Bordeaux. Tasted four 
times.“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…Plenty of power in the glass here, and some tight blue and red fruit that starts out fleshy 
but closes in as the acidity cuts through the mid palate. An estate that has grown in size in recent years, but 
continues to provide plenty of signature depth and shoulders. Harvest September 28 to October 14. 30% new 
oak. Michel Rolland and Julien Viaud consultants“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (85-87): „…A blend of 54% Merlot and 46% Cabernet Sauvignon, the 2021 La Tour 
Carnet is medium to deep garnet-purple in color. It has a nose of stewed red and black plums, dried 
Mediterranean herbs, and graphite with a waft of damp soil. Light to medium-bodied, the palate offers pure 
black fruit flavors with subtle herbal sparks and a chewy texture, finishing savory.“ 
 
La Lagune 3ème Cru Classé 92+   38,00 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…sehr schöne, frische, blaube Frucht, Kirschen auch, gewisser Charme am Gaumen, 
Rasse fehlt etwas am Gaumen, aber sonst gut“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Ausbau in 50% neuen Barriques, 25% zweiter Belegung und 25% dritter Belegung. La 
Lagune 2021 offenbart die Finesse, die man vom Weingut kennt, durch Noten von roten Beeren, Gewürzen und 
Minznuancen. Der Wein ist elegant, leicht cremig und präzise. Seine gut eingebundenen Tannine harmonieren 
mit der Spannung der Säure. Ein La Lagune, der sowohl Muskeln als auch eine füllige Seite hat. Er glänzt 
durch seine Finesse und seine Fähigkeit, eine Symbiose zwischen Temperament und Dichte zu schaffen. 
Schöner, lang anhaltender Abgang“ 



Jeb Dunnuck (88-90+): „…The 2021 Château La Lagune is rock-solid, with considerable finesse and elegance 
as well as medium body, silky, polished tannins, and classic notes of both red and black fruits as well as spicy 
wood and tobacco. My money is on this ending up being an outstanding wine, and it should have 15+ years of 
prime drinking.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Fresh and fine with tight-grained, lightly stemmy tannins. Violets, raspberries, 
currants and orange zest. Medium-bodied, tight and fine. 70% cabernet sauvignon, 20% merlot and 10% petit 
verdot. From biodynamically grown grapes.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (90-92): “…A pretty middle-weight, the 2021 La Lagune offers up inviting aromas of 
sweet berries and plums mingled with hints of licorice, loamy soil, raw cocoa and cigar wrapper. Medium-
bodied, ample and succulent, it's fleshy and seamless, with an ample core of fruit, bright acids and melting 
tannins. A blend of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot and 10% Petit Verdot, it checks in at a modest 12.5% 
alcohol. Tasted four times, twice at the château.“ 
„One of the Médoc's southernmost and most precocious sites, La Lagune occupies two domes of fine gravel, 
some 1.5 meters deep, that becomes sandier in the vineyard's lower-lying sectors. The trend when replanting 
has been for Cabernet Sauvignon to displace Merlot on the prime sectors of the vineyard, and farming is 
organic (certified from 2020 on), with cover crops and less-frequent mechanical cultivation than in the past. 
Winemaking is classical, with gentle pump-overs, and the press wine is carefully selected before inclusion. In 
the cellar, maturation occurs with some 50% new oak. The result is a rather sensual, seamless wine, with 
plenty of fleshy charm and fine aging potential.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 La Lagune was picked from September 23 until October 12, from a 
biodynamically run vineyard due for certification in 2023, and matured in 50% new oak. It suffered a little frost 
damage at the beginning of the season but very little mildew. The Cabernet was deleafed and yields controlled 
(30hL/ha) in order to achieve ripeness. This has plenty of brambly red berry fruit on the nose, along with wild 
strawberry and tayberry; sous-bois and freshly rolled tobacco scents unfold with aeration. The palate is 
medium-bodied with a slightly austere opening, modest depth, noticeable acidity and peppery red fruit toward 
the finish, which leaves a residual bitterness on the aftertaste. Maybe a little rustic after preceding vintages, 
this will just need to fill out during élevage.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92+): “… The 2021 La Lagune is a gorgeous, super-expressive wine. The aromatics alone 
are beguiling. Deep and beautifully layered in the glass, with striking layers of nuance, the 2021 is a knock-out. 
It should age gracefully for many years to come.“  
Jane Anson (91): „…Love the beatiful sappy blue fruit that runs through the glass here, and there is character 
and depth through the palate. Silful winemaking with a feeling of precision, and an impressive tannic frame 
that holds things in place even while the fresh acidities splice through the fruit and brings things to a finish a 
little abruptly. 30hl/h yield. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (85-87): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 La Lagune reveals 
expressive notes of baked blackberries, plum preserves and spice cake with hints of oolong tea and menthol. 
Light to medium-bodied with soft tannins in the mouth, it has a good amount of herbs laced black fruits with a 
savory finish.“ 
 

Listrac                          
 
Fonreaud      Cru Bourgeois 89+   14,50 

Michael Grimm (89+): „…schöne, aromatische, süße 
Frucht, Gaumen aber sehr trocken, Pappenote, sperrig“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… Juicy and pleasing with 
currant, mushroom and lemon-zest notes. Medium-
bodied with sleek tannins. Succulent and fresh.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (85-87): “… From the Chanfreau 
family's flagship property in Listrac, the 2021 Fonréaud 
reveals aromas of smoky berries, licorice and toasty 
new oak, followed by a medium-bodied, lively and 
somewhat compact palate. As is often the case with this 
appellation, where subsoils are clay-limestone, it will 
require a bit of time to unwind“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Fonréaud is 
very perfumed on the nose of pure black cherries and 
blueberry fruit, plus a touch of violet petal; the oak is 
nicely integrated here. The palate is medium-bodied 
with a touch of blood orange on the entry, good depth 

and gentle grip on the finish. There is just a touch of greenness on the aftertaste; I wonder if that will be 
subsumed by the time of bottling.“ 
Jane Anson (89): „…Starts off with careful placment of damson and black cherry fruit, this is light through the 
mid palate, but it is good quality, if lacking in exuberance. Tasted twice. Vignobles Chanfreau“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (72-74): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Fonreaud gives cedar and tobacco-
inspired scents to begin, over a core of blackberries and kirsch with a touch of bay leaves. Light to medium-
bodied, the palate is hard, chewy, and bitter with very little fruit and a rustic finish“ 
 



Moulis                          
 
Chasse Spleen Cru Bourgeois 91-92   31,00 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…sehr schöne, blaubeerige Frucht, recht schlank und fein für Chasse, aber schöne 
Balance, im Finale dann kräftige Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (89-91): „…Chasse-Spleen offenbart Nuancen von Heidelbeeren, Gewürzen und schwarzem Tee. 
Der Wein ist in guter Verfassung dank der Tannine, die das Rückgrat bilden und gut eingebunden sind. Ein 
schmackhafter Wein von guter Dichte, den man schon in seiner Jugend genießen kann“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… Medium-bodied with chewy tannins and an array of spiced-fruit, hazelnut and 
cocoa notes. Pleasant, savory finish. From organically grown grapes.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… A strong effort, the 2021 Chasse-Spleen exhibits aromas of sweet berries 
and plums mingled with pipe tobacco, loamy soil, rose petals and pencil shavings. Medium to full-bodied, 
supple and seamless, it's lively and refined, with ripe tannins and a penetrating, saline finish. It's a blend of 
63% Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Merlot and 9% Petit Verdot, and only 55% of the estate's production went into 
the grand vin. 
„When the Villars family acquired Chasse-Spleen in 1976, it amounted to less than 50 hectares, but since then 
expansion has followed, bringing the total area under vine up to 103 hectares. The historic core of the estate is 
located on a gravel "croupe" around the château, adjacent to Poujeaux, and Chasse-Spleen also owns 
extensive holdings on a second gravel croupe, further inland, and clay-limestone soils near Château Clarke in 
neighboring Listrac. The vineyards are planted at 10,000 vines per hectare, soils are cultivated mechanically 
and increasing attention is paid to harvesting parcel by parcel at optimal maturity. The Boissenot family have 
consulted here since 1974. Long one of the Médoc's benchmarks among non-classified growths, recent 
vintages show that Chasse-Spleen is on form, producing serious, age-worthy wines that have long delighted 
Bordeaux purists.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (87-89): “… The 2021 Chasse-Spleen offers lightly cedar- and tobacco-scented red fruit that 
needs to muster more vigor. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins and nicely balanced, but 
compared to recent vintages, it’s just a bit one-dimensional on the finish, hence my more parsimonious 
score.“ 
Jane Anson (88): „…Cheerful fruit, this is ruby in colour with violet reflections, inviting juice-filled fruits that 
hold the acidities on the right sidd of tart. well polished and hadled, carefully extracted, good quality. 33hl/h 
yield, 40% new oak. Tasted twice“ 
 
Poujeaux Cru Bourgeois 91+   25,50 
Michael Grimm (91+): „…blaubeerig, würzig, spicy, Leder, auch vegetale und florale Noten, Veilchen, 
schwarzbeerig am Gaumen, mittlerer Körper, leicht bitter“ 
Yves Beck (90-91): „…Etwas mehr Cabernet Sauvignon als üblich im Jahr 2021. Die Merlots waren ziemlich 
vom Frost betroffen und hatten nicht unbedingt die gewünschte Dichte. Dies bedeutet etwa 10 % mehr CS als 
üblich. Der Ertrag liegt bei 40hl/ha gegenüber den üblichen 45 oder 50. Im Kontext von 2021 ist das für 
Matthieu Cuvelier OK. 
Das Bouquet ist elegant, sehr fruchtig und nicht vom Holz geprägt. Der Auftakt ist schmackhaft und saftig. 
Poujeaux hat Spannung, Frucht und wird von kompakten, noch festen, aber gut eingebundenen Tanninen 
getragen. Angenehme Frische im Abgang. Ein saftiger und klassischer Poujeaux. 
Jeb Dunnuck (87-89): „…The 2021 Château Poujeaux comes a blend of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 45% Merlot, 
and 5% Petit Verdot representing 70% of the production. It offers a solid array of ripe red and black fruits as 
well as tobacco leaf and cedar notes. These carry to a medium-bodied, round, charming, forward wine with 
lots of character. The Moulis region did reasonably well with regard to the frost in 2021, but they were still hit 
by it, so this cuvée represents 70% of the total production“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A fresh and focused 2021 with fine tannins that are pretty in the center-palate. 
Medium body, firm tannins and a racy finish. Pretty wine.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… The 2021 Poujeaux is a strong effort, opening in the glass with aromas of 
dark berries and plums mingled with notions of pencil shavings, violets and loamy soil. Medium-bodied, 
elegant and seamless, it's a pretty middleweight, framed by lively acids and powdery, melting tannins. 
„In total, Château Poujeaux amounts to some 70 hectares, but the core of the blend for their wines derives 
from a 50-hectare block on a deep gravel dome that many consider the finest terroir in Moulis. Cabernet Franc 
hasn't worked well here, so the tendency is to replant with Cabernet Sauvignon, which today amounts to 
around 50% of the estate's surface area. Charm and refinement are the order of the day here, winemaker 
Laurent Perroteau and proprietor Matthieu Cuvelier disclaiming any desire to "be what they are not." 
Vinification is classical, with temperatures up to 28 degrees Celsius, followed by malolactic in tank and 
maturation in some 30% new oak for 12 months on the fine lees“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Poujeaux was impacted by the frost, so there is more Cabernet 
Sauvignon in the blend this year. This was picked September 30 to October 14. It is well-defined on the nose, 
offering brambly red berry fruit, incense and light pine cone scents; the sense of airiness here is very 
appealing. The palate is medium-bodied, fresh and saline, with firm but fine tannins and touch of sour cherry 
and graphite on the precise finish. This is a very commendable Poujeaux that I suspect will age well in bottle. 
(13.0% alcohol)“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…This has a depth of fruit on the nose, clear blackberry, cassis and brambled fruit, with 
concentration and a mouthwatering finish. The oak is a little intrusive at this stage on the finish, but there is a 
ton of potential here, if lacking the seductive brilliance of recent years. This is always a benchmark estate for 



me in assessing the quailty of a vintage, as it is so consistenly excellent, and it's clear 2021 brought its 
challenges, with tomato leaf and celery stalk on the finish. Mathieu and Philippe Cuvelier owners, Christophe 
Labenne director, consultant Stéphane Derenoncourt. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (83-85): „…Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Poujeaux jumps from the glass with 
notes of cassis, black plums, and bay leaves plus a hint of lavender. Medium-bodied, the palate is firm and 
grainy with a good amount of fruit and an herbal lift on the finish.“ 
 

St.-Estèphe                          
 
Beau Site Cru Bourgeois    89+   17,90 
Michael Grimm (89+): „…sehr schöne, blaubeerige Frucht, gewisse Dichte, schön am Gaumen, feine florale 
Note, kräftige Tannine, minimal bitter, aber guter Wein“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A fresher, more approachable St.-Estephe with plenty of black and purple fruit, as 
well as some violets and stones. Light coffee and spice notes, too. Firm but very silky and supple tannins. 
Excellent freshness. 73% cabernet sauvignon, 25% merlot and 2% petit verdot“ 
PARKER William Kelley (85-87): “… Exhibiting aromas of minty berries, spices and licorice, the 2021 Beau Site 
is a medium-bodied, lively and nicely balanced wine. It derives from a gravel "croupe" near Calon-Ségur“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Beau-Site has a well-defined bouquet, a little rustic in style yet 
charming; a touch of white pepper develops with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with raspberry and 
strawberry flavors, a granular texture and a touch of austerity on the finish. Fine.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A fresher, more approachable St.-Estephe with plenty of black and purple fruit, as 
well as some violets and stones. Light coffee and spice notes, too. Firm but very silky and supple tannins. 
Excellent freshness. 73% cabernet sauvignon, 25% merlot and 2% petit verdot.“ 
Jane Anson (87): „…Enjoyable, well balanced, fine-bonded tannins and plentiful blackberry fruits. A little soft 
throuh the mid palate but this has mouthwatering charm. Harvest 1 October to 14 October (began pretty much 
the day they finished in 2020), with higher alcohol in the Cabernets than in the Merlots, very unusual but a 
result of the larger-than-average size of the Merlots“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (79-81): „…The 2021 Beau-Site is made from 73% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 
and 2% Petit Verdot. Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, it has a nose of unsmoked cigars, wood smoke, 
and new leather giving way to dried mulberries and plum preserves at the core. Light-bodied, the palate is 
dilute with a chewy texture and short, firm finish“ 
 
Le Boscq Cru Bourgeois    90+   22,20 

Michael Grimm (90+): „…sehr schöne, komplexe, warme 
und frische Frucht, Apfelnote, gute Struktur, kräftige 
Tannine, hat Power“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…So viel Frische und Frucht im 
Bouquet von Le Boscq! Er offenbart sein Terroir durch 
kreidige Noten, gefolgt von dunklen Beeren und Iris-
Nuancen. Am Gaumen ist der Wein kompakt und wird 
von feinkörnigen Tanninen unterstützt, die mit der 
erfrischenden Spannung der Säure harmonieren. 
Letztere streckt das fruchtige Finale. Ein herrlicher Wein! 
Jeb Dunnuck (87-89): „…The deep purple-hued 2021 
Château Le Boscq has tons of blue fruits as well as 

some violets and Christmas spice-like notes. Rich and mouth-filling on the palate, it lacks some elegance but 
brings good fruit as well as plenty of character“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A medium-bodied red with an attractive depth of fruit showing black currants, 
spices and hints of crushed stone. Medium finish. 50% cabernet sauvignon, 42% merlot, 6% petit verdot and 
2% cabernet franc.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (87-88): “… The 2021 Le Boscq exhibits aromas of sweet berries, crème de cassis, 
tobacco leaf and loamy soil. Medium to full-bodied, lively and nicely balanced, it's a creditable effort from 
Dourthe.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Le Boscq, now a Cru Bourgeois Exceptionel, is one of the highest 
gravel croupes in Saint-Estèphe. Under the Dourthe family ownership much of the vine orientation has been 
changed. They also increased the amount of Cabernet in the final blend. Matured in 30% new oak, this has a 
very intense, and you might call it "ambitious", bouquet with blackberry, tobacco and white pepper. Touches 
of pressed violets emerge with time. The 6% Petit Verdot is quite expressive here. The palate is medium-
bodied with dense, quite chewy tannins. A bold and quite concentrated Saint-Estèphe with a spicy, slightly 
herbaceous finish, this deserves 4-6 years in bottle. This is a well-crafted 2021.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Le Boscq is fabulous. Rich, heady and super-expressive, the 2021 offers 
exquisite aromatic intensity allied to deep, pliant fruit, all in an earthy/savory style that captures the essence of 
Saint-Estèphe. Best of all, Le Boscq should be a screaming value.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…Good fruit expression, well-te xtured blueberry and raspberry fruit, with firm tannins 
although skirting with under-ripe character. Plenty of dark ruby colour extraction, they have captured some of 
the enjoyment of the 2021 vintage, proving the consistency of an estate that is always worth following.“ 



TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (83-85): „…Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Le Boscq is a little subdued, soon 
offering scents of cassis and black cherries followed by hints of graphite and bay leaves. Medium-bodied, the 
palate is chewy and lively, with just enough fruit to match the structure, and a fruity finish. 
 
Lafon Rochet  4ème Cru Classé    90-91   35,00 

Wer viel schafft, braucht auch mal ne Pause. Danke Justine und Alfred 
Tesseron von Pontet canet für die Gastfreundschaft. 
Michael Grimm (90-91): „…kühle Frucht, dezente Pappnote, mittleer 
Körper, herbe Tannine, Balance fehlt im Moment aber da kriegt sich 
auch noch einiges ein“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Wie üblich offenbart sich Lafon-Rochet 
vorsichtig und sparsam. Er braucht etwas Luft, um seine 
olfaktorischen Fähigkeiten durch Noten von Rauch, dunklen Beeren 
und Süßholz zur Geltung zu bringen. Am Gaumen vereint der Wein 
Charme und Finesse. Seine Tannine sind samten, gut eingebunden 
und feinkörnig, während die Säurestruktur für Frische und Pfiff am 
Gaumenende sorgt“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…Tasted on numerous occasions, the 2021 
Château Lafon-Rochet has solid, yet slightly reserved aromatics of 
darker, almost blue fruits and some classic tobacco and lead pencil. It 
opens up with air and is medium-bodied, with a classic, focused style 
(I said “Pauillac” in my notes), notable balance, and a great finish. The 
blend is 69% Cabernet Sauvignon, 26% Merlot, 4% Cabernet Franc and 
a splash of Petit Verdot.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A firm and linear wine with blackberry and 
blackcurrant character. Medium body. Creamy. Focused for the 
vintage. Turns to plums and citrus at the end. From organically grown 
grapes. 69% cabernet sauvignon, 26% merlot, 4% cabernet franc and 
1% petit verdot.“ 

PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… The last vintage produced under the Tesseron family, the 2021 Lafon-
Rochet exhibits aromas of dark berries, plums, licorice and spices, followed by a medium-bodied, lively and 
succulent palate that's fleshy and layered, framed by powdery tannins. A charming, supple effort, it will drink 
well on release. 
Recently acquired by the Cruse and Lorenzetti families, the 2021 vintage of Lafon-Rochet was vinified by the 
Tesseron family but blended by the new technical team under Christophe Congé. Some changes are afoot, but 
what will continue is a commitment to better farming, with organic conversion launched in 2021 and due for 
certification in 2023. For now, these 2021s represent the end of Lafon-Rochet's last chapter rather than the 
beginning of a new one.“  
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Lafon-Rochet was picked from 27 September to 8 October with no 
break between the varieties. There was just a small green harvest resulting in yields of 30hL/ha. It was matured 
in 50% new oak. It has a tightly wound, backward bouquet with blackberry, briar and graphite scents, quite 
Pauillac in style (you might see the irony in that). The palate is medium-bodied with grippy tannins, quite firm 
with a solid backbone. Fresh and slightly muscular on the finish. Fine, but not quite as chiselled as others this 
year. 13% alcohol.“ 
„Another change of personnel, this time in Saint-Estèphe. Christophe Colombe joined Lafon Rochet from 
Lafite-Rothschild after it was bought by Jacque Lorenzetti last year. In fact, Colombe blended both the First 
Growth, just before departing, and the Lafon Rochet. I asked whether he foresees changes? “Lafon Rochet 
can produce good wines, but we must select more in the vineyard,” he replied. “The style of Lafon Rochet is 
elegant and fresh with smooth tannins, which are features we want to keep. It is a young technical team here, 
so they are open to new techniques.” He went on to explain that the estates under Lorenzetti, Pédesclaux and 
d’Issan are managed separately, so the buck stops with him.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Lafon-Rochet is a wine of notable precision. It will be interesting to see if 
it gains a bit more flesh in élevage. Today, the 2021 is decidedly lithe in feel. Crushed flowers, mint, rose petal 
and bright acids lend energy to a core of red berry fruit. Captivating in its inner perfume and elegance, Lafon-
Rochet is the most Pauillac-like of the Saint-Estèphes.“ 
Jane Anson (88): „…Saline and linear, blueberry and raspberry fruits, with a touch of greengage and raspberry 
leaf that suggests things are just skirting ripenss. Floral aromatics lift things up as it travels through the 
palate, but the finish is soft and a little diluted. Plenty of change happening at this 41ha estate that is located 
just over the border from Pauillac, next to Lafite and Cos d'Estournel, with Jacky Lorenzetti arriving as new 
owner in January 2022, and Christophe Congé appointed technical director a few months later, arriving from 
Lafite, making 2021 a transition vintage - particularly difficult in such a tough year. 32hl/h yield, 70% 1st wine. 
2nd year in official conversion to organic, wll be certified with 2023 vintage. Harvest 27 to October 8. 30hl/h 
yield, 50% new oak. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (77-79): „… A blend of 69% Cabernet Sauvignon, 26% Merlot, 4% Cabernet Franc, and 
1% Petit Verdot, the 2021 Lafon-Rochet is medium to deep garnet-purple colored. It offers subtle notes of 
plums and black cherries with touches of raspberry leaves, cloves, and wild mushrooms plus a hint of 
Sichuan pepper. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is chewy and hollow in the middle, with a hard, herbal 
finish. IPT 76.“  
 



Meyney   Cru Bourgeois    91-92+   27,50 
Michael Grimm (91-92+): “…sehr schöne, aromatische Frucht, gute Struktur, klassisch, gute Statur, fast 
maskuline Tannine, dann aber schön saftig im Finale“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Das Bouquet von Meyney ist voller Finesse und Komplexität. Es zeichnet sich durch 
blumige Noten, schwarze Beeren und Süßholz aus. Mit etwas Luft zeigt er auch klassische Düfte von 
Zedernholz und Graphit. Cremiger Charakter am Gaumen, wo der Wein mit samtenen Tanninen versehen ist, 
die sich langsam offenbaren. Sie schaffen eine gute Symbiose mit dem Temperament der Säurestruktur. 
Letztere unterstützt die Gaumenaromatik ideal, vom Auftakt bis zum Finale. Ein einladender, aber auch 
relevanter und anhaltender Meyney, der bereit ist, einige Zeit im Keller zu verbringen. 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A pretty wine with currant, cherry and some spices, such as nutmeg. Subtle this 
year. Medium body.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… Offering up aromas of cassis, blackberries, spices and creamy new oak, 
the 2021 Meyney is medium to full-bodied, ample and fleshy, with lively acids, powdery tannins and an 
impressively rich, textural profile for the vintage. It's a blend of 54% Cabernet Sauvignon, 34% Merlot and 12% 
Petit Verdot. 
With 50 hectares under vine, Meyney occupies a ridge of gravel, some six to eight meters deep, over blue clay, 
next to Montrose and opposite Tronquoy-Lalande. Planted at 7,600 vines per hectare, vineyards have been 
well maintained over the years, but recent replanting has replaced Merlot on prime gravels with Cabernet 
Sauvignon. Petit Verdot has long played an important role here (unusual for the northern Médoc), with the 
oldest vines dating back to 1928, and the estate has its own massale selection of this variety. Vinification is 
generally rather classic, though some 15% of the grand vin sees malolactic fermentation in barrel. Formerly a 
rather firm, chewy but characterful wine during the Cordier era, contemporary Meyney is suppler and fleshier 
out of the gates and doesn't require such extended patience before becoming approachable. The 2021 vintage 
marks the first year of organic conversion.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “…The 2021 Meyney has a lovely bouquet with floral-tinged red berry fruit, opening 
nicely with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with fresh red berry fruit laced with oyster shell and spice. 
Fine build towards a menthol-tinged finish, winemaker Anne La Nour has conjured a very commendable Saint-
Estèphe from a tricky growing season. If release prices match your wallet, I'd stick a case (or two) in the 
cellar.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “… The 2021 Meyney is a deep, dense, fleshy wine. There is not a ton of complexity 
today, as the flavors are incredibly primary. Hints of cedar, tobacco and dried herbs start to emerge over time, 
but only with great reluctance. The 2021 could turn out to be quite good if it comes together a bit more during 
élevage. Tasted two times.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…This has tannins, grip and plenty of character. Majors on blueberry and raspberry fruit, 
dips through the mid palate but enjoyable, one to look out for, with smoked caramel notes from the oak. 
Tasted twice. 44hl/h yield. Harvest September 24 to October 8. Anne la Naour technical director. Hubert de 
Bouard consultant“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (83-85): „… Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Meyney features notes of cedar 
chest and unsmoked cigars to begin, giving way to a vibrant core of fresh raspberries and black currants. The 
oak stands out a little on the delicate, light to medium-bodied palate, lending a chewiness to the otherwise soft 
tannins and clouding the finish slightly. I expect this will improve with elevage.“ 
 
Phelan Segur    92+-93   43,00 

Michael Grimm (92+-93): “…schöne, reife, fast exotische Frucht, 
feine florale Note, hellere Frucht, feine reduktive Noten, sehr 
appetitlich, schlanke Struktur aber sehr gut, kräftige Säure, 
minimal bitter“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Schöne Intensität des Bouquets von 
Phélan mit Noten von schwarzen Beeren, gefolgt von einem 
Hauch Süßholz und Graphit. Am Gaumen ist der Wein 
vollmundig und mit einer guten Tanninstruktur versehen. Diese 
offenbart sich langsam und erreicht ihre Amplitude am 
Gaumenende. Ein einladender Wein, der Kraft und Delikatesse 
in sich vereint und über ein sehr gutes Reifepotenzial verfügt.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-93+): „…Tasted on numerous occasions, the 
2021 Château Phélan Ségur (75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 21% 

Merlot and 4% Petit Verdot) makes the most of this challenging vintage and offers terrific purity in its cassis 
fruit as well toasted spice and violet notes. It has some background oak, medium-bodied richness, good mid-
palate density, and outstanding length.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Plenty of cabernet character with currant and blackberry and some fresh-herb 
undertones. Medium body. Fine, firm tannins. Refined and together. Oyster shell and hints of spices such as 
cloves and white pepper. Tapenade. Typical for the appellation. 75% cabernet sauvignon, 4% petit verdot and 
21% merlot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (92-93+): “… Unfurling in the glass with aromas of dark berries, plums and cherries 
mingled with notions of rose petals, pipe tobacco, sweet spices and loamy soil, the 2021 Phélan Ségur is 
medium to full-bodied, deep and layered, with impressive depth at the core, ripe tannins and lively acids, 
concluding with a long, saline finish. Concentrated and well-constructed, this is a serious wine with a bright 
future ahead of it. It's a blend of 75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 21% Merlot and 4% Petit Verdot. Tasted five times, 
twice at the estate.“ 



„This Saint-Estèphe estate has been one of the Médoc's rising stars for some years now, and director 
Véronique Dausse and her team have excelled themselves in the challenging 2021 vintage. Some 70 hectares 
are planted at this address, with parcels concentrated around the château, opposite Château Montrose and on 
a gravel outcropping near the Pauillac border. Viticulture is thoughtful, with experiments in organic farming 
and cover crops; and winemaking is intelligent, with a cuvier equipped with small stainless steel tanks that 
have permitted parcel-by-parcel vinification since 2014. Macerations last three to four weeks, and some 300 
hectoliters are fermented in 500-liter barrels. Phélan Ségur made good wines in the past (the 1989 stands out 
as one of the high points of yesteryear), but today, the estate is hitting new levels of quality and consistency.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Phélan Ségur has an attractive bouquet of blackberry, raspberry and 
dried rose petal scents, quite fragrant and appealing even at this early stage. The palate is medium-bodied 
with sappy red fruit, fine tannins, well-judged acidity and quite a tensile finish. This is very promising, though 
it will need four to five years in bottle. It might represent one of the best values for money… depending on the 
release price, of course.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “…The 2021 Phélan Ségur is bright, punchy and full of character, with all the youthful 
vigor and fruitiness of a barrel sample. I very much like the energy here. There's less density than in the 
preceding years, but that is not a bad thing at all. Cedar, tobacco, sage and bright red berry fruit open nicely, 
all woven together by the aromatic intensity that is such a signature of the year. This is the second vintage 
that incorporates a touch of Petit Verdot, while the Cabernet is the highest it has ever been here. Readers will 
find a classy Phélan marked by a sense of strict classicism that is hugely attractive. Tasted four times.“ 
“It was maybe not the best time to transition to biodynamic farming,” Managing Director Véronique Dausse 
quipped. “Yields were 32 hectoliters per hectare as opposed to the more normal 45 or so. But we had good 
weather at the end of the year, with two modest heat spikes in July and August. We used the highest amount 
of Cabernet Sauvignon ever for the Grand Vin. Vinifications were a bit longer than usual, but with gentle 
extractions at the end.” Once again, Phélan Ségur is a star in the Médoc. The Grand Vin was impressive on the 
multiple occasions I tasted it.“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…Attractive, carefully-extracted damson and black cherry fruit with austere tannins. This is 
a little drying on the finish, and is clearly impacted by the issues of the vintage, after a series of truly brilliant 
years at Phélan Ségur. Harvest September 29 to October 13. IPT 85. 55% new oak“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Phelan Segur leaps with 
vivacious scents of black and red currants, Morello cherries, and black raspberries, plus wafts of cardamon, 
cedar chest, and iron ore. Light to medium-bodied, the palate has plenty of vibrant red and black fruit layers 
with fine-grained tannins and an energetic finish.“ 
 
Capbern Cru Bourgeois    92-93   24,00 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „…77% Cabernet. Ganz blaue, saubere, frische Kirschfrucht, sehr frisch am Gaumen, 
saftig, sehr schöne Balance, tolle Tannine, feine Tabak- und Schokonoten, tolle Struktur, wird vielleicht von 
manchen unterschätzt“ 
Yves Beck (90-92): „…Das Bouquet von Capbern zeigt eine strahlend frische Frucht, die bestens mit der 
Reifung harmoniert. Die Tannine sind fein, elegant und der Wein ist bereits sehr einladend. Die 
Herausforderung wird darin bestehen, ihn noch etwas warten zu lassen, aber es wird sich lohnen, der 
Versuchung schnell nachzugeben!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-94): „…The 2021 Château Capbern is rock-solid, with wonderful cassis and an assortment of 
both red and blue fruits, supported by plenty of floral nuances. It's elegant and has considerable finesse, ripe 
tannins, and terrific purity. It shows the more charming, mid-weight style of the vintage, yet it's a solid wine 
that will deliver the goods“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A medium-bodied, firm and very fresh red with crunchy black-fruit and bark 
character. Tight, fine tannins. Mineral and tea-like quality. 70% cabernet sauvignon, 28% merlot and 2% petit 
verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… Offering up aromas of dark berries, plums, spices, rose petals and loamy 
soil, the 2021 Capbern is a medium to full-bodied, lively and charming wine with beautifully refined tannins 
and an impressively penetrating finish. It's a blend of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Merlot and 2% Petit 
Verdot that attained 12.8% alcohol“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “…The 2021 Capbern was cropped at 36hL/ha with a 20-day cuvaison, and matured 
in 60% new oak for a planned 18 months. It has an attractive, fragrant bouquet of vivacious black and blue 
fruit, a lovely pencil box element emanating from the Cabernet Sauvignon. The palate is medium-bodied with 
sappy black fruit, respectable weight and acidity and a saline finish. Not the most complex Saint-Estèphe you 
will find, but commendable for the vintage and thoroughly enjoyable. (12.8% alcohol)“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “…The 2021 Capbern is absolutely gorgeous. The aromatics alone are so alluring. A 
whole range of Cabernet inflections leads into a core of bright red toned fruit. Dried herbs, mint, tobacco, 
cedar, crushed flowers and red berry fruit grace this exquisite, vibrant Saint-Estèphe. Bright acids perk up the 
finish. En primeur samples were taken from new barrels only, but the final wine is projected to have 60% new 
oak.“ 
Jane Anson (87): „…Attractive red fruits, cranberry, redcurrant and raspberry with an attractive zip but skirting 
full ripeness. Highest Cabernet levels to date, and it comes across not so much in flavour but in tannic depth, 
and raspberry leaf aromatics. No frost here, 36hl/h yield“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (84-86): „…The 2021 Capbern is composed of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Merlot, 
and 2% Petit Verdot. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it comes tumbling out with notes of kirsch, 
redcurrants, and black raspberries with hints of tobacco. Light-bodied, the palate delivers crunchy red fruits 
with soft tannins and a crisp backbone, finishing on an herbal note. Yields came in at 36 hl/ha.“ 



Le Marquis de Calon        2ème Vin Calon Segur    92-93+   28,00 
Michael Grimm (92-93+): „…sehr schöne, 
aromatische Frucht, Weihrauch, Kirchenbank, 
saftig, Marzipan, Mandeln, Mitte schlank aber 
kein Loch, gute Tannine, sehr gute Struktur“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Der Marquis hat eine 
Parzelle Merlot geerbt, die normalerweise für 
Calon bestimmt ist, um dem Wein die Größe 
und das Niveau zu verleihen, das die Liebhaber 
dieses Weines erwarten dürfen. Eine kluge 
Entscheidung, denn der Wein zeigt schon beim 
ersten Duft einen einladenden Charakter. Am 
Gaumen gelingt es ihm, diese Eigenschaft zu 
reproduzieren, wo er sich mit Eleganz und 
Überzeugung offenbart. Die Tannine sind gut 
eingebunden, samten und bilden eine gute 
Synergie mit der Säurestruktur. Letztere 
verlängert den aromatischen Ausdruck im 
Finale“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-93): „…The Merlot-heavy 2021 

Le Marquis de Calon Ségur is solid, with a pure, seamless, medium-bodied style as well as pretty red fruits, 
notes of flowers and sappy herbs, a touch of minerality on the palate, fine tannins, and a great finish. The 
blend is 58% Merlot and 42% Cabernet Sauvignon.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Very fresh and fine with silky tannins for the appellation. Medium body. Slate and 
oyster shell to the wild-bramble and blackberry fruit. Elegant. 58% merlot and 42% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… Offering up notions of blackcurrants, spices and cigar box, the 2021 Le 
Marquis de Calon-Ségur is medium to full-bodied, layered and lively, with powdery tannins and an 
impressively penetrating finish. It's a blend of 58% Merlot with 42% Cabernet Sauvignon, the latter mainly from 
young vines. Director Vincent Millet explains that he doesn't want the gap in quality between his second wine 
and the grand vin to be too flagrant and that he'll take lots from the Calon-Ségur blend to improve the Marquis 
if necessary—as it was in 2021.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Le Marquis de Calon Ségur was picked at 36hL/ha and matured in 
30% new oak for a planned 17 months. Made from 58% Merlot and the remainder young Cabernet Sauvignon, it 
nods to the Right Bank in style, offering ample dark cherry, cedar and damp earthy scents. The palate is 
medium-boded with lithe tannins and modest weight and concentration, tapering in a little toward the finish, 
which has an attractive marine tincture. This is fine Marquis that should drink well over 12–15 years. 13.2% 
alcohol.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Le Marquis de Calon Ségur shows all of the freshness of the year in its 
bright, vibrant personality. Black cherry, plum, lavender, licorice, spice and mint all open effortlessly. Merlot 
drives the blend in a striking, mid-weight Marquis that hits all the right notes. There's a generosity to the 
Marquis, but it is balanced by notable vivacity. En primeur samples were taken from new barrels only, but the 
final wine is projected to have 30% new oak.“  
Jane Anson (89): „…A perky, well-handled Marquis de Calon with savoury blue and black fruit with forest floor 
and raspberry leaf edging. Calon recorded rainfall of 49mm in July, 24mm in August, and 80mm in September 
(less than in the southern areas of the Médoc), with no frost, giving a fairly classic yield of 36hl/h. That doesn't 
mean they didn't have to deal with weather that was still cloudy and dull for much of the summer, and you will 
find this lighter in structure than over the past few years. 30% new oak, 57% of overall production. Ready to 
begin drinking within a few years of bottling“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (85-87): „…A blend of 58% Merlot and 42% Cabernet Sauvignon, the 2021 Le Marquis 
de Calon Segur is medium to deep garnet-purple in color. It jumps form the glass with notes of baked plums, 
boysenberries, and Morello cherries, plus touches of sauteed herbs, pencil lead, and underbrush. Light-
bodied, the palate is a little thin yet refreshing with herbal sparks to the red and black fruits, finishing savory.“ 
 
Calon Segur           3ème Cru Classé    94-95   116,00 
Michael Grimm (94-95): „…Kein Frost im Mai und davor auch keine wirklichen Mehltauprobleme. sehr schöne, 
reife, frische Frucht, Cassis und dunkle Beeren, feine Mandelnote, tolle Balance und sehr gute Struktur, 
kräftige Tannine aber nicht bitter, mittlerer Körper, wieder sehr schön“ 
Yves Beck (96-97): „…Unbestreitbar haben die Cabernets die Oberhand auf Calon Ségur 2021. "Wenn man 
solche Reife- und Qualitätsniveaus erreicht, wird man unweigerlich den Anteil des Cabernet in der 
Assemblage nach oben korrigieren". Das Bouquet von Calon glänzt mit seiner Frische und seiner 
Fruchtintensität sowie seinem subtilen Charakter. Der Auftakt ist schmackhaft und seidig, was zunächst auf 
einen eher delikaten Wein hindeutet, aber die Tanninstruktur unterstützt das Fundament des Weins, ohne 
seine Delikatesse zu beeinträchtigen... zum Glück! So zeichnet sich Calon Ségur durch seine Fähigkeit aus, 
Finesse und Kraft in Einklang zu bringen, in einem schlankeren Stil, aber Calon ist genauso überzeugend wie 
sonst auch.“  
Jeb Dunnuck (94-97): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Calon Ségur is one heck of a winner in the vintage and 
is 81% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% Cabernet Franc, and the rest Merlot and Petit Verdot. Hitting 12.9% alcohol, 
its deep purple hue is followed by a gorgeous bouquet of cassis, violets, ripe darker raspberries, and spring 



flowers. It's elegant and has a great mid-palate, ultra-fine tannins, and a great finish. It's unquestionably one of 
the gems from the Médoc and will round into form with 3-5 years of bottle age and, I suspect, be long-lived.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Polished and perfumed already, with very fine, powdery tannins. So silky. Bright 
red and black berries here with sandalwood and orange-zest notes. Medium-bodied. Refined. 81% cabernet 
sauvignon, 11% cabernet franc, 7% merlot and 1% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (95-96+): “… A brilliant effort that will delight Médoc purists, the 2021 Calon-Ségur 
wafts from the glass with aromas of rose petals, wild berries, plums, Indian spices, woodsmoke and pencil 
shavings. Medium to full-bodied, velvety and seamless, it's deep and lively, with beautifully ripe tannins and 
an exquisitely balanced profile. In spirit, this blend of 81% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% Cabernet Franc, 7% 
Merlot and 1% Petit Verdot is reminiscent of the 1996 vintage, though the 2021 won't go through such an 
extended period of hibernation and will attain a much higher peak of quality. It attained 12.9% alcohol without 
any chaptalization, saignée or osmosis. Tasted twice.“ 
Calon-Ségur is in the midst of a renaissance. A true "clos," this walled 55-hectare vineyard, the first to be 
cultivated in Saint-Estèphe, was long planted at a low density of 6,000 vines per hectare. When the cahier des 
charges (appellation rules) for Saint-Estèphe changed in the recent past, mandating a higher minimum 
density, the Gasqueton family had already begun replanting at 8,000 vines per hectare. Now estate director 
Vincent Millet is replanting at 10,000 vines per hectare, and each individual vine has been geo-referenced so 
that treatments and amendments can be adapted on a vine-by-vine basis within each parcel: the latest in high-
tech precision viticulture! The varietal breakdown is changing too, with Cabernet Sauvignon on the increase, 
currently amounting to around 60% of the estate's holdings and with a target of around 75%. In addition to 
clones, a massal selection, from parcels near the small chapel just to the east of the château, is underway. 
Winemaking, too, has been revolutionized: in an entirely new cellar and winery, the grapes are rapidly chilled 
by passage through a cold tunnel and undergo a three-day cold soak, before a co-inoculated 18- to 21-day 
maceration with micro-oxygenation. Maturation follows, in new barrels, for 20 months with a traditional 
racking every three. If all this sounds very detail-oriented, it's because Millet, who boasts a PhD in wine 
microbiology and spent several years at Château Margaux, is an extremely serious, forward-thinking estate 
director, and I have no doubt that he is going to unleash all of Calon-Ségur's latent potential“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (95-97): “… The 2021 Calon Ségur was cropped at 36hL/ha and aged entirely in new oak for 
a planned 20 months. This year, the gap between the Grand Vin and the Marquis is blatantly obvious, to the 
extent that they are practically different wines, which is how Vincent Millet and his team treat them. The 
Cabernet is firmly in the driving seat here, with detailed, graphite-infused black fruit and a background florality 
that comes through with aeration. The medium-bodied palate displays very fine tannins, superb acidity (pH 
3.65) and impressive harmony. This has exemplary build in the mouth, fine weight on the finish and a 
persistent aftertaste. An outstanding Calon-Ségur, elevated by the risks taken in de-leafing in June and waiting 
to pick. Bravo. 12.9% alcohol“ 
„Winemaker Vincent Millet explained the growing season from his perspective when I called in at Calon-Ségur. 
Perhaps, for the first time, in my 24-years of visiting this appellation, I believe that the gambles Millet took 
have produced the best Saint-Estèphe in 2021. Tasted in between Cos d’Estournel and Montrose, it had more 
precision, more completeness. So how did he throw the dice?  
“We had to make a lot of action in the vineyard, especially in June,” he explained. “At Capbern and Calon-
Ségur we did not suffer frost damage because of the protection afforded by the Gironde. In June, we de-leafed 
on both sides to increase air circulation, which is something we had not done before. That was a risk because 
it might have been hot and sunny afterward [thereby burning the berries]. We removed 25-30% of the Merlot 
bunches and 10-20% for the Cabernet Sauvignon. But in the end, we had to conduct a green harvest in August 
because it was not very sunny or warm. The third element is that we had the nerve to wait for the picking as 
there were storms forecasted, which prompted some people to pick early. Waiting was beneficial for the 
maturity of the Cabernet, so we ended up picking on 28 September, one of the latest harvests ever, finishing 
on 2 October for the Merlot; the Cabernet and Petit Verdot were picked from 4 to 13 October. The last vintage 
picked that late was 2012. The alcohol is low, 12.8% for Capbern and 12.9% for the Calon-Ségur. The Merlot did 
not suffer dilution because we conducted a green harvest, and consequently, quality between clay and gravel 
soils was not different. In the end, around 43% of the fruit was selected for the Grand Vin, which contains 7% 
Merlot. But the Cabernet is the star of the vintage.” 
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Calon Ségur is a gorgeous wine that is going to need a number of years 
to fully come into its own. Aromatic, punchy and croquant, as the French say, the 2021 is a vibrant, mid-weight 
Calon that will delight readers who enjoy classically built claret. Don't look for the size or opulence of recent 
vintages. The 2021 is a cool, classy Saint-Estèphe to savor for years and decades to come. I loved it. „ 
„Calon Ségur has been quite the roller coaster in recent years. I am not sure if that is more a question of its 
location in the northern Médoc or choices made by the technical team, but the wines here of late have been 
highly variable in interpretation. To be clear, I am talking more about style than quality. As for the 2021s, they 
are magnificent. Readers will find a set of super-classic wines that have little in common with the wines of the 
preceding three vintages. 
We had good weather at the end of May and early June. As a result, flowering was fast and homogenous. Rain 
was abundant in June. We saw lower sun levels in the summer, unlike the preceding three vintages, and no 
heat spikes, unlike 2019 and 2020. Rain in July and August was normal. 
Harvest ran from September 28 to Oct 2 for the Merlot, then October 4 to October 14 for the Cabernets. Yields 
were 36 hectoliters per hectare and alcohols around 13%, a significant departure from recent vintages. "We 
deleafed in June rather than July to encourage air circulation, which helps promote health in the vineyard," 
Technical Director Vincent Millet explained. "The last 20 days were warm and dry. They really shaped the 
vintage." In tasting, it is pretty clear the 2021s are special wines.“ 



Jane Anson (95): „…This is delicious, refined, poised, one of the wines of the vintage. Has the signature of 
2021 in terms of cool and savoury fruits, with graphite and gunsmoke aromatics. A cool climate Calon, very 
different from the style of wines you have found here in the trio of 2018-2019-2020, but it is successful, and a 
fine example of the savoury, sculpted wines that were possible within the conditions of the year. Understated 
power, juicy finish, old school elegance. You can begin drink in around 6 or 7 years, but will age. On 
questioning, there were a few reasons for their success - they deleafed on both sides at the end of June for the 
first time since director Vincent Millet arrived at Calon in 2006 to aerate the grapes, and together with the dry 
August were able to get some natural concentration. Harvest September 28 until October 14, 100% new oak. 
43% 1st wine, 36hl/h yield. Potential upscore when in bottle““ 
 
La Dame de Montrose 2ème Vin du Montrose    92+   37,50 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…blaubeerige Frucht, feine Veilchennote, gute Struktur, kräftige Säure, gute Tannine, 
minimal bitter“ 
Yves Beck (92-93): „…Die Dame von Montrose wird Schritt für Schritt offenbarer. Das Bouquet ist zunächst 
etwas zurückhaltend, zeigt aber Nuancen von Pfefferminze, Süßholz und schwarzen Beeren. Am Gaumen 
vereint der Wein Finesse und Präzision. Die Tannine wirken im Hintergrund, bilden ein schönes Fundament 
und verleihen Dimension, während die Säurestruktur für Frische sorgt. Ein Wein, der nach seiner Reifung von 
großer Schönheit sein wird. Die Weichen sind gestellt!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…The second wine of unquestionably one of the leaders in the Northern Médoc, the 
2021 La Dame De Montrose is 53% Merlot, 38% Cabernet Sauvignon, and the rest Petit Verdot. This juicy, 
medium-weight, elegant second wine shows the fresher style of the vintage, has good acidity, and supple 
tannins“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A fine and silky St.-Estephe with medium body and supple, fine tannins. Fresh. 
Pretty blue and purple fruit with stone and some ash notes. Refined and elegant. 53% merlot, 38% cabernet 
sauvignon, 6% petit verdot and 3% cabernet franc.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (88-90): “… Representing some 40% of the estate's production, the 2021 La Dame de 
Montrose offers up aromas of sweet berries, black truffle and burning embers, followed by a medium to full-
bodied, seamless and elegant palate that's pure and precise. It's a fine effort that will likely take on additional 
depth with élevage. 
This large estate overlooking the Gironde in Saint-Estèphe produces some of Bordeaux's greatest and 
longest-lived wines, and the last 15 or so years have seen it benefit from sustained investment. There's a 
brand-new winery and cellars, of course, but there's a lot of work going on in the vineyards too. When Olivier 
and Martin Bouygues acquired Château Montrose from the Charmolüe family in 2006, the estate included fully 
17 hectares of pre-clonal vines dating back to the early 20th century, and a massale selection program has 
since identified 80 viable individuals, mainly Cabernet Sauvignon, for use when replanting (the same efforts 
are currently being lavished on Merlot, drawing on a block behind the château acquired from Phélan-Ségur). 
Now cover crops are being trialed, and the soils are being cultivated more superficially to avoid disrupting the 
microbiome. Winemaking is rather classical, with maturation in some 60% new oak. In 2021, the estate's first 
year in organic conversion, technical director Vincent Decup opted for three-week macerations and paid 
particular attention to the quality of press wine included in the blend“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “… The 2021 La Dame de Montrose offers lovely immediacy in a plump, juicy style that 
will offer plenty of near and medium-term appeal. Technical Director Vincent Decup chose gentler extractions, 
which comes through in the wine's forward, supple personality. Press wines were blended back later to add 
structure. In 2021 La Dame is not terribly complex, but it is absolutely delicious.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 La Dame de Montrose, which represents 40% of the total production 
this year, has a perfumed bouquet with blackberry, raspberry coulis and light graphite scents. It needs a little 
more encouragement than previous vintages. The palate is medium-bodied with a fresh, saline entry. Modest 
depth, quite open and citrus-fresh, this conveys a sense of joie-de-vivre even at this prenatal stage. Good 
"bite" on the finish. This should drink well for a decade, possibly more.“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…One of the few truly successful 2nd wines in the vintage, this is inky in colour and even 
visually you can see it has a gorgeous texture. Clear graphite, pencil lead and blueberry notes set the tone on 
the palate. Cool vintage character, this is extremely elegant. There is a natural structure and power in 
Montrose soils, meaning the austerity of the vintage was on full display at harvest, and they chaptilised just 
four tanks of Merlot to add a little weight through the mid palate to this 2nd wine, but it also means there is 
less of a departure from the classic Montrose signature than you can find in other estates. Harvest September 
26 to October 6, after less rain in September than the more southerly sections of the Médoc“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…The 2021 Calon Segur is deep garnet-purple in color. It sashays out with 
vibrant notes of wild blueberries, raspberry coulis, and cassis followed by hints of bay leaves, camphor, and 
cedar. Light-bodied, the palate is delicately styled with loads of zip lifting the finely packed fruit, finishing long 
and fragrant. The blend is 81% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% Cabernet Franc, 7% Merlot, and 1% Petit Verdot.“ 
 
Montrose           2ème Cru Classé    94+   159,00 
Michael Grimm (94+): „…Sehr schöne Nasel, Kümmel, Heu, feine Kräuternoten, große Finesse, kühle Frische, 
appetitlich, gute Struktur, Frische auch am Gaumen, lang, gute Tannine, feine Bitterschoko aber sehr schöner 
Klassiker“ 
Yves Beck (96-98): „…Die Balance des Jahrgangs musste schon bei der Ernte gefunden werden! Daher 
wurden die Lesetermine sehr genau gewählt und die Extraktion moderat gehalten. "Wir haben die DNA von 
Montrose bewahrt, mit einer Kraft, die entlang der Gaumens ansteigt, und Säurestrukturen, die den mittleren 
und späten Gaumen stützen", erklärt Vincent, der technische Direktor“ 



„Montrose zeigt zahlreiche Nuancen, die sich subtil durch süße Gewürze, Garrigue und schwarze Früchte 
auszeichnen. Am Gaumen folgt der Wein der gleichen Strategie, denn der Auftakt ist fein und wird von der 
Struktur abgelöst, die Frische und Temperament verleiht, während sich die Tannine im Abgang durchsetzen 
und von einer leichten Salzigkeit begleitet werden. Am Gaumen ist eine gewisse Zurückhaltung zu spüren, 
aber im Kontext von Montrose werden die Dinge langsam und sicher in Gang gesetzt!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Montrose comes from a miniscule selection of just 39% 
of the production and is 62% Cabernet Sauvignon, 31% Merlot, and the rest Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. 
Medium to full-bodied, it has a seamless, elegant, incredibly pure mouthfeel, ripe tannins, and some richer 
plum, spice, and tobacco aromas and flavors. It's certainly in the style of the vintage with its pure, graceful, 
supple style, but the tannins are impeccably done, it's balanced, and has character. It should benefit from just 
a few years of bottle age and keep for 20-25 years“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… A very classy and refined Montrose with excellent length and a compact, medium-
bodied palate, showing fine, silky tannins and a fresh, bright finish. Lots of currant, blackberry and tar at the 
end, as well as some graphite. 62% cabernet sauvignon, 31% merlot, 6% cabernet franc and 1% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (94-96): “… A brilliant achievement, the 2021 Montrose is reminiscent of a purer, more 
precise, modern-day version of the estate's 1996. Unwinding in the glass with aromas of blackcurrants, pencil 
shavings, sweet loamy soil, black truffle and nicely integrated new oak, it's full-bodied, layered and 
concentrated, with terrific depth at the core, lively acids and a seamless, harmonious profile. Exhibiting 
beautifully refined tannins and an impressive sense of completeness, it's a blend of 62% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
31% Merlot, 6% Cabernet Franc and 1% Petit Verdot—standing out as one of the few top wines of the vintage 
that actually includes more Merlot and less Cabernet than in recent years.“ 
„This large estate overlooking the Gironde in Saint-Estèphe produces some of Bordeaux's greatest and 
longest-lived wines, and the last 15 or so years have seen it benefit from sustained investment. There's a 
brand-new winery and cellars, of course, but there's a lot of work going on in the vineyards too. When Olivier 
and Martin Bouygues acquired Château Montrose from the Charmolüe family in 2006, the estate included fully 
17 hectares of pre-clonal vines dating back to the early 20th century, and a massale selection program has 
since identified 80 viable individuals, mainly Cabernet Sauvignon, for use when replanting (the same efforts 
are currently being lavished on Merlot, drawing on a block behind the château acquired from Phélan-Ségur). 
Now cover crops are being trialed, and the soils are being cultivated more superficially to avoid disrupting the 
microbiome. Winemaking is rather classical, with maturation in some 60% new oak. In 2021, the estate's first 
year in organic conversion, technical director Vincent Decup opted for three-week macerations and paid 
particular attention to the quality of press wine included in the blend“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Montrose is very clean and precise on the nose. You could almost 
describe it has clinical, crushed stone infusing the black fruit and briar. It is not as intense as the previous two 
vintages, which is to be expected, though the Cabernet Sauvignon is expressive. The palate is medium-bodied 
with sappy black fruit and fine acidity; a Monrose that is very tensile and focused. Moderate grip and volume, 
this is a more slimline version of recent vintages, a reflection of the growing season. Maybe it just misses the 
bravura finish that one has almost come to expect from this estate, yet it has the potential to become an 
aristocratic, classic Montrose“ 
„There are changes afoot at Montrose, at least in terms of personnel, as Herve Berland retires and is replaced 
by Pierre Graffeuille from Léoville Las-Cases. I tasted with the full team including technical director Vincent 
Decup. “The weather was quite complicated,” Decup told me. “The season was more complicated than usual 
with more rain from March to July. We lost 5-6% of the crop due to mildew pressure. It’s more difficult because 
we farm organically and worked five weekends applying copper before the rains, sometimes twice a week. We 
moved the harvest to 21 September until 6 October. There were 11 days of harvest over that period. There 
were a few showers, but not too heavy. It was important to decide on the exact date of picking for each parcel. 
The Merlot was slightly larger than usual and the Petit Verdot and the Cabernet Sauvignon about the same. We 
used 31% Merlot in the final blend, which is more than usual (around 20%) because the yields were higher 
(38hL/ha for the Montrose), even though we only used Merlot on gravel soils that reached a higher level than 
those of Merlot on clayey soils. Analytically, it seemed like the maturity was not there as the sugar levels were 
lower, but when we tasted the berries, the skins and tannins were ripe. The conditions at the end of the 
harvest were similar to those of 2014. We did less remontage during the three-week cuvaison, especially at the 
end of the period to maintain the balance of the wines. The blend is matured in 60% new oak and 33% for the 
La Dame de Montrose. We used the vin de presse, around 12% in all three wines, to obtain the density and 
concentration instead of pressing harder. We feel that the 2021 Montrose is in a similar vein to the 2014, 
maybe to the 1988 but with much more precision.” 
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “…The 2021 is a fine choice for Montrose fans who want to drink the Grand Vin without 
waiting for decades. I imagine the slightly high amount of Merlot also helps in giving the Grand Vin a measure 
of suppleness that is rarely found in Montrose. Gentle extractions bring out gorgeous purity in the fruit. 
Scorched earth, licorice, rose petal and blood orange develop in the glass, followed by a kick of Montrose 
structure on the finish. The 2021 is not an especially typical Montrose, but it is an undeniably attractive wine. 
The 13.1% alcohol has not been seen here in years.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…This has depth on the palate, inky purple with grilled almond, fennel, cassis, blackberry, 
bilblerry, waves of fruit set against strong, austere tannins that give excellent structure but not a lot of 
generosity. This is a serious, signature Montrose that is not an early drinker. Juicy on the finish, one to 
recommend. 55% new oak. Pierre Grafeuille has come on board as director since March 1, and will be taking 
over fully from Hervé Berland as of October 1“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…The 2021 Calon Segur is deep garnet-purple in color. It sashays out with 
vibrant notes of wild blueberries, raspberry coulis, and cassis followed by hints of bay leaves, camphor, and 



cedar. Light-bodied, the palate is delicately styled with loads of zip lifting the finely packed fruit, finishing long 
and fragrant. The blend is 81% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% Cabernet Franc, 7% Merlot, and 1% Petit Verdot.“ 
 
Pagodes de Cos 2ème Vin du Cos    91-92   43,90 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…sehr schöne, reife und gute Frucht, blaubeerig, mittlerer Körper, sehr kräftige 
Tannine, Mitte etwas schlank aber ganz gut“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Viel Finesse und Facettenreichtum im Bouquet von Pagodes, das sich Schritt für Schritt 
durch filigrane Nuancen von Mokka, unterlegt von Düften schwarzer Johannisbeeren und süßer Gewürze, 
offenbart. Am Gaumen ist der Wein sanft und mit cremigen, samtenen Tanninen versehen. Diese gewinnen im 
Verlauf des Gaumens an Ausdruck und stützen den Abgang. Ein eleganter und charmanter Wein, der jedoch 
noch an Gaumenaromatik gewinnen muss“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…Including lots of Merlot, the 2021 Pagodes De Cos is 60% Merlot, 36% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, and 1% Verdot brought up in 25% new barrels. It's another deeply hued effort with ripe red and 
black fruits as well as floral, violets, and graphite notes. Medium-bodied, elegant, and nicely balanced, it's a 
rather firm, focused Pagodes that will round into form with a few years of bottle age“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Blackberry and blueberry aromas and flavors with black licorice and asphalt. 
Medium-bodied with round, lightly chewy tannins and a juicy finish. A little fluid in the mid-palate. Bright and 
focused at the end. 60% merlot, 36% cabernet sauvignon, 3% cabernet franc and 1% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (90-92): “…Impressively rich and concentrated for a second wine in this vintage, the 
2021 Les Pagodes de Cos delivers notes of raspberries, spiced plums and violets, followed by a medium to 
full-bodied, velvety and salted palate framed by ripe tannins and lively acids.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Les Pagodes de Cos, matured in 25% new oak, offers high-toned 
black fruit and touches of violet on the nose, which is perhaps just missing some amplitude at the moment. 
The solid palate is medium-bodied with firm tannins on the entry, a touch of graphite and white pepper, firm 
grip and a little spice on the finish. A structured Pagodes, just rather forceful at the moment. It should gain 
more grace during élevage.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-94): “… The 2021 Les Pagodes de Cos is a gorgeous second wine. Blackberry, gravel, 
spice, menthol and licorice all run through the 2021, a wine that is marked by notable freshness and bright 
acids. Beams of supporting tannin give the wine its energy. There is plenty of Merlot-driven richness, but I 
suspect the 2021 will need a few years to come together. It is far from an easygoing second wine, that much is 
pretty clear.“  
Jane Anson (90): „…Visually the texture is attractive, supple, inviting. This is different to the character than 
you have found in Pagodes over recent years, the acidity is clearly more present through the tannins, which 
appear at the front of the mouth. But there are plenty of vivid blue fruits, together with bitter chocolate 
character, this is classically balanced, enjoyable, old school, successful in the vintage and suggests again 
that St Estèphe is a high spot in 2021, because so few 2nd wines have performed this well. 30% new oak, 
harvst September 23 to October 7“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Pagodes de Cos shoots 
out with notions of freshly crushed blackberries, redcurrants, and cassis, plus hints of Sichuan pepper, dusty 
soil, tobacco, and spice box. Light to medium-bodied, the palate delivers a good intensity of herbs-laced black 
fruits with a firm grainy texture and a long refreshing finish. The blend is 60% Merlot, 36% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 3% Cabernet Franc, and 1% Petit Verdot.“ 
 
Cos d’Estournel           2ème Cru Classé    94-95   199,90 

Michael Grimm (94-95): „…klare, kräftige, klassische Nase, endlich wieder 
die klassische Nase bei Cos, dunkle Beeren, Cassis, gewisser Charme, 
sehr schöne Struktur, schwarze Aromen überall, etwas Tabak, sehr gute 
Struktur, kräftige aber sehr gute Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (97-98): „…Viel Finesse, Präzision und Liebe zum Detail im 
Bouquet von Cos. Er schafft es, eine hervorragende Symbiose zwischen 
blumigen Nuancen, Minze, Süßholz, frischer schwarzer Johannisbeere 
und pfeffrigen Noten zu schaffen. Der Auftakt unterstreicht die gelassene 
Seite des Weins; er offenbart sich auf feine Weise, bevor er die Kraft 
seiner Tannine hervorhebt, die für Fülle sorgen. Dieser Cos ist das 
Ergebnis einer wahren Goldschmiedearbeit, sowohl im Weinberg als 
auch im Keller während der Weinbereitung und der Extraktion. Wenn 
Kraft, Eleganz und Präzision eine solche Symbiose bilden, ist alles 
vereint, um den Begriff eines sehr großen Weins zu unterstreichen! Was 
für eine großartige Leistung!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94+): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Cos D'Estournel 
is 64% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot, 4% Cabernet Franc, and 2% Petit 
Verdot that saw 55% new French oak. It offers a beautiful, elegant, 
medium-bodied style that carries plenty of pure cassis and almost blue 
fruits as well as graphite, spicy wood, and hints of tobacco. The tannins 

are polished, and it has terrific balance, good density, and outstanding length. It's certainly in the more 
focused, elegant, narrow style of the vintage, but it's beautiful“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… A firm red with solid, compact tannins. Medium to full body with plenty of 
blackcurrant, pencil-lead and graphite character. Compact and structured throughout, with a firm finish. Linear 



and muscular tannins at the end that are very formed and curated. It will be interesting to see how this one 
evolves. 64% cabernet sauvignon, 30% merlot, 4% cabernet franc and 2% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (94-95): “…The 2021 Cos d'Estournel is very promising, offering up rich aromas of 
dark berries, plums, exotic spices, loamy soil and rose petals, followed by a medium to full-bodied, deep and 
seamless palate that's impressively vibran t and concentrated, with powdery tannins, bright acids and a long, 
penetrating finish. Only 53% of the production made it into the grand vin, and the blend is 64% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 30% Merlot, 4% Cabernet Franc and 2% Petit Verdot. Technical director Dominique Arangoïts 
reports that Cos was spared by frost and coulure at flowering, harvesting between September 23 and October 
4, and fermenting a touch hotter than has been the case in recent years, at around 28-29 degrees Celsius.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Cos d'Estournel has an attractive nose, more complex than the 
Pagodes (as you would expect), graphite and subtle cigar box scents permeating the black fruit and the 
Cabernet Sauvignon more expressive at this stage vis-à-vis the Merlot. The palate is medium-bodied with fine 
tannins. One of the most velvety Cos d'Estournel wines I have encountered at this stage, though linear and 
strict on the saline finish. This is old-school in some ways, and a bit grumpy in its youth – a wine that will 
oblige cellar aging. A Saint-Estèphe for the patient among you. (12.74% alcohol)“ 
„Proprietor Michel Reybier greeted me at the Saint-Estèphe estate on a sunny morning together with technical 
director, Dominique Arangoïts. “Experience was helpful to manage the conditions in 2021” Arangoïts told me. 
“The terroir was important. We had a rainy winter with more than 600mm between November and mid-March, 
then there were two periods with hot conditions: 19°C in mid-February and 25°C at the end of March that led to 
early bud break. Then, in April and May, it was cold, but the Gironde River saved the estate [from any frost 
risk]. In May, we were worried about flowering, but there was a clement period from 27 May until beginning of 
June, so flowering was finally very good, and there was no millerandage. We de-leafed on one side in mid-
June over 10 days but did no green harvest. June was hot but then rainy, and the vines were very vigorous, so 
it was difficult to manage the foliage, spraying when necessary. July was dry with around 55mm of rain, but we 
needed a dry period to obtain finer tannins. We had to wait for that until 9 August, this dryness lasting until 2 
September. It was not too hot. The stress was not intense, but the vines over-reacted to the conditions due to 
the sudden lack of water after a wet period [earlier in the season]. On 5 to 7 September, the temperatures 
reached 30°C, and this helped to obtain finer tannins. We started harvesting on 23 September and finished 7 
October, cropping at 35hL/ha, which is not bad for the growing season. We saw that the alcohol level would be 
low (12.74%), so we fermented at slightly higher temperature, 30°C instead of 26°C to enhance extraction.”  
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Cos d'Estournel is a wine of real breadth and volume. It is also quite a 
departure from recent vintages in that strong Cabernet aromatics are very much front and center. Cedar, 
tobacco, dried herbs, menthol and licorice lend notable complexity to the bouquet. I expect the 2021 will need 
time to be at its best. Cos is usually much more alluring in its youth than the reticent but hugely promising 
2021.“ 
"We had a very early budbreak and then of course the frost that followed, but our location close to the Gironde 
River protected us," explained Technical Director Dominique Arangoits. "Flowering took less than a week, as 
conditions were quite favorable. We had a little bit of rain in August and then almost nothing for the month that 
followed." Harvest took place between September 23 and October 7. Yields were 35 hectoliters per hectare, a 
bit lower than normal, but not markedly so.“ 
Jane Anson (96): „…This vintage, which can be overly straight and austere, benefits from the house style of 
Cos, where they are happy to add a twist of gourmet glamour, and I am seriously impressed with this wine. It 
showcases the successful sides of a cool vintage in spades, with bitter black chocolate, cool blue fruits, 
lemongrass and turmeric and black pepper spices. 55% new oak. 3.79ph. 53% of overall production is for the 
1st wine, the rest in Pagodes. Easily one of the wines of the vintage“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (93-95): „…The 2021 Cos d'Estournel is a blend of 64% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% 
Merlot, 4% Cabernet Franc, and 2% Petit Verdot. Deep garnet-purple in color, it struts out of the glass with 
classic scents of blackcurrant pastilles, ripe juicy plums, and cedar chest, followed by hints of crushed rocks, 
pencil shavings, and cinnamon stick. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is tightly wound with firm, grainy 
tannins and integrated freshness supporting the intense, mineral-laced fruit, finishing long and savory.“ 
 

Pauillac                          
 
Haut Bages Monpelou CB                  91-92   22,00 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…besser als 2020. Schöne Kirschfrucht, appetitlich, feine florale Noten, sehr gute 
Struktur, feine Süße, feine nussige Töne, gute Tannine. Überraschung. Bravo!“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A medium-bodied, firm yet suave red with very finely textured and caressing 
tannins. Pleasing mid-palate. Classic Pauillac nose of blackberries, gravel and some ash. Persistent, too. 71% 
cabernet sauvignon, 27% merlot, 2% cabernet franc.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-90): “…The 2021 Haut-Bages Monpelou exhibits aroma of blackberries, pencil 
shavings, pipe tobacco, loamy soil and new oak, followed by a medium-bodied, lively palate that's classically 
proportioned, concluding with creditable length. The blend is based on fully 71% Cabernet Sauvignon this 
year.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (85-87): “… The 2021 Haut-Bages Monpelou has a light but charming bouquet of red 
cherries and crushed strawberry scents laced with rose petal. The palate is medium-bodied and just a little 
green on the entry, offering modest depth and a slightly bitter finish.“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…One of the best smaller estates in Pauillac this year, a lovely wine to look out for. Firm but 
flexible tannins, juicy black fruits, one of the buys of the vintage. 40% new oak“ 



TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (80-82): „…The 2021 Haut-Bages Monpelou is a blend of 71% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
27% Merlot, and 2% Cabernet Franc. Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, it rolls out with black plums and 
blackcurrant pastilles scents plus suggestions of dried Mediterranean herbs, tree bark, and olives. Light to 
medium-bodied, the palate has chewy tannins and herb-laced black fruits, finishing a little hard and green“ 
 
Lynch Moussas 5ème Cru Classé    91+-92   33,40 
Michael Grimm (91+-92): „…rotbeerige Frucht, feines nussiges Aroma, feine Süße am Gaumen, Charme, gute 
Struktur, im Finale etwas Bitterschoko“ 
Yves Beck (90-92): „…Das Bouquet von Lynch-Moussas zeigt schöne fruchtige und würzige Nuancen durch 
schwarze Johannisbeeren, Minze und schwarzen Pfeffer. Am Gaumen zeichnet sich der Wein durch seine 
Finesse aus... und das war nicht immer seine Stärke. Lediglich der Abgang könnte etwas mehr Fülle 
vertragen... die Reifung sollte dies beheben.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (87-89): „…The 2021 Château Lynch-Moussas is an old school charmer with medium-bodied 
aromas and flavors of red and black fruits, cedar shavings, and damp earth. It develops some chocolaty, nutty 
nuances with air, has ripe tannins, and a character-filled style“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Finely textured with firm, fine tannins that coat a core of dark berries, cocoa and 
some tobacco. Medium body with a broad mid-palate. Expansive finish. 72% cabernet sauvignon and 28% 
merlot. 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “…The 2021 Lynch-Moussas is a solid effort, exhibiting aromas of cassis, 
loamy soil and pencil shavings. Medium to full-bodied, lively and charming, with impressive depth for the 
vintage and by the standards of this 62-hectare Pauillac estate, the blend is dominated by 72% Cabernet 
Sauvignon.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Lynch-Moussas has a lovely bouquet with blackberry, raspberry and 
cedar scents, a touch of wild mint emerging with time. The palate is medium-bodied with quite "thick" tannins 
that lend this Pauillac surprising weight in context of the vintage. Quite rounded on the finish with a touch of 
pain grillé on the aftertaste.“ 
Jane Anson (89): „…Black cherry, raspberry, enjoyable, not quite the same ripeness that I have found in Lynch 
Moussas over the past few years, but this is enjoyable. As it opens, tar and campfire smoke curl out of the 
glass. Late harvest helped the fruit get to a good level of ripness, but this is soft on the finish.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (85-87): „…A blend of 72% Cabernet Sauvignon and 28% Merlot, the 2021 Lynch-
Moussas is medium to deep garnet-purple colored. It springs with notes of red and black currant jelly, 
boysenberries, and kirsch, plus a touch of wild sage. Light to medium-bodied, the palate has a good amount of 
crunchy red and black fruits with chewy tannins and a savory finish“ 
 
Batailley                5ème Cru Classé    93   38,95 

Michael Grimm (93): „…intensive Frucht, süße, aromatische Nase, 
Cassis, vollreif+, am Gaumen sehr gute Struktur, mittlerer Körper, 
gute Frische, auch im Finale, kräftige Tannine. 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…Das Bouquet von Batailley ist wie immer 
imponierend hinsichtlich seiner Finesse, seiner Komplexität und 
seines Ausdrucks. Herrliche Symbiose zwischen der Frische der 
Cabernets und der Reifung. Einladende Noten von Graphit, Mokka, 
Teeblättern und Minze. Hinzu kommen Nuancen von schwarzen 
Johannisbeeren und Kirschen. Am Gaumen ist der Wein sehr dicht, 
mit sehr feinen, kompakten Tanninen. Sie verfügen über die nötige 
Substanz, um mit der Säurestruktur Schritt zu halten. Der Wein ist 
beeindruckend in seiner Eigenschaft, eine Balance zu schaffen, die so 
viel Kraft und Temperament mit sich bringt. Wieder einmal tragen die 
außergewöhnlichen Terroirs von Batailley Früchte. Dies ist ein großer 
Batailley.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (88-90): „…The ruby/plum-hued 2021 Château Batailley 
has classic, almost old school notes of leather, red and black fruits, 
tobacco, and dried herbs. This carries to a medium-bodied, firm, 
focused, yet balanced, attractive Pauillac that should round into form 

nicely over the course of its élevage. It's not one of the standouts in the vintage, yet I certainly wouldn't be 
surprised to see it end up being an outstanding wine, and it has lots of character.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Subtle aromas of currants and fresh flowers with some tar and graphite. Medium-
bodied with firm tannins and bright acidity . Very typical and bright for Pauillac. Linear and fine. Solid and 
tight. Well age nicely.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (90-92): “…The 2021 Batailley shows promise, exhibiting aromas of cassis, plums, 
licorice, cigar wrapper, loamy soil and dark chocolate, followed by a medium to full-bodied, layered and 
charming palate built around ripe, powdery tannins. Supple and giving, it will offer a broad drinking window.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Batailley was picked September 30 to October 15 and matured in 55–
60% new oak. It has a well-defined, focused bouquet, a quintessential Pauillac nose of black fruit infused with 
cedar and mint. The palate is medium-bodied with a touch of black pepper on the entry and delivers good 
depth and fine grip. This is a Batailley with commendable stuffing for the vintage and it fans out with gusto on 
the finish. It might not be the best Pauillac in 2021, yet I bet you won’t find better value for money, 
notwithstanding its underestimated propensity to age.“ 



Jane Anson (92): „…Stands out in the appellation, with density through the mid palate, and Pauillac signature 
coming through in the pencil lead, graphite and cassis notes. This is a good quality wine with a touch of 
blackcurrant bud and earth reflecting the cooler temperatures of the year, but plenty of depth and ageing 
potential. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (87-89): „…The 2021 Batailley is a blend of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Merlot, 2% 
Cabernet Franc, and 2% Petit Verdot. Deep garnet-purple in color, it slowly unfurls to reveal notes of warm 
cassis, blackberry pie, and cedar chest with hints of lilacs, cardamon, and camphor. Light to medium-bodied, 
the palate is elegantly styled with lovely freshness and fine-grained tannins to support, finishing fragrant.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Subtle aromas of currants and fresh flowers with some tar and graphite. Medium-
bodied with firm tannins and bright acidity. Very typical and bright for Pauillac. Linear and fine. Solid and tight. 
Well age nicely. 
 
D'Armailhac 5ème Cru Classé    92+   45,90 

Michael Grimm (92+): „…knackige, hellbeerige Frucht, feine florale Noten, mittlerer 
Körper, kräftige Säure, leicht kantige Tannine, insgesamt wird das aber mal ein sehr 
eleganter Wein“ 
Yves Beck (94-95): „…Dies ist der erste Jahrgang, der in den neuen Weinkellern von 
Armailhac unter der gemeinsamen Leitung von Jean-Paul Polaert, der in den Ruhestand 
geht, und Lucie Lauilhé, die seine Nachfolge antritt, gekeltert wurde.  
Das Bouquet ist von guter Intensität und offenbart die in der Assemblage vorhandenen 
Rebsorten, zum Beispiel mit Nuancen von Iris, unterlegt von klassischeren Noten wie 
Gewürzen und Graphit. Am Gaumen zeigt der Wein von Anfang an eine schöne Spannung. 
Er ist lebhaft und leicht salzig, während die straffen, aber samtenen Tannine sich langsam 
in der zweiten Hälfte des Gaumens offenbaren. Ein D'Armailhac mit Charakter und 
Eleganz, der über die nötige Struktur verfügt, um einige Jahrzehnte zu überdauern. Selten 

habe ich d'Armailhac so gut Eleganz und Kraft vereint gesehen.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…A blend of 63% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Merlot, 13% Cabernet Franc, and the rest 
Petit Verdot, the 2021 Château D'Armailhac is a ripe, supple, very pure expression of the château, offering 
pretty cassis and black raspberry fruit as well as medium-bodied richness, wonderfully integrated oak, ripe 
tannins, hints of violets and spice, terrific balance, and just a seamless, pure, elegant style that shines in the 
vintage“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “…A firm and linear young red with currant and graphite character. Medium body. 
Fresh finish. Crunchy acidity. 63% cabernet sauvignon, 22% merlot, 13% cabernet franc and 2% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (91-93): “… Reminiscent of a modern-day version of this estate's delicious 1999, the 
2021 d'Armailhac is a terrific wine bursting with aromas of wild berries, cherries, exotic spices and rose petals. 
Medium to full-bodied, supple and seamless, it's fleshy and enveloping, with melting tannins and an ample 
core of sweet, succulent fruit. This is a pleasure-bent wine that will offer a broad drinking window“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 d'Armailhac, aged in 50% new oak, is the first vintage to be vinified in 
the new winery, which was completed a month before the harvest. It has quite a strict bouquet, tight and 
focused, with broody dark berry fruit, pencil box and tar, quite classic in style. The palate is harmonious and 
smooth with fine tannins, just the right amount of acidity and a sapid finish that lingers in the mouth. Residual 
graphite notes linger after the wine has exited. Very fine. (13.0% alcohol)“ 
Vinous/Galloni (98-90): “…The 2021 d'Armailhac is elegant and lithe in feel. Bright floral and savory notes lend 
freshness throughout a core of red berry fruit. In this tasting, Armailhac comes across as a bit vegetal, with 
slightly angular contours that hopefully will resolve with élevage. This is the first vintage made in the 
château's new cellar.“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…First year with the new cellar at Armailhac, and a new technical director, as Lucie Lauilhé 
has replaced Jean-Paul Paultert, with Paultert retiring after 29 years in the post (Lauilhé was only present for 
harvest and blending, 2022 will be her first full year). There are big plans for this property, but in 2021 it is 
playing things a little safe, with juicy balance, delicate tannins, plenty of grip and precision to the raspberry 
and blackberry fruits, but a little soft on the finish. There is due to be a 2nd wine in the future, which will help 
with concentration, but the signature of 2021 is evident here. A little more Cabernet Franc, after poor fruit set 
with the Melrot. 3.73ph. 50% new oak, 60IPT. Tasted twice.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 d'Armailhac is the first vintage made in the newly refurbished 
winery. A blend of 63% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Merlot, 13% Cabernet Franc, and 2% Petit Verdot, harvested 
from 28 September to 8 October, it is aging in 50% new oak. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it slips out 
of the glass with up-front scents of baked blackberries, black raspberries, and kirsch, followed by hints of 
cinnamon toast and sauteed herbs. Light to medium-bodied, the palate delivers plenty of vibrant red and black 
fruits with soft tannins and a spicy kick to the finish. pH 3.72. IPT 60.“ 
 
Clerc Milon 5ème Cru Classé    93+   79,90 
Michael Grimm (93+): „…kräftige Nase, helle Frucht, appetitlich, lecker, saftig, knackig, gute, schlanke 
Struktur, nicht dicht aber dann auch nicht dünner werdend, sehr gute Balance“ 
Yves Beck (95-97): „…Viel Finesse im Bouquet von Clerc Milon. Es offenbart sich auf subtile Weise, Schritt für 
Schritt, durch blumige Nuancen, einen Hauch von Ausbau und dann Düften von dunklen Beeren sowie 
Süßholz. Am Gaumen verfügt der Wein über eine gute Dichte und ist mit samtenen, präzisen und bestens 
eingebundenen Tanninen versehen. Die Eleganz hat Vorrang vor der Kraft, auch wenn letztere sehr präsent ist 
und die Dimension des Clerc-Milon sichert. 



Jeb Dunnuck (90-93): „…The 2021 Château Clerc Milon is based on 59% Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Merlot, 10% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, and the rest Carmenère and Petit Verdot. It has more pure cassis and graphite as well as 
medium bodied richness, ripe, polished tannins, remarkable purity of fruit, and a great finish.“ 
Wie das Bouquet ist auch der Gaumen vielleicht noch nicht bereit alles zu verraten, aber was er jetzt offenbart, 
ist schon sehr überzeugend, ja sogar mitreißend.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Polished and well-structured red with a medium body and firm but creamy and 
broad tannins. Perfumed already, with sandalwood, blackberry and currant character. Crushed stones. Tea 
leaves, too. Firm and solid to the end. Very solid for the vintage. 59% cabernet sauvignon, 28% merlot, 10% 
cabernet franc, 1.5% carmenere and 1.5% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (92-94): “… The 2021 Clerc Milon is a success, bursting with aromas of blackberries, 
cassis and plums mingled with violets, tobacco leaf and nicely integrated new oak. Medium to full-bodied, 
layered and seamless, it's deep, fleshy and complete, with a rich core of succulent fruit, beautifully polished 
tannins and a long, sapid finish, it's a compelling, characterful wine that transcends the vintage.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Clerc Milon, aged in 55% new oak, contains a little more Cabernet 
Franc than usual. It has a slightly savory nose displaying moderate vigor and black fruit infused with touches 
of brown spice. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins, and quite broad and fleshy. The plush finish 
makes me think this will drink well in its youth. Fine, though I lean toward the d'Armailhac this year. 13% 
alcohol)“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “…The 2021 Clerc Milon is gorgeous. Beams of tannin lend energy and direction to an 
alluring Clerc Milon that marries fruit density with a classic sense of structure that is quite appealing.“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…Sappy, concentrated, powerful, this is a wine that has a lot of power naturally and in a 
vintage like 2021 (and with higher Cabernet Franc and higher Carmanère than the past few years), it runs the 
risk of being austere. Certainly you feel a sterner character than over the past few years, but there is flexibility 
in the tannins, and well-worked blackcurrant and blackberry fruit. Will benefit from fattening up through the 
mid palate over ageing, because all the elements are here. 55% new oak. 57IPT. 3.73ph. Caroline Artaud 
technical director as of this vintage. Strong candidate for upscore in bottle.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90+): „…The 2021 Clerc Milon is a blend of 59% Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Merlot, 
10% Cabernet Franc, 1.5% Carmenere, and 1.5% Petit Verdot, harvested from 22 September to 6 October, and 
aging in 55% new oak. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it struts out of the glass with confident 
blackcurrant jelly, ripe plums, and blackberry pie scents with touches of cedar chest, damp soil, and Provence 
herbs. Light to medium-bodied, the palate has a solid backbone of grainy tannins and seamless freshness 
supporting the vibrant, youthful black fruits, delivering great length. pH 3.73. IPT 57.“ 
 
Grand Puy Lacoste 5ème Cru Classé    92-93                      Variation Case  899,00 

Variation Case = 4 Flaschen 0,75 + 2 MAG 1,5 + 1 
Doppelmagnum 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „…intensive, schöne, reife, blaubeerige 
Frucht, schlanke Mitte, minimal bittere Tannine, klassisch“ 
Yves Beck (93-95): „…Die Besonderheit des Bouquets von Grand-
Puy-Lacoste liegt in seiner Fähigkeit, Intensität und Finesse 
miteinander zu verbinden! Es offenbart klassische Graphitnoten, 
die durch Düfte von Brombeeren, roten Beeren und Minze ergänzt 
werden. Am Gaumen ebenfalls viel Finesse mit samtenen 
Tanninen und einer saftigen Säu restruktur. Feine Süße im 
Abgang. Ein imposanter, subtiler und überzeugender Wein.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Very fine and polished tannins with 
lovely balance and beauty. Blackberries, blackcurrants and a 
creamy texture. Lovely finesse and focus. There’s delicacy and 
beauty to this. 85% cabernet sauvignon and 15% merlot. 
PARKER William Kelley (92-94): “… The 2021 Grand-Puy-Lacoste 
is a beauty, bursting with aromas of dark berries, plums, rose 
petals, violets, warm spices and cigar wrapper. Medium to full-
bodied, supple and seamless, it's fleshy and enveloping, with 
melting tannins, succulent acids and a pleasure-bent, 

demonstrative personality. While it's clear that this is an irresistibly charming, satisfying Pauillac from the 
Borie family, it wouldn't surprise me to see it acquire additional depth, flesh and seriousness with further 
barrel maturation.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Grand Puy Lacoste was picked from September 24 to October 8 at 
40hL/ha, and matured in 75% new oak. There is quite a conspicuous gap between this and the Deuxième Vin 
this year, the Grand Vin delivering much more cohesion and fruit intensity: blackberry, tobacco, mahogany 
bureau and a touch of sage. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins, well balanced, and predictably 
unapologetically classic in style. If you love GPL, then you're going to appreciate this return to its 
quintessential style after three opulent vintages. „ 
„Co-proprietor Emeline Borie was sporting a bandaged right foot when I visited Grand-Puy-Lacoste, after a 
tussle with a pair of territorial black swans that inhabit their private rear garden. Thankfully, her crutches did 
not prevent her from showing me her latest 2021s. “We did not suffer any frost damage, just a little after the 
Easter weekend,” she explained. “We thought about burning bales of hay, but in the end, we decided it might 
be better just to pray. So, my mother went to the chapel. In the end, we just had a little mildew on the leaves, 



but not on the grapes. You could never really relax throughout the season, and though the weather was not 
really warm, at least it was dry. We feel that 2021 is back to a classic, refreshing style of Grand-Puy-Lacoste, 
but I think the Grand Vin will get bigger during ageing. They will need time to show their real quality.”  
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Grand-Puy-Lacoste is fabulous. Bright and punchy, with terrific aromatic 
presence, the 2021 is a terrific example of the modern classicism of the year at its best. It's the sort of wine 
that needs years or maybe even decades to truly blossom, and yet all the requisites are there for that to 
happen. There is something about Grand-Puy-Lacoste that is absolutely striking in 2021. I can't wait to taste it 
from bottle. Tasted two times.“  
Jane Anson (93): „…Traditional and clasic Pauillac character, a little more old school than usual, certainly than 
the last few years. Plum, cassis, cocoa bean and liqourice keep things firm, with straight-laced tannins tight 
and pulled in. Will soften further over ageing, and no question that this is delivering appellation typicity. 
Tasted twice. 75% new oak, harvest September 24 to October 8“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (87-89): „…The 2021 Grand-Puy-Lacoste is made from 85% Cabernet Sauvignon and 
15% Merlot, harvested from 24 September to 8 October, with yields of 40 hl/ha. Medium to deep garnet-purple 
colored, it gives up expressive scents of plum preserves, cassis, and black cherries with hints of truffles, cast-
iron pan, and bay leaves. Light to medium-bodied, the palate offers refreshing, delicately played black fruit 
flavors with soft tannins and a ferrous finish.“ 
 
Lynch Bages 5ème Cru Classé    92-93+   126,00 

Michael Grimm (92-93+): „…tolle, spicy Nase, viel 
Frucht, am Gaumen etwas sperrig, etwas bittere 
Tannin, Weihrauch und Kirchenbank im Finale“ 
Yves Beck (95-97): „…Wunderschönes Bouquet, sehr 
klassisch, sehr getreu dem Image von Lynch Bages. 
Feine Reifungsnuancen, gefolgt von schwarzen 
Johannisbeeren, Brombeeren und süßen Gewürzen. 
Mit etwas Luft kommen Mentholnoten sowie einen 
Hauch von Graphit zur Geltung. Der Wein ist 
schmackhaft im Auftakt und versehen mit kräftigen, 
feinkörnigen Tanninen und einer erfrischenden 
Struktur. Letztere streckt das Finale, das salzig und 
anhaltend ist. Ein muskulöser Lynch Bages, der bereit 
ist, einige Zeit im Keller zu verbringen!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-96+): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château 
Lynch-Bages ratchets up everything, offering a rich, 
powerful, almost full-bodied style as well as gorgeous 
notes of blackcurrants, smoked tobacco, spice, and 
hints of cassis. It might be the biggest, richest wine in 
the vintage and has a great mid-palate, impressive 
density, building tannins, and a great, great finish.“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… This is really cool to smell, 
with lead pencil shavings, iron filings and oyster 
shells. Blackcurrants, too. Full to medium body with 

layers of firm tannins, but a dusty and powdery texture, too. Lovely finish. 67% cabernet sauvignon, 25% 
merlot, 5% petit verdot and 3% cabernet franc.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (93-95): “… The second vintage vinified in the Caze family's new winery, the 2021 
Lynch-Bages unwinds in the glass with aromas of minty cassis, sweet berries, loamy soil, black truffle and 
cigar wrapper, framed by nicely integrated new oak. Medium to full-bodied, concentrated and muscular, it's a 
serious, layered, powerful, youthfully structured wine that will come together beautifully with maturation in 
barrel“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 Lynch-Bages, picked at 34hL/ha and matured in 75% new oak for a 
planned 18 months, has an outstanding bouquet, beautifully-defined and sensual, a mixture of black and 
blueberry fruit, very fragrant. The palate is medium-bodied with grippy tannins, good body and density, quite 
precise with a tensile finish. This fans out nicely on the finish. A very classy Lynch Bages with echoes of Jean-
Michel Cazes' classics from the late eighties. 13.14% alcohol.“ 
“The growing season started early,” Jean-Charles Cazes told me, the château was a hive of activity in 
preparation for their winery inauguration the following week. “Spring was wet and then summer was cool and 
rainy. There was mildew pressure all along. Yields were small for Lynch Bages at 34hL/ha and Les Ormes de 
Pez just under 40hL/ha. The low yields helped ripen the grapes; if we had had 50hL/ha, this would have made 
them more vegetal. We started picking on 27 September and finished on 9 October - classic dates compared to 
recent years. It was a discriminatory year between terroirs. Some decisions during blending were important, 
for example, whether to use the Merlot. In the new winery, we can work with better precision, and so it was a 
good year to have that new facility. The wines have evolved after fermentation and gained roundness during 
élevage.”  
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Lynch Bages is a brooding wine. Black cherry, leather, spice and menthol 
add to its decidedly somber personality. It will be interesting to see how the 2021 develops during élevage. 
Today, the 2021 comes across as dark and heavy, with the oak not fully integrated, and less of the suave 
finesse that is perhaps the key Lynch Bages signature.“ 



„The 2021s at Lynch Bages are pretty potent wines that are still coming together in barrel. "Flowering took 
place under wet conditions," Jean-Michel Cazes told me. "We saw quite a bit of mildew pressure and of course 
the same cool, overcast summer as everyone else. Yields were 34 hectoliters per hectare as opposed to our 
more typical 45-50." 
Jane Anson (94): „…This is impressive, reduction on the first nose but it clears to show gentle smoked oak, 
bitter cocoa beans and liqourice, giving balance the the fresh acidities that stud the blackberry and raspberry 
fruits. This is powerful, with a structure that feels similar to the 2014 or the 2008 - a little subdued and austere, 
but with ageing potential. A high tannin index of 90IPT. Harvest September 27 Lynch through to October 9. 
One of the best in Pauillac, finishing up with chewy tannins“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94): „…Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Lynch-Bages rolls out of the glass 
with effortlessly expressive notes of creme de cassis, black raspberries, and mulberries, giving way to hints of 
crushed rocks, wild sage, and wood smoke. Light to medium-bodied, the palate has a sturdy frame of firm, 
grainy tannins and bags of freshness framing the muscular fruit, finishing long and minerally. The blend is 
67% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 3% Cabernet Franc, and 5% Petit Verdot. This wine is due to be aged for 
18 months in oak, 75% new. The wine has a pH of 3.72 and an IPT of 90.“ 
“This vintage was rock & roll,” said Lynch Bages’ managing director Jean-Charles Cazes with a big smile. 
“Yeah, it was a challenging vintage. Yields were low—34 hectoliters per hectare. But I believe the low yields 
were key to getting the grapes ripe. The wines are showing ripeness. Lower alcohol and higher pHs than in 
previous years give the wines a different kind of balance. 2021 is drinkable! It was our second year in the new 
winery, having all this new equipment and more fermentation vats than before. So we could fine-tune the 
extraction. This situation is very different from what we had before. In 2021, we were more precise on the 
selection of parcels. We were precise on the extraction without pushing too far. We have good density and 
concentration in the wine. We did a little green harvesting, but we had equalized the parcels even before. We 
noticed that after flowering, we had a smaller crop. There was not so much loss from mildew pressure for us. 
Not so much coulure and no problem with frost. I think the profile of our 2021 is between 2008 and 2014, but 
we have greater precision in the tannins and were better able to ripen the varieties without vegetal characters. 
The reception of the harvest was very important. We had a large, versatile area for receiving the fruit, and we 
needed this. In 2021, we processed 14 hectares in a single day. This was the most we ever did! This was one of 
the keys of this new winery—to have a large reception for handling a vintage like this for our size of vineyard.” 
 
Pontet Canet 5ème Cru Classé    94-95   106,00 

Michael Grimm (94-95): „…fleischige, dichte Nase, 
Kirschfrucht, Casssis, auch am Gaumen fleischig, saftig, 
Struktur aber schlank und nicht fett, kräftige Tannine, feine 
Bitterschoko“ 
VINUM (20): „…Lässt eigentlich erst einmal sprachlos, doch 
wenn es unbedingt sein muss: Raffinierte, vielschichtige 
Aromatik von Blüten, Kräutern, besondere Mineralität auch; im 
Mund von geradezu transzendenter, dichter und doch 
transparenter Art, grosse Tiefe und Länge dank einmalig 
feinkörnigem Tannin von mineralischer Frische und absoluter 
Raffinesse, im Ausklang der reine Eindruck reifer 
Traubenbeeren.“ 
Yves Beck (95-97): „…Das Bouquet von Pontet Canet zeigt ein 
filigranes, subtiles Profil, das von Frische und Nuancen von 
getrockneten Kräutern geprägt ist. Hinzu kommen Noten von 
Heidelbeeren und Himbeeren und, mit etwas Luft, klassische 

Merkmale wie Graphit und etwas Minze. Am Gaumen wird die Frische durch einen saftigen und leicht salzigen 
Charakter noch deutlicher. Es ist vor allem die Finesse und Ausgewogenheit, die den Gaumen mit einer 
offensichtlichen Symbiose zwischen der Säure und den Tanninen prägen. Letztere offenbaren sich erst spät 
und sind gut eingebunden. Sie haben die Besonderheit, samten und gleichzeitig kompakt und dicht zu sein, 
was für die Logik der Harmonisierung mit dem Temperament der Säurestruktur von wesentlicher Bedeutung 
ist. Dieser Pontet Canet kumuliert alle seine Komponenten mit einer großen Gelassenheit und mit einer 
schönen Verteilung der daraus resultierenden Energien. Es scheint überflüssig zu sein, darauf hinzuweisen, 
dass der Aspekt der Balance herausragend ist.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The 2021 Château Pontet-Canet is rock solid in the vintage and certainly shows the 
vibrant, vivid style of the estate today with its bright, exotic blue fruits, violets, and graphite-like aromatics. 
Medium to full-bodied on the palate, I love its mid-palate density, it has notable freshness and purity, some 
chalky tannins, and outstanding length. The 2021 checks in as 58% Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Merlot, 6% petit 
Verdot, and the rest Cabernet Franc, and the aging consists of 50% in new barrels, 35% in concrete amphora, 
and the rest in second-fill barrels“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… Plenty of blackberry and blueberry with wet earth and crushed stone. Some 
spice,tobacco and lead pencil, too. It’s full-bodied with layered tannins and brightness. Fine and chewy at the 
end.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (91-93): “… Offering up wild, exotic aromas of blackberries, cloves and Indian spices 
mingled with notions of rose petal, bruised orchard fruit and cherry pit that evolve rapidly in the glass, the 
2021 Pontet-Canet is medium to full-bodied, ample and fleshy, with a layered mid-palate and refined tannins 
that assert themselves on the firm, saline finish. Always one of the Médoc's most singular, idiosyncratic 
wines, it will be interesting to see how it performs in bottle.“ 



Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Pontet Canet is quite perfumed on the finely delineated nose of 
blackberry, briar and pressed iris flower, a touch of inkwell coming through with time. The palate is medium-
bodied with a pinch of white pepper on the entry and gentle grip. Not as enormously deep as other vintages, 
as you would expect, but it displays a fine bitter edge and a graphite-infused finish. This should drink earlier 
than other vintages yet has the substance to mature in bottle. „ 
„Since Alfred Tesseron was over in California, I met with his daughter Justine and winemaker Mathieu 
Bessonnet. “We did not have too much damage from the frost as we worked the soil 10 days in advance,” 
Bessonnet explained. “We only lost 100 buds. The cold affected the Merlot and flowered later than the 
Cabernet Sauvignon. We had poor flowering. Bunches were not compact, and this benefitted air circulation. 
June was terrible, and for the third year out of four we had a lot of mildew. The weather is so extreme these 
days, so we have to adapt, training staff to spray efficiently and reactively. Fifteen people are now trained to 
spray, and we can do the entire vineyard in 11 hours compared to 17 hours previously. We use copper and 
horsetail, wicker and 501 Preparation. We have stopped hedging and arch the vines, which makes them more 
resilient so that they can cope themselves. But the mildew is never the same, and we are trying to find the 
logic behind the mildew attack. In the end, we lost more from coulure and millerandage than mildew. The most 
important decision was to stop soil cultivation between mid-June until 20 July in order to not to give extra food 
to the vines and pump water from the soil. The harvest began on 24 September with the Merlot, the other 
varieties on 4 October and finished on 12 October. It was a stressful harvest because there was some rot, not 
enough to stop us sorting it out. We waited, if necessary, to obtain ripeness, even if there was a risk. The 
tannins and aromas came quickly during maceration, just working the cap every other day, working it less 
than we used to. Just a small pumping over at the beginning and then do what we call, au cocotte (hen) where 
we take the free-run juice of one vat to top up other vats and macerate in closed tanks. It means you don’t 
have to wet the skins, and it stops bacterial infection whilst macerating and polymerising the tannins. We aged 
the wine reductively to protect the fruit.”  
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 is the most classically Pauillac Pontet-Canet I have tasted in modern 
times. Medium in body, with striking aromatic presence, the 2021 screams with character. Grilled herbs, 
incense, leather, lavender and plum open with a bit of coaxing, all framed by beams of tannin and bright, 
salivating acids that give the wine shape and real sense of direction. There's a bit more Petit Verdot in this 
year's blend, and that comes through in the wine's intensely savory profile. Aging is 50% in new wood, 35% in 
amphora and 15% in one year-old barrels. The 2021 was impressive all three times I tasted it.“  
Jane Anson (95): „…Bright berry red in colour, nuanced blackberry and loganberry with bitter black chocolate 
notes from the first attack. Lovely precision, good level of spice, earthy, unfussy, rose stem and blackcurrant 
bud. This was the third vintage with mildew pessure, but the team are now experienced, and I can attest to 
seeing the vines during harvest and remarking on how healthy they looked, with no-till farming helping 
concentration. Plenty of tannins give structure and are shot through with sinew and juice, this is an 
impressive wine from technical director Mathieu Bessonet, with Pauillac typicity. Harvest 24 september until 
12 October. 50% new oak, 35% amphora, 15% one year barrels, 15% press (aged in the amphora)“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (93-95): „…The 2021 Pontet-Canet is a blend of 58% Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Merlot, 
4% Cabernet Franc and 6% Petit Verdot. Deep purple-black in color, it pops from the glass with vibrant 
blueberries, Morello cherries, and cassis scents, plus suggestions of violets, cinnamon stick, wet rocks, and 
forest floor with an exotic touch of cardamom. Medium-bodied, the palate has very finely grained tannins and 
well-poised freshness supporting the perfumed black fruits, leading to loads of minerally sparks on the finish 
of this very bright and shimmery wine. Harvest started on 24 September with Merlot, followed by the 
Cabernets and Petit Verdot on 4 October, and finished on 12 October. The wine is to be aged in 50% new oak 
barrels, 35% amphorae, and 15% 1-year barrels. „ 
“It was a long growing season,” said Pontet-Canet’s winemaker Mathieu Bessonnet. “We had almost no frost. 
Almost all the grape varieties were oddly synchronized for flowering. We completely stopped cultivating the 
soil until mid to late July. We kept as much green as possible in the vineyard to soak up the water. Then in late 
July, we plowed. We didn’t lose too much to mildew; we lost more to poor fruit set. It was actually a good thing 
to have poor fruit set; the bunches were looser, which made it easier to manage botrytis. We sorted the berries 
in the vineyards, taking out the botrytis. We took the risk of waiting until the grapes were ripe before 
harvesting. Even in 2021, we had easy extraction, like in 2020. Not much punching down or pumping over was 
necessary. We had some IPTs (phenolic index measurements) above 100! We are going for reductive aging 
now to keep the aromatics as pure as possible. We believe that the vines were more resilient in 2021 from not 
cutting the apex; it helped them defend against mildew. Old vines, good terroir, and supporting the vines to 
fight the mildew were advantages. The average age of our vines is 55 years. It was also important to build 
teamwork to be on top of the situation constantly. Our yields were around 30 hl/ha. We are usually around 
34/35, so it was slightly lower than average, but not bad.” 
 
Pichon Baron 2ème Cru Classé    93+-94   155,00 
Michael Grimm (93+-94): „…klare, reife, blaubeerige, frische Frucht, Mitte etwas sperrig, etwas trockene 
Tannine, Balance fehlt etwas im Moment, Ausbau abwarten“ 
Yves Beck (97-99): „…Wie viel Ausstrahlung, wie viel Eleganz, wie viel Pluralität in diesem Bouquet, das von 
Frische und fruchtigen Noten geprägt ist, die durch blumige und würzige Noten ergänzt werden. Gekonnte 
Abstimmung von leicht gerösteten Nuancen, Eukalyptus, schwarzer Johannisbeere und Süßholz. Der Auftakt 
zeichnet sich durch eine Vielzahl von Geschmacksempfindungen aus, die zwischen Süße, Salzigkeit und 
Frucht variieren. Die Tannine sind von seltener Finesse und unglaublicher Präzision und bilden eine Symbiose 
mit dem lebhaften Temperament der Struktur. Der Pichon Baron 2021 kann sich rühmen, zu den großen 



Erfolgen des Jahrgangs zu gehören. Und wie viel Zukunft steckt in diesem Wein... er verfügt über alle 
Elemente, die für eine lange, sehr lange Lagerung notwendig sind!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…As to the Grand Vin, the 2021 Château Pichon-Longueville Baron is 88% Cabernet 
Sauvignon and 12% Merlot that's a selection of 50% of the total production and is resting in 70% new barrels. 
This straight, pure, incredibly focused and impressive 2021 has deep blue fruits as well as notes of cassis, 
graphite, chalky minerality, and hints of tobacco. It's elegant and balanced, with ripe tannins as well as good 
acidity and density“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… Blackcurrant, blueberry, violet and blackberry notes, as well as plenty of spices. 
Medium to full body with plenty of richness and blackcurrant and ink character. Tar and graphite, too. Precise 
and structured. Very Pichon Baron in nature here. 88% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (94-96): “…A brilliant achievement, the 2021 Pichon-Longueville Baron opens in the 
glass with aromas of dark berries, blackcurrants, cigar wrapper, loamy soil, pencil shavings and licorice. 
Medium to full-bodied, deep and layered, it's concentrated and penetrating, with terrific concentration and a 
beautifully refined, classy profile. A blend of fully 89% Cabernet Sauvignon and 11% Merlot, it represents the 
wine this great estate could have produced in 1996. One of the real successes of the vintage, readers who 
overlook this wine will live to regret it.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Pichon-Longueville Baron (which, incidentally, has been the legal 
name since 2021!) is matured in 70% new oak. It opens up nicely in the glass, revealing a straight-down-the-
line, floral bouquet of violets intermingled with graphite notes. There is a delicacy about the aromatics that 
distinguishes it from recent vintages. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins, very pure and "athletic.” 
No extra fat here; instead, perhaps, slender like the Mouton-Rothschild, which is not a bad thing. Nimble might 
be a better word. Very fine. „ 
“The winter was wet with a warm spring that caused an early bud break. We had frost at the end of March that 
affected the Merlot on the west part of the vineyard. It was cold in May, so the vines were fragile and sensitive. 
Flowering began and we lost some old Cabernet vines to coulure. Then it was rainy and varied according to 
location. We had more rain in the south of Pauillac than the north, 50mm more in Pichon Baron compared to 
Pibran. It was difficult going into the vines because of the rain - the soil was so wet. There was aggressive 
mildew pressure until the beginning of July, then the weather improved until the end of September. The 
ripeness was slow which kept the acidity. We started picking on 24 September and finished on 7 October 
beginning and starting in Ste. Anne vineyard. There was a bit of humidity, but there was no dilution. It meant 
we had to sort carefully at reception, especially as stems were fragile. You had to be precise and react to 
situations throughout the season. It was a low yield, 22hL/ha. During vinification, our aim was to protect the 
quality of fruit, paying attention to start the fermentation with cool temperatures for four-to-five days to start 
the extraction slowly. Some of the pips were not fully ripe, and so we stopped the maceration after 22 days, 
three-to-five days less than usual, in case we extracted green tannins. These days we use less new oak, 30% 
in Griffon and 60% in Pichon-Baron. Alcohol levels are 12.9% to 13.0%.” 
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… The 2021 Pichon-Baron is a dense, packed wine, its mid-weight structure 
notwithstanding. There is a lot of wine here, but readers have to be patient. Red-toned fruit, blood orange, 
mint, rose petal and cinnamon add layers of nuance, but more than anything else, the 2021 stands out for its 
persistence.“  
Jane Anson (94): „…Gorgeous depth through the palate, plenty of character, enjoyable, clear power to the well 
structured tannins. There is less density than the past three vintages of Pichon Baron, but they focused 
instead savoury Cabernet-dominant fruits and added complexity by drawing out the fennel, rosemary and 
pencil lead character that keeps us firmly in Pauillac. Highest level of Cabernet Sauvignon ever (just more than 
2018), with 70% new oak for ageing. Harvest through to October 8.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Pichon Baron needs a lot of swirling 
to conjure notes of ripe raspberries, fresh boysenberries, and cassis, plus suggestions of tree bark, violets, 
and fertile loam with a hint of cardamom. Light-bodied, the palate has a racy line and chewy tannins 
supporting the lithe, electrically charged fruit, finishing with compelling freshness. At 88% Cabernet 
Sauvignon to 12% Merlot, this is the highest-ever proportion of Cabernet in the blend, which will be aged for 18 
months in French oak barrels, 70% of them new.“ 
“Yields were down around 35% at Pichon Baron this year due to coulure and mildew,” said Christian Seely, 
CEO of AXA Millésimes (owners of Pichon Baron in Pauillac and Suduiraut in Sauternes). “The biggest 
challenge was keeping the morale up! We had to protect the berries on the old vines; we had more coulure on 
these. We had to keep the potential of these berries. The berries were a bit fragile, so we needed to use the 
gravity flow. Selection was very important. Also, keeping the purity of the fruit was imperative. We needed to 
moderate extraction. We had to stop the skin contact a little soon compared to other vintages.” 
 
Pichon Comtesse 2ème Cru Classé    94+   189,00 
Michael Grimm (94+): „…komplexe, Frucht, feine florale Noten, im Moment noch leicht reduktiv, gute Struktur, 
mittlerer Körper, sehr kräftige Tannine, muss sich noch einschleifen“ 
Yves Beck (96-97): „…2021 war kompliziert... noch dazu im ersten Jahr der Umstellung auf biologische 
Landwirtschaft. Die Qualität ist hervorragend, aber der Ertrag ist mit 15hl/ha sehr niedrig... Das Bouquet ist 
präzise, klassisch, mit Nuancen von schwarzen Beeren, Eukalyptus, Iris und Graphit. Der Wein ist vollmundig 
und mit präzisen, kräftigen Tanninen versehen. Die Aromatik wird am Gaumenende unterstrichen und ideal 
von der Struktur unterstützt. Ein Pichon Comtesse, der ein wenig Balsam auf die Seele des Pichon-Teams sein 
wird, die sich der Herausforderung gestellt haben!“ 
 
 



Das Interesse auf und für Pichon Comtesse war enorm 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-96+): „…One of the gems in the vintage is the 
2021 Château Pichon-Longueville Comtesse de Lalande, a 
Cabernet Sauvignon-heavy blend that includes 10% Cabernet 
Franc and just 2% Merlot, aging in 60% new barrel. Yields here 
were devastated due to mildew and poor flowering, and the final 
wine comes from a horrific 15 hectoliters per hectare. The final 
alcohol hit 13%, and it has a healthy pH of 3.69 and an IPT of 75. 
In addition, a fair bit of press wine was used this year. 
Regardless of the numbers and technical data, the wine is 
brilliant and offers a pure, seamless, medium to full-bodied 
style carrying notes of dark currants, liquid violets, graphite, 
and chalky minerality. Possessing ultra-fine tannins, beautiful 
mid-palate depth, and a great finish, it's going to benefit from 7-
8 years of bottle age and be a long-lived Pauillac. It's another 
incredible success from this team.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… This is really spicy with 
peppercorns, cloves and Chinese spices, especially on the 
finish. Blackcurrants, too. Medium-bodied, firm and polished 
with a long, intense finish. 88% cabernet sauvignon, 10% 
cabernet franc and 2% merlot. 
PARKER William Kelley (94-95): “…This estate i s one of the 
most dynamic in contemporary Bordeaux, so it's no surprise 
that the 2021 Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande is a 

terrific wine—though its a very atypical blend of 88% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Cabernet Franc and 2% Merlot, 
cropped at a derisory 15 hectoliters per hectare, hints at what a challenging year this was in the vineyards. 
Unwinding in the glass with aromas of wild berries, blackcurrants, iris, licorice, black truffles, cigar wrapper 
and sweet soil tones, it's medium to full-bodied, layered and textural, with beautifully refined tannins, lively 
acids and a supple but serious profile. It will see 60% new oak and, in all likelihood, a classical élevage of fully 
18 months.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Pichon-Longueville Comtesse de Lalande needs more coaxing from 
the glass than previous vintages. Blackberry, juniper and iris flower scents reluctantly unfold, though tasting a 
second glass, I found the nose more forthcoming. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins. The 
Cabernet is in the driving seat, imparting black fruit, a touch of graphite and chimney soot. Edgy, with a 
structured and quite serious if slightly short finish. A cerebral proposition for serious Pauillac lovers. „ 
“The situation was not as bad as at de Pez as at Pichon Lalande,” Nicolas Glumineau explained. “At de Pez we 
made 57hL/ha compared to 15hL/ha at Pichon, which is one-third of our usual crop. That was a trauma. After 
the 2020 vintage we calculated that almost 50% of the vineyard is biodynamic and half sustainable, using 
around 92% organic controls. In March [2021], I decided just to go for organic 100%. We could not imagine 
how much spraying we had to do: 17 just for mildew and even that was not enough. Between mid-June and 
mid-July, it rained less than up to mid-May, but there was mildew in the vineyard, and that’s how we lost part 
of the Merlot and then the Cabernet. Merlot suffered coulure and mildew. We picked from 22 September and 
finished 5 October before the rain - I did not want to add rot to everything else. At sorting, we declassified 
more of the crop to be sure. We just aimed for quality as we had already lost the volume. That meant we had to 
ferment some of the vats together. The rest of the winemaking was fine, with a smooth extraction and the vin 
de presse (14% for Réserve and 12.5% for Pichon Lalande) that gave you the mid-palate and depth. I am 
exhausted by the season. Even the blending was not obvious. I might rack less often than usual to keep a 
reduction and balance.” 
Vinous/Galloni (96-98): “… Do you want the good news or the bad news first? Let's start with the good. The 
2021 Pichon Comtesse is epic and certainly among the great wines of this vintage. Sadly, the coulure and 
mildew in the first year of organic farming plus dehydration at the end of the growing season took with it fully 
two thirds of the crop. In other words, there's not much wine to go around. Rich and sumptuous in the glass, 
yet clocking in at 12.9% alcohol, the 2021 is beautifully layered and totally sensual from the very first taste. 
Hints of red fruit, flowers, mint, white pepper and dried savory herbs develop with a bit of coaxing. The 
Cabernet Sauvignon, at 88%, is very high by historical standards. Quite simply, the 2021 is a tour de force 
from Technical Director Nicolas Glumineau and his team. If there is one wine readers will absolutely jump on 
en primeur it is Pichon Comtesse. Should the bottled wine turn out as well as this sample, pricing is likely to 
jump materially because of the tiny production. Don't miss it.“  
Jane Anson (95): „…Concentrated, with mint leaf, black chocolate, cassis and blueberry, spice, and clear 
tannic hold. This is the highest level of Cabernet Sauvignon in Comtesse since 2013 when it was 100% 
Cabernet (and 13hl/h yield) and you feel it in the character of the fruit, and the tension through the core. A 
more serious Comtesse than we have got used to in recent years, without sacrificing the signature finesse and 
elegance. IPT 76. Tasted twice. Harvest September 22 through to October 6. First year of organic conversion, 
60% of production in 1st wine, 15hl/h yield, 3.76ph. 65% new oak for ageing“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93+): „…A blend of 88% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Cabernet Franc, and 2% Merlot, 
the 2021 Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande is deep garnet-purple in color. It springs from the glass 
with a beautiful perfume of violets, fallen leaves, and menthol, followed by a core of cassis, iron ore, and tree 
bark. Medium-bodied, the palate has a sturdy frame of chewy tannins and a lively line supporting the delicately 
styled, mineral-tinged fruit, finishing with impressive length. 



“This was our first year of conversion in organics,” said winemaker and general manager Nicolas Glumineau 
of the 2021 vintage. “We experienced coulure and we had a lot of mildew—so, there was a lot of natural 
selection! Our yields were only 15 hectoliters per hectare. I enjoy the wine now, but it was so much effort. The 
Cabernets were on top for us. Petit Verdot was good for increasing the mid-palate, but the wines were simple. I 
don't believe in the future of Petit Verdot. Finally, 60% of the total crop went into Pichon, 40% into the Reserve. 
It took a long time to do the blending process, to get the finesse, to get the right balance. During the ageing, I 
think we will rack wines less than usual. We will probably rack every 4 months instead of every 3 months. As 
for oak, in the grand vin we will use 60-65% new oak, 35-40% 1 year old oak.” 
 
Carruades de Lafite                Zweitwein von Lafite    93  auf Anfrage 

Michael Grimm (93): „…ganz saubere, klare, frische Frucht, Kirschen satt, mittlerer Körper mit sehr 
kräftigen Tanninen, sehr schöner maskuliner Carruades“ 

Yves Beck (94-95): „…Die Finesse und die Frische des Cabernet kündigen einen 
Carruades an, der von seinem Terroir inspiriert ist. Angenehme Nuancen 
von schwarzer Johannisbeere und Wacholder, gefolgt von Mentholnoten. 
Der Wein ist elegant, leicht cremig und mit sehr feinen, samtenen Tanninen 
versehen, die eine zwar nicht sichtbare, aber so treffsichere Kraft 
aufweisen. Die Harmonie zwischen der Säurestruktur und den Tanninen ist 
bestens und der Wein hat viel Charakter. Er möchte sich entfalten und 
macht viele Versprechungen, die er mit Sicherheit einhalten wird!“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Soft and attractive character to this wine, 
showing a polished-tannin frame and a juicy center-palate. Medium body 
with medium, velvety tannins. Juicy. 55% cabernet sauvignon, 36% merlot, 
5% cabernet franc and 4% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (90-92): “…A strong effort that demonstrates how 
much progress this bottling has made over the last 10 to 15 years, the 2021 

Carruades de Lafite exhibits aromas of sweet berries, pencil shavings, warm spices and nicely integrated oak. 
Medium to full-bodied, deep and impressively intense, it's seamless and refined, delivering plenty of Lafite 
character“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Carruades de Lafite is a classic blend built around 55% Cabernet 
Sauvignon. Eric Kohler commended the quality of the Cabernet Franc this year, which after being considered 
for the Grand Vin, in the end found itself being blended into the Deuxième Vin. This year it represents 40% of 
the total volume. It has a fragrant bouquet with blackberry, briar, pencil shavings and a touch of black olive. 
Fine delineation. The palate is medium-bodied with slightly grainy tannins. Quite an insistent grip here with 
plenty of sapidity towards the finish. A bit of chewiness on the close, but overall, a very decent Carruades.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Carruades de Lafite is a dark, brooding wine. Dense and plush, with quite 
a bit of tannin presence, Carruades is quite distinctive in 2021. Blue/purplish fruit and floral notes show 
tremendous primary intensity. Bright acids on the finish add an attractive sense of freshness that is quite 
appealing. The 2021 is a serious Carruades. 
Jane Anson (91): „…A ton of concentration and hidden power, this is a Carruades that is very Lafite in style, 
subtle with pencil lead, slate, Pauillac signature, intense but with clear austerity, touches of fennel, rosebud 
and dried leaf. Mouthwatering, with plenty to get hold of. Has the focus and tunnel vision of Lafite and needs 
time in bottle, should be at its peak within 10 to 15 years. 1st year organic conversion. 40% of overall 
production, 34hl/h yields 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90+): „…The 2021 Carruades de Lafite is composed of 55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
36% Merlot, 5% Cabernet Franc, and 4% Petit Verdot. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it gives up notes 
of red and black cherries, cassis, and underbrush with hints of bay leaves and lilacs. Light bodied, the palate 
has loads of mineral and herbal sparks accenting the red and black fruit layers with plenty of tension and soft 
tannins, finishing with a skip in its step.“ 
 
Lafite-Rothschild  1er Cru Classé    95+-96   675,00 

Jean-Sébastien Philippe und Eric Kohler erläutern die Besonderheiten des 
Jahrgangs für Lafite 
Saskia de Rothschild : „BACK TO THE ROOTS - …Romain Gary said that 
“renewal has always been first and foremost a return to the roots.” There 
couldn’t have been a finer revelation this year, from what we know how to 
grow best on the mythical plateau of Lafite: great Cabernets which have, 
without a doubt, dominated the tastings from the écoulages. Freshness and 
density were already there, in a balancing act that we have grown used to 
from our great terroirs. This year, they are the ones who spoke their voice 
more clearly than ever. The dice were therefore loaded against the Merlots 
from the start, and they paled in comparison: only half a vat from Pointon 
Gravette, a plot on our legendary Carruades plateau, went into the blend. A 
first wine with almost 100% Cabernet.“ 
Michael Grimm (95+-96): „…sehr schöne, komplexe Frucht, Kirschen, Cassis, 
feine Tabaknote, große Finesse, lang, super fein und elegant, lang, ganz 
feine Bitterschoko, nicht dicht, sondern ganz große Finesse“ 
Yves Beck (98-99): „…Das Bouquet von Lafite 2021 verkörpert Pauillac mit 
seinen Nuancen von Graphit, Zedernholz und dunklen Beeren so gut. 



Natürlich wird de r Cabernet Sauvignon hervorgehoben, der mit 96% in der Assemblage vertreten ist und 
klassische Nuancen von schwarzen Johannisbeeren offenbart. Am Gaumen verfügt der Wein über präzise, 
bestens eingebundene Tannine. Sie haben eine feine Körnung und offenbaren sich langsam im Abgang. Ein 
wie üblich sehr feiner Lafite, der seine Eleganz mehr denn je in den Vordergrund stellt und von der 
bedingungslosen Unterstützung der Säurestruktur und der präzisen, leistungsfähigen Tannine profitiert.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-96+): „…I loved the Grand Vin 2021 Château Lafite-Rothschild, and if anyone is going to 
excel in a cooler, elegant vintage like 2021, it will be Château Lafite. Based on 96% Cabernet Sauvignon, 3% 
Merlot, and 1% Petit Verdot, is has a brilliant perfume of pure crème de cassis, spring flowers, graphite, 
gravelly earth, and sandalwood, which will turn toward more classic Lafite cedar pencil with age. Medium-
bodied on the palate, it has supple, elegant, yet substantial tannins, great balance, and a beautiful finish. Like 
most wines from this estate, it has a classy, regal, incredibly impressive style.“ 

James Suckling (97-98): “… Polished and refined with a firm, fine and 
linear tannin structure. Harmonious. Perfumed violets, roses and subtle 
licorice. All in balance here, with precise layers of black fruit, minerals 
and pencil lead. Rather seamless. Firm, yet fine and sleek to the end. 
Very classy. Fine-velvet texture. 96% cabernet sauvignon, 3% merlot 
and 1% petit verdot.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (95-97): “…A brilliant wine that shares some 
similarities with the formidable 1996, the 2021 Lafite Rothschild wafts 
from the glass with inviting aromas of dark berries, cigar box, loamy 
soil, black truffle and violets. Medium to full-bodied, deep and layered, 
it's rich and concentrated, with beautifully powdery tannins, lively acids 
and a long, saline finish. Of course, this isn't as dramatic as the 2020 or 
2019 out of the gates, but the 2021 is a brilliant success in its own right. 
What's more, its structure and balance mean that it is likely to prove 
almost immortal. It's a blend of 96% Cabernet Sauvignon, 3% Merlot and 
1% Petit Verdot, which is one of the all-time highest percentages of 
Cabernet Sauvignon chez Lafite.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (95-97): “… The 2021 Lafite-Rothschild, which was 
aged in 90% new oak, has a deep, almost opaque hue. This has quite an 
arresting bouquet with dense blackberry, sous-bois and pencil box 
scents, quintessential Lafite aromas with nuanced floral scents 
surfacing with time. The palate is medium-bodied, though with more 
weight than you would expect given the growing season. The Cabernet 
Sauvignon imparts graphite and almost briny elements into the 

aromatic profile. Sapid and classic in style, head winemaker Eric Kohler su ggests that it is a return to the 
style of Lafite-Rothschild of the nineties in terms of freshness. I concur.“ 
“It was easy until flowering,” quipped Eric Kohler when I visited the First Growth, Saskia de Rothschild 
occupied by visiting royalty. “We were not concerned by frost. There was a long and wet period that began in 
mid-June until mid-August. We had 250mm of rain in June and July. If the rain had fallen over just three or four 
days, then it would not have been a big problem, but it was always wet and humid. This meant the fight against 
mildew was difficult. Also, we are in conversion, our first year in 2021 (L’Evangile began in 2018). We were 
ready though, as we took enough time to prepare. After the fight [with the inclement weather] there was one 
month of excellent conditions until 10 September when we really saw the vintage and maturity changing. The 
first analysis of sugar level was not as high as it had been in 2018, 2019 or 2020, but it was impressive for the 
conditions we had faced, and after that, the progress in maturity was excellent and restored a lot of hope. We 
saw some light rain, and this added a bit of pressure and persuaded us not to wait, especially on precocious 
terroirs. So, we started picking on 22 September, though the heart of the picking was really from 27 September 
and finished on 8 October. We had been successful in terms of protecting the crop and picked at 33hL/ha at 
Lafite-Rothschild and 30hL/ha at Duhart-Milon. Maturity was satisfying considering the summer, though we 
never lost hope. During the vinification, we found good colour and density, the extraction went well, and 
rapidly we became more confident in 2012. On the Left Bank, we felt it was more difficult for the Merlot as it 
was more sensitive during the summer, the berries gorged with water and the véraison more spun out 
compared to Cabernet Sauvignon. So, there is less Merlot in Duhart-Milon and Lafite-Rothschild. When we 
know that the maturity is not perfect, we reduce the pumping over and wait to impart concentration through 
adding the vin de presse (14.5% for Duhart-Milon and 15% Lafite-Rothschild.) This year, it was clear which 
plots and tanks were designated for the Grand Vin and the Carruades de Lafite, with just one parcel of Merlot 
from the Plateau de Carruades in the former.” 
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… The 2021 Lafite-Rothschild casts an imposing presence. Black fruit, sage, menthol, 
licorice and incense give Lafite its dark, almost somber, personality. Cabernet Sauvignon is dialed up, and that 
very much comes through in the wine's flavor profile and overall feel. The tannins are quite prominent at this 
stage. In some ways, the 2021 reminds me of the 1996, but with the greater delineation found in today's wines. 
I can't wait to see how it ages. The 2021 is one of the stars of the Left Bank. Its longevity will ultimately be 
dictated by storage conditions more than anything having to do with the wine itself.“ 
“It was a year in which we had to make strong decisions,” Technical Director Eric Kohler told me. “Flowering 
was a bit more challenging at Duhart than at Lafite. Ripeness was not the issue, but mildew pressure was high, 
especially now that we farm biodynamically. The most challenging period was July 15 to August 15. Yields 
were 30 and 33 hectoliters per hectare respectively,” he added. As for the wines, they are brooding and quite 
intense. At times I felt I was tasting wines from the 1990s, but with an added dimension of purity in the fruit.“ 



Jane Anson (97): „…Deep in colour, has grip and presence. Loganberry, blueberry, wet stones, hawthorn, 
forest floor, this is a long-ageing Lafite, not one that I would rush to open. It delivers tannic power from 
beginning to end, with density and juice and length, a reminder that Lafite manages to perform strongly in so 
many different styles of vintage. Delivering right at the very top of Pauillac. 1st year organic conversion. 90% 
new oak. No frost at the estate, yields of 34hl/h, harvest September 22 to October 8. 40% 1st wine.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (94-96): „…The 2021 Lafite Rothschild is a blend of 96% CS, 3% Merlot, and 1% Petit 
Verdot. Deep garnet-purple colored, it needs a lot of swirling to shake loose notions of ripe blackcurrants, 
fresh blackberries, and black raspberries, followed by hints of cedar, graphite, cloves, and cast-iron pan with a 
waft of roses. Light to medium-bodied, the palate delivers intensely perfumed black fruits with a floral and 
herbal undercurrent textured by firm, finely grained tannins, and featuring well-integrated acidity, finishing on 
a lingering fragrant earth note. This should be one of the most long-lived wines of the vintage, with cellaring 
potential of 40+ years. Yields came in at 33 hl/ha and the wine has a pH of 3.9. 
“There’s a French proverb,” said Lafite’s technical director, Eric Kohler. “‘To conquer without peril is to win 
without glory.’ You know, it wasn’t an easy vintage. But in the end, it was good. We were not affected by frost. 
The problem arrived in June. We had more than 150mm of rain. And we had 70mm in July. We experienced a 
kind of permanent humidity then—the mildew was strong and very present. We are now in organic conversion. 
It is difficult to evaluate how much of the crop we lost, but we estimate that we lost 10% to mildew. It is like 
that when you want to be organic. It was a fight, but we considered it a success to have lost only 10%. The 
period from mid-August to mid-September was great. In Bordeaux, you can make a great vintage in one 
month. The great 1996 vintage was made between September and October. It was the same in 2008 and 2014, 
and I believe 2021 will be in the same profile. Good conditions, in the end, saved us. But this vintage was more 
difficult for the Merlot. Veraison was difficult, and we had big berries. The blend was easy to make this year—
the tanks that were meant for Lafite were very apparent. We used only 12% press wine.” 
Decanter (97): „…Surely a contender for wine of the vintage, certainly on the Left Bank. Vibrant and explosive, 
what a wine in 2021. Graphite, black chocolate, black pepper and blackcurrant aromas but also with floral 
edges - so intense! Supple and racy on the palate, this is a firecracker of a Lafite, so much energy and acidity 
that you get this rush of red and black fruits then the stoney minerality and then the spice. It's sharp and racy 
with the length that goes on and on. You get it all here but so well delivered, real refinement and elegance in 
terms of fruit precision and clarity but it's just so energetic and bright. This puts you squarely in Bordeaux 
with the lively and balanced freshness with these gorgeous powerful and structured Cabernet aspects telling 
you it's from Pauillac, ending with liquorice, stone, graphite and toasted spice from the one block of old-vine 
Petit Verdot that went into the blend this year. Vibrant and explosive - an absolute thoroughbred - albeit a 
young one! Made with 96% Cabernet as opposed to a usual amount between 80-85%. A yield of 33hl/ha. The 
first year of full organic farming also in 2021.“ 
 
Mouton-Rothschild  1er Cru Classé    95-96   589,00 

Mit Florent Fresse (Resonsable Export Chateaux) von Mouton im 
Gespräch über 2021 Mouton, Clerc und d‘Armailhac 
Michael Grimm (95-96): „…sehr gute, saubere, klare Frucht, 
Kirschen, Cassis, knackige, hellere Beeren, große Frische, sehr gute 
Struktur, große Finesse, auch am Gaumen sehr, frisch, feines Leder, 
saftig, sehr gute Länge.Tannine präsent aber nicht zu dominant, sehr 
gut in balance, im Finale frisch gemahlene Kaffeebohnen“ 
Yves Beck (97-99): „…40% Grand Vin in Mouton im Jahr 2021 
gegenüber normalerweise 50% (außer 2018, als es fast 65% waren). 
Das Bouquet ist zunächst zurückhaltend. Es offenbart zaghafte 
Noten seiner Reifung, was zumindest überraschend ist, ge folgt von 
Nuancen von schwarzen Beeren, gerösteten Weinreben und Graphit. 
Nach und nach kommen andere Elemente wie Süßholz zum 
Vorschein, gefolgt von Iris und schwarzen Beeren. Am Gaumen ist 
der Wein imposant in seiner Art, sich zu offenbaren. Der Auftakt ist 
cremig und kompakt, während die samtenen Tannine sich nach und 
nach mit Eleganz entfalten und am Gaumenende ihre Amplitude 
erreichen. Der Wein strahlt eine große stille Kraft und Gelassenheit 
aus und zeigt gleichzeitig Spannung und Salzigkeit, gleich im 
Auftakt. Was für ein schönes, harmonisches Ensemble, voller 
Finesse und Kraft. Eine Dimension, die nur wenige Weingüter im 
Jahr 2021 erreicht haben. Ein großer Mouton!“ 

Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The 2021 Château Mouton Rothschild is terrific, and while it plays in the more 
medium-bodied, elegant style of the vintage, it's perfectly balanced and has plenty of richness as well as 
texture. A blend of 89% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot, and the rest Cabernet Franc, brought up in new 
barrels, it's a charming, balanced, elegant, forward Mouton“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… A firm and compact Mouton with a powerful tannin frame for the vintage, yet it 
remains fine and precise as it opens to a velvety texture. Black fruit with tar, pencil lead and tobacco. Driven 
and firm. A little angular and tight at the moment. 89% cabernet sauvignon, 10% merlot and 1% cabernet 
franc.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (95-96): “…The 2021 Mouton Rothschild is a terrific wine in the making, unfurling in the 
glass with aromas of cherries and wild berries mingled with notions of violets, espresso roast, pipe tobacco 
and mint. Medium to full-bodied, deep and seamless, it's a layered, enveloping wine that's ample and 



concentrated, with succulent acids, melting tannins and a long, resonant finish. A blend of 89% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 10% Merlot and 1% Cabernet Franc that attained 13.1% alcohol, this is a demonstrative, sensual 
Mouton that's the fruit of extreme selection, and that may well make my score seem conservative with further 
élevage. Bravo to the talented Jean-Emmanuel Danjoy and his team“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Mouton Rothschild marks a return to the classic style of this First 
Growth after three hot vintages. Unsurprisingly, the Cabernet Sauvignon takes control and expresses cigar 
smoke and graphite aromas. This is very well defined, yet examining the wine over several minutes, I was 
searching in vain for that "magic touch" exuded in recent vintages. The palate is beautifully-knit, quite edgy on 
the opening, comparatively slender and markedly sapid. Unapologetically linear on the finish, it is as if the 
growing season snipped off the frills that defines a great Mouton-Rothschild. This is a very fine First Growth, 
yet I hope it just gains a bit of weight and, to use a more accurate word, "presence", during the remainder of 
its barrel maturation. 13.1% alcohol“ 
“We were a week ahead of normal. April was dry with cold spells. There was frost, but it affected more inland 
areas. May was overcast and wet towards the end, slowing down the development of the vines. Warm 
temperatures in early June kickstarted the flowering that was even. The vines were vigorous, so there was 
competition for carbon, and this helped loosen up clusters. The stormy cycle came in three or four deluges, 
150mm in June and July, so you had to mobilise teams over the weekends to keep an eye on what was going 
on. We were always on the edge of losing crop. Summer was cool and dry, so there was stress towards the 
end of the month, but this eliminated any green flavours. September was cooler with rain at times, so we 
pushed the harvest back, which meant that hang time was four days longer than usual. It was a compact 

harvest of 10 days picking starting 22 September and finishing 8 October.”  
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Mouton Rothschild is a potent, tightly wound Pauillac that will need a 
number of years to come together. Driving in its intensity, with searing tannins, the 2021 comes across as a bit 
severe today, with less of the charm and sensuality that is such a Mouton signature. That said, I was not 
thrilled with the quality of either of the two samples of the Grand Vin I tasted.“  
Jane Anson (95): „…Jewel-ruby in colour, crystalline reflections. This is less exuberant than a usual Mouton, 
more of a classic Pauillac with intensity and depth through the palate. Plenty of grip and length, with rich 
layers of raspberry and blackberry fruits and curls of gunsmoke, liqourice and cocoa bean, giving hints of a 
more generous wine that should be released further over ageing. Focused and supple. 100% new oak. 3.73ph, 
59IPT, 41hl/h yield. Harvest September 25 until October 6. The first vintage where it was Jean-Emmauel Danjoy 
from beginning to end, after Philippe Dhalluin's retiremement. 41% of overall production in Mouton. Strong 
candidate for an upscore in bottle“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93): „…The 2021 Mouton Rothschild is composed of 89% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
10% Merlot, and 1% Cabernet Franc, harvested from 25 September to 6 October, and aging in 100% new oak. 
Deep purple-black colored, it needs a little swirling to unlock classic notions of warm cassis, pencil shavings, 
and ripe black plums, leading to hints of lavender, cracked black pepper, and crushed rocks. Light to medium-
bodied, the palate is tightly wound with layers of black fruits and mineral undertones, framed by fine-grained 
tannins and bags of freshness, finishing on a lingering iron ore note. pH 3.73. IPT 59. 
“The frost wasn’t an issue for the red grapes, only the whites,” said Jean-Emmanuel Danjoy, Estates Manager 
for Mouton Rothschild, Clerc Milon, and d’Armailhac. “Then the mildew came, and you had to be on top of 
things. It was intense from the beginning. You had to be in the fields constantly. Everyone was on hand. There 
were key moments that you couldn’t miss. August was cooler than normal but dry, and the mildew pressure 
disappeared. Then the phenolics started to ripen, and the green flavors went away. We started harvesting later 
than normal. We picked over 10-12 days without too much stopping. We could harvest with greater speed with 
the new facilities at Clerc Milon and d’Armailhac. There may have been an inclination out there to compensate 
for the larger berries, but we prefer to use a little more press wine. We used 14% press wine in the Mouton. 
Yields were lower than average. There was a bit of shatter (coulure) and, of course, the mildew. Botrytis was a 
serious threat; we knew it was there from July onwards. But we never saw the explosive outbreak that we saw 
in 2013, for example. We didn’t lose crop because of botrytis, and that was great.” 
 

St.-Julien                          
 
Beychevelle  4ème Cru Classé    92+   82,90 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…leicht offene Nase, Brotkruste, Brioche, Cassis, mittlerer Körper, etwas rauhe 
Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Viel Finesse im Bouquet von Beychevelle, der seine Reifung auf subtile Weise offenbart, 
was den anderen vorhandenen Elementen genügend Raum lässt. Einladende Nuancen von schwarzer 
Johannisbeere und süßen Gewürzen. Der Wein ist leicht cremig und wird gut von saftigen, kompakten und 
feinkörnigen Tanninen gestützt. Die Säurestruktur sorgt für das Rückgrat, indem sie ihm Frische verleiht und 
die Aromatik im Abgang fördert.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-94): „…From the southern edge of the appellation and a blend of 57% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
38% Merlot, and the rest Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc, it sports a vivid purple hue to go with terrific 
aromatics of darker fruits, tobacco, roasted coffee, and loamy earth. This round, medium-bodied, plump, 
forward, yet undeniably delicious 2021 is going to drink nicely right out of the gate. Harvest here spanned from 
the September 27 to October 8, and the wine will spend 18 months in roughly 70% new French oak.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… Blueberry and some chocolate and berry character. Medium body, fine tannins 
and a fresh, medium finish.“ 



Parker/ William Kelley (91-94): “…The 2021 Beychevelle is a strong effort, exhibiting aromas of sweet berries 
and plums mingled with cigar wrapper and fresh mint. Medium to full-bodied, bright and fine-boned, it's deep 
and layered, with powdery tannins, lively acids and a saline finish. This wine only improved over the five times 
I tasted it.“ 
„Château Beychevelle is a large landowner, at 250 hectares, but of these, only 90 are planted to vines and only 
78 located within the Saint-Julien appellation (the rest are in neighboring Cussac). Around 60% of those 
holdings are located on the plateau between Branaire-Ducru and Ducru-Beaucaillou, and the percentage of 
Merlot is quite elevated at 40%—though it's declining, as replanting here favors Cabernet Sauvignon. Since 
2008, viticulture has become much less dependent on chemicals. The grand vin itself represents just over half 
of the production, and in the last decade or so, it has become a touch richer and more structured, while 
retaining the fleshy, charming style that has won the estate so many admirers“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Beychevelle has a pleasant, light bouquet that needs coaxing from 
the glass, eventually offering blackberry, briar, peppermint and sage aromas. The oak here is neatly 
integrated, though it does not possess the dimension of the previous vintage. The palate is medium-bodied 
with quite a firm grip on the entry. The Cabernet Sauvignon is fully in the driving seat here, imparting quite 
intense blackberry and graphite notes. As with many Saint-Julien barrel samples, a Pauillac-like structure 
comes through. The licorice-tinged finish is fresh and focused. This is quite an endearing Beychevelle after 
the challenging growing season. „ 
„Philippe Blanc, head winemaker for some 29 vintages at the estate, explained: “We had a decent crop thanks 
to us escaping the frost and good vineyard management during the huge mildew pressure from May to July. 
Summer temperatures were lower than in recent years with few days over 30°C and around 30-40mm of rain, 
so it was not particularly wet. We came in over weekends to protect the crop. We stopped spraying quite early, 
11 times compared to 19 times elsewhere, which is not to say we are number one. But the vineyard 
management was successful. The harvest was from 25 September and then stopped twice when it rained, 14 
or 15 days of picking with our 100 pickers, 50 from Romania as we cannot find them locally. Sugar levels were 
lower, but the fruit was ripe, so Merlots came in at around 12%. We ended up with over 50hL/ha, and that 
meant that during blending, we had more scope to make choices. The more we produce more volume, the 
more we deselect, so that 54% of production went into the Grand Vin in 2021. Our terroir tends to ripen later 
which gave us an advantage in 2021.“  
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “…The 2021 Beychevelle is rich and sumptuous, but not quite as pushed in that 
direction as some recent vintages have been. Then again, that sort of opulence was simply not possible in 
2021. Even so, the 2021 flows with dark blue/purplish fruit, incense, espresso, mocha, menthol and licorice. All 
the elements are so well balanced. The 2021 is a terrific Beychevelle with a bright future.“  
Jane Anson (92): „…Silky and well textured fruits, with gentle build through the palate and a carefully 
constructed balance of raspberry and redcurrant fruit and fresh acidity that comes through in lemongrass and 
a raspy slate texture. Not easy to achieve this in 2021, will have needed careful sorting and plot by plot work in 
vineyard and cellar. The firm frame is a little austere, but there is finesse here, gentle campfire smoke.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…A blend of 57% Cabernet Sauvignon, 38% Merlot, 3% Petit Verdot, and 2% 
Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Beychevelle is deep garnet-purple colored. It sings of raspberry coulis, Morello 
cherries, and blackcurrant pastilles with hints of roses and forest floor. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is 
tightly knit with grainy tannins and bags of freshness, finishing long with mineral and floral sparks.“ 
 
Branaire Ducru  4ème Cru Classé    92+   44,00 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…schöne Frucht, Kümmel, schlanke Mitte, etwas Pappe, leicht süßsauer, aber 
insgesamt gut“ 
Yves Beck (93-95): „…Das Bouquet von Branaire Ducru ist von Finesse geprägt, was an sich nicht wirklich neu 
ist! Angenehme Frische und schöne fruchtige Ausstrahlung durch Noten von Himbeeren und Kirschen, gefolgt 
von blumigen Nuancen und einem Hauch von Gewürzen. Am Gaumen zeichnet sich der Wein durch seine 
Frische und Geradlinigkeit aus. Er ist bestens ausbalanciert und verfügt über strukturierende Tannine, die im 
Zusammenhang mit der straffen Säure ein gutes Omen sind ... die Symbiose, die sich daraus ergibt, ist 
überzeugend. Was für ein wunderschöner Wein ... Finesse zahlt sich früher oder später aus!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-92): „…Bright red and blue fruits, violets, and floral notes define the bouquet of the 2021 
Château Branaire-Ducru, a medium-bodied, nicely balanced, elegant Saint-Julien. It has nicely integrated 
background oak, plenty of mid-palate depth, and the balance and length to shine for two decades. It's 
incredibly well done and should end up being an outstanding wine“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… A very pretty wine, showing blackberry and blackcurrant aromas with crushed 
stone. Medium to full body with layers of fine-grained tannins. Bright and refined. Lots of dark fruit at the end. 
Solid weight.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (93-94+): “…Having tasted the 2021 Branaire-Ducru six times over the course of a month 
and a half, I feel confident in saying that it is a beautiful wine that numbers among the vintage's real 
successes. Offering up aromas of raspberry coulis and red cherries mingled with notions of rose petals, cigar 
box and spices, it's medium to full-bodied, ample and seamless, with a layered core of fruit, lively acids and 
beautifully powdery tannins. Why is it quite so good? It isn't because a lot of wine was declassified, as around 
60% of the estate's production went into the grand vin this year—a touch more than average. Rather, the key 
factors seem to be waiting to pick despite an alarming weather forecast; the blend itself, which emphasizes 
ripe Cabernet and the estate's later-ripening Merlot on clay-limestone soils; and the fact that a partially 
completed new winery means that Branaire already had fully 63 fermentation vats at its disposal to pick and 
vinify parcel by parcel. The exact composition is 66% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Merlot and the rest Cabernet 
Franc and Petit Verdot. 



Branaire-Ducru occupies 60 hectares of deep gravel soils, in 80 or so different parcels, on the plateau of 
Beychevelle. Cabernet Sauvignon dominates, but plantings of Petit Verdot on good soils are also a 
particularity of Branaire. When the Maroteaux family purchased the estate in 1988, a new winery followed a few 
years later; and now, another is under construction, which will almost double the number of fermentation vats, 
permitting more precise parcel-by-parcel vinification (some of these vats, incidentally, were online by the 2021 
harvest and are surely part of the reason why Branaire has performed so well). Winemaking is very classical, 
and maturation is in around 60% new oak, with three or four traditional rackings. There are no smoke and 
mirrors at this address, just extremely good, age-worthy Saint-Julien that's always elegant and impeccably 
balanced.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Branaire Ducru was picked from September 24, albeit slowly, until 
October 14, at 32hL/ha. It has quite an intense, dare I say precocious bouquet of bold brambly red fruit that 
eventually settles in the glass and turns darker. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy black fruit and a 
touch of black pepper and tobacco. Quite a marine-influenced Saint-Julien, it fans out gradually toward the 
finish and exerts a gentle grip. Though not quite reaching the heights of recent vintages, it represents a true 
articulation of the growing season and of Branaire-Ducru itself.“ 
“We lost around 5% to frost in the inland parcels and we lost some Merlot within humid plots due to mildew, 
less than 10%,” proprietor Xavier Maroteaux told me at Château Branaire-Ducru. “We also lost some fruit 
because of adjacent plots where the owner had not controlled disease as we use organic and biodynamic 
products ourselves. We have only 22% Merlot and more Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc in the blend 
due to the quality of the Cabernet Sauvignon and also new plantings of Cabernet Franc. We picked some of 
the young Merlot early because they looked fragile. Bad weather was forecast for the weekend, so we stopped, 
and we had only 10% of the amount [of rain]. We only had a small bit of rot with the Merlot, whereas the 
Cabernets were in great sanitary condition. It was easy to see the difference in quality between the Merlot and 
the Cabernet during blending, which was not the case in 2020. The Cabernet benefitted from the later ripening 
parcels, and these form the core of the blend. In this respect, the smaller yields really helped - we could not 
produce the same at 40hL/ha to 50hL/ha. There is a lot of fruit and freshness, a lot of elegance.”  
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 Branaire-Ducru is sleek, elegant and nuanced. There is more Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc in the blend than in the 2018-2020 period, when the Merlots were especially 
successful. As a result, the aromatics are absolutely alluring, but the wine is much less forthcoming on the 
palate. At 12.9% alcohol, the 2021 is a classically austere Branaire that looks like it will need quite a bit of time 
to blossom. It is undoubtedly a very pretty wine, even if not fully expressive at this stage. Dark cherry, plum, 
chocolate, leather and rose petal linger. Tasted three times.“  
Jane Anson (92): „…Well balanced, showcasing the possibliities of the vintage, a little austere in its rose stem 
and cassis bud character, but it opens up to show finessed blackberry fruit, precisely cut tannins, and has 
plenty of potential to age. 32hl/ yield, up to 20 month ageing depending on tasting. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93): „…Made from 66% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Merlot, 6.5% Cabernet Franc, 
and 5.5% Petit Verdot, the 2021 Branaire-Ducru is deep garnet-purple in color. It comes bounding out of the 
glass with bold scents of warm cassis, blackberry preserves, and ripe black plums, followed by hints of 
camphor, violets, black truffles, and tapenade, with a waft of wood smoke. Light to medium-bodied, the palate 
delivers impressive intensity with firm, fine-grained tannins and seamless freshness, finishing long with a 
mineral lift.“ 
 
Talbot  4ème Cru Classé    92-93+   55,00 
Michael Grimm (92-93+): „…Sehr aromatische, frische Nase, Cassis, Likörnote, minimal bitter, mittlerer 
Körper“ 
Yves Beck (93-95): „…So viel Frische und Frucht im Bouquet von Talbot mit würzigen Nuancen und Anklängen 
von Waldbeeren! Am Gaumen ist der Wein schmackhaft, gut von seiner Säure unterstützt und mit kompakten 
Tanninen versehen. Ein Talbot, der sich darin auszeichnet, Frische und Frucht in Einklang zu bringen, und der 
nicht nur vielversprechend, sondern auch überzeugend ist. Er offenbart sich langsam, aber sicher!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Château Talbot is another solid Saint-Julien, an appellation that excelled in 
the vintage. Giving up lots of red and black fruits, leather, dried flowers, and some loamy earth notes, it's 
medium-bodied, has good mid-palate depth, ripe tannins, and outstanding length. It should be an outstanding 
wine.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (91-92+): “…The 2021 Talbot is promising, exhibiting aromas of wild berries, cherries, 
cigar wrapper and sweet spices, followed by a medium to full-bodied, layered and velvety palate that's bright 
and seamless, with an enveloping, charming profile despite analytically rather high levels of polyphenols. This 
is a fine effort that reminds Jean-Michel Laporte of the 2001 vintage in style—though the 2021 will benefit from 
all the improvements that the last two decades have witnessed at this address. Tasted four times.“ 
„Of this estate's 110 hectares, occupying one large block, 94 are planted to red varieties. The grand vin 
consistently derives from the plateau's higher-altitude gravel soils, but other parcels make a contribution in 
some vintages (Talbot also owns a solitary one-hectare block within the heart of Gruaud Larose that they are 
reluctant to part with). Historically, the density of plantation at Talbot was always rather low—because it was 
plowed by oxen rather than by horse, Jean-Michel Laporte speculates—but new plantings these days are at 
8,000 vines per hectare, with Merlot being replaced by Cabernet Sauvignon in the deep gravels. In 2006, 
modernization began, with lower yields, a later harvest and war on Brettanomyces (almost a house signature 
in the past). Laporte, formerly winemaker of Pomerol's La Conseillante, has continued his predecessor's work 
and seeks to bring a bit more mid-palate volume to the wine, increasing somewhat the percentage of new oak 
to 60%.“ 



Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Talbot, the Saint-Julien stalwart now under the aegis of Jean-Michel 
Laporte for several years, was picked from September 27 to October 11 at 44hL/ha and matured in 60% new 
oak, the alcohol registering 12.8%. It has a clean, focused and correct bouquet, hints of blood orange and 
graphite surfacing with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with a supple entry. This feels cohesive and 
smooth, delivering moderate depth and a touch of licorice toward the finish. I would have just liked a little 
more on the aftertaste. (12.8% alcohol)“ 
“It was a tricky vintage, but we made 44hL/ha as we are not organic,” Jean-Michel Laporte, Technical Director 
at Château Talbot told me. “Unusually, we de-leafed at the end of August, which was helpful for [grape] 
maturity and easing botrytis pressure. It gave us another few days to wait before picking. We began harvest a 
week after our neighbours, so we had to be quick at the end and continued to pick over the weekend. We had 
been anxious about the rains, but we only had 8mm. I wanted to avoid astringency in the wine, but we ended 
up doing a bit more extraction than planned.”  
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Talbot is impeccable. Soft and inviting, the 2021 is absolutely charming. 
Red-fleshed fruit, blood orange, mint and spice are front and center. Although pretty easygoing in style, the 
2021 is beautifully balanced and is not penalized by some of the rougher edges that have been an issue in the 
past. If the 2021 is an indication of where the estate is heading, that direction appears to be quite positive.“  
Jane Anson (92): „…This feels old school in the best way, a nod to the classic vintages of the past, with 
concentration and structure, powerful but savoury and sculpted cassis and blackberry fruits, curls of bitter 
black chocolate and spice. Great quality. 44hl/h yield, and a natural 12% alcohol, really leaning into the 
vintage, successfully so“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88+): „…The 2021 Talbot is composed of 71% Cabernet Sauvignon, 24% Merlot, 
and 5% Petit Verdot, harvested from 27 September to 11 October, and aging in 60% new oak. Medium to deep 
garnet-purple in color, it gives up notes of black raspberries, red plum preserves, and cassis, plus hints of tar, 
cedar, and charcuterie. Light-bodied, it is clean and savory in the mouth with chewy tannins and a woody 
finish. pH 3.71.“ 
 
Ducru Beaucaillou  2ème Cru Classé    kB   217,00 

Yves Beck (97-99): „…Unwahrscheinliche, aber so überzeugende 
Zusammenstellung aus 98% Cabernet Sauvignon und 2% Merlot. Die 
Nachsaison war lang genug, um den Cabernet Sauvignon zur vollendeten 
Reife zu bringen. Das Bouquet ist blendend in seiner Intensität und Frische 
und stellt die Eigenschaften des Cabernet Sauvignon mit dem Duft von 
roten Beeren und Pfefferminze im Vordergrund. Der Wein ist sowohl durch 
seine feine und kräftige Tanninstruktur als auch durch seine saftigen und 
temperamentvollen Charakter beeindruckend. Er ist schmackhaft, würzig, 
lebhaft und nachhaltig. So viel Energie, Spannung und Ausgewogenheit in 
diesem Wein, der eine außergewöhnliche Symbiose zwischen der 
hervortretenden Seite der Säurestruktur und der Kraft des Tannins schafft. 
Ein würdiger Vertreter von Ducru, der den Vergleich mit seinen 
Vorgängern bestens aushält, obwohl es eigentlich keinen Grund gibt, sie 
zu vergleichen - außer der Tatsache, dass sie alle hervorragend sind!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (95-97): „…Lastly, the 2021 Château Ducru-Beaucaillou might 
be the wine of the vintage. It has more depth and density than just about 
every other wine out there, all while still bringing beautiful tannins and 
elegance. A blend of 98% Cabernet Sauvignon and 2% Merlot, harvested 
from September 21 to October 10th, it was vinified in wooden tronconique 
tanks and is still aging in new barrels. This beauty hit 12.5% natural 
alcohol, with a pH of 3.88 and an IPT that's just about off the charts. Deep 
black and blue fruits, graphite, spicy oak, tobacco, and chalky minerality 
all define the bouquet, and it hits the palate with medium to full-bodied 
richness, a concentrated, powerful mouthfeel, building yet fine tannins, 
and a great finish. Where most 2021s are going to offer plenty of up-front 
appeal, this is going to benefit from a solid 4-6 years of bottle age and be 
incredibly long lived.“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… Firm, structured and pure with a cool and solid 
core of dark currants, blackberries, tar, pencil lead and bitter chocolate. 
Hints of tobacco, too. Firm but silky tannins. Very pure, with a long, 
mineral finish. Intense and very focused. 98% cabernet sauvignon and 2% 

merlot.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (94-96): “…A wine that will delight Médoc purists, the 2021 Ducru-Beaucaillou is a blend 
of fully 98% Cabernet Sauvignon and 2% Merlot and checks in at a mere 12.5% alcohol. Unwinding in the glass 
with aromas of dark berries, cigar wrapper, violets, loamy soil and spices, it's full-bodied, layered and velvety, 
with superb depth at the core, lively acids and powdery tannins. Complete and penetrating, it's a true classic, 
reminiscent of a modern-day version of Ducru's brilliant 1996—though today's precision winemaking means 
that the 2021 is unlikely to go through so long a hibernation as that vintage.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 Ducru-Beaucaillou was picked at around 24hL/ha and matured in 
100% new oak for 18 months, as is customary. It takes time to unfold in the glass, revealing intense 
blackberry, raspberry, iris flowers and a touch of spice. Very precise, though as expected, more understated 
than previous vintages. The palate is medium-bodied with a sappy, saline entry and good grip. Classic in style, 



fanning out toward the finish, and briny on the aftertaste. This is a fascinating, almost old-school Ducru-
Beaucaillou. „ 
“The 2021 vintage was ‘The Crunch’ – the big fight in rugby,” proprietor Bruno Borie told me. “We had to fight 
the two waves of frost over two weekends. It’s always on the weekend. It was the same in 2022. We used 
candles and large portable fans, though the vines next to the estuary were relatively unaffected. I recall my 
father in the 1960s waking up early in the morning for frost, and it was always the same areas affected. They 
were not typical spring frosts, more like freezing waves without a huge variation in temperature, so the 
candles and fans were not quite so effective since there is less mixing of temperatures. But you have friction 
with the air molecules that heats the air. Then, we had a lot of rain in June and so we had a serious attack of 
mildew. Teamwork was very important. We sent people into the vineyard to take off leaves and clusters 
affected. We brought in 50 additional workers from Andalusia. We started picking on 23 September until 11 
October. This year will not be a Merlot vintage as they were more affected by frost and mildew. We sold around 
30% to the bulk market. The conical vats allowed us to extract soft tannins, slower and more during the 
aqueous/earlier phase of the alcoholic fermentation. We have about 12.5% alcohol for the Grand Vin, which is 
reminiscent of the 1996.” 
Vinous/Galloni (96-98): “… The 2021 Ducru-Beaucaillou is a pretty significant departure from the past, as it is 
nearly pure Cabernet Sauvignon. A deep, aristocratic wine, the 2021 possesses remarkable intensity from start 
to finish. Inky dark fruit, bittersweet chocolate and leather are some of the myriad nuances that develop with 
some aeration. The 2021 is so well balanced. The 100% new oak, often quite dominant in Ducru en primeur, is 
so well integrated, likely because lower alcohol extracted less oak imprint. The 2021 is a drop dead gorgeous 
wine, and a Ducru for the ages. Superb.“ 
„Bruno Borie and his team turned out a set of stunning 2021s. It was a year with uneven ripening. Coulure 
(shatter) was especially problematic for the Merlot. Harvest took place between September 23 and October 11. 
Yields were a 27-30 hectoliters per hectare as opposed to the more typical 35-40. Even so, alcohols are in the 
13% range, a full percent lower than what has become the norm here in recent years.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94+): „…The 2021 Ducru-Beaucaillou is a blend of 98% Cabernet Sauvignon and 
2% Merlot, the highest-ever proportion of Cabernet, harvested from 21 September to 11 October. Deep garnet-
purple colored, it features evocative notes of blackcurrant jelly, fresh plums, and black raspberries. Light-
bodied, the palate has a rock-solid structure of firm, grainy tannins - beautifully ripe - with a lively backbone 
supporting the intense, tightly wound black fruits, leading to a long and earthy finish to this impressive wine. 
pH 3.88. 101 IPT.“ 
 
Gruaud Larose  2ème Cru Classé    92-93+   87,00 
Michael Grimm (92-93+): „…klassische Nase, schwarzbeerig, schwarze Oliven, auch etwas Leder, gewisse 
Saftigkeit, minimal bitter, aber wirklich gut sonst“ 
Yves Beck (97-98): „…Die von den Gruaud-Teams angestrebte Präzision beginnt mit der Art und Weise, wie 
sich der Cabernet Sauvignon offenbart; er ist von großer Finesse , deutet kräutige und frische Nuancen an und 
bringt Düfte von schwarzen Johannisbeeren, Stachelbeeren und Brombeeren zur Geltung. Der Auftakt beginnt 
gemächlich... der Wein scheint zufrieden zu sein, hier zu sein; er offenbart seine Fähigkeiten auf sparsame 
Weise, und man ahnt, dass es sich um die Ruhe vor dem Sturm handelt. Der "Sturm" (von freundlicher Art) 
beginnt etwa in der Mitte des Gaumens mit sehr feinen, exakten Tanninen, die mit der hervortretenden Säure 
harmonieren. Der Wein wird dadurch energievoll und animierend. Er bewegt sich gelassen auf einem klaren 
Kurs, mit dem Ehrgeiz, exzellent und anhaltend zu sein.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (94-95+): “…The 2021 Gruaud Larose is very impressive, exhibiting deep aromas of wild 
berries, cherries and cassis mingled with hints of licorice, violets and cigar wrapper. Medium to full-bodied, 
deep and concentrated, it's impressively rich and layered, with lively acids and ripe tannins, it concludes with 
a pure and penetrating finish. Classically balanced and intensely flavored, it's an elegant, beautifully made 
wine that is well worth seeking out. Three beautiful parcels of recently planted Cabernet Sauvignon, situated 
on deep gravel ideally adapted to this variety but hitherto planted with Merlot, make a contribution to the blend 
this year; but that's only one of the factors that explain why Gruaud has produced a 2021 that looks set to rival 
or surpass even recent and more propitious vintages such as 2018. The blend is fully 84% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, complemented by 12% Merlot and 4% Cabernet Franc, and it checks in at 12.5% alcohol. 
Congratulations are in order for technical director Virginie Sallette and the entire team at Gruaud Larose! 
Tasted twice.“ 
„In the last few years, Gruaud Larose has been transformed. This 92-hectare vineyard, occupying a single 
block on the plateau of Saint-Julien, has been extensively restructured: in the past, Merlot, susceptible to 
frost, had been planted in the highest parts of the vineyards for protection—but those just happened to be the 
sites best adapted to Cabernet Sauvignon. Now, varieties and soil types are better matched (50% of the 
vineyard has been replanted); yields are lower, and farming is better: 2019 marked the beginning of organic 
conversion, but beyond that, the aspiration is to create a durable ecosystem, with wildlife corridors, 
agroforestry (3,000 trees have been planted), insect houses and so on; soils are worked less often and less 
deeply and sowed with cover crops. In the winery, the fruit sees multiple sorting before macerations that are 
gentle but protracted, at comparatively low temperatures, and great attention is paid to selecting which lots of 
press wine to include in the blend. The results are compelling. This doesn't mark a return to the muscular, 
rich, rustic style of the Cordier era's heyday but nor does contemporary Gruaud Larose have anything in 
common with the rather lean, malnourished wines frequently produced in the late 1990s and early 2000s. 
Instead, we are learning that Gruaud Larose can produce wines that are both elegant and intense. When 
reviewing the 2019 earlier this year, I suggested that this château seemed to be on the cusp of a new golden 
era, and this immensely strong showing in the 2021 vintage tends to confirm that supposition.“ 



Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Gruaud Larose was picked from September 23 until October 7, 
finishing with the Petit Verdot, and stopping several times to wait for ripeness in certain plots. It was matured 
in 95% new oak for a planned 18 months. The Cabernet Sauvignon clearly dominates the nose, the black fruit, 
graphite and touches of tobacco lending it a Pauillac-like allure. The palate is medium-bodied with supple but 
quite firm tannins that frame the graphite-infused black fruit. Quite direct, and in some ways a no-frills Gruaud 
Larose, though that is not meant pejoratively. Classically styled claret – no more, no less. (12.55% alcohol)“ 
“It was a tough vintage all year round,” I was told at the estate. “September and October saved us, but yields 
are only around 29hL/ha. I think the final result is above my own expectations. The fact is that we are organic. 
Biodynamics (over the entire vineyard - due for organic certification in 2022) helped us a lot as we were more 
intimate with the vineyard and we tasted the berries constantly. It forced us to examine the vines closely. 
There is a high percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon (84%) due to a re-grafting of Merlot vines to Cabernet 
Sauvignon, which now nearly all enters the Grand Vin. Therefore, future vintages will have a similar blend with 
much more Cabernet Sauvignon than before. We had to be cautious with everything. We don’t use the same 
recipe. During extraction we had to be very prudent.”  
Jane Anson (94): „…Clearly Cabernet dominant, savoury with an attractive tannic frame. Should be accessible 
relatively early for a classified St Julien, but will age for a good few decades as there are plenty of well-
textured tannins. Attractive floral notes give a gentle aromatic welcome, and the feel is elegant and finessed 
on the opening beats, with rose stems, raspberries, loganerries, white pepper, slate and liqourice. They have 
done a great job here, in the last year of organic conversion. 95% new oak“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93): „…The 2021 Gruaud Larose is made from 84% Cabernet Sauvignon, 12% 
Merlot, and 4% Cabernet Franc, harvested from 23 September to 7 October, and aging in 95% new oak for an 
anticipated 18 months. Deep garnet-purple colored, it needs a lot of coaxing to unlock notes of ripe 
blackcurrants, fresh blackberries, and mulberries, leading to wafts of pencil shavings, dried roses, and 
crushed rocks, plus a hint of tapenade. Light to medium-bodied, the palate has great tension and energy with a 
great backbone of ripe grainy tannins and loads of mineral and earth layers, finishing with a refreshing lift. It 
has an impressive quiet intensity that really works.“ 
 
Langoa Barton              3ème Cru Classé    93-94   41,70 

1821 gründete Hugh Barton Château Langoa-Barton durch den Kauf von Langoa. Anlässlich 
dieses Jubiläums wird es ein Sonderetikett für alle Formate ab 0,75 Liter geben. 
Michael Grimm (93-94): „…schöne, klare Frucht, schwarzbeerig, Grafite, feine Süße, maskulin 
aber auch gewisser Charme, sehr gute Struktur, feine Bitterschoko, lang, appetitliches Finale“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Sehr schöne Fruchtintensität mit Noten von schwarzen Johannisbeeren 
und süßen Gewürzen. Am Gaumen ist der Wein ausgewogen und von kompakten, feinkörnigen 
Tanninen gestützt. Die Tannine sind etwas auffällig im Finale, aber die Reifung wird die Kanten 
abrunden. Ein Wein mit Charme, Finesse und Länge.“ 

Jeb Dunnuck (91-93): „…The 2021 Château Langoa Barton (61% Cabernet Sauvignon, 36% 
Merlot, and 3% Cabernet Franc) has a great, pure, medium-bodied style as well as medium-

bodied richness and depth on the palate. It has good acidity, notes of violets, graphite, 
and tobacco, quality tannins, and a great finish. The balance here is spot on, and this is 
certainly an outstanding wine in the making. It's also the first vintage to be made in the 
new winery, which was still under construction while I was in Bordeaux“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Blackberry and black olives with currants and crushed stone. 
Medium body, integrated tannins and a savory finish.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (92-94): “…The first vintage vinified in the Barton family's new 
winery, the 2021 Langoa Barton is immensely promising, offering up aromas of cassis, 
cigar wrapper, loamy soil and black truffle, followed by a medium to full-bodied, velvety 
and seamless palate that's deep and complete, its vibrant core of fruit framed by ripe 
tannins and lively acids. It's a blend of 61% Cabernet Sauvignon, 36% Merlot and 3% 
Cabernet Franc. Tasted three times.“  
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Langoa Barton was picked 27 September until 7 
October, matured in 60% new oak. Analysis shows 13.03% alcohol. It has a well-defined 
bouquet with expressive Merlot this year. Hints of blood orange/orange sorbet percolate 
through the red fruit. It has a skip in its step. The palate is medium-bodied with a taut and 
fresh entry. Plenty of sapidity here, oyster shell tinged with a well-defined and quite 
persistent finish. Lovely length, this is quite a gorgeous Saint-Julien that will age 
beautifully in bottle.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “… The 2021 Lan goa Barton is an attractive, mid-weight Saint-
Julien that should drink nicely with minimal cellaring. Red fruit, cedar, spice, tobacco and 
rose petal lend lovely vibrancy throughout. Brightness and energy drive the balance in 
this understated, classy Saint-Julien from the Barton family“  
Jane Anson (92): „…Bright plum in colour, this is skilfully expressed, austere but present 
red cherry and blackberry fruits, strict tannic structure that opens through the mid palate 

to allow some juice and sandalwood smoke to run through the fruit. This has less of the exuberant depths that 
we have seen in Langoa in recent vintages, a little more old school overall, but will age, and has appellation 
signature. 60% new oak. Technical director François Brehant, consultant Eric Boissenot“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91): „…The 2021 Langoa Barton, the first year to be made in the new cellar, is a 
blend of 61% Cabernet Sauvignon, 36% Merlot, and 3% Cabernet Franc. Deep garnet-purple in color, it tumbles 
out of the glass with expressive notes of fresh blackcurrants, black cherries, and black raspberries, plus 



suggestions of clove oil, lilacs, and fallen leaves. Medium-bodied, the palate is tightly wound with firm, grainy 
tannins and bags of bright red berry flavors, finishing long and lifted.“ 
 
Lagrange  3ème Cru Classé    92+-93   47,50 
Michael Grimm (92+-93): „…feischigere, leicht offene Frucht, gewisse Süße, Soja, Mitte schlank, etwas 
trockene Tannine, wirkt etwas easy, etwas süß-sauer. Aber gut“  
Yves Beck (92-93): „…Das Bouquet von Lagrange ist subtil mit Nuancen von dunklen Beeren, Iris und Graphit. 
Sein schmackhafter Auftakt kündigt einen zugänglichen, einladenden Wein an, der mit feinkörnigen Tanninen 
versehen ist, während seine saftige Säurestruktur den aromatischen Ausdruck im Abgang unterstreicht. In 
einem sehr schwierigen Jahrgangs-Kontext kann das gesamte Team von Lagrange sehr stolz auf das Ergebnis 
sein: ein Lagrange voller Finesse.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Lagrange is clearly a step up, offering a deeper, richer 
style that stays firmly planted in the fresher, more elegant style of the vintage. Based on 84% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 14% Merlot, and 2% Petit Verdot, representing a selection of just 39% of the total production, it has 
terrific mid-palate density as well as classic notes of cassis, darker plums, chocolate, and integrated oak. It's 
beautifully done and should easily be an outstanding wine that will benefit from just a handful of years in the 
cellar.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A firm and silky red with medium body, fresh acidity and an orange-peel and berry 
aftertaste. Refined and bright.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (92-94): “…Representing only 39% of the estate's production, the 2021 Lagrange is very 
promising indeed, mingling aromas of wild berries and blackcurrants with notions of loamy soils, pencil 
shavings and violets. Medium to full-bodied, ample and seamless, with fine depth at the core, powdery tannins 
and lively acids, it saw a cool vinification and contains a record 84% Cabernet Sauvignon, much of which was 
picked late, between the seventh and 12th of October. It's a brilliant effort from Matthieu Bordes and his team. 
Tasted five times, twice at the estate. 
„When Matthieu Bordes arrived at Château Lagrange in 2006, he had the good fortune to take over a vineyard 
that had been extensively replanted in the 1980s and was just arriving at maturity. Since Suntory acquired this 
estate, indeed, no expense has been spared, nor has any selection been considered too severe; and as the 
fruits of that investment over the years met Bordes's talents, the results have been exceptional. In 2021, a 
strict selection and a willingness to sacrifice volume (via saignée and osmosis) have delivered a Lagrange that 
transcends the limitations of the vintage“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Lagrange was picked from 12 September to 12 October at just 
30hL/ha and matured in 60% new oak. The Grand Vin represents 39% of the crop. It offers light red berry fruit 
on the nose, with a touch of mint developing over time. The palate is medium-bodied with grainy tannins, well-
balanced, not a powerful Saint-Julien but it conveys a sense of finesse. Drink this over the next 12-15 years.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…Bright, vivid raspberry and cassis fruit, savoury and sculpted, clear cinnammon, fennel 
and clove spice. Not exuberant or overdone, working with the vintage and retains the St Julien feel of balance 
and finesse. This is the 2nd note I am publishing for this wine, as I tasted it at the château during a vertical a 
month ago, and this is one point higher, boding well for increased weight over ageing. Harvest September 27 
through to October 12, with no Cabernet picked until October. The weight of the berries reduced by 30% in the 
last week before picking because the weather got so much better. 35hl/h yield, 50% new oak. Eric Boissenot 
consultant.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90+): „…The 2021 Lagrange is 100% Merlot. Medium to deep garnet-purple 
colored, it features vibrant scents of fresh raspberries and kirsch with suggestions of cardamom, Provence 
herbs, iron ore, and tree bark. Medium-bodied, the palate delivers impressive intensity of red berry flavors with 
firm, grainy tannins and a ferrous finish.“ 
 
Clos du Marquis   92+   59,00 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…leicht reduktive Nase, feine florale Noten, etwas kantig, kräftige Tannine, feine 
Bitternoten im Finish, Klassiker halt, insgesamt irgendwie sehr gut“ 
Yves Beck (93-95): „…Clos du Marquis positioniert sich, indem er seine Identität und Persönlichkeit deutlich 
zur Schau stellt. Er zeigt die erfrischenden und fruchtigen Fähigkeiten des Cabernet Sauvignon. Der Auftakt ist 
elegant, fast seidig. Der Wein ist dank samtener und kräftiger Tannine bestens ausbalanciert, während die 
Struktur den aromatischen Ausdruck bis ins Finale trägt. Ein entschlossener, ernsthafter und überzeugender 
Clos du Marquis. 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…A solid step up and based on 67% Cabernet Sauvignon, 19% Merlot, and 14% 
Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Clos Du Marquis shows the vintage's more elegant, medium-bodied style yet brings 
plenty of density and depth. Ripe red and black fruits, notes of gravelly earth and graphite, supple tannins, and 
terrific overall balance all define this rock-solid Saint-Julien, which will benefit from just short-term cellaring. 
It's another impressive wine from this estate.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… This is very inky with lots of tar and iodine. Blackcurrants, too. Full-bodied. Very 
muscular for the vintage. Needs time to soften.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (91-93+): “…The 2021 Clos du Marquis is a lovely wine, offering up aromas of cherries, 
burning embers, dark berries, loamy soil and truffle, followed by a medium to full-bodied, layered and velvety 
wine that's rather deep and serious, reflecting low yields of 30 hectoliters per hectare and a blend dominated 
by 67% Cabernet Sauvignon, with 19% Merlot and 14% Cabernet Franc in supporting roles. Lest anyone 
underestimate it on the strength of the challenging vintage alone, by the numbers it contains a higher 
concentration of polyphenols than either the 2019 or 2020 vintages. Tasted three time“ 



Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Clos du Marquis was picked from September 24 to October 9 and 
matured in 50% new oak. There was just a little coulure affecting the Merlot this year. This has quite a tight 
nose that demands more coaxing from the glass than its peers, the blackberry, mint, juniper and pencil box 
aromas emerging with time. The palate is medium-bodied with slightly chalky tannins on the entry, and 
curiously Pauillac-like in style thanks to the graphite seam that runs from start to finish. Shorter than the 2019 
or 2020 (as expected) but quite serious and deserving of some time in a cool, dank cellar. (13.46% alcohol)“ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “…The 2021 Clos du Marquis is a dark, sumptuous Saint-Julien. Strong Cabernet 
inflections give the Clos du Marquis its strong aromatic presence. Crushed flowers, spice, mint, tobacco and 
incense all reveal themselves with some coaxing. There are some slight rough edges in the tannins, but 
hopefully élevage can polish those. The 2021 is a fine and promising Clos du Marquis.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…The 2021 Clos du Marquis is a blend of 67% Cabernet Sauvignon, 19% 
Merlot, and 14% Cabernet Franc, harvested from 24 September to 9 October, and to be aged in oak barrels, 
50% of them new. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it bursts onto the scene with notes of cassis, ripe 
plums, and boysenberries, plus hints of Sichuan pepper and pencil lead. Medium-bodied, the palate is 
refreshing with grainy tannins texturing the youthful black and red fruits, finishing long and pure. pH 3.69. IPT 
86.“ 
 
Leoville Barton           2ème Cru Classé    94-95+   78,60 

Michael Grimm (94-95+): „…sehr schöne, saubere, klare Frucht, dunkel-
schwarzbeerig, süße Früchte, Grafite/Bleistift, Lakritze, sehr gute Struktur, 
feine Süße, fleischig, auch gewisser Charme, guter Körper, kräftige 
Tannine aber nicht bitter, klasse“ 
VINUM (19,5): „…Superbe, vielschichtige Aromatik der grossen Weine; 
von immenser Tiefe, mit unendlich edlen, seidigen, eng sitzenden 
Gerbstoffen, nicht enden wollendes, lebhaft fruchtiges Finale; gehört zu 
den grössten, weil harmonischsten, exquisitesten Weinen des 
Jahrgangs.“ 
Yves Beck (94-96): „…Château Léoville Barton kann sich seiner Eleganz 
und Präzision rühmen. Was für eine großartige Symbiose zwischen 
Frucht, Frische und Terroir. Der Wein ist vollmundig und mit bestens 
eingebundenen, kompakten Tanninen versehen. Die Säurestruktur bildet 
ein zuverlässiges Rückgrat und unterstützt den fruchtigen Ausdruck 
sowie die Länge des Abgangs. Ein erobernder, gelassener Barton, der 
seine Begabung unterstreicht, Finesse und Kraft zu vereinen.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…I continue to love Château Léoville Barton, and 
their 2021 doesn't disappoint. (If anything, the fresher style favored here 
played nicely with the vintage character.) Lots of cassis and darker 
currants as well as crushed stone, graphite, and floral notes emerge on 
the nose, and it hits the palate with medium-bodied richness, pure, 
elegant tannins, no hard edges, and a great finish. It's not going to match 
the all-time greats here, but it's a seriously good wine in the vintage and 
I'd be happy with bottles in the cellar“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A medium-bodied red with redcurrant, 

crushed-stone and earth character, following through to fine tannins and a polished finish. Balanced.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (93-95): “…A terrific success, the 2021 Léoville Barton unwinds in the glass with aromas 
of blackcurrant, wild berries and plums mingled with hints of pencil shavings, loamy soil and cigar wrapper. 
Medium to full-bodied, deep and seamless, it's concentrated and tensile, with beautifully refined tannins, lively 
acids and all the class that an elevated percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon growing in deep gravel can provide. 
It's the first vintage vinified in the Barton family's new winery, and I suspect that contributes to the ultra-
refined quality of tannin this year. The blend is 84% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% Merlot and 3% Cabernet Franc. 
Tasted three times.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Léoville- Barton was picked from 27 September until 7 October, 
matured in 60% new oak. The alcohol is 13.12%. It has a clean and pure bouquet with blackberry, bilberry, 
cedar and hints of shucked oyster shell: focused and very well delineated, classic in style. The palate has a 
smooth and cohesive entry, very well-knit with beautifully integrated oak. Crisp acidity with the perfect amount 
of tension on the classically-styled finish, this Léoville Barton demonstrates the advantages of their brand new 
cellar (even though the reception was not finished in time!) I cannot see any reason not to own a few bottles of 
this in your cellar.“ 
“It was not a good vintage for tourists, but it was enough to ripen the grapes,” Lilian Barton-Sartorius told me 
when I called in at Mauvesin-Baron, out in Moulis-en-Médoc. “I think it is a vintage where buyers should shop 
carefully. Gelée blanche is when there is no wind, and the cold air sits at the bottom and gelée noir is when 
there are cold winds, and you bring even more cold air to the vineyards. The first night was gélee noir and hit 
the top of the hills and the second night gelée blanche. We have candles here which is fine when temperatures 
are -2°C but not efficient if it is -5°C. We had no frost in Saint-Julien, and the wines exhibited high acidity 
levels, mostly malic so the total acidity decreased to a fairly normal number. Our challenge was that the Merlot 
could be diluted because of the showers, but the grape size was not too large. and their skin maturity was fine. 
The 20mm of rain forecast just before harvest never materialised, though we took the decision to pick before 
as we did not feel it would disadvantage us much as it takes three days for any water to be sucked up by the 
vines. The 2021s are the first vintages made in the new winery equipped with smaller vats (80-200hL whereas 



they were uniformly 200hL) and in small batches using our three, 5-hectoliter vertical presses that allow us to 
separate the skins and press the heart of the batch and gain precision. There is around 12.5% vin de presse in 
the final blend.”  
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Léoville-Barton is a wine of notable intensity, but all of that power is 
directed inward. Tightly coiled and vibrant, the Léoville-Barton is going to need time to be ready, but that is to 
be expected. There is terrific energy here, if not the volume of the preceding three vintages. That's not a 
problem.“  
Jane Anson (94): „…St Julien’s location next to the river Garonne saved it from the worst of the frost, and this 
is one of the best wines in the appellation. It has energy and plenty of depths of fruit to work through, with 
powerful spice notes of clove, white pepper and turmeric, with the fresh acidities in the cassis and bilberry 
fruit turned into a prop for propelling things forward through the palate. And even if all this wasn’t the case, 
this is a wine to buy in 2021 in memory of Anthony Barton, long-term owner and Bordeaux legend, who died in 
January 2022. 60% new oak. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…The 2021 Leoville Barton is composed of 84% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% 
Merlot, and 5% Cabernet Franc, harvested from 27 September to 7 October. Deep garnet-purple in color, it 
needs a fair bit of swirling to shake loose notes of fresh blackberries, mulberries, and cassis, plus touches of 
garrigue, wild blueberries, violets, and licorice with a touch of wood smoke. Medium-bodied, the palate has a 
rock-solid structure of firm, grainy tannins and a lively backbone with loads of crunchy black fruit layers and 
an impressive array of savory sparks on the long finish.“ 
 
Leoville Las Cases  2ème Cru Classé    94-95   235,00 

Michael Grimm (94-95): „…intensive rote-blaubeerige Frucht, schäne 
Statur, mittlerer Körper, schlanke Sihouette, große Frische, sehr elegant, 
sehr gute Säure, ein Klassiker“ 
Yves Beck (97-98): „…Das Bouquet von Las Cases ist sehr komplex, subtil 
und bringt seine verschiedenen Rebsorten mit Nuancen von roten Beeren, 
rosa Pfeffer, Iris und Minze, gut zur Geltung. Der Auftakt ist saftig und 
kompakt. Der Wein hat Muskeln, bestens eingebundene Tannine, die ihre 
Kraft am Gaumenende offenbaren, während die Säurestruktur für Frische 
sorgt. Der 2021 zeichnet sich durch seine Finesse aus, aber auch durch 
die von Las Cases bekannte Kraft, die jedoch das Verdienst hat, den Weg 
für Balance freizuhalten, was eventuell einen früheren Genuss als üblich 
erlaubt... im Zusammenhang mit diesem Wein also bereits in acht bis zehn 
Jahre... Ein herrliche r Las Cases mit einem meisterhaften Fokus auf 
Finesse in Kombination mit Kraft!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…I loved the 2021 Château Léoville Las Cases. This 
deep, chalky, mineral-laced beauty has tons of character and reminds me 
a little of the 2001. Lots of ripe black fruits, graphite, lead pencil, and hints 
of iron define the bouquet, and it's medium to full-bodied, with a pure, 
balanced, layered mouthfeel, plenty of tannins, and a good mix of power 
and elegance. It shows the fresher, lively style of the vintage, but it brings 
plenty of depth and density, and it's an undeniable success in the 

vintage.“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… This is  very tannic and powerful with currant and salty undertones. Inky. 
Blackberry and blackcurrant, too. Full-bodied with lots of power at the end. 80% cabernet sauvignon, 15% 
cabernet franc and 5% merlot.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (95-97): “… One of the wines of the vintage, the 2021 Léoville Las Cases is reminiscent 
of a hypothetical blend of the 1999 and 1996—only better. Offering up incipiently complex aromas of cassis, 
plums and dark berries mingled with loamy soil, cigar wrapper and exotic spices, it's full-bodied, layered and 
multidimensional, with superb amplitude and concentration, velvety tannins, lively acids and a long, 
penetrating finish. Uniting classicism and charm, it exemplifies how a great terroir, exigent agronomy and 
meticulous winemaking can deliver greatness even in a less propitious vintage. It's a blend of 80% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 15% Cabernet Franc and a mere 5% Merlot this year, checking in at 13.2% alcohol“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 Léoville Las Cases was picked from 28 September until 8 October 
and includes just 5% Merlot from the northern sectors of the vineyard due to coulure. They found that 
increased percentages of Merlot did not contribute to the blend. Matured in 85% new oak, it has an intense 
nose with black fruit, graphite and light iris flower aromas. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy black fruit, 
quite a potent marine influence at play, almost briny (perhaps accentuated by the changeable weather on the 
day of my visit). Very impressive in terms of depth and backbone/grip with iodine and oyster shells towards 
the finish, this is a cerebral Las-Cases that will demand patience. Then again, name me a vintage of Las-Cases 
that doesn't! Alcohol here is at 13.20%. 
„News broke during en primeur that Jean-Guillaume Prats will be joining Jean-Hubert Delon. Delon himself 
was in a meeting during my visit, so I discussed the vintage with current export director, Antoine Gimbert. “It 
was important to avoid any hollow center,” he explained. “We had to be extremely careful with the balance. 
The tannic structure was flying quite high, so the Clos du Marquis, Le Petit Lion and Léoville Las-Cases 
contain around 4% vin de presse this year [lower than other châteaux]. We had to be careful during extraction 
and so did more of an infusion than extraction. We didn’t need to do any chaptalisation. We feel the 2021 is 
better than the 2014 and 2017. Maybe it has the structure of the 1988 with elements of the 1999 and 2001. It’s a 
classic Bordeaux.”  



Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Léoville Las-Cases is classy, nuanced and so expressive. There's 
gorgeous depth, and yet the 2021 is not as explosive as it has been in the recent past. That's not a bad thing, 
not at all. Cabernet Sauvignon and Franc comprise fully 95% of the blend in a Las Cases that is beautifully 
persistent from start to finish. It's a wine that has one foot in its rich, historical past, and the other very much 
in the more modern style of contemporary vintages. There is so much to look forward to.“ 
Jane Anson (94): „…Plenty of fruit on display here, with waves of cassis, blackberry and bilberry along with 
the more typical of the vintage redcurrant and blueberry, savoury and full of juice, along with cloves, black 
pepper, slate and graphite. There is a power here, and estate signature, but the austerity that you often find in 
young Las Cases is really dominant in the architecture and character of the wine right now, and you will need 
patience over ageing for it to soften. 85% new oak. A strong candidate for upscoring in bottle.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93+): „…The 2021 Leoville Las Cases is a blend of 80% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% 
Cabernet Franc, and 5% Merlot, harvested from 28 September to 8 October, and to be aged in 85% new oak. 
Deep purple-black colored, it opens with profound notes of ripe, juicy blackcurrants, black cherries, and plum 
preserves, leading to hints of lilacs, cedar chest, dusty soil, and graphite, plus a hint of cumin seed. Light to 
medium-bodied, the palate delivers a quiet intensity of earth-laced black fruits with very fine-grained tannins 
and seamless freshness, finishing long and minerally. pH 3.71, IPT 77.“ 
 
Leoville Poyferre           2ème Cru Classé    93-94   99,95 
Michael Grimm (93-94): „…schöne, frische, gute Frucht, schwarzbeerig, etwas trocken, hat aber auch Charme“ 
Yves Beck (94-96): „…Schöne Intensität des Bouquets mit süßen Gewürzen, Lakritz, Kardamom und 
schwarzen Johannisbeeren. Am Gaumen zeigt der Wein eine gewisse Fülle sowie süßliche, feinkörnige 
Tannine, die gut eingebunden und tragend sind. Ein dichter, charmanter, bestens ausgewogener Wein, der 
bereit ist, einige Zeit im Keller zu verbringen!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-97): „…The top wine, the 2021 Château Léoville Poyferré is a beauty and certainly makes the 
most of the vintage. Based on 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 26% Merlot, and the rest Cabernet Franc and Petit 
Verdot that hit 14% alcohol (with an IPT of 78 and a pH of 3.85), its dense purple hue is followed by a rich, 
concentrated, medium to full-bodied Saint-Julien that has terrific purity of fruit, notes of cassis, violets, and 
spicy wood, ripe tannins, and remarkable overall balance. It brings more richness and depth than most in the 
vintage and is unquestionably going to offer tons of pleasure over the coming 20-25 years.“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… This is very typical for St.-Julien with violets, berries, blackcurrants and crushed 
stone. Medium to full body with very fine tannins that run the length of the wine. Powdery tannins and a rich 
finish. Velvety texture. 60% cabernet sauvignon, 26% merlot, 9% cabernet franc and 5% petit verdot.“ 
Parker/ William Kelley (93-94+): “…The 2021 Léoville Poyferré shows considerable promise, wafting from the 
glass with aromas of sweet berries and plums mingled with spices, licorice and petals, framed by a deft touch 
of creamy new oak. Medium to full-bodied, supple and fleshy, it's a polished, charming wine with a pretty core 
of fruit, lively acids and ripe, powdery tannins, concluding with a penetrating finish. It's a blend of 60% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 26% Merlot, 9% Cabernet Franc and 5% Petit Verdot. 
„With some 80 hectares under vine, Léoville Poyferré's parcels are inter-fingered with those belonging to the 
Delon and Barton families by the river and on the plateau of Saint-Julien. The soils are cultivated less 
frequently and less deeply these days, and conversion to organic methods is gradually being rolled out, parcel 
by parcel, some being easier to farm this way than others. Winemaking features a five- to eight-day cold soak, 
followed by comparatively long macerations, and maturation is in 80% new oak, with lots destined for new 
barrels completing their malolactic fermentation in barrel. Combined with an elevated percentage of Merlot in 
the vineyards (though the tendency here, as elsewhere, is to replant with more Cabernet Sauvignon), this 
delivers the richest, fleshiest, most flamboyant of the three Léoville estates, but while it's generally the most 
open out of the gates of the three, that hasn't come at the expense of longevity. The Cuvliers and their team 
have turned in a fine performance in 2021, harvesting young vines interplanted in older parcels first, then their 
Merlots, and finally, daring to wait, their Cabernets. Some saignées were performed on Merlot lots where 
berries were large and rich in juice.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Léoville-Poyferré was picked from 28 September until 12 October at 
just 24hL/ha and matured in 80% new oak, the remainder second-fill. It has a high-toned, concentrated 
bouquet with iodine-infused black fruit, becoming floral in the glass with scents of crushed violet. The palate 
is medium-bodied with Poyferré's trademark velvety smooth tannins. Fine depth, though clearly not as 
ostentatious as the previous three vintages, it is a more streamlined Poyferré, though that renders the wine 
well-balanced. There is just a dash of black pepper on the finish, though it just misses a little persistency on 
the aftertaste. But overall, a fine Saint-Julien that should give many years of drinking pleasure. 13.0% alcohol.“ 
“It was a challenging growing season,” Sara Lecompte-Cuvelier told me. “We had to believe our team at 
Léoville Poyferré and believe that everything would finish well. But it was difficult. We decided to wait a few 
days in September for the harvest. We wondered whether the forecast was right or wrong but in fact, the 
Cabernet was already ripe. The weather forecast was wrong, and we picked under the sunshine. The quantity 
is small due to the frost which meant the grapes found it difficult to grow. It was the lowest yield since 1991 at 
24hL/ha. We decided to reduce the volume of juice by bleeding the Merlot vats by 20%, which is better than 
chaptalising. There was too much juice in the Merlot compared to the skins. I feel we kept the DNA of Léoville 
Poyferré. We used 8% vin de presse [twice as much as Léoville Las-Cases.] We were very selective.”  
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “…The 2021 Léoville-Poyferré is classy and polished right out of the gate. All the 
classic Poyferré signatures come through, but in miniature. The 2021 impresses with its pliant fruit, silky 
tannins and fine balance. To be sure, the 2021 is a smaller-scaled wine than the norm here over the last few 
years, but that is the charm of this vintage. Inky dark fruit, pencil shavings, licorice and menthol build into the 
super-expressive finish. Tasted three times.“ 



„The 2021s at Leoville Poyferré are gorgeous. The wines are all in the 13% alcohol range as opposed to the 14-
15% of vintages 2018-2020, and yet there is no lack of flavor or depth. “We took the risk and waited through 
what were supposed to be heavy rains at the end of September and early October,” proprietor Sara Lecompte-
Cuvelier told me. “The rain never arrived, but the Merlots still required some bleeding to achieve balance. 
Yields were 24 hectoliters per hectare,” she added.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…Enjoyably supple texture, silky and juicy with blueberry, raspberry, blackberry and 
redcurrant fruit, along with liqourice, fennel and a touch of cocoa bean. This is a serious Poyferré with a firm 
tannic structure and clear ageing potential, more austere at this stage than you often find. Michel Rolland 
consultant, 45% new oak, 45% 1st wine, 24hl/h yield. Harvest September 28 to October 12“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94): „…Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Leoville Poyferre slowly expands 
from the glass, revealing notes of warm cassis, blackberry pie, and black cherry preserves, followed by hints 
of menthol, pencil lead, red roses, and charcoal. Medium-bodied, the palate offers great intensity of youthful 
black fruits with firm, fine-grained tannins and bold freshness, finishing long and peppery. The blend of 60% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 26% Merlot, 9% Cabernet Franc, and 5% Petit Verdot, harvested between 28 September 
and 12 October, is to be aged 18-20 months in French oak, 80% new. The wine has a pH of 3.84 and an IPT of 
78.“ 
“One of our key decisions was not to be too influenced by weather reports,” said Léoville Poyferre’s managing 
director Sara Lecompte Cuvelier. “We began harvesting on the 28th of September and then decided to wait. 
Some of our neighbors panicked a bit and harvested because rain had been forecasted for the 2nd and 3rd of 
October. But we had a good amount of sunshine in early October. There was some dilution with the Merlot, so 
we performed saignée to reduce the juice.” 
 

Margaux                          
 
Angludet Cru Bourgeois    92+   31,30 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…sehr schöne, aromatische, blumige Frucht, gewisser Charme, feine Süße, sehr gute 
Struktur, toll gemacht, Finale leicht trocken aber sonst sehr gut“ 
Yves Beck (89-90): „…Ein jugendliches Bouquet, das sich langsam offenbart und es verdient, dass man sich 
mit ihm auseinandersetzt. Fruchtiger Charakter am Gaumen mit einer saftigen und erfrischenden Struktur, 
während die Tannine das Rückgrat bilden. Ein angenehmer Wein, den man schon in seiner Jugend genießen 
kann.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (88-90): „…Lots of red and black fruits, tobacco, and a touch of spice box define the 2021 
Château D'Angludet, a medium-bodied, textured Margaux that does a lot right, yet could use more mid-palate 
depth. Nevertheless, it's quite good, if not outstanding“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… A firm, savory red with notes of spiced plums, tea leaves and bark. Medium-
bodied with firm, chewy tannins. A little rustic“ 
PARKER William Kelley (87-88): “…The 2021 D'Angludet exhibits aromas of cherries, cassis, licorice and 
loamy soil, followed by a medium-bodied, supple and lively palate that's seamless and charming, even if it isn't 
the most characterful wine this Margaux estate has ever produced.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Château d'Angludet contains less Merlot and more Petit Verdot due to 
the three-week frost. Daisy Sichel told me that it was aged in 50% amphora this year. It has a relatively light yet 
well-defined bouquet featuring strawberry and red cherry scents. The palate delivers fine tannins framing the 
red fruit, quite Burgundian in texture, and hints of graphite, leading to a nicely poised finish. Curiously, the 
Petit Verdot is quite disguised given the amount used“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…A sterling name in the Margaux appellation, often offering outstanding value in muliple 
vintages. They have leaned into the vintage charater not trying to fight against it, and what you get as a result 
is savoury juic red and black fruits, with waves of Margaux-signature florality. 26hl/h yield after frost. 50% 
amphora, 50% oak barrels“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (83-85): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Angludet tumbles out with 
notes of red and black plums, fried herbs, and graphite plus a hint of black olives. Light to medium-bodied, the 
palate is soft and well-crafted, with delicate red berry flavors and an earthy finish.“ 
 
Labegorce             Cru Bourgeois 92+   29,20 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…sehr süße, intensive Nase, Nelken, würzig, blaubeerige Frucht, viel Frische, 
Grafite/Bleistift-Note, gute Struktur, am Gaumen schwarzbeerig werdend, wirkt etwas extrahiert, Finale leichter 
werdend mit etwas Bitterness, leicht trockene Tannine aber wieder sehr gut“ 
Yves Beck (92-93): „…Das Bouquet von Labégorce offenbart den Ausbau mittels Mokka-Noten, bringt aber 
auch Nuancen von Brombeeren und schwarzen Johannisbeeren zur Geltung. Am Gaumen ist der Wein 
schmackhaft, leicht cremig und wird von charmanten, bestens eingebundenen Tanninen unterstützt. Ein 
einladender Wein, den man schon in seiner Jugend genießen kann, der aber auch ein gutes Reifepotenzial 
aufweist.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…Château Labegorce has been managed brilliantly by Marjolaine de Coninck since 
2009, and she's produced a brilliant-looking 2021. Lots of black raspberry fruits as well as spicy oak, flowers, 
and dried herbs emerge on the nose, and it's medium-bodied, with terrific overall balance, an up-front, 
charming mouthfeel, and a great finish. It's beautifully done, and I suspect it's going to drink nicely right out of 
the gate. The blend is 50% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 6% Petit Verdot, and the rest Cabernet Franc, 
brought up 35% new French oak. The talented Claude Gros also lends his advice here as well.“ 



PARKER William Kelley (90-91): “… The 2021 Labégorce is attractive, offering up a perfumed bouquet of 
cherries, raspberries, orange rind, cedary spices and smoke, followed by a medium-bodied, fleshy palate with 
a pretty core of fruit, supple tannins and lively acids.“ 
„The Perrodo family's first acquisition in Margaux was Château Labégorce, acquired in 1989 (and 
supplemented by the holdings of Labégorce-Zédé from 2004), followed by Marquis d'Anselme in 2006 and Tour 
de Mons in 2020. Viticulture is rather forward-thinking, employing organic treatments and phosphonates 
against disease. Soils see cover crops and much less tilling than was once the case, deleafing is no longer 
systematic and several parcels are managed without hedging. Where necessary, restructuring is underway, 
favoring massale selections. In the winery, technical director Marjolaine de Coninck favors gentle extraction, 
retaining some whole berries and fermenting at low temperatures; and she racks, settles and returns the must 
before the start of vinification to remove any dust or other debris from the vineyard (a technique also 
employed at La Conseillante and Barde-Haut, for example). The results are pure-fruited and perfumed, with 
Marquis d'Anselme somewhat more extracted than the suppler wines produced at Labégorce and now Tour de 
Mons.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Labégorce was picked from 23 September to 19 October and matured 
in 35% new oak, the malo done in bottle. Pretty red cherries, raspberry and bergamot scents on the nose. Light 
undergrowth aromas surface with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy red fruit, modest depth, 
light and focused towards the finish. A well-made Margaux that should give 15-20 years pleasure.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…Powerful, this is enjoyable, cool summer flavours, blueberry, redcurrant that you find 
widely, but this is accompanied here by luscious, mouthwatering red cherry and blackberry fruits, with plenty 
of structure and a tannic bite on the finish. Harvest September 23 to October 19. Limestone subsoil, with clay 
and gravel, 3.75ph.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…A blend of 50% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 6% Petit Verdot, and 4% 
Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Labegorce is deep garnet-purple in color. It offers up pretty scents of redcurrant 
preserves, black raspberries, and wilted roses, plus suggestions of stewed black tea, crushed rocks, and wild 
sage. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is delicately styled, with a light chewiness to the tannins and well-
knit acidity, finishing earthy. pH 3.75.“ 
 
Monbrison Cru Bourgeois    91+   26,50 
Michael Grimm (91+): „…kühle Frucht, frisch, sehr kernig, schlanke Mitte, etwas trockenes Finale“ 
Yves Beck (90-92): „…Viel Frische im Bouquet von Monbrison! Es offenbart blumige und fruchtige Nuancen 
mit Düften von Iris und Himbeeren, gefolgt von einem Hauch Pfefferminze. Der Wein ist elegant, saftig, 
ausgewogen und bereits zugänglich. Erfrischender und fruchtiger Abgang. Ein schmackhafter, knackiger und 
anhaltender Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (88-90): „…The 2021 Château Monbrison has good ripeness in its both red and black fruits as 
well as notes of sandalwood, smoked tobacco, and leafy herbs. It's a medium-bodied, rich, slightly chewy 
Margaux that has solid overall balance as well as length on the finish. It could end up being an outstanding 
wine.“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… Fresh-herb and berry character comes through clearly here. Medium body. Firm 
tannins. A little hard now.“ 
Jane Anson (87): „…Attractive juicy, bright blueberry and raspberry fruits, a little overshadowed by cloves and 
tar smoke that speaks clearly of intervention. 38hl/h yield on deep gravel soils. 30% new oak. Very spicy, good 
quality“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (83-85): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Monbrison is little closed 
with red berry notes and herbal accents, plus a hint of crushed rocks. The light to medium-bodied palate offers 
just enough red berry and savory flavors with a lively, herbal lifted finish.“ 
 
Siran Cru Bourgeois    91+   27,90 
Michael Grimm (91+): „…saubere, klare Frucht, Apfelnote, Mitte schlank, leicht bitter, auch schlank 
auslaufend“ 
Yves Beck (90-92): „…Mit seiner Frische und Recht intensiven Frucht schreit Siran geradezu danach, 
genossen zu werden! Am Gaumen ist der Wein saftig, fein, leicht cremig und bestens ausbalanciert. Ein 
einladender, charmanter Wein, den man bereits in seiner Jugend genießen sollte.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A layered and fine-tannined red with currants and light graphite and stone 
undertones, Medium body. Fresh, linear finish. Grows on the palate. 
PARKER William Kelley (88-90): “… 2021 Siran unfurls in the glass with notes of blackberries, cassis, warm 
spices and loamy soil. Medium to full-bodied, supple and lively, with a pretty core of fruit and powdery tannins 
that assert themselves on the saline finish, it's a blend of 66% Cabernet Sauvignon, 23% Merlot and 11% Petit 
Verdot.“ 
„Château Siran occupies a 23-hectare block on the plateau next to Dauzac behind Giscours. Some parcels are 
cultivated organically, and herbicides have never been employed. Winemaking is quite classical, with no 
smoke or mirrors, and the percentage of Petit Verdot is always quite elevated.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… There is a large gap between the quality of the 2021 Siran and the Deuxième 
Vin because of the Merlot this year. Picked between September 23 and October 9, and matured in 35% new 
oak, the Siran has a delicate, perfumed bouquet of wild strawberry, raspberry and light cassis scents. The 
palate is malleable, with fleshy red fruit that segues into darker fruit laced with graphite. Nicely balanced, 
albeit with less substance than the 2019 or 2020 (as you would expect), this Siran should drink well over the 
next 12–15 years. (13.0% alcohol)“ 



Jane Anson (92): „…Bright ruby red, with a kiss of smoky grilled oak, along with raspberry and redcurrant 
fruit, well balanced and juicy with a slate finish. An attractive 2021, one to look out for, great stuff from the 
Mialhe family. A solid structure, plenty of depth and a good core. Hubert de Bouard consultant. Harvest 
September 23 to October 9, with a generous 51hl/h yield. Impressive, tasted twice. 35% new oak.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (85-87): „…The 2021 Siran is made from 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Merlot, 11% 
Petit Verdot, and 1% Cabernet Franc, with yields of 51 hl/ha and aging in 35% new French oak. Medium to deep 
garnet-purple colored, it jumps out with pepper and cloves scents, giving way to a core of redcurrants, kirsch, 
and fresh blackberries, plus a hint of crushed rocks. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is soft and subtle with 
just enough freshness and a peppery finish.“ 
 
Cantenac   Brown           3ème Cru Classé 91   47,90 
Michael Grimm (91): „…würzig aber sonst recht easy, recht schlanke Mitte,, wirkt im Finish etwas extrahiert“ 
Yves Beck (94-95): „…Subtiles und komplexes Bouquet mit Nuancen von dunklen Beeren, Veilchen und 
Graphit sowie Anis. Am Gaumen ist der Wein leicht cremig und mit kompakten Tanninen versehen, die ein 
gutes Rückgrat bilden. Ein eleganter, ausgewogener Wein, der von seiner Struktur gut gestützt wird, die den 
aromatischen Ausdruck bis zum Abgang fördert. Anhaltendes Finale.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A firm and chewy red with notes of currants, bark, tea leaves and walnut husk. 
Medium-bodied, firm, ripe and compact. Pretty, clear fruit. Blackcurrants. 73% cabernet sauvignon and 27% 
merlot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (92-94): “…The 2021 Cantenac Brown is another fine effort from a Margaux estate 
that's been on something of a roll of late. Unwinding in the glass with notions of cassis, wild berries, loamy 
soil and cigar box, it's medium to full-bodied, layered and seamless, with good concentration, lively acids and 
a nicely defined finish. José Sanfins and his team opted to wait to pick the estate's Cabernet Sauvignon 
between the fourth and 12th of October, and that appears to have paid off. The blend is 73% Cabernet 
Sauvignon and 27% Merlot, and just over half the estate's production went into the grand vin. 
"We've never had so many people put in so many man-hours in the vineyard," observed José Sanfins, who 
has directed this Margaux château since 1989. Deleafing right after flowering, a green harvest of fruit that was 
likely to be tardy to ripen, and then taking the risk to wait to harvest the estate's Cabernet Sauvignon late were, 
in Sanfin's eyes, the key to the vintage; and the results in the glass are persuasive. The grand vin itself 
incorporates an unusually high percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon, as well as fully 10% of carefully selected 
press wine, and it's very impressive. It's likely to number among the sleepers of the vintage, as has often been 
the case in recent years.” 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Cantenac Brown has an open, expressive bouquet of tobacco-tinged 
red fruit and well-integrated oak. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins, light red berry fruit mixed with 
sage and cedar, and perhaps a very slight herbal element on the finish. Winemaker José Sanfins has crafted a 
fine-boned Cantenac Brown, one that is more suited to early drinking than recent vintages“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Cantenac Brown is going to require time to come together. The Cabernet 
is pushed up. That very much comes through in the wine's aromatic profile and overall intensity. Sweet red-
fleshed fruit, tobacco, incense and rose petal are some of the many notes that build. Vibrant and exquisitely 
layered, Cantenac Brown is quite promising. Élevage will be critical. Like so many of his colleagues, Technical 
Director José Sanfins saignéed the Merlots, lightly chaptalized the Cabernets and opted for longer but gentler 
extractions. Tasted two times.“  
Jane Anson (93): „…Ruby red depth to the colour with violet edging. Not as luxurious as the past few years of 
Cantenac Brown have been, but excellent quality, well put together, finessed and powerful with black cherry 
fruits and raspberry puree, with tiny pulses of lemongrass acidity. 60% new oak barrels for ageing.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Cantenac Brown delivers 
notes of stewed black and red cherries, cedar chest, and unsmoked cigars with a waft of pencil lead. The light 
to medium-bodied palate offers delicate red berry flavor layers with a chewy texture and lifted finish.“ 
 
Du Tertre 5ème Cru Classé 91+-92   37,90 
Michael Grimm (91+-92): „…sehr schöne, intensive Frucht, feine florale Noten, blumig, Mitte schlank, kantig, 
kräftige Tannine und kräftige Säure“ 
Yves Beck (88-89): „…Das Bouquet offenbart Frische und blumige Nuancen mit Noten von Eukalyptus, Iris und 
schwarzer Johannisbeere. Der Wein ist fein, einladend und mit kompakten Tanninen versehen, die mit der 
erfrischenden Struktur harmonieren.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…The 2021 Château du Tertre showed well, and I certainly wouldn't be surprised to see 
it end up being an outstanding wine. With solid ripeness in its blue fruits, flowers, violets, and spicy aromas 
and flavors, it's medium-bodied, has a round, supple, plump mouthfeel, and a good finish“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A juicy and soft textured, medium-bodied red with cherry, earth and orange-peel 
character. Creamy and delicious. 64% cabernet sauvignon, 20% cabernet franc, 10% merlot and 6% petit 
verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (90-93): “… The 2021 du Tertre is a very pretty, elegant wine, bursting with aromas of 
wild berries, exotic spices, cigar box and loamy soil. Medium to full-bodied, ample and seamless, it's velvety 
and enveloping, with bright acids, beautifully refined tannins and a mouthwatering finish. The blend this year 
is 64% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Cabernet Franc, a mere 10% Merlot and 6% Petit Verdot.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Château du Tertre was picked from September 28 until October 12 
and aged in 50% new oak. It is quite bold on the nose, offering expressive blackberry, mint and cedar scents, 
almost Pauillac-like in style. Affording it a few minutes in the glass, it seems to gather momentum. The palate 



is medium-bodied with supple tannins, concentrated black fruit, a little graphite toward the finish courtesy of 
the Cabernet Sauvignon, and quite a spicy aftertaste. This is a commendable 2021 that should age with style.“  
„Giscours and his Italian property Montescudaio in Tuscany. The buyer was a French insurance company, but 
the estate is managed by Les Grands Chais de France. I tasted the 2021s with technical director Romain 
Beurienne and Cynthia Capelaere, as well as conducting a vertical that will appear in the future. Beurienne 
explained: “It was a difficult vintage because the beginning of spring was very cool with little rain, but during 
May and June it was wet with tropical temperatures. In June, we had 168mm of rain and a median temperature 
around 20°C, so there was great mildew pressure. We managed to fight the mildew with a lot of spray, using 
one chemical spray in the biodynamic part of the vineyard. There was no choice. It was hard work for the 
vineyard team. It was difficult to find a dry window. There were a lot of cloudy days in the summer; it was not 
sunny, which retarded growth of the vine in July and August. But September was good with a big diurnal 
temperature variation, cool and night with hot days, which helped the maturation of bunches. Without this 
month, it would have been a very average vintage. On the first weekend of October, they predicted 60mm of 
rain in Arsac, and we feared a large loss due to botrytis, so it was a hard decision to harvest later and wait for 
maturity. In one week, we gained a degree of potential alcohol and the phenolic ripeness changed completely. 
One parcel of Cabernet Franc was picked twice, a week apart, and the wines are totally different, richer and 
more concentrated.” 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “… The 2021 du Tertre is a big, powerful wine. A blast of dark cherry, plum, spice, 
chocolate tobacco, licorice and incense give the 2021 its flamboyant personality. The 2021 is a dense, 
powerful du Tertre. It will be interesting to see how the 2021 comes together. It is certainly promising.“  
Jane Anson (92): „…First full year under new owners the Helfrich family, with the talented Frederic Ardouin 
remaining as techincal director. This is sculpted, skilfully worked, with plenty of finessed raspberry and 
loganberry fruit, sandalwood smoke on the nose and gentle tannic frame. Good appellation signature, well 
balanced“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91+): „…The 2021 du Tertre is a blend of 64% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Cabernet 
Franc, 10% Merlot, and 6% Petit Verdot. Deep garnet-purple in color, it springs with vibrant blackcurrants, 
Morello cherries, and ripe raspberries scents, followed by hints of fertile loam, pencil shavings, and iron ore 
with a waft of wild thyme. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is elegantly crafted and refreshing with plenty of 
savory and earthy layers and a well-sustained, mineral-laced finish.“ 
 
Marquis d'Alesme-Becker 4ème Cru Classé 91-92   39,90 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…leicht dropsige Frucht, Mitte schlank, sehr bittere Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Einladendes, fruchtiges, frisches Bouquet mit Nuancen von Eukalyptus und roten 
Beeren, gefolgt von feinen Ausbaunuancen. Der Wein ist schmackhaft und mit seidigen Tanninen versehen. Er 
hat einen charmanten Charakter, ist ausgewogen und wird von seiner Struktur gut unterstützt. Ein 
einladender, schmackhafter Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…Another beautiful wine that shines for its texture and balance, the 2021 Château 
Marquis d'Alesme (51% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot, and the rest Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc) sports 
a deep purple hue to go with a focused, vibrant nose of blue fruits, spice box, and integrated oak. It's medium-
bodied on the palate, has ripe, silky tannins, and again, remarkable balance and purity.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “…This 15-hectare estate has produced the Perrodo family's most serious, 
structured wine this year in the form of the 2021 Marquis d'Alesme. Exhibiting aromas of raspberries, red 
cherries, violets and blood orange, it's medium to full-bodied, with powdery tannins, lively acids and creditable 
persistence on the finish.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Marquis d'Alesme Becker was picked from 30 September and 14 
October, matured 50% new oak. Now, this has a lovely bouquet with iris flower infusing the lifted black fruit, 
fine mineralité here. The palate is medium-bodied with slightly chewy tannins, fine grip, slightly saline with a 
bit of sinew on the finish. Fine sense of energy here, though it does not fan out like the 2019 or 2020, i.e. it 
reflects the growing season.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…Clear spiced pepper and turmeric notes giving depth, momentum and interest to the black 
cherry and blueberry fruit. Good depth to the colour also, this is enjoyable and well structured without being 
overly austere. Tasted twice, impressed both times. 3.8ph, 60% new oak, harvest September 30 to October 14. 
32hl/h yield“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91+): „…A blend of 51% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot, 6% Petit Verdot, and 3% 
Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Marquis d'Alesme was harvest from 30 September to 14 October. Medium to deep 
garnet-purple in color, it springs from the glass with kirsch, cassis, and raspberry preserves scents, plus 
suggestions of lilacs, cinnamon stick, and Sichuan pepper with a touch of graphite. Medium-bodied, the palate 
has a solid structure of firm, grainy tannins and a lively backbone, leading to a long and perfumed finish on 
this very pretty wine. pH 3.8.“ 
 
Prieuré Lichine 4ème Cru Classé 91+-92   35,50 
Michael Grimm (91+-92): „…sehr schöne, saubere Frucht, Kirschen, Mitte schlank, minimal spröde, gute 
Tannine bis leicht trocken, Williams-Christ-Touch im Finish“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Sehr einladend dieses Bouquet mit seinen blumigen und fruchtigen Noten und seiner 
Frische. Noten von Iris und Heidelbeeren, gefolgt von einem Hauch Menthol. Leicht cremig am Gaumen. Der 
Wein ist schlank, schmackhaft und ausgewogen. Seine Tannine bilden ein gutes Fundament und gehen Hand 
in Hand mit der Säurestruktur, die die Frische bildet, aber auch den fruchtigen Ausdruck im Abgang fördert.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…Lots of violets, blue fruits, and spicy oak notes define the 2021 Château Prieuré-
Lichine, which shows more red fruits and sandalwood notes with time in the glass. Medium-bodied, elegant, 



and pretty, it's a classic Margaux in the making that will shine for its complexity and nuance more than 
outright power or richness“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A fresh and vivid PL with currant and floral character and fine tannins. Medium 
body. Hints of lemon rind. Bright finish. Builds at the end. Juicy. Solid.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (90-92): “…The 2021 Prieuré-Lichine shows promise, exhibiting aromas of sweet 
berries, petals, loamy soil and cigar wrapper. Medium to full-bodied, velvety and seamless, with ripe tannins 
and a fleshy core of fruit, it's a fine-boned, nicely balanced wine that concludes with a persistent finish.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Prieuré-Lichine has an understated bouquet of slightly earthy red 
fruit, tobacco and sage. The taut, fresh palate is medium-bodied with a slightly angular entry and fine acidity. 
Not a powerful or complex Margaux, but it respects the limitations of the growing season, so there is 
freshness and brightness.“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…Attractive bright ruby in colour with violet reflections, and good purity and depth to the 
fruit, with concentrated damson jelly and blueberry, with an earthier cassis bud twist on the finish. The fresh 
acidities stop this being an exuberant and Prieuré can be in the most solar vintages, but this is charming with 
punch, and delivers on appellation signature. Tasted twice, 36hl/h yield. Candidate for an upscore.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Prieure Lichine features 
intense red and black currants scents with hints of underbrush, graphite, and bay leaves. The palate is light to 
medium-bodied with soft tannins and a good amount of fruit, finishing on a peppery note.“ 
 
Giscours              3ème Cru Classé 92+-93   57,50 
Michael Grimm (92+-93): „…reife Frucht, etwas offen, Brotkruste, Mitte schlank, sehr trockene Tannine, 
Balance fehlt im Moment, aber könnte sich gut entwickeln“ 
Yves Beck (95-97): „…Viel Frische und Präzision im Bouquet von Giscours. Feine kreidige Nuancen, gefolgt 
von Noten roter und schwarzer Beeren. Am Gaumen zeichnet sich der Wein durch seine Dichte und sehr feine, 
samtene Tannine aus, die im Einklang mit der Säurestruktur stehen. Ein Wein von hoher Qualität, der einmal 
mehr die Fähigkeit von Giscours unterstreicht, unabhängig vom Jahrgang große Weine zu produzieren!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-94): „…Tasted on multiple occasions, the 2021 Château Giscours is another pretty, floral, 
more red and black fruited effort that has medium-bodied richness, wonderful tannins, no hard edges, and 
outstanding length. Based on 75% Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Merlot, and the rest Petit Verdot, it shows the 
pretty, finesse oriented, elegant style of the vintage.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Very precise and focused with tight, sleek yet firm tannins, framing a fresh core of 
black fruit, gravel and tobacco. Crushed stones and tea leaves, too. Savory and medium-bodied. Driven and 
linear. Lots of cabernet character. Chewy tannins. Rather muscular. But polished texture. 65% cabernet 
sauvignon, 32% merlot and 3% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (93-95): “…The 2021 Giscours is immensely promising and shows just how far this 
important estate has come in the last few years. Unwinding in the glass with aromas of cassis, dark berries, 
cigar wrapper, violets, sweet forest floor and burning embers, it's medium to full-bodied, deep and layered, 
with terrific depth at the core, ripe tannins, lively acids and a long, penetrating finish. With wines like this, 
we're back to a level of quality that Giscours hasn't routinely attained since the 1970s! The blend is 65% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Merlot and 3% Petit Verdot; and even if by the standards of the last decade, that 
isn't a particularly elevated percentage of Cabernet, this is nonetheless a very Cabernet-driven wine in style. 
Tasted six times.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 Giscours is matured in 50% new oak from nine cooperages. It has a 
very well-defined bouquet of blackberry, briar, graphite and light tobacco aromas, plus a touch of lavender in 
the background. Very pretty. The palate is medium-bodied with fine-grained tannins. Not a deep or powerful 
Giscours, but elegant and poised with a long tail on the finish. It doesn't try too hard and the result is a 
delicious, refined Margaux wine. A great success in a tricky year.“ 
„Alexandre van Beek is now focused on Giscours since its Margaux sibling, Château du Tertre, was sold to 
Les Grandes Chais de France last year. “The challenge was to obtain the tannins from the Cabernet and 
getting them to full maturity,” he told me. “We did not have much loss from frost. We have started to form a 
team of youngsters that live on the property in our twenty houses that lie on the estate. Their presence was 
important in terms of overcoming the hurdles of the vintage. In 2021, we lost around 10% of production. The 
vintage is very different compared to the previous three that had a lot of juicy generous Merlot. In 2021, it is 
more oceanic, especially with the Cabernet Sauvignon that is 10% higher in the final blend. I truly believe this 
is the style of Cabernet you only find in Bordeaux. The Giscours is not overly voluptuous. It is vertical in 
definition with enormous freshness. These Cabernets don’t have the same volume, but the quality have never 
been as defined. The weekend of 2 and 3 October was crucial. It was quite warm, with 20mm of rain predicted, 
and 45 hectares still not harvested. Yet, it turned out we only had 6mm. The high pressure that followed was a 
saviour, and so we slowed down the picking of the Cabernet, stopping at the end of the week until mid-
October. It was 22°C during the day and 3°C at night. We did various tries through single parcels, one plot 
planted in 1926 picked three times.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Giscours is fabulous. In fact, the 2021 is one of the best Giscours in 
recent memory. Silky and impeccable in its balance, the 2012 possesses magnificent elegance that brings out 
its pedigreed personality. Rose petal, lavender, spice, gravel and black cherry all come together, framed by 
silky tannins that wrap it all up. The 2021 is less aromatic than most recent vintages, but the depth here is 
considerable, as is the potential. Taste two times“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…Attractive bright plum in colour, this has a waves of flavour that offset the slightly bitter 
tannins that come in on the finish. Damson and black cherry fruits, liqourice root, rose stems and grilled 
cedar. 38hl/hyield“ 



TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88+): „…The 2021 Giscours is made from 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Merlot, 
and 3% Petit Verdot. Deep garnet-purple in color, it gives up notions of blackcurrant cordial, star anise, and 
cedar chest with underlying suggestions of cloves, coffee beans, and fallen leaves plus a touch of stewed tea. 
Light-bodied, the palate has a firm frame of chewy tannins and bags of bright red berry layers with a lively 
backbone and a cedar-laced finish.“ 
 
Kirwan 3ème Cru Classé 92+-93   42,50 
Michael Grimm (92+-93): „…intensive Frucht, dunkle Beeren und Kirschen, leichte Rosinen-Noten, leicht 
offenene Frucht, gewisse Wärme am Gaumen, mittlerer Körper, kräftige Tannine, dezent bitter“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Das komplexe Bouquet von Kirwan zeichnet sich durch seine Eleganz und Subtilität 
aus. Es offenbart Noten von reifen Beeren, Heidelbeeren und Pfefferminze. Der Wein wird von samtenen, 
kompakten Tanninen gut unterstützt, während die Säurestruktur für die Frische im Finale sorgt. Ein saftiger, 
ausbalancierter und frischer Château Kirwan.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Château Kirwan should certainly be outstanding, with the pretty, medium-
bodied, elegant style of the vintage. Giving up both red and blue fruits as well as some floral notes, it has good 
freshness, outstanding purity of fruit, and fine tannins.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A firm and subtle red with blackcurrant and spice aromas and flavors. Medium 
body. Refined tannins. Nicely crafted.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (84-86): “…Medium-bodied, lean and ephemeral, based on this showing, the 2021 
Kirwan is not a wine to conjure with“ 
Vinous/Galloni (88-91): “… The 2020 Kirwan is a pretty tough, brooding wine. It will be interesting to see if the 
searing tannins soften during élevage. There is good depth to the fruit, but I am not sure if that will be enough 
to balance the tannins. Red purplish berries, gravel, smoke and grilled herbs linger. This is an especially 
potent, brooding style.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2020 Kirwan, cropped at 33hl/ha and tank-fed via gravity, undergoes an 18- 
to 22-month élevage. It offers ripe black currant and raspberry coulis scents on the nose, violets and citrus 
peel emerging with time. There is a seductiveness to these aromatics. The palate is medium-bodied with a 
sweet, ripe entry that disguises the backbone, a very silky texture and traces of tobacco and graphite 
furnishing the opulent finish. One of the more luxuriant Margaux 2020s. 
Jane Anson (91): „…Bright ruby and violet in colour, careful extraction but this doesnt entirely cover the 
rhubarb and redcurrant fruits that mark the high acidity throug the body of thewine. There are gorgeous floral 
aromatics though that situate you firmly iiin Margaux“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Kirwan is medium to deep garnet-purple in color. It gives up 
notes of baked redcurrants, mulberries, and raspberry coulis with hints of fragrant soil, dried Provence herbs, 
and cedar. Medium-bodied, chewy, and with a lively line, it delivers good intensity and length. 
 
Malescot St.-Exupery 3ème Cru Classé 92-93   51,70 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „…schöne, reife, blaubeerige Frucht, gewisse Fleischigkeit, gute Struktur, nur leicht 
bitteres Finale, sonst sehr appetitlich“ 
Yves Beck (94-96): „…Das Bouquet von Malescot ist voller Finesse und Präzision. Eine gekonnte Symbiose 
aus Nuancen von Graphit, dunklen Beeren und Gewürzen. Der Wein ist frisch, fruchtig und mit präzisen 
Tanninen versehen, die ein zuverlässiges Rückgrat bilden. Ein gelassener, einladender und vollendeter 
Malescot.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-94): „…Beautifully balanced, the 2021 Château Malescot Saint Exupéry is a classic, 
impressive 2021 that's worth seeking out. Darker fruits, spice, dried herbs, and a kiss of flowers all emerge on 
the nose, and it's medium-bodied, has ripe tannins, and shows the pretty, graceful style of the vintage.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… A tight and focused young red with redcurrant and blackberry character. It’s 
medium-bodied with racy and fine tannins and a linear, focused finish. Lots going on, yet it’s tight and 
energetic.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (92-94): “…The 2021 Malescot St. Exupery is a terrific effort, offering up aromas of 
sweet cassis and plums mingled with notions of licorice, espresso roast and toasty oak. Medium to full-
bodied, ample and fleshy, it's impressively layered, with a sweet core of fruit, ripe tannins and lively acids. The 
dramatic style of the château has worked very well with the cooler, later-maturing vintage. The blend is 49% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 38% Merlot, 8% Cabernet Franc and 5% Petit Verdot.“ 
„This rather small, family-owned estate amounts to just over 28 hectares of vines. At the time of the 1855 
classification, Malescot St. Exupery was much larger, but over the years, various proprietors sold off parcels, 
leaving the estate's holdings mostly concentrated on the plateau. Maturation is relatively unusual, in that the 
wines aren't racked and see bâtonnage of the lees, and they're bottled without either fining or filtration. Since 
around 2000, when Jean Luc Zuger's investments and changes started to make an impact, Malescot's style 
became rather rich and fleshy, standing out as one of the more dramatic, demonstrative wines in the 
appellation. In 2021, the Malescot team picked between 30 September and 5 October before stopping to wait 
for more complete maturity, despite the unfavorable weather forecast, recommencing between October 12th 
and 20th.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Malescot Saint Exupéry has quite a high-toned bouquet with black 
cherries, blueberry and violet aromas, exuberant compared to its peers. The palate is medium-bodied with 
sappy black fruit, fine acidity, quite focused yet there is just a little dryness and abruptness on the finish. That 
might be remedied during its élevage so let's see how this turns out. I was anticipating a bit more from this 
excellent Margaux estate, but maybe it will meliorate in barrel? Not beyond possibility. 



Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 Malescot St. Exupéry is another terrific wine from a property that has 
been trending towards finesse. The 2021 represents another step in that direction, helped by the vintage, of 
course. Red cherry, iron, blood orange, spice, tobacco and cedar build as this mid-weight, savory Margaux 
shows off its considerable charms. Pretty floral top notes accent the finish. Tasted two times.“  
Jane Anson (90): „…Attractive smoky oak, well handled grilled smoke aromatics. This is rich but harmonious 
and balanced and goes long on the Margaux floral aromatics. Soft on the finish but lots to enjoy. Harvest 
September 30 to October 20. An enjoyable wine in the vintage from owner Jean-Luc Zuger“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (85-87): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Malescot Saint Exupery 
gives up cedar chest and red currant jelly scents with touches of bay leaves and mossy tree bark. Light to 
medium-bodied, the palate is subtle and uncomplicated with a chewy finish.“ 
 
Alter Ego       93-94   78,00 
Michael Grimm (93-94): „…dunkle Farbe, schwarzbeerig, fein florale Noten, feine Süße, kräftige Säure, 
Pflaumen, Sauerkirschen, gute Mitte, fast etwas fett, lang, feine Veilchen-Noten auch wieder ganz hinten im 
Finale, sehr schön“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Mit 60% Cabernet Sauvignon ist dies der höchste Anteil dieser Rebsorte in Alter Ego. 
Man muss dazu sagen, dass 8ha Merlots, die für Alter Ego bestimmt waren, 2021 leider erfroren sind. Das 
Bouquet kommuniziert von Anfang an mit Klarheit, Begeisterung und zeigt Frische, Noten von schwarzem 
Pfeffer und Frucht, fast im Überfluss! Diese Fruchtintensität wird bestens im Auftakt fortgesetzt. Der Wein ist 
schmackhaft, saftig und mitreißend, da er solch eine einladende Fruchtaromatik aufweist. Und die Finesse in 
all dem? Sie veredelt den Wein, schafft die Brücke zwischen Intensität und Saftig und prägt den gesamten 
Gaumen... und wenn Finesse und Intensität im Einklang sind, kann der Wein nur köstlich sein! Welch eine 
herrlicher Alter Ego!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Alter Ego, based on 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Merlot, and the rest Petit 
Verdot, is a terrific second wine that should easily be outstanding. Medium-bodied, fresh, and lively on the 
palate, with good acidity and fine tannins, it has darker, almost blue fruits, notes of flowers and violets, terrific 
balance, and the fresher style of the vintage front and center.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Savory black and salted-olive character with oyster shells and black licorice. Fine, 
almost powdery yet firm tannins. Medium body. Excellent density and structure for the vintage. Second wine 
of Palmer. 60% cabernet sauvignon, 32% merlot and 8% petit verdot. From biodynamically grown grapes.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (91-93): “… The 2021 Alter Ego de Palmer is a somewhat unusual blend, in that it's 
fully 60% Cabernet Sauvignon this year, the estate's Merlot having suffered in the April frosts. Exhibiting 
aromas of cherries, sweet berries and plums mingled wit hints of spices and pencil shavings, it's medium to 
full-bodied, ample and polished, with a charming, seamless profile founded on beautifully refined structuring 
tannins. Tasted twice“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Alter Ego has quite a penetrating bouquet with an accentuated 
marine/oyster shell aspect that combines with the vivid blue and black fruit. The palate is medium-bodied with 
crunchy black fruit, certainly a more structured Alter Ego than usual with a fine line of acidity and 
graphite/cedar notes furnishing the finish. This will require some bottle age, but it should mature extremely 
well.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… Palmer's 2021 Alter Ego is fabulous. Dense and rich in the glass, with positively 
explosive energy, the 2021 dazzles from start to finish. A rush of dark cherry, plum, spice, blood orange, 
menthol and licorice infuses the palate with tremendous intensity. Hints of rose petal and pomegranate appear 
later to round things out. The 2021 possesses tremendous textural richness that is evident from the very first 
taste. The aromatics alone are especially present today.“  
Jane Anson (93): „…Deep plum in colour, with silky cassis and plum fruits on the attack. This is savoury, with 
sappy acidity that is mouthwatering rather than biting. This isn't exuberant and doesnt have huge flesh to the 
fruit, but it is a truly enjoyable and engaging wine that is one of the '2nds' of the vintage. More black fruit in 
this than the Palmer in many ways. Higher Cabernet Sauvignon in the blend than usual after frost affected the 
Merlot, giving it more of a classical Margaux balance than you find in most vintages of Alter Ego, which tends 
to be generous. 3.76ph“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (87-89): „…The 2021 Alter Ego is a blend of 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Merlot, and 
8% Petit Verdot. Deep garnet-purple colored, it bursts from the glass with bold notions of redcurrant jelly, 
black raspberries, and mulberries, plus suggestions of cinnamon toast, rosehip tea and graphite. Light to 
medium-bodied, the palate has compelling tension and vibrancy, featuring soft tannins and a bright, fruity 
finish.“ 
 
Palmer 3ème Cru Classé 94-95+   333,00 
Michael Grimm (94-95+): „…auchs ehr dunkle Farbe, vollreif+, dunkle Kirschen, Schmelz und Charme spürbar, 
guter Körper, kräftige Tannine, Finale dann schlanker auslaufend, feine Bitternoten, aber insgesamt sehr 
schön“ 
Yves Beck (97-98): „…Komplexität, Liebe zum Detail und Finesse sind die Schlüssel zu Palmers Bouquet. Es 
zeigt eine große Tiefe und eine Vielzahl von Details, sei es Frische, würzige Nuancen, Frucht oder kreidige 
Noten, die durch den Duft von Salbei und Thymian sublimiert werden. Der Auftakt ist schmackhaft, leicht 
salzig und saftig. Der Wein vereint Kraft und Saft, ohne es zu versäumen, das Temperament seiner Struktur 
und die Präzision seiner Tannine hervorzuheben. Letztere erreichen am Gaumen den Höhepunkt ihrer 
Amplitude und bilden zusammen mit der Säurestruktur eine große Lagerfähigkeit. Ein sehr großer Palmer, der 
sich in der Elite des Jahres 2021 positioniert. 



Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Palmer checks in as 56% 
Merlot, 41% Cabernet Sauvignon, and the rest Petit Verdot. The élevage here is 
unique in that the wine spends the first year in barrel (60% new) before having 
one-third moved into foudre for the following 6 months. The 2021 is an 
unquestionable success, revealing a dense purple hue as well as a powerful 
bouquet of ripe black and blue fruits supported by notes of tobacco, graphite, and 
chocolate. This medium to full-bodied Margaux has ripe, velvety tannins, a great 
mid-palate, and outstanding length. It's going to have plenty of up-front appeal yet 
still evolve for two decades“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… There’s brightness and clarity to this young wine, with 
blackcurrants, violets, lavender and blackberries. Medium body with a sold core of 
fruit and a long, fresh finish. Fine tannins. Bright acidity. 56% merlot, 3% petit 
verdot and 41% cabernet sauvignon. From biodynamically grown grapes.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (95-97): “…The late-ripening, low-yielding vintage has 
delivered a beautifully balanced wine of striking intensity in the 2021 Palmer. 
Unwinding in the glass with complex aromas of blackberries, exotic spices, 
licorice, violets and burning embers, it's full-bodied, layered and enveloping, with 
a deep, concentrated core of fruit, ripe tannins and lively acids, concluding with a 
long, expansive finish. If recent vintages of Palmer have set new records in their 
power and richness, the 2021 marks a return to the classical proportions of the 
1990s—with all the ad ditional concentration and precision that Thomas Douroux's 
pioneering viticulture and thoughtful winemaking have brought to the equation at 
this address in the interim. The grand vin is a blend of 56% Merlot, 41% Cabernet 

Sauvignon and 3% Petit Verdot, picked between September 24 and October 15. Tasted twice. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 Palmer has a discrete bouquet that demands patience. This does not 
race out of the blocks, rather it unfurls with subtle graphite scents, blackberry, hints of cassis, plus some of 
the briny aromas that I noticed on the Alter Ego. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins that frame the 
cedar and graphite infused black fruit. Quite strict for a Palmer, yet fresh with a cerebral, saline finish that is 
almost Pauillac-like in style despite the majority from old Merlot vines that are situated on some of its finest 
gravel terroirs. Very long, very suave on the finish. Superb. „ 
„Thomas Duroux has overseen a transition of Palmer’s vineyards to biodynamic principles in recent years (I 
spent a morning inspecting their parcels for a future standalone piece on the estate.) I was interested to see 
how they coped with 2021 with the fraught but ultimately triumphant 2018 still fresh in their minds. “We lost 8.5 
hectares to frost,” he told me, “mostly Merlot that goes into the Alter Ego. Then there was rain and big mildew 
pressure in late June and July when we lost 20% of the crop, but we managed it better than in 2018. July was 
rainy, and the vines did not stop growing, which was a concern. By mid-August I was pessimistic with respect 
to the size and quality of crop. Then it changed, and we had five weeks of dry weather which was a very good 
thing. We started picking on 24 September. The first vats of Merlot were pleasant, but the question was how 
the wine would be balanced in terms of tannin construction. We feared we would have a hole on the mid-
palate. We took our time with the Cabernet Sauvignon. The key to the vintage was when we harvested an old 
Cabernet Sauvignon plot, which was the only plot with a high yield (45hL/ha). We saw the potential of juice 
(11% alcohol) and we presumed it was weak, when other plots with lower yield (27hL/ha) had better 
construction and stronger mid-palates. So, the five weeks of dry weather, plus the small yields due to mildew 
pressure are the two key elements of what is a qualitative vintage. In the end, the wines needed a little 
chaptalisation as there was a small risk of harshness in the tannin structure, just half a degree. The acidities 
are good, 3.71pH for Palmer, good IPT, a little higher than average and wines that are a modern version of 
wines of the last century. My feeling is that year after year, the vines are in better connection with their 
environment and this helps them adapt to the weather fluctuations.” 
Vinous/Galloni (94-97): “… The 2021 Palmer is one of the truly epic wines of the year. It's not the 2018, but 
it is in that vein, albeit at 13% in alcohol. There's tremendous richness and sheer extract here. Blackberry jam, 
chocolate, smoke, licorice, lavender and mocha notes possess remarkable primary intensity, more like a 
young must than a wine with a few months of age. Readers will find a Palmer that offers a compelling mix of 
opulence and energy.“ 
Thomas Duroux presented two stellar 2021s at Palmer. "The vines just did not want to stop growing. Luckily, 
the last 5-6 weeks of the growing season were dry and warm enough to ripen the crop," he told me. “Mildew 
impacted our yields in 2021 by about 20%, but the pressure was earlier in the year than in 2018. Having cover 
crops helped absorb some of the extra moisture.” One of the recent developments at Palmer is that the wines 
now spend their second year in oak aging in cask rather than standard barrique, which seems to give an 
added layer of understatement and nuance that is beguiling.  
Jane Anson (96): „…Palmer has a little more Merlot in the 1st wine blend than usual, something that is not the 
case for everyone this year, but reflects how unusual Palmer's Merlot on gravel really is. This is one that 
makes you sit up and take notice; with savoury fruits that have sinew and character, juicy raspberry, blueberry 
and black cherry, good persistency, helped by fresh acidities and slate texture. Clear ageing potential, acidity 
more present than in the past few years at Palmer, but the sense of energy and momentum is entirely in the 
spirit of the estate. 22hl/h yields (but 8ha were lost to frost, so the 'real' yield was 27hl/h). Harvest September 
24 to October 16, with the majority in by October 11“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Palmer needs a little swirling and 
coaxing to unlock evocative plum preserves, black cherry compote, and star anise notes, followed by earthy 
nuances of tilled soil, black truffles, and cracked black pepper with a touch of wild sage. Medium-bodied, the 



palate delivers beautifully soft, rounded tannins and lots of juicy fruit in the mid-palate, supported by 
harmonious acidity, finishing with beautiful purity and perfume. The blend is 56% Merlot, 41% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, and 3% Petit Verdot. 65% of the crop will be aged new barriques for the first year, then transferred 
to foudres for the second year.  
“We are very convinced here that low yields were the key factor to achieving balanced vines,” said Palmer’s 
CEO, Thomas Duroux. “We had one old block with high yields (45 hl/ha) where the quality was not so good. 
When we had lower yields, we had more mid-palate and ripeness. The small crop was the key. Lower yields, 
top terroir (free draining), and older vines gave us great quality. Our final yield overall was 27 hl/ha.” 
 
Lascombes      2ème Cru Classé 91-92   69,00 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…schöne, saubere Frucht, Kirschen und Cassis, nicht zu deutlich, mittlerer Körper, 
etwas bitteres Finish“ 
Yves Beck (92-93): „…Ein sehr einladendes Bouquet mit blumigen und fruchtigen Noten wie Iris und 
Brombeere, gefolgt von angenehmen Schokoladennoten. Der Wein hat einen recht ausgewogenen Charakter 
und ist mit cremigen, kräftigen Tanninen versehen, die mit der Spannung der Struktur harmonieren. Der 
Abgang muss an Finesse gewinnen, da er zu sehr von der Tanninlast unterstützt wird, aber die Frische des 
Abgangs spricht für eine positive Entwicklung. Ich habe Lascombes 2021 schon oft verkostet, und er hat mich 
bei den verschiedenen Verkostungen immer wieder überzeugt. Er ist sozusagen der Außenseiter der Klasse, 
aber am Ende zeigt er, dass er seinen Platz hat! 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Château Lascombes is a darker, rich Margaux revealing some firm tannins 
yet good mid-palate depth and richness. Ripe blue fruits, a touch of chocolaty oak, medium-bodied richness, 
and good balance all define this solid, classic Lascombes that will round into form over the course of its 
élevage and, I suspect, drink well for two decades or more“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A juicy young red with currant and blackberry aromas and flavors. Some crushed 
stone and spice, too. Medium-bodied with juicy tannins and a round-tannined finish. Attractive fruit character.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… The 2021 Lascombes is a successful effort in a rather more punchy, 
modern style, opening in the glass with aromas of berries and plums mingled with notions of sweet spices, 
loamy soil and creamy new oak. Medium to full-bodied, rich and youthfully firm, it's deep and extracted, with 
plenty of ripe, powdery tannin that asserts itself on the finish.“ 
„With fully 120 hectares under vine in the commune of Margaux, Lascombes is a large estate, and the big 
news is that a new winery has just been completed and is soon to be unveiled, with 43 fermentation vats. 
Winemaking is rather modern, the fruit passing through a cold tunnel after sorting and seeing a cold soak 
before alcoholic fermentation. Around 80% of the grand vin goes through malolactic fermentation in barrel, 
and the barrels are rolled twice a week until March to reintroduce the lees into suspension. In the vineyards, 
there's 50% Merlot, 45% Cabernet Sauvignon and 5% Petit Verdot, and the elevated percentage of Merlot is 
partly explained by the fact that many of Lascombes's holdings are to be found on clay-limestone terroirs 
better adapted to this cépage. Lascombes is a rather extracted wine, carrying a lavish patina of creamy new 
oak, which will naturally tend to polarize opinion, but it is a very well rendered example of its style, and the 
2021 is likely to surprise with a bit of bottle age.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Lascombes has a fleshy, ripe, fruit-forward bouquet with black 
cherries, raspberry and inkwell aromas that gather momentum in the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with 
quite plush tannins on the entry, good weight and breadth, yet missing some details and personality on the 
finish that slightly tapers away. Fine, but there are a few edges that need to be shaved and I think they will.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Lascombes is a dense, plush Margaux, but also not quite as pushed as in 
the past. That's a good thing. A burst of ink blue/purplish fruit, chocolate, leather, licorice and mocha are front 
and center. As always, Lascombes is a pretty flamboyant wine, but it is also very nicely done. There is plenty 
to admire. Tasted two times.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…Well worked, a good balance of fruit and acidity, smoky, vanilla bean, liqourice root and 
cocoa bean. Overall this has high acidity translated into a bright freshness, with appellation signature. 41hl/h 
yield, 60% new oak“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Lascombes is a blend of 55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot, 
and 5% Petit Verdot, with yields of 41 hl/ha. It is aging in 60% new oak. Deep garnet-purple in color, it features 
notes of kirsch, blackcurrant pastilles, and potpourri with hints of damp soil, tree bark, and dried herbs. 
Medium-bodied, the soft, rounded tannins support the juicy, uncomplicated black fruits, finishing a little 
short.“ 
 
Rauzan Segla 2ème Cru Classé 92   84,00 
Michael Grimm (92): „…likörige, offene Frucht, gewisse Süße, wirkt etwas extrahiert, trocken, leicht bitter. 
Muster OK??“ 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…Das Bouquet von Rauzan-Ségla zeigt eine ernste, präzise und gelassene Seite. 
Einladende Noten von schwarzen Johannisbeeren und Brombeeren, gefolgt von erfrischenden Minznuancen 
und einem Hauch von Szechuanpfeffer. Der Wein ist vollmundig und hat samtene, feinkörnige Tannine, die 
gemeinsam mit der frischen Säurestruktur eine wertvolle Unterstützung für den gesamten Gaumen darstellen. 
Ein imposanter Wein mit Finesse, Treffsicherheit und Länge.“  
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…One of the undeniable successes is the 2021 Château Rauzan-Ségla, which emerges 
from yields of 38 hectoliters per hectare and is a blend of 75% Cabernet Sauvignon and 25% Merlot. It has 
remarkable depth and density as well as classic aromas of cassis, tobacco, spicy oak, and subtle floral notes. 
These all carry to a medium-bodied, concentrated 2021 with polished tannins and a great finish. It's one 
classy, seamless, elegant Margaux that will drink well right out of the gate yet keep for 20 years.“ 



James Suckling (94-95): “… A firm and linear wine with crushed stone and some citrusy acidity, Medium body, 
creamy tannins and a fresh finish. Lively at the end. Currant, blackberry and fresh tobacco in the aftertaste. 
75% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… Representing around 44% of the estate's production (more or less as usual), 
the 2021 Rauzan-Ségla unwinds in the glass with aromas of minty cassis, blackberries, loamy soil, dark 
chocolate and warm spices. Medium to full-bodied, deep and impressively concentrated, it's layered and 
seamless, with a sweet core of fruit, powdery tannins, lively acids and an impressively penetrating finish. The 
Rauzan team opted to ferment Merlot rather cooler than normal this year to moderate extraction. Tasted six 
times“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… According to Nicolas Audebert, the 2021 Rauzan Ségla has a reduced 
proportion of Merlot, as a consequence of which it was felt that the Petit Verdot crowded out the final blend 
and was thus demoted to the Deuxième Vin. Matured in 60% new oak for an intended 18 months, it has a 
surprisingly opulent bouquet with conspicuous Merlot that has the hubris to vie for attention with the 
Cabernet. Very pure and well-defined, this gains intensity in the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with very 
finely chiseled tannins, displaying disarming purity and poise. Minerally on the finish, with just the faintest hint 
of dark chocolate on the aftertaste. Precision, precision, precision. (13.0% alcohol) 
Vinous/Galloni (94-97): “… The 2021 Rauzan-Ségla is absolutely gorgeous. It offers up scents of graphite, 
savory herbs, licorice, chocolate and plum, all beautifully lifted by strong Cabernet Sauvignon inflections. 
Naturally, the 2021 doesn't have the mid-palate richness and overall intensity of recent years. Readers will find 
a tightly wound Margaux that balances classic structure with modern-day precision. I can't wait to see how it 
ages. Tasted four times. 
Jane Anson (93): „…A clear step up from the Ségla, proving why in 2021 even with the best names and most 
accomplished winemakers, it pays to head to the 1st wines. This is excellent for the vintage, with sinewy-juice-
filled blue and black fruits. Cabernet-dominant, fresh, well constructed, precise, you feel a slightly higher 
acidity than usual, giving a muscular, angular feel. As it opens cloves, cassis bud and rose stems appear. 60% 
new oak, well balanced, clear classicism and the alcohol level feels refreshing and restrained. Working with 
the vintage, a little shorter on the finish that the biggest vintages but this is easy to recommend. Tasted twice, 
45% of overall production. A candidate for upscore in bottle.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…The 2021 Rauzan-Segla is a blend of 75% Cabernet Sauvignon and 25% 
Merlot, aging 18 months in 60% new oak. Deep garnet-purple colored, it is a little closed to begin, delivering 
subtle notes of cassis, raspberry leaves, and mulberries with hints of fallen leaves, cinnamon stick, and pencil 
shavings. Medium-bodied, the palate is tightly knit with black and red berry layers and a grainy texture, 
finishing with good intensity on a lingering mineral note.“ 
 
Pavillon Rouge 2ème Vin du Margaux 92   193,00 

Michael Grimm (92): „…knackige, rote Frucht, Kirschen, feine florale 
Noten, feine Bitterness, frisch am Gaumen, mittlerer Körper, 
schlankes Finale“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Das Bouquet von Pavillon Rouge ist frisch 
und von intensiven Noten von Himbeeren und Brombeeren geprägt. 
Der Auftakt ist ein wahres Vergnügen mit einer schmackhaften Seite, 
runden Tanninen und einer Struktur, die den aromatischen 
Ausdruck unterstützt. Der Wein ist fein, saftig, ausdrucksstark und 
lang anhaltend. Pavillon Rouge reiht Erfolg an Erfolg und ist seit 
einigen Jahren eines 1er Vin würdig!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…The second wine of the estate, the 2021 
Pavillon Rouge is mostly Cabernet Sauvignon yet includes 18% 
Merlot, 5% Petit Verdot, and 4% Cabernet Franc. With a pH of 3.68 
and an IPT of 74, it's a serious, age-worthy second wine offering 
medium-bodied aromas and flavors of cassis, graphite, and smoked 
tobacco. It's beautifully balanced, with good mid-palate depth, ripe 
tannins, and outstanding length. It's in the running for the top 
second wine in the vintage“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… A nicely rounded young red with fine 
tannins that are polished and poised. Medium body with a solid 
center-palate and a creamy finish. Shows wonderful ripeness and 

beauty. 73% cabernet sauvignon, 18% merlot, 5% petit verdot and 4% cabernet franc.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (91-93): “… Aromas of plums, raspberries and sweet spices introduce the 2021 
Pavillon Rouge, a medium to full-bodied, velvety and vibrant wine that's impressively rich and mouthfilling, 
revealing a deep core of fruit framed by powdery tannins and lively acids, concluding with a long, saline finish. 
The blend is 73% Cabernet Sauvignon, 18% Merlot, 5% Petit Verdot and 4% Cabernet Franc, and Philippe 
Bascaules observes that parcels planted 20 years ago and destined for the grand vin when they're a bit older 
are increasingly making the cut for Pavillon Rouge.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Pavillon Rouge continues the trend of more Petit Verdot and 
Cabernet Franc in the final blend as the vines planted 20 years ago reach maturity. Aged in 50% and 60% new 
oak, it has a very well-defined bouquet with perfumed black fruit, crushed violet and a touch of blood orange. 
The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins, rounded and fleshy to the point that you could almost run 
down the famous driveway and drink a bottle. Quite persistent on the finish. Very fine.“ 



Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Pavillon Rouge is soft, sensual and open-knit, all qualities that make it an 
absolute delight to taste today. A burst of red/purplish fruit, rose petal, leather and sweet spice gives the 2021 
its upfront appeal. There's lovely energy and brightness underpinning it all. Soaring aromatic top notes add 
allure, making it impossible to resist a second taste.“  
Jane Anson (92): „…This has a mirabelle plum, raspberry and red cherry character, softly finessed with texture 
and depth, given extra complexity by curling floral aromatics. Classic balance, siky texure, although with a 
less generous and rounded feel to the tannins than the past few vintages of Pavillon Rouge. 36hl/h yield, with 
around 5% lost to frost but no mildew because treated (organically) throughout the season. 30% of overall 
production“ 
 
Margaux  1er Cru Classé    94-95+   589,00 

Michael Grimm (94-95+): „…sehr schöne, frische, 
knackige Frucht, dichter als PR, kräftige Säure, sehr 
schöne florale Noten, feine Veilchen-Töne, große Frische 
auch am Gaumen, mittlerer Körper, sehr gute Tannine, 
Sauerkirschsaft, blumige Note“ 
Yves Beck (98-100): „…Das Bouquet von Château 
Margaux kündigt viel Finesse und Komplexität an. Es 
offenbart unzählige Nuancen von roten Beeren, Gewürzen 
und Frische. Seine Tannine sind von außergewöhnlicher 
Finesse und bieten dem gesamten Wein eine 
hervorragende Unterstützung. Sie haben Kraft, Stärke und 
genügend Substanz, um eine Symbiose mit einer 
lebhaften Säurestruktur zu schaffen. Unbestreitbar ist 
jedes Element an seinem Platz. Ein sehr großer Margaux, 
der unbestreitbar zu den größten Erfolgen des Jahrgangs 
gehört.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (95-97): „…I think the wine of the vintage is 
the 2021 Château Margaux, which comes from a miniscule 

selection of just 36% of the total production. The final blend is 87% Cabernet Sauvignon, 8% Merlot, and the 
rest Cabernet Franc, all of which is resting in 100% new French oak. Reminding me slightly of a riper 1996, it 
has incredible purity in its ripe cassis and blueberry fruits as well as notes of liquid violets, spicy oak, 
graphite, and hints of sandalwood. As seamless as they come, medium to full-bodied, perfectly balanced, and 
with ample Château Margaux purity and finesse, this brilliant juice is as good as it gets in the vintage.“ 
James Suckling (97-98): “… A Margaux with beautiful depth and grace and wonderfully well-placed, refined 
tannins, showing presence and a soft texture. They caress your palate. Full-bodied, yet tight and extremely 
long. Seamless. 87% cabernet franc, 8% merlot, 3% cabernet franc and 2% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (95-97+): “…The 2021 Château Margaux is clearly one of the finest wines of the 
vintage. Offering up a deep bouquet of raspberries, wild blueberries and plums mingled with sweet spices, 
violets, licorice and hints of cigar box, it's full-bodied, layered and multidimensional, with terrific depth at the 
core and beautifully refined, powdery tannins, concluding with a long, floral finish. Combining the vibrant 
flavors and moderate alcohol (13.1%) of a vintage of the last century with all the precision of the present in 
extraction and élevage, it is a timeless classic; and lest that be mistaken for a euphemism for a lack of 
concentration, note that the wine is analytically as high in polyphenols as the brilliant 2019. Representing only 
36% of the estate's production, the 2021 is a blend of 87% Cabernet Sauvignon, 8% Merlot, 3% Cabernet Franc 
and 2% Petit Verdot.“ 
„Château Margaux has turned out a brilliant performance. A challenging growing season, which saw Margaux 
touched by spring frost and end-of-season rot, delivered a heterogenous crop, but the estate can afford both 
to take risks (harvesting reds between September 24 and October 13) and select rigorously. Philippe 
Bascaules opted to saignée his tanks to concentrate the musts, especially the Merlots, and then vinified 
gently. "After a saignée, you really have to ease off on extraction if you don't want to overdo it," he explained. 
But the concentration of the ensuing wines took him aback, exhibiting analytically similar levels of tannins to 
the superb 2019s. Margaux always producers fresh, vibrant wines, so pHs are similar to was was attained in 
other recent vintages; what's different, however, are alcohol levels, around 1% lower than 2018, 2019 or 2020. 
As the accompanying tasting notes attest, the grand vin itself and Pavillon Blanc both number among the 
wines of the vintage in red and in white“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “…The 2021 Château Margaux, aged in 100% new oak as usual, is clean and 
precise on the nose, much more discrete than the outgoing Pavillon Rouge and unfolds like a temptress in the 
glass. Intense dark cherries, hints of blueberry and trademark crushed violets then start to billow, all 
exquisitely defined. The palate is medium-bodied with a silky smooth veneer that does a good job disguising 
the structure underneath. Surprisingly plush given the growing season, the concentration is very impressive 
with no hard edges. It's a very Margaux-like Château Margaux insofar that it could not come from any other 
appéllation.“ 
„It was a gorgeous sunny day when I called in at Château Margaux, where I tasted with Philippe Bascaules, 
Corinne Mentzelopoulos and her son Alexis Leven-Mentzelopoulos, who appears to be taking a much more 
prominent role in the running of the First Growth. “We had some frost, so we had to work many nights 
spraying water on some blocks and also using wind machines,” Bascaules explained. “We lost around 1.5-
hectares on the white, more than 10%, and five-hectares of the red, fortunately not the best blocks. So, it did 
not really affect the Grand Vin or either Pavillons. Spring was rainy with a difficult May and June, so we had to 



treat many times using copper and sulphur (18 times) including weekends and Bank holiday. It was not a late 
vintage. Flowering was 1 to 6 June, and véraison was around the beginning of August. Fortunately, it was 
quite dry in the summer. After the picking of the white, we had 45mm of rain, so we started to pick the Merlot 
on 24 September and finished the Cabernet Sauvignon on 14 October. More vigorous blocks showed a bit of 
rot, but we were able to wait and were happy to pick when we wanted. Fermentations were less complicated 
than recent years because of alcohol levels, the yeast was able to finish the fermentation easier. Also, the 
extraction was slower and could be controlled. We stopped doing some remontage two or three years ago with 
respect to the Petit Verdot and Cabernet, so it was about the same, but we did a little more saignée to 
compensate for the size of the berry. The surprise is the concentration of the wines in terms of tannins, which 
is at the same level as the 2019 vintage. The yield is 36hL/ha, which is pretty good for the region; 36% is in 
Château Margaux and 30% in Pavillon Rouge, so volumes are the same as last year.”  
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… The 2021 Château Margaux is a powerful, surprisingly brooding wine. According to 
Technical Director Philippe Bascaules, dry extract numbers are in line with 2019, which is hardly surprising in 
tasting the wine. Today, the Grand Vin is so primary. The intensity of the dark red/purplish fruit is notable, and 
yet the wine is positively embryonic. Bright acids and plenty of tannin abound. The 2021 is a rich, penetrating 
Margaux that is going to need a lot of time.“ 
“We had some frost issues, but not a lot of mildew pressure,” explained Managing Director Philippe 
Bascaules. “Dry extract numbers were pretty much in line with 2019, although the chemistry of the wines is 
different. We saigneed some lots and chaptalized others lightly, as needed.” One of the more pragmatic 
administrators in the Médoc, Bascaules is quite adamant about a flexible farming regime that allows the 
vineyard team to intervene as needed. As for the wines, they are absolutely gorgeous.“  
Jane Anson (95): „…Vivid fruit, raspberries and bilberries, cassis bud, saffron and graphite, full of energy and 
classicism, showcasing what can be achieved in the vintage. Harvest through to October 14. 36% of the overall 
production. 3.64ph, Tannic index of 73, the same level as in 2019 and a litttle less than 2018 and 2020. Philippe 
Bascaules director, Eric Boissenot consultant“ 
 

Pessac-Léognan                          
 
Clos Marsalette       92-93   17,90 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „…sehr schöne, saubere, spicy, fruchtige Nase, sehr schöne Frische, sehr elegant, 
fein, sehr appetitlich, sehr schöne Struktur, elegant, große Finesse, nur minimal Bitterschoko im Finish, wird 
aber gut verdaut über den Ausbau, Balance!“ 
Yves Beck (92-93): „…Schöne Fruchtintensität mit einer ausgezeichneten Symbiose zwischen Frische und 
Reife. Der Wein ist schmackhaft, saftig, ausgewogen und mit perfekt eingebundenen Tanninen versehen, die 
für Potenzial sorgen. Ein angenehmer, knackiger, bekömmlicher Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-93): „…As to the red, the 2021 Clos Marsalette has lots of red currants, hints of blue fruits, 
tobacco, and leafy herbs to go with a medium-bodied, round, nicely textured style on the palate. It has ripe 
tannins, terrific purity, and just a classy, balanced, satisfying style.“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… A fruity and reserved wine with orange peel, dark berries and some chocolate. 
Medium-bodied with medium, round tannins. Nice brightness“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “…The 2021 Clos Marsalette is an immensely charming wine, bursting with 
aromas of sweet berries and plums, followed by a medium to full-bodied, fleshy palate that's vibrant and 
enveloping, its powdery structuring tannins cloaked in a lively core of fruit. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (86-88): “… The 2021 Clos Marsalette was picked September 22 to October 10 and matured 
in 25% new oak. It has a fragrant bouquet of blackberry and blueberry fruit, nicely defined, plus a touch of 
violet. The palate is medium-bodied with soft tannins, perhaps just missing a bit of weight on the midpalate. 
Drink over 6–8 years.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “… The 2021 Clos Marsalette is attractive and nicely spiced, all in a mid-weight style 
that will offer fine near and medium-term drinking. The aromatics are quite pretty. Crushed red berry fruit, 
mint, spice, sage and lavender are all laced together. There's lovely freshness and fine balance here“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…Skilful winemaking here, with cool red and blue fruit character that takes the signature 
leafy character of the vintage and turns into savoury and sappy instead of undercooked. Enjoyable, not the 
biggest vintage at this excellent property, but has concentration, balance, and depth to the texture and 
extraction“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Clos Marsalette rouge is a blend of 55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
44% Merlot, and 1% Cabernet Franc, aging in 25% new oak. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it leaps 
with vibrant scents of red and black currants, black cherries, and forest floor, plus suggestions of cloves and 
cinnamon toast. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is soft and harmonious with a lively line and a spicy kick 
to the finish.“ 
 
Le Pape       92+   26,90 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…sehr schöne, süße, aromatische Frucht, feine spicy Noten, sehr schön am Gaumen, 
Mandeln, Brioche, schlanke Statur aber sehr gute Balance, sehr gute, softe aber kräftige Tannine, sehr saftig 
im Finale“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…The 2021 Château Le Pape (80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Sauvignon) is a charmer, 
with good freshness and elegance as well as the straight, focused style of the vintage. With both red and black 
fruits as well as some classic Graves earthy, tobacco character, it's going to keep for 10-15 years. This hit 
12.5% alcohol and is still resting in 30% new barrels“ 



James Suckling (92-93): “… This has pretty berry and plum fruit with light orange-peel and chocolate 
character. Medium body with fine-grained tannins. Elegant and balanced with a focused finish. 80% merlot and 
20% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (86-88): “…The 2021 Le Pape exhibits aromas of plums, sweet berries, raw cocoa and 
spices. Medium-bodied, seamless and supple, with powdery tannins that assert themselves on the finish, it's a 
blend of 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Sauvignon that will see 30% new oak. 
Vinous/Galloni (88-90): “… The 2021 Le Pape is laced with wild cherry, game, mint, licorice, spice and iron. The 
tannins remain a bit coarse. Otherwise, the 2021 is nicely done. This Merlot-based Pessac-Léognan will offer 
fine drinking over the near and medium term“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Le Pape was picked from 1 to 12 October, matured in 30% new oak. It 
offers brambly black fruit on the nose, hints of sous-bois and light gravel notes, gentle at first but gaining 
intensity with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with grainy tannins on the entry, moderate depth, 
perhaps just missing a bit of mid-palate depth and so just missing the grip and rondeur that marked the 2019 
and 2020 (as you would expect in this vintage). This delicate Le Pape should drink nicely over the next 
decade„ 
“We had everything during the season,” Véronique Sanders told me as I took a pew in the tasting room 
located in their new winery. “Budding was 18 March and then there was frost on two nights, 7 and 8 April, 
despite using three wind machines. The frost was different to 2017 as it was everywhere because of the wind, 
inflicting small damage across all parcels. Flowering was on 8 June, and véraison was late, around 24 August. 
The Médoc had more rain than Pessac-Léognan, a major difference, and overall, there was little rain 
throughout August and September, when temperatures were slightly warmer than average. The harvest was 
from 27 September to 11 October, which was later than in 2008 for example. Yields are still low due to frost 
and mildew: 19hL/ha compared to 49hL/ha in 2019. But that allowed us to reach the quality that would not have 
been achieved with normal yields. It is the first vintage to be vinified in the new cellar as in 2020 we only used 
it for the élevage. It was great to use the cool room to store everything we wanted. Every plot had a different 
yield, so choosing the perfectly-sized vat was a huge advantage. Many lots were fermented in 50-hectoliter 
vats. We pressed very carefully using a 500kg vertical press that takes 20 minutes, ranking them according to 
quality. It is one of the first times where we feel the pressed wine was important, a meliorating factor. Also, the 
tronconic-shaped tanks naturally enhanced the maceration of the skins, so we could be gentle during the 
cuvaison.” 
Jane Anson (92): „…Smoked earth, slate, blueberry and redcurrant fruits, classic balance with gentle 
concentration and sculpted cool vintage flavours, leaning into the character of the year by ensuring sculpted 
juicy fruits. Excellent quality, helped by viticultural choices such as higher canopy than the past few years to 
encourage photosynthesis. Axel Marchal consultant. Harvest October 1 to 12. 19hl/h from frost and mildew. 
First vintage with the new cellar for Haut-Bailly and Le Pape“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Le Pape is made from 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
harvested from 1 to 12 October. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it offers vibrant scents of black 
raspberries, redcurrants, and black cherries with hints of cloves, lavender, and dried mint. Medium-bodied, the 
palate has lovely freshness with soft tannins and just enough freshness, finishing with a spicy lift.“ 
 
Domaine de Chevalier      Cru Classé 94+   65,90 

Hier gedeihen nicht nur die Trauben für einen der besten Weine von Pessac-
Leognan 
Michael Grimm (94+): „…sehr schöne, frische Frucht, blaubeerig, auch rote 
Beeren, vollreif, fleischige Nase, auch gewisse Wärme am Gaumen, mittlerer 
Körper, sehr gute Struktur, gute Mitte, kräftige Tannine, sehr schöner Wein, 
klassisch“ 
Yves Beck (93-95): „…Domaine de Chevalier beginnt damit, seine Reifung zu 
offenbaren, aber diese wird schnell von erfrischenden Mentholnoten und 
einladenden Düften von schwarzen Beeren und Kirschen abgelöst. Der Wein 
offenbart sich zart und hat samtene, feinkörnige Tannine, die mit der Säure 
im Einklang stehen. Nur der Abgang ist aromatisch zurückhaltend, aber 
angesichts der vorhandenen Substanz wird er bald zur Geltung kommen.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…A true success in the vintage is the 2021 Domaine 
de Chevalier from the team of Olivier Bernard. Based on 80% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 10% Merlot, and the rest Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc, it was 
harvested between the September 28 and October 12. It will spend 18 
months in a mix of new and used barrels. Medium to full-bodied, 

concentrated, and focused, with the style of the vintage front and center, it has gorgeous cassis and darker 
fruits, notes of tobacco and violets, ripe tannins, a great mid-palate, and outstanding length. It's up there with 
the top wines in the vintage“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… A medium-bodied DC with a pretty core of ripe fruit that shows licorice, blackberry 
and some currant character. Spice box, too. Very long, with fine tannins and plenty of energy. 80% cabernet 
sauvignon, 10% merlot, 5% petit verdot and 5% cabernet franc.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (93-95): “… The 2021 Domaine de Chevalier is full of promise, bursting with aromas of 
dark berries and plums mingled with loamy soil, bay leaf, licorice, potpourri and spices. Medium to full-bodied, 
seamless and complete, its velvety attack segues into a lively, layered core, concluding with a long, nicely 
defined finish. Olivier Bernard doesn't think that this will surpass his 2018, but I tend to disagree. The 2021 is a 
blend of fully 80% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot and the rest Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot“ 



Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Domaine de Chevalier was terrific both times I tasted it. Potent and 
driving, the 2021 dazzles with Cabernet Sauvignon intensity in its aromas, flavors and overall structure. 
Graphite, spice, menthol, spice, rose petals, mocha and flowers run through a core of red/purplish fruit. The 
Blanc gets most of the attention at Domaine de Chevalier, but these days I find the red more complete and 
more interesting.“  
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Domaine de Chevalier was picked from September 28 until October 
15 at 30hL/ha. Tobacco- and sous-bois-infused black fruit unfurl with a sense of assuredness on the nose, the 
best example, a third bottle toward the end of my tastings, being the most delineated. This has energy rather 
than horsepower. The palate is medium-bodied with pencil-lead-infused black fruit and a slightly powdery 
texture, certainly the most saline in recent years, leading to an almost Pauillac-inspired finish. Stylish and 
classic Domaine de Chevalier.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…Impactful from the first moment, reinforcing the success they have had in both colours in 
the vintage. So much flavour and texture, with lemongrass, gunsmoke, orange peel, pineapple, mango, slate, 
apricot pit, offering grip and length. Tasted several times and it always delivered juice, control and excitement. 
One of the wines of the vintage“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91+): „…A blend of 80% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot, 5% Petit Verdot, and 5% 
Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Domaine de Chevalier rouge is deep garnet-purple in color. It comes bounding out of 
the glass with bold notes of cassis, kirsch, and redcurrant jelly, plus nuances of pencil shavings, dried 
Provence herbs, and tree bark. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is delicately played with soft-spoken red 
and black fruits and a firm, grainy texture, finishing long and savory.“ 
 
Haut Bailly II Cru Classé 91-92   37,00 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…sehr schöne Frucht, Mitte schlank, Druck fehlt etwas, gute Tannine aber Struktur 
nur OK” 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Das Bouquet von Haut-Bailly II ist einladend mit seinen Nuancen von roten Beeren und 
Kirschen, gefolgt von einem Hauch Pfeffer. Der Auftakt ist leicht cremig und geht einem Wein voraus, der sich 
langsam offenbart, insbesondere seine Tannine, die sich im Abgang mit einem gewissen Druck zeigen, der an 
Bitterkeit grenzt, die jedoch von der Säurestruktur gut gekontert wird. Die Tannine sind feinkörnig aber straff, 
was im Zusammenhang mit der Struktur, mit der sie Harmonie schaffen sollen, positiv zu bewerten ist.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…The 2021 Haut-Bailly II is solid, if not outstanding. Lots of crunchy red and black 
fruits, spice, and herbal/tobacco notes define the nose and it's medium-bodied, has ripe tannins, and the 
vintages pure, fresh, elegant style. It's going to offer pleasure right out of the gate and will be an easy wine to 
love.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… This is very savory with blackberry, light salt, licorice and graphite. It’s medium-
bodied with fine tannins and a fresh finish. The quality of the tannins are impressive for a second wine. 70% 
merlot, 25% cabernet sauvignon, 3% cabernet franc and 2% petit verdot.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (89-91): “… A blend dominated by 68% Merlot, the 2021 Haut-Bailly II exhibits aromas 
of plums, dark berries and raw cocoa, followed by a medium to full-bodied, lively and seamless palate. 
Underpinned by powdery tannins, it's an elegant, incipiently complex wine that contains all but one vat of the 
estate's best Merlot this year“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Haut-Bailly II was picked from September 27 to October 11, and this 
year it contains more Merlot, which was deselected from the Grand Vin. It is being matured in 30% new oak. 
The straightforward bouquet offers blackberry, clove and light tea leaf scents, very Pessac but relatively light 
compared to recent vintages. The palate is medium-bodied with a slightly tannic entry. Again, like the Le Pape, 
this is a delicate Pessac-Léognan that does not have high concentration and just tapers a little toward the 
finish. Drink over the next decade. „ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Haut-Bailly II is soft, silky and super-expressive. Rose petal, spice, mint 
and red cherry fruit all grace this mid-weight second wine from Haut-Bailly. The aromatics are especially 
forward. The mid-weight structure of the vintage is very much on display. The 2021 is a real charmer.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…Easily one of the most successful 2nd wines in the vintage, with an effortless feel that no 
doubt took a huge amount of effort to craft. Finessed loganberry and raspberry fruits, saffron and sage spices, 
touches of white truffle with slate tannins. Harvest September 27 to October 11. First year in the new cellars. 
19hl/h yield 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (84-86): „…The 2021 Haut-Bailly II is a blend of 70% Merlot, 25% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
3% Cabernet Franc, and 2% Petit Verdot, harvested from 27 September to 11 October. Medium to deep garnet-
purple in color, it rocks up with open-knit notes of juicy red and black plums, boysenberries, and damp soil, 
plus hints of cracked black pepper and truffles. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is chewy and savory, with 
just enough fruit and a savory finish.“ 
 
Haut Bailly Cru Classé 94-95+   134,00 
Michael Grimm (94-95+): „…sehr schöne, aromatische Frucht, Kirschen, dunkle Beeren, sehr gute Struktur, 
sehr schöner Wein!!, Brotkruste, Mandeln, sehr gute tannine, Power und Finesse, sehr gute Struktur” 
VINUM (19): „…Sehr zurückhaltende, aber edle; ungemein reintönige Aromatik; unglaublicher Fruchtausdruck 
schon im Ansatz, entwickelt gemächlich Dichte, Rasse und Fülle dank erstklassigem Tannin, grosse Länge; 
unglaublicher Wein, der lange reifen kann, aber auch schon recht jung Freude bereiten wird“ 
Yves Beck (95-97): „…Das Terroir konnte 2021 die Assemblage übertreffen (deutlich weniger Merlot als üblich) 
und die Natur von Haut-Bailly in den Vordergrund stellen. Elegante und gekonnte Symbiose von schwarzen 
Johannisbeeren und Brombeeren, gefolgt von blumigen Noten mit Veilchen und einem Hauch von Süßholz. 
Der Auftakt zeichnet sich ebenfalls durch seine Eleganz aus, mit etwas Charme aber auch salzigen Noten. Der 



Wein hat Power, Ausdruck und sehr präzise 
feinkörnige Tannine, die für ein 
hervorragendes Fundament sorgen, mit 
Brillanz und Treffsicherheit. Die 
Säurestruktur bildet die Frische und die 
Aromatik im Finale, sie muss aber noch 
etwas eingerahmt werden. Die  Reifung wird 
sich um die Harmonie kümmern um einen 
Haut-Bailly hervorzubringen, der bereit ist 
viele Jahre im Keller zu verbringen“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95+): „…The 2021 Château 
Haut-Bailly checks in as 65% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 22% Merlot, 10% Petit Verdot, 
and the rest Cabernet Franc. It's another 
elegant, pure, incredibly balanced wine from 

this château, offering complex aromatics (cassis, smoked tobacco, spicy wood, and earth), medium body, ripe, 
supple tannins, and a great finish. Hitting 13% alcohol with a pH of 3.9, this seamless beauty will drink nicely 
right out of the gate yet evolve for 25-30 years.“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… Lots of graphite and crushed-stone character with redcurrants and pine needles. 
Medium body with silky and layered tannins. Pretty balance and elegance. 65% cabernet sauvignon, 22% 
merlot, 10% petit verdot and 3% cabernet franc.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (94-95+): “… A classic in the making, the 2021 Haut-Bailly wafts from the glass with 
aromas of dark berries and wild plums mingled with sweet spices, loamy soil, raw cocoa and violets. Medium 
to full-bodied, seamless and concentrated, with bright acids, ultra-refined tannins and a long, penetrating 
finish, it's a blend of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, only 22% Merlot, 10% Petit Verdot and 3% Cabernet Franc. With 
yields of a mere 19 hectoliters per hectare, it's impressively intensely flavored despite its quintessentially 
elegant, classically proportioned profile. In many respects, it may represent the Cabernet-driven modern-day 
alter ego of the superb Merlot-dominant 1998 Haut-Bailly.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Haut-Bailly is built around 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, the blend 
employing less Merlot and more Petit Verdot this year since the latter was not affected by frost. It was picked 
between September 27 and October 11 and matured in 50% new oak with 10% vin de presse. Allowed to open 
in the glass, it unfurls to reveal blackberry, briar, touches of crushed stone and cedar. The taut, fresh palate is 
medium-bodied with sappy black fruit and fine acidity. This is back to the older style of Haut-Bailly in some 
ways; less opulent, in keeping with the style of the vintage, and delivering good weight on the finish, even if 
there is not the persistent aftertaste of previous vintages. The great virtue of this Haut-Bailly is the sapidity 
that marks the conclusion. The kind of Pessac-Léognan that needs to be decanted then poured at the dinner 
table.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Haut-Bailly is a dark, rather somber wine. The aromatics alone are 
captivating, but there are strong savory inflections from the high percentage of Petit Verdot in this year's 
blend. This deceptively mid-weight Haut-Bailly has plenty to offer. Spice, leather, tobacco and incense linger. 
The final blend also includes 10% press wine.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…Impresses from the first moment with its enveloping nose, and purity of flavour. Plenty of 
estate signature, with finely grained tannins and creamy black fruit that is concentrated with density through 
the mid palate but not opulent, delivering cocoa bean, slate, cassis and gunsmoke personality and poise. One 
of the few where I can really see the comparison to 1996, or perhaps 2000, with firm tannins that are subdued 
but with clear ageing potential. An excellent Haut-Bailly, with a small 19hl/h yield, meaning that in this first 
year with the new cellar they used just 20 of the smallest size vats (out of 50 in total). Harvest September 27 to 
October 11. Axel Marhal consultant“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94+): „…The 2021 Haut-Bailly is a blend of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Merlot, 
10% Petit Verdot, and 3% Cabernet Franc, harvested from 27 September to 11 October, and aging in 50% new 
oak. Deep garnet-purple colored, it is a little closed and broody to begin, opening out to offer notes of plum 
preserves, warm cassis, and black raspberries, plus suggestions of fertile loam, tapenade, tar, and smoked 
meats. Medium-bodied, the palate has wonderful tension and energy with plenty of black fruit layers and a 
fine-grained texture, culminating in a long, lifted finish. This was the first vintage in the new winery, and 50% of 
the crop went into the grand vin.“ 
“The frost was different than 2017,” commented Véronique Sanders from Haut-Bailly. “It was a little bit 
everywhere. Frost losses were about 30%, and then we lost crops to mildew. In the end, our yields were 19 
hl/ha. 
It was easy to do the blend. Either the Merlot was ripe and good, or what wasn’t didn’t get used. The job we did 
with the press wine was great for fine-tuning. We used 10% press wine to add to the density and structure. We 
didn’t need to do saignée; our berries were not so big. We had less rain here than average in August and 
September.”  
 
La Mission Haut Brion Cru Classé 95-96   315,00 
Michael Grimm (95-96): „…kompakte, frische, hellbeerige Frucht, sehr schöne, schlanke Präsenz, sehr gute 
Balance und Struktur, sehr gute Tannine, große Frische“ 
Yves Beck (98-100): „…So viel Pluralität und Charakter im Strauß von La Mission. Der Wein hat eindeutig 
Ambitionen, die schon beim ersten Riechkontakt deutlich werden. Er zeigt zahlreiche Facetten durch 
mineralische Nuancen, blumige Noten, Garrigue und Johannisbeeren. Der Wein ist vollmundig, mit straffen, 



eleganten Tanninen und einer Salzigkeit, die Frische und Temperament fördert. Das Finale setzt diese 
fruchtige Logik fort und ist von sehr schöner Nachhaltigkeit. Die vom Bouquet angekündigten Ambitionen 
haben ihre Berechtigung; ein hervorragender subtil kraftvoller Mission Haut Brion, der bereit ist, einige 
Jahrzehnte zu trotzen!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-96): „…The 2021 Château La Mission Haut-Brion checks in as a blend of 47.9% Merlot, 45.8% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, and the rest Cabernet Franc that hit 13.4% alcohol and is still resting in 27% new French 
oak. Graphite, scorched earth, tobacco leaf, and gorgeous cassis and violet-tinge blue fruits all define the 
bouquet, and it's medium to full-bodied, with a vibrant, elegant mouthfeel, terrific tannins, and one hell of a 
great finish. It's a softer, rounder, more layered wine than the Haut-Brion, with a little more sexiness, yet both 
are utterly brilliant wines.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Lots of sea-salt, iodine and purple-fruit aromas and flavors to this. Turns to bark 
and forest floor. Powerful. Full-bodied and muscular. 47.9% merlot, 45.8% cabernet sauvignon and 6.3% 
cabernet franc.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (94-96): “… Unwinding in the glass with aromas of dark berries and plums mingled 
with loamy soil, sweet spices, cigar box and licorice, the 2021 La Mission Haut-Brion is full-bodied, lively and 
seamless, with a deep, concentrated core of fruit framed by bright acids and supple, powdery tannins. This 
charming, sensual rendition of La Mission is a blend of 48% Merlot, 46% Cabernet Sauvignon and 6% Cabernet 
Franc, attaining 13.4% alcohol.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 La Mission Haut-Brion is blessed with an ethereal bouquet, subtle 
touches of wilted iris petal and truffle infuse the black fruit. The palate is medium-bodied with fine-grain 
tannins, perfectly judged acidity, quite compact on the mid-palate with linear and correct finish. Not the most 
charming La Mission Haut-Brion. You could argue that it is slightly "aloof", yet intuition tells me it has 
something up its sleeve for later on. Patience necessary.“ 
„What I find fascinating is the diversification on approaches between Jean-Philippe Delmas at Domaine 
Clarence Dillon’s two estates, and that of Les Carmes Haut-Brion. It’s worth reading and juxtaposing both to 
see how their tenets are at times almost diametrically opposed. “We had little frost, so yields are normal for 
both La Mission Haut-Brion and Haut-Brion at 47 to 48hL/ha. We are not organic, and so in this kind of vintage 
with a lot of rain, almost every day in June, using conventional treatments means you did not lose a large part 
of the crop. The key is to spray at the right moment before the arrival of mildew. We did some green harvesting 
for the Merlot and bled the Merlot vats by 10%. For the 50% of Cabernet Sauvignon, we chaptalised by around 
0.5%. The season did not favour one particular variety, but we did have beautiful vats of Cabernet Franc, 12% 
of the blend in the Haut-Brion. We started picking the white on 3 September and finished 13 September, the 
reds picked from 13 September until 8 October, almost a month to obtain the optimal ripeness for each parcel. 
Each plot is different, so you have to manage each one of them like its own estate. You had to be patient. For 
the whites, for the first time in many years, we started exactly when we wanted without any pressures.” 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 La Mission Haut-Brion offers lovely aromatic presence and fine balance, 
albeit in the smaller-scaled style of the year. Dried herbs, mint, sweet red cherry, incense and blood orange all 
run through the 2021. This is a decidedly understated edition of La Mission. It will be interesting to see if 
elevage adds body.“ 
„There’s a ton to like in the 2021s from Haut-Brion and La Mission Haut-Brion. The reds show off the gracious 
side of the vintage to great effect, with lifted aromatics, silky textures and primary fruit at this early stage. It’s a 
terrific vintage for the whites as well, all of which are the same 55% Sémillon/45% Sauvignon Blanc blend. 
“Back in the 1990s, harvest dates were chosen for us by deteriorating conditions at the end of harvest. Rain 
and the risk of rot essentially dictated when fruit had to come in,” Managing Director Jean-Philippe Delmas 
told me. “In the 2000s, with climate change, we were forced to the other extreme, that is to say picking earlier 
and earlier to avoid losing acidity and bringing in overripe grapes. Two thousand twenty-one was a very rare 
vintage in which we could harvest when we wanted to, with no pressure whatsoever.” 
Jane Anson (97): „…Plenty of classic La Mission finesse and balance, touches of cloves and velvety tannins, 
this is surpremely balanced and elegant, with pummice stone minerality. It is a little taut on the finish in its 
tannic structure and no question majors more heavily on the cool blue fruit character than we have seen with 
this property in recent years. Seriously enjoyable, a total masterclass in cool climate fruit delivery. Easy to 
recommend. 73% new oak, harvest september 20 to October 8. No frost impact here and very little mildew, 
meaning the overall yield was up to 47hl/h, extremely generous for the vintage.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94): „…A blend of 48% Merlot, 46% Cabernet Sauvignon, and 6% Cabernet Franc, 
the 2021 La Mission Haut-Brion is deep garnet-purple colored. Is a little closed to begin, soon revealing notes 
of crushed blackcurrants, fresh black raspberries, and mulberries, plus suggestions of pencil shavings, roses, 
and Sichuan pepper. Medium-bodied, the palate is tightly knit with delicate black and red berry layers, 
supported by fine-grained tannins and bold freshness, finishing long and mineral-laced. 
“It was challenging for us as it was everybody,” said Jean-Philippe Delmas at Haut-Brion and La Mission Haut-
Brion. “It was the first summer in a long time when it was normal in terms of rain and temperature, but we had 
less sun. We have a kind of balance that we knew in the1980s and 1990s. But as you know, back then, we 
didn’t really have second labels, and it all went into the grand vin. So, it’s a modern version of an old classic 
vintage.“ 
„We chaptalized the Cabernet Sauvignon, and we performed saignée on all the Merlot but no chaptalization. 
For sure, it is a Cabernet Franc year. I’m not sure if it is a Cabernet Sauvignon or Merlot year, but the Cabernet 
Franc was great. There was no stress or issues with the Cabernet Franc, and we had enough time to wait for 
the ripeness.“ 
 
 



Pape Clement      Cru Classé 93+-94   85,00 
Michael Grimm (93+-94): „…saubere, klare Frucht, schöne Nase, vollreife 
dunkle Früchte, Power, fast fette Nase, Kirschen, Blaubeeren, fruchtig, 
mittlerer Körper und es fehlt etwas an Frische am Gaumen, etwas bitteres 
Finale, Bittermedizin, ganz hinten feine blumige Noten“ 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…Pape Clément zeigt seine Reifung gut durch Nuancen 
von Kaffee und Schokolade, aber auch durch Noten von Kirschen und 
Veilchen. Am Gaumen ist der Wein vollmundig dank seiner cremigen 
Tannine. Diese Fülle wird durch das Temperament der Säurestruktur ergänzt, 
was im Zusammenhang mit diesem Wein ein sehr gutes Omen ist. Alles in 
allem ist Pape Clément ausgewogen und imposant!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-93): „…The 2021 Château Pape Clément, which was tasted 
on numerous occasions, is certainly one of the more mid-weight versions of 
this wine that I can remember. Giving up attractive cassis and currant fruits 
as well as tobacco and a kiss of graphite, it's medium-bodied, mid-weight, 
charming, and forward. I think it will be an outstanding wine, but we're a 
solid step off the top wines in the vintage.“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… Pape made a very finely crafted and elegant 
wine this vintage, with plenty of berry, spice and earth character. Hazelnuts, 

too. Medium-bodied, savory and lightly spicy on the finish. Creamy tannins. Really fine, with lovely length.“ 
PARKER William Kelley (91-94): “… The 2021 Pape Clément exhibits notions of sweet berries and cherries 
mingled with rich aromas of espresso roast, black truffles, toasty new oak and loamy soil. Medium to full-
bodied, deep and quite extracted in style, it's a rich, fleshy wine that gained in integration and harmony over 
the the three weeks I spent in Bordeaux. Tasted three times.“ 
„This 32.5-hectare estate is surrounded by the city of Bordeaux, not far from Haut-Brion. In the vineyards, 
farming is thoughtful, with Esca-infected vines counted and registered by tractor, and both horses and an 
electric tractor are employed to avoid compacting the soils—and to respect the neighboring dwellings. While 
the château isn't organic, the use of chemical products is kept to a minimum, and activity in the estate's 
beehives is monitored immediately after a treatment to verify that there hasn't been any adverse impact. 
Planted in red with roughly equal parts Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon and in white with roughly equal parts 
Sauvignon Blanc and Sémillon, Pape Clément produces some of Pessac-Léognan's richest, most dramatic 
wines, though recent years have seen a discreet turn toward a somewhat more restrained style, a shift 
especially obvious in the château's white wine: Merlot is picked a touch earlier than in the past; foudres and 
large-format oak barrels now supplement 225-liter barriques; and the percentage of new oak is more modest. 
While there's still room for evolution, these 2021s represent fine efforts in a challenging vintage.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94,5): “… The 2021 Pape Clément is a tightly wound, reticent wine. A core of bright red-
toned fruit lies behind a wall of tannin and acids that is pretty impenetrable at this stage. I imagine the 2021 
will come around at some point, but it is pretty austere in the early going. Tasted four times.“  
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Pape Clément was picked from 28 September until 14 October 
matured for a planned 18 months in 90% French oak and 10% in the foudres introduced in 2018. It is a 
completely diametrically opposite style to the previous vintages, partly a result of Michel Rolland handing the 
reins over to his right-hand man, Julien Vilaud, who has always had a different winemaking philosophy. On the 
nose: blackberry, sous-bois and cedar, not austere yet certainly a more reserved style. The palate is framed by 
quite gritty tannins, fine acidity, fresh and saline with modest depth on the finish that feels a little austere. 
Tasted several times, this is a fascinating, perhaps divisive Pape-Clément that might throw a few accustomed 
to its style of yore. One you have to get to really understand“ 
Jane Anson (94): „…This is delicious, one to share, with ripe white peach and pear flavours with waves of 
gentle frangipane and soft almond adding complexity. Has concentration through the palate, fresh acidities 
that are harnessed for a mouthwatering finish, plenty to enjoy, impressive“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…The 2021 Pape Clement rouge is composed of 60% Merlot and 40% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, harvested from 28 September to 14 October, aging for about 18 months in French oak, 
60% new, and 10% in foudres. Deep garnet-purple colored, it bounds out of the glass with bold notes of baked 
black plums, black cherry compote, and cassis, plus suggestions of wild sage, pencil lead, and tilled soil. 
Medium-bodied, the palate has a solid backbone of firm, grainy tannins and appealing freshness to support 
the pure black fruits, finishing with a skip in its step.“ 
 
Smith Haut Lafitte          Cru Classé 94-95+   128,00 
Michael Grimm (94-95+): „..sehr aromatische, schöne Frucht, Kirschen, Cassis, soft, Finesse und Druck 
zugleich, große Balance, lang, sehr gute Tannine, großartiger Wein“ 
Yves Beck (96-98): „…Viel Finesse und Subtilität in diesem Bouquet. Alle Elemente offenbaren sich auf zarte, 
elegante Weise. Noten von Minze, Kirschen, Iris und Kakaobohnen. Am Gaumen ist eine schöne Energie 
vorhanden, die Dichte und Temperament vereint. Ein sehr kompletter, vollendeter, bestens ausgewogener 
Wein, der eine sehr schöne Auffassung von stiller Kraft und Gelassenheit verkörpert.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95+): „…The flagship 2021 Château Smith Haut Lafitte checks in as 63% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
33% Merlot, 3% Cabernet Franc, and a splash of Petit Verdot. It's a rich, powerful wine, delivering lots of ripe 
black fruits (currants, some cassis), notes of scorched earth and graphite, medium to full body, ripe tannins, 
and a great mid-palate. It shows the straight, focused style of the vintage yet brings plenty of mid-palate depth, 
ripe, building tannins, and outstanding length.“ 



James Suckling (96-97): “… Lots of clove, 
black-licorice and cigar-box character. 
Already perfumed. Medium body with fine, 
chalky and precise tannins. Lead-pencil 
shavings. Well framed and structured with 
a fresh, lengthy and spicy finish. Extremely 
long and intense. 63% cabernet sauvignon, 
33% merlot, 3% cabernet franc and 1% petit 
verdot. From organically grown grapes.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… A brilliant 
wine, the 2021 Smith Haut Lafitte offers up 
aromas of blackberries, violets, coniferous 
forest floor and dark chocolate. Medium to 
full-bodied, velvety and seamless, it's deep 
and impressively multidimensional, with 
good concentration, beautifully refined 
tannins and notable purity of fruit, 
concluding with a long, penetrating finish. 
The fruit of a severe selection, this blend of 
63% Cabernet Sauvignon, 33% Merlot, 3% 
Cabernet Franc and 1% Petit Verdot is 

testament to the Cathiard family's unwavering commitment to quality.“ 
„Certified organic with the 2019 vintage, the Cathiard family banished herbicides at this address in 1991, 
radically reducing chemical treatments and suffering the consequences for several years in the form of much 
diminished yields (today, happily, materiel and techniques are more sophisticated). In addition to organic 
methods, cover crops have been deployed on the vineyard's central blocks and western band, where soils are 
less well drained. Hedges have been planted to encourage biodiversity, and ultraviolet treatments are being 
trialed as an alternative to copper sulfate. In addition to such initiatives, the technical team is adapting to a 
warmer climate: that means picking a touch earlier, certainly, but more importantly, adapting in the vineyards, 
with somewhat lower canopies and an end to systematic deleafing to retain fresh, vibrant flavors. Winemaking, 
too, is a little gentler: reds see cool but protracted macerations, with periodic punch-downs, and whites are 
whole-cluster pressed with an inerted press. This has brought new structural elegance and energy to the 
estate's wines. It surely helps that as much as possible is done in-house: since 1995, the Cathiards have their 
own nursery for their own massal selections, in partnership with Bérillon, and barrels are made in the 
château's own on-site cooperage too, favoring the forests of Tronçais and Jupilles for reds and Loches (which 
brings tension) for whites. All this is symptomatic of the attention to detail and seriousness that the Cathiards, 
and their technical director Fabien Teitgen, have brought to this estate—and it has paid off in the challenging 
2021 vintage with a superb set of wines at every level.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Smith Haut Lafitte was picked from September 22 to October 14, and 
matured in 60% new oak. It has an open, expressive bouquet of blackberry, freshly rolled tobacco and subtle 
crushed rock aromas, well-defined though obviously not as flamboyant as the previous three vintages. The 
palate is medium-bodied, fresh and mineral-driven, with fine tannins, a touch of chalkiness, and hints of 
seaweed on the estuarine finish, even though it lies a few kilometers from the Gironde! Classic in style, and 
maybe a little austere for some on the finish, yet it feels long in the mouth. Fabien Teitgen and his team have 
overseen a superb Smith Haut-Lafitte, even though I suspect that it will not reach the heights of the 2010 or the 
2016.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… The 2021 Smith Haut Lafitte is fabulous. Rich and explosive in the glass, the 2021 
possesses tremendous intensity, much of that the result of low yields of just 20-22 hectoliters per hectare, 
about half of what is typical here. The tannins are a bit firm today, but there appears to be more than enough 
fruit behind all of that structure. Vivid aromatics further suggest all the 2021 needs is time. I can't wait to see 
how it ages.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…This is a cool climate savoury vintage where the best wines offer clarity of flavour and 
precision, and you are given a masterclass here in how to do that effectively. Well balanced and succulent 
architecture, plentiful blackberry, cassis and black cherry fruits, cracked pepper, sage, liqourice, crushed 
rock, campfire smoke, elongated tannins. This will fatten up over ageing, because has all the elements in place 
to ensure it does so gracefully, the triumverate of tannins, acidity and fruit. Harvest September 22 to October 
14. 60% new oak. 23hl/h yield“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94): „…The 2021 Smith Haut Lafitte is a blend of 63% Cabernet Sauvignon, 33% 
Merlot, 3% Cabernet Franc, and 1% Petit Verdot, aging in 60% new oak. Deep garnet-purple in color, it needs a 
little swirling before it bursts with vibrant black cherries, fresh blackberries, and blackcurrant cordial scents, 
followed by hints of violets, star anise, and cedar chest. Medium-bodied, the palate delivers a great density of 
fresh black fruits and earthy layers, framed by firm, ripe, grainy tannins and compelling freshness, leading to a 
long finish with a spicy kick on this very impressive wine. At 22 hl/ha, yields are less than half of 2019 and 
about half of 2020, with 1/3 of the crop going into the Grand Vin this year. 
“2021 was seriously capricious,” said Fabien Teitgen, technical director at Smith Haut Lafitte. “We harvested 
the reds from 22nd of September to 14th of October. Yields were about 22 hl/ha for both red and whites, mainly 
down to mildew. That’s less than half of our production in 2019 and about half of 2020. We had a new sorting 
table this year that sorted by density; it removed the berries with mildew very quickly and easily. Only about a 
third of the crop made it into the grand vin this year.”“ 



Haut Brion  1er Cru Classé    95-96+   589,00 
Michael Grimm (95-96+): „…klare, saubere, frische, rot-blaubeerige Frucht, feine blumige Noten, gewisser 
Charme, guter Säure, mächtige Tannine, gut integriert, nicht bitter“ 
Yves Beck (98-100): „…Haut Brion offenbart sich mit Präzision und Relevanz. Das Bouquet zeigt einen 
blumigen Charakter sowie Düfte von Brombeeren und Minze, also eine eindeutige Frische, gefolgt von 
Nuancen von Graphit. Am Gaumen offenbart sich der Wein zunächst vorsichtig; er gibt sich Schritt für Schritt 
zu erkennen und enthüllt seine Größe mit einer außergewöhnlichen Auffassung von stiller Kraft. Dieser Haut 
Brion hat Temperament, Tiefe und Tannine, die ihn über die Zeit tragen können ... lange! Ein Wein, der durch 
seine Authentizität, sein Terroir und seine Länge glänzt.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (95-97): „…As with the Clarence, the 2021 Château Haut-Brion is a darker, richer, more powerful 
wine. Currants, smoked black cherries, graphite, chocolate, and tobacco notes all define the nose, and it's 
medium to full-bodied, with a straight, focused, beautifully precise mouthfeel, gorgeous yet substantial 
tannins, and a great finish. It's going to hit maturity in 7-8 years and have 30 years of longevity or more. The 
2021 is mostly Merlot, checking in as 50.3% Merlot, 38% Cabernet Sauvignon, and 11.7% Cabernet Franc, 
hitting 13.8% alcohol and resting in 73% new French oak.“ 
James Suckling (97-98): “… A very structured young Haut-Brion with blackberry, blackcurrant, black-olive and 
mushroom character. Medium to full-bodied with a driving balance of firm and ripe tannins and gorgeous fruit. 
50.3% merlot, 38% cabernet sauvignon and 11.7% cabernet franc.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (96-98): “… A candidate for the title of wine of the vintage, the 2021 Haut-Brion unwinds 
in the glass with aromas of rich red and black fruit mingled with notions of cigar wrapper, licorice, black 
truffles, loamy soil and burning embers. Full-bodied, deep and concentrated, it's elegant and 
multidimensional, with superb depth at the core, lively acids and ultra-refined tannins. Combining the classical 
proportions of the vintages of two decades ago with the viticultural and winemaking of today, it's a timeless 
classic in the making, but it's difficult to find an obvious analogy with an older vintage. When pressed, Jean-
Philippe Delmas suggests a superior version of the 2014 vintage, and to me, a more concentrated, serious 
version of the 2012 vintage also comes to mind. What is clear, however, is that this is one of the real high 
points of 2021. The blend is 50% Merlot, 38% Cabernet Sauvignon and 12% Cabernet Franc, and it attained 
13.8% alcohol—a percentage point or so lower than in 2020 or 2019.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (95-97): “… The 2021 Haut-Brion has a more extravagant, charming bouquet compared 
directly with the La Mission at the moment, offering copious blackberry, black truffle, undergrowth and 
menthol scents. The palate is very well balanced, harmonious and poised, with fine-grained tannins and an 
almost pixelated finish. This Haut-Brion seems to have reveled in the cooler growing season, and at 13.8% 
alcohol, there is almost a degree less than recent vintages. Jean-Philippe Delmas has fashioned a contender 
for wine of the vintage. „ 
„What I find fascinating is the diversification on approaches between Jean-Philippe Delmas at Domaine 
Clarence Dillon’s two estates, and that of Les Carmes Haut-Brion. It’s worth reading and juxtaposing both to 
see how their tenets are at times almost diametrically opposed. “We had little frost, so yields are normal for 
both La Mission Haut-Brion and Haut-Brion at 47 to 48hL/ha. We are not organic, and so in this kind of vintage 
with a lot of rain, almost every day in June, using conventional treatments means you did not lose a large part 
of the crop. The key is to spray at the right moment before the arrival of mildew. We did some green harvesting 
for the Merlot and bled the Merlot vats by 10%. For the 50% of Cabernet Sauvignon, we chaptalised by around 
0.5%. The season did not favour one particular variety, but we did have beautiful vats of Cabernet Franc, 12% 
of the blend in the Haut-Brion. We started picking the white on 3 September and finished 13 September, the 
reds picked from 13 September until 8 October, almost a month to obtain the optimal ripeness for each parcel. 
Each plot is different, so you have to manage each one of them like its own estate. You had to be patient. For 
the whites, for the first time in many years, we started exactly when we wanted without any pressures“ 
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… The 2021 Haut-Brion is all class, all finesse. Naturally the overt intensity of recent 
vintages is replaced by a more understated style in 2021. Silky tannins caress a core of dark cherry/plum fruit. 
Hints of lavender, new leather, cloves and menthol gradually open. The trademark Haut-Brion aromatics are 
going to need a number of years in bottle to develop. The 2021 is hardly a blockbuster, and yet in many ways it 
is so primary. „ 
„There’s a ton to like in the 2021s from Haut-Brion and La Mission Haut-Brion. The reds show off the gracious 
side of the vintage to great effect, with lifted aromatics, silky textures and primary fruit at this early stage. It’s a 
terrific vintage for the whites as well, all of which are the same 55% Sémillon/45% Sauvignon Blanc blend. 
“Back in the 1990s, harvest dates were chosen for us by deteriorating conditions at the end of harvest. Rain 
and the risk of rot essentially dictated when fruit had to come in,” Managing Director Jean-Philippe Delmas 
told me. “In the 2000s, with climate change, we were forced to the other extreme, that is to say picking earlier 
and earlier to avoid losing acidity and bringing in overripe grapes. Two thousand twenty-one was a very rare 
vintage in which we could harvest when we wanted to, with no pressure whatsoever.”  
Jane Anson (95): „…A classical balance, reflecting a vintage that is fairly strict in its aromatic expression, 
exceptionally successful on this spot. Soft cassis bud, rose petal and rose stem, subdued power that gently 
builds over the palate. Unquestionably a different architecture to Haut-Brion than over the past few years, and 
there is a sculpted feel to the cassis and bilberry fruits, still with concentration and weight through the palate, 
expertly constructed. Feels like a window to the past, and is delicious. Harvest September 13 to October 8, 
with no Petit Verdot used this year. 73% new oak“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (93-95): „…The 2021 Haut-Brion is a blend of 50% Merlot, 38% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
and 12% Cabernet Franc. Deep garnet-purple colored, it needs a lot of swirling and convincing to coax out 
notions of redcurrant jelly, raspberry coulis, blackcurrant pastilles, and graphite, plus suggestions of cloves, 
crushed rocks, and underbrush. Medium-bodied, the palate is a little like sucking on stones at this stage, 



chock full of minerals with emerging black and red fruits, framed by ripe, grainy tannins and just enough 
freshness, finishing long and earthy. A very different style and expression of Haut-Brion than in recent years, 
and yet this is equally evocative and simply gorgeous.“ 
“It was challenging for us as it was everybody,” said Jean-Philippe Delmas at Haut-Brion and La Mission Haut-
Brion. “It was the first summer in a long time when it was normal in terms of rain and temperature, but we had 
less sun. We have a kind of balance that we knew in the1980s and 1990s. But as you know, back then, we 
didn’t really have second labels, and it all went into the grand vin. So, it’s a modern version of an old classic 
vintage.“ 
 

St.-Emilion                          
 
Le Dôme Grand Cru 93-94   159,00 

Michael Grimm (93-94): „..sehr schöne, blaubeerige Frucht, saftig, 
schöln am Gaumen, Mitte etwas schlank, kräftige Tannine, Madeln, 
feine Bitternote“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The 2021 Le Dôme is just about all 
Cabernet Franc, and it shines in the vintage, which certainly could 
favor this variety depending on the terroir. Gorgeous cassis fruits, 
notes of tobacco, dark chocolate, and chalky minerality, medium to 
full body, and beautiful tannins all define this beauty. It should need 
just a few years of bottle age to round into form“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Polished and plush red with clove, dried 
lavender and dark-berry fruit. Full-bodied with firm, velvety and well-
knit tannins. Lovely purity. Excellent length, too, with lingering 
spice notes. Lots to like. 80% cabernet franc and 20% merlot.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (92-94): “… Continuing fully 80% Cabernet 
Franc and vinified in Maltus's new winery, the 2021 Le Dome bursts 
with aromas of violets, blackberries, sweet soil tones and dark 
chocolate. Full-bodied, ample and fleshy, with lively acids and 

powdery tannins, this perfumed, charming wine is unusually seamless and integrated at this early stage. Does 
this vintage mark a stylistic evolution for this cuvée?“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Le Dôme includes fruit from Les Astéries this year due to frost 
damage, though Jonathan Maltus managed to retain the 80% Cabernet Franc. It is matured in 80% new oak. 
The nose is more backward than usual but I find this well-defined with blackberry, briary, touches of brown 
spice and a faint touch of mint. The palate is medium-bodied with a grainy texture. The Cabernet Franc comes 
through nicely this year…I wonder if that is because of the contribution of the Les Astéries? Well-balanced 
with quite a refined finish, this Le Dôme with its newfound elegance should age with style.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-95): “… The 2021 Le Dôme is the most powerful of Jonathan Maltus's wines this year. 
Strong Cabernet Franc inflections are front and center. Dark cherry, plum, mocha, dried herbs, incense and 
spice lend notable aromatic presence. Naturally the 2021 will need the better part of a decade to drink at its 
best, but it is quite impressive in this tasting. „ 
„Readers will note the range from Jonathan Maltus is compact this year. Sadly, frost damaged a number of 
parcels, including Les Astéries, Le Carré and Pontet Labrie. On the positive side, the wines show greater 
finesse and nuance than in the past, no doubt a combination of the year and the role consulting winemaker 
Thomas Duclos is playing here. Alcohols in the 13.5% range are surely the lowest here in years, perhaps 
ever!“ 
Jane Anson (96): „…Restrained, savoury, deep and rich. Cocoa powder and liquorice bud character on the 
attack, this is extremely good quality and one of the wines of the vintage. Has walls and floors, is concentrated 
yet supple and needs ageing. Cabernet Franc is a grape that tends to shuts down in the early years and this 
will do so, so I suggest giving it a few years in bottle before opening, but there are ripe, seductive fruits here 
and it is punching above the vintage conditions. Michel Longo new vineyard manager (moving over from 
Pavie), Thomas Duclos consultant, Neil Whyte head winemaker. No Pontet Labrie, Le Carre nor Les Astéries in 
the range this year. First year in the new €14 million new winery, designed by Sir Norman Foster. No 
chaptilisation, very late harvest into 3rd week of October.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94+): „…The 2021 Le Dome is a blend of 80% Cabernet Franc, picked 11 and 14 
October, and 20% Merlot, picked 6, 7, and 11 October. Deep garnet-purple colored it is a little closed to start, 
soon unfurling to reveal scents of kirsch, black cherry compote, redcurrant jelly, and stewed plums, plus 
suggestions of pencil shavings, dried lavender, rosehip tea, and cinnamon toast. Medium-bodied, the palate 
sparkles with impressive energy, delivering mouth-filling red and black fruits with seamless freshness and 
very fine-grained tannins, leading to a long and minerally finish for this impressive wine. The pH is 3.71. 
"We were ahead of ourselves in 2021 when the frost hit," said proprietor Jonathan Maltus. "Then the frost 
slowed the vines down. On the plain, we lost about 70% of the crop in 2021, around Le Dome we lost about 
20%. Because of this, it was a late harvest. There was uneven ripening, so it was a balancing act when it came 
to picking dates. And there was a bit of botrytis. But there was no crop loss to mildew." In 2021, Malthus did 
not produce Le Carre, Pontet Labrie, or Les Asteries because the production was too small at these sites. 
These wines were incorporated into Vieux Chateau Mazerat or Le Dome. This may continue in future, as 
Malthus is still deciding if he will continue to produce single-vineyard cuvees from these plots.“ 
 



Juguet                     Grand Cru 89-90   13,90 
Michael Grimm (89-90): „…sehr schöne, saubere, frische Frucht, Kirschen, saftig, gute Struktur, Mitte schlank 
aber alles gut. Sehr schöner kleiner St.-Emilion. Will nicht mehr sein, als er ist.“ 
 
Lassègue                Grand Cru 95-96+   27,20 

Pierre Seillan ist mehr als nur zufrieden mit seinem 2021.  
Laut Pierre der wohl beste Jahrgang der Château-Geschichte.  
Michael Grimm (95-96+): „..sehr dunkle, tiefe farbe, auch teifdunkle 
Frucht, intensive, klare, saubere Frucht, feine floreale Noten, etwas 
Tabak, sehr elegant, aber auch fleischig, sehr guter Körper, große 
Balance, feine Lakritze im Finish, sehr kräftige Tannine, tolle Struktur, 
großartig“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A wine with pureness and finesse, showing 
wonderful length and brightness. Dark berries, cherries and dried 
citrus. It's long and lively. Orange peel and other citrus notes at the 
end. Lots of minerality.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…This is very much focused on clarity of fruit, taut 
blueberry, richer raspberry puree, with waves of rose petals, saffran, 
iodine, smoked earth and bitter chocolate. Winemaker Pierre Seillan 
(who has just handed over to his son but is still very m uch a big 
presence) has been making wine at various locations since 1962, 
making this his 54th vintage, the 19th here at Lassegue. Harvest 
September 29 to October 14, 3.64ph. 70% new oak, no chaptilisaiton, no 
bleeding of the tanks for extra concentration.“ 
 

Peymouton Grand Cru 89+   13,90 
Die Weinberge von Château Peymouton gehören zu Château Laroque. 1996 erhielt Laroque für 27 ha seiner 
Weinberge den Granmd Cru Classé Status. Die restlichen 31 ha wurden als Grand Cru bestätigt und sie 
erhielten den Namen Peymouton. An- und Ausbau erfolgt durch dasselbe Team wie bei Laroque. Die Lese von 
Hand und der schonende Ausbau vestehen sich dabei von selbst 
Michael Grimm (89+): „…82% Merlot, 10% CF und 8% CF. saubere, schöne Kirschfrucht, lecker, saftig, mittlerer 
Körper, gute Säure, schön“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Peymouton (part of the JP Moueix portfolio) has an attractive 
raspberry and wild strawberry nose, the Cabernet component imparting light pencil box scents. The palate is 
medium-bodied with fine, grainy tannins, and lightly spiced, revealing a tang of black pepper toward the finely 
proportioned finish. Worth seeking out. 
Jane Anson (87): „…Struggles to really build up momentum through the palate, although there is cheerful red 
fruit and nothing bitter or over extracted. 31ha, harvest October 4 to October 18“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (84-86): „…Th e 2021 Peymouton is a blend of 82% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Franc, and 
8% Cabernet Sauvignon. Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, it skips out with spritely notes of Bing 
cherries and warm red plums, plus suggestions of tilled soil, underbrush, and pencil shavings. Medium-
bodied, the palate has a soft texture and alluring purity, with a refreshing finish.“ 
 
Pindefleurs             Grand Cru 88-89+   17,90 
Michael Grimm (88-89+): „…etwas kühlere Frucht, sauber, feine florale Noten, schön, mittlerer Körper, gewisse 
Saftigkeit, auch Charme, im Finale leichte Bitterness“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…A blend of 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Château Pindefleurs offers a 
beautiful nose of ripe black cherries, chalky mineral, tobacco, and violets. With good density and richness, it 
has solid background oak, medium-bodied richness, and tight yet ripe and polished tannins. It's another 
beautiful, elegant wine that will have lots of up-front appeal yet also keep for a decade or more.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (86-88): “… The 2021 Pindefleurs has a smooth, ripe nose, higher-toned than the 
Peymouton, with quite lush red cherries and blueberry fruit in situ. The sweet, medium-bodied palate offers 
pliant tannins and a touch of balsamic and white pepper, perhaps just missing that vital kick on the finish.“ 
Jane Anson (88): „…Not as luscious as this wine has been over the past few vintages, you can feel the flesh of 
the berry fruits stretching over the tannic frame, but there is delicacy and seduction, and bright acidities 
through the core. 19ha, Harvest September 23 to October“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (83-85): „…Made from 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Pindefleurs is 
medium to deep garnet-purple colored. It opens with cedar and clove oil scents, giving way to a core of warm 
black cherries and black raspberries, plus a waft of bay leaves. The medium-bodied palate is bright and 
uncomplicated, with a lightly chewy texture and savory finish.“ 
 
Saintayme        Grand Cru 91-92   15,90 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…sehr schöne, frische, blaubeerige Frucht, Charme und Struktur, gute Balance, sehr 
schön“ 
Yves Beck (92-93): „…Welch eine schöne kreidige und fruchtige Intensität im Bouquet von Saintayme. Gute 
Dichte und Spannung am Gaumen. Der Wein zeigt Charakter, Finesse und Schwung. Er ist saftig, erfrischend 
und sehr animierend. Ein identitätsstiftender Wein, der sich selbst sehr treu bleibt und seine Anhänger 
begeistern wird. Und die sind zahlreich.“ 



Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…Coming from the talented team of Château L'Eglise 
Clinet, the 2021 Saintayme is all Merlot from more gravelly clay soils. It's 
medium-bodied, has beautiful red and blue fruits, some floral and chalky 
nuances, fine tannins, and a great finish. It should be outstanding.“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… This pure merlot is bright and fruity with crushed 
berry and orange peel. Medium body and fresh acidity. Very citrusy.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (88-90): “… The Durantou family's 2021 Saintayme derives 
from soils rich in large stones in Saint-Étienne-de-Lisse. Offering up aromas of 
sweet blackberries, licorice and spices, it's medium-bodied, lively and 
charming, with a fleshy core of fruit and fine, powdery tannins.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (87-89): “… The 2021 Saintayme was picked from September 
28 to October 11 and raised in 30% new oak. Kirsch and cranberry jus burst 
from the glass. The palate is not complex but well balanced, showing a touch of 
plushness toward the finish. Enjoy this after a couple of years in bottle.“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…Beautiful juice here, cool, measured, reserved, precise blue 
fruit and gunsmoke reduction, with sinew and just a touch of swagger. Harvest 

September 28 to October 11“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Saintayme is 100% Merlot, aging in 30% new oak. Medium to 
deep garnet-purple in color, it skips out of the glass with cheery notions of fresh raspberries, warm 
strawberries, and fallen leaves with wafts of wild thyme and black pepper. Medium-bodied, the palate is crisp 
and crunchy with bags of red berry flavors and a soft-textured finish.“ 
 
Le Tertre Roteboeuf Grand Cru 95+   177,00 

Michael Grimm (95+): „..intensive Nase, noch leicht 
reduktiv, soft am Gaumen, viel Struktur, Veilchen, sehr gute 
Struktur, lang, gewisses Feuer, auch Süße, kräftige 
Tannine“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…I loved the 2021 Château Terte 
Roteboeuf, and this exotic, medium to full-bodied beauty 
certainly makes the most of the vintage. Cassis, vanilla 
tinged cherries, graphite, and tobacco leaf all define the 
bouquet, and it's medium to full-bodied, with terrific 
balance, sweet tannins, and more charm and character than 
most in the vintage. It's well worth seeking out.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (94-96): “… The 2021 Le Tertre 
Roteboeuf is extremely promising, unwinding in the glass 
with aromas of cherries, mulberries and plums mingled 
with subtle hints of spices, raw cocoa, espresso roast and 
cigar wrapper. Medium to full-bodied, ample and seamless, 

it's deep and concentrated, with a layered, sensual mid-palate that's supple and lively, concluding with a long, 
expansive finish. This is just the sort of vintage that François Mitjaville excels in, and it is worth a special 
effort to seek out.“ 
François Mitjaville characterizes the 2021 vintage, with its poor flowering—and correspondingly heterogenous 
maturity—and cold, humid summer, as the vintage he has found most difficult to understand in his entire 
career as a winemaker. "Two weeks ago, I still didn't know what to make of them," he confided, "but I am 
coming to see that the wines are rather supp le and gourmand, almost Burgundian, and the bright red fruit we 
saw during the vinification is modulating to richer, darker red-black fruit flavors." Bordeaux as a whole, he 
observes—and I can't resist quoting an observation that so succinctly characterizes the region today—is 
becoming more courageous (willing to wait to harvest ripe grapes) but also more restrained (with regards to 
extraction). I have to admit that I thought Mitjaville would excel in 2021; indeed, he's often at his best in years 
other growers find challenging. And his 2021s didn't disappoint. Supple, sensual and incipiently complex, 
these are gourmand, fleshy wines with an almost Burgundian profile, with melting tannins and rather high pHs 
around 3.65. Mitjaville himself, who aspires—in his own words—"to make expressive, not impressive wines," 
should be very pleased with what he has achieved.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 Tertre-Rôteboeuf was tasted directly from barrel à la Bourgogne. 
(Why don't more châteaux do this, if logistically convenient?) It has a comparatively less explosive, gourmand 
bouquet compared to vintages that I have tasted at this stage in recent years, featuring dark berries, hints of 
blueberry, iris flower and an underlying mineralité that only surfaces after 3–4 minutes in the glass. The 
harmonious palate is an absolute stunner. It delivers brilliant delineation and purity, one of the most energetic 
Tertre-Rôtebouefs that I have encountered, and a dash of black pepper on the finish. I have to confess: I had to 
have a sneaky sip of this.“ 
“It is a vintage where the vine was disturbed by the climate and suffered,” François Mitjavile explained down in 
his cellar. “The date of harvest was not easy to understand. It was heterogeneous because of hail and mildew. 
Everything was disturbing. The first question to ask about the 2021 vintage is whether you could obtain 
sufficient ripeness levels. If you could, then this long vegetative cycle manifested wines with more red fruit 
than black, confit-like fruit. Due to the rain, acidity levels are rather low, and the structure is supple, whilst the 
polyphenols are slightly tenderised. This makes the wines approachable and charming, quite aromatic. By 
bottling, the wine will be ample and advanced, also graceful. We did not have frost or mildew, but the summer 
was cold and humid, and this meant that the life of the soil was poor. We picked between 5 and 12 October, 



and there is around 30% less in volume, partly because of coulure, though it was not really a big problem 
here.” 
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Tertre-Rôteboeuf is a wine very much in its style, which means deep, 
fleshy and unctuous. Black cherry, gravel, chocolate, cloves and menthol infuse the 2021 deep layers of 
intensity that build in the glass. Even in 2021, Tertre-Rôteboeuf is a wine of real texture and dynamism. As 
always, Tertre-Rôteboeuf is an exotic, quirky wine that exists in its own little world, and what a beautiful world 
that is.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…It's a brave estate that makes 100% 1st wine in the 2021 vintage, but Tertre Rotebeouf is 
perfectly placed on south-facing slopes, with obsessive attention to detail in the vineyard from the Mitjavile 
family. One to look out for, this has rich aromatics, a touch of reduction, fleshy black cherry, smoked earth, 
powerful liquorice bud, rose petals and clove spice, expanding through the mid palate. Works both in terms of 
the estate signature and in showcasing the potential of the 2021 vintage for sculpted but still concentrated 
wines in the right spots. Brilliant stuff. No crushing of the grapes here but full destemming, no cold soaks, 
16% press wine, 100% new oak“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (93-95): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Tertre Roteboeuf is a little reduced to 
begin, soon giving way to black fruit notes of fresh blackberries, black cherries, and mulberries, followed by 
suggestions of tar, violets, licorice, and cracked black pepper. Medium-bodied, the palate is firm and grainy 
with many finely-packed layers of black fruits and earthy notions, framed by ripe, rounded tannins and 
beautiful freshness, finishing on a lingering black truffle note.“ 
 
Tour St.-Christophe Grand Cru 92+   folgt 
Michael Grimm (92+): „..Spicy Noten, Kirchenbank, Mitte schlank, fruchtg, klassisch, schanke Mitte, gutes 
Finale, gut gemach“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Dichte Farbe mit violetten Reflexen. Der Wein verfügt über ein sehr einladendes 
Bouquet mit vielen Facetten. So enthüllt er blumige Nuancen, Noten von Kakaobohnen und filigrane Anklänge 
von Heidelbeeren mit einer feinen Graphitnuance. Der Wein ist schmackhaft, hat eine gute Dichte und wird von 
seinen Tanninen gut gestützt. Nur das Finale hat noch Schwierigkeiten, sich zu offenbaren, aber die Frische 
und der salzige Hauch sorgen für eine schöne Dynamik.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-93): „…From an estate that seems to never put a foot wrong, the 2021 Château Tour Saint 
Christophe is another wine that's well worth your time and money. Coming from a mix of 80% Merlot and 20% 
Cabernet Franc aging in 40% new barrels, its deep purple hue is followed by a beautiful, classic Saint-Emilion 
bouquet of cassis, ripe cherries, graphite, and spring flowers. Medium to full-bodied and concentrated on the 
palate, it has both richness and elegance, ripe tannins, and a great finish. It's another gorgeous wine from the 
talented Jérôme Aguirre.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… This is already nicely salty and chalky with crushed stones. Medium-to full-bodied 
with medium, firm tannins and a medium, juicy finish“ 
Parker/William Kelley (90-92): “… The 2021 Tour Saint Christophe has turned out very well, delivering aromas 
of cherries and sweet berries mingled with hints of loamy soil and sweet new oak. Medium to full-bodied, pure 
and lively, it's elegantly muscular, with powdery tannins and a penetrating finish“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Tour Saint Christophe is perfumed and high-toned on the nose, 
featuring blueberry and raspberry fruit mixed with violet and iris flower. The palate is well balanced with sappy 
black fruit, gentle grip, impressive balance and a correct, quite linear finish. Stylish and with good aging 
potential. It should end up at the top of my banded score.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Tour Saint Christophe is terrific. Naturally, the 2021 doesn't have the 
breadth of previous vintages. Instead, there is a sense of energy running through the 2021 that is compelling. 
Dark fruit, leather, gravel, incense and mocha all meld together nicely. Once again, Tour Saint Christophe is a 
star in the appellation for its quality and value. Tasted two times.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…Vignobles K is on a roll, with a series of great vintages, and there is clear depth to the 
fruit, heavy on the limestone salinity, enjoyable pumice stone minerality, and a push and pull between tannins 
and acidity. The signature of the vintage comes through in a sharp finish as the acidity kicks in, emphasising 
the austerity, but this is a successful wine. Emmanuelle Fulchi D’Aligny arrived from Château Angélus as 
technical director in March 2022.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91+): „…Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Tour Saint Christophe 
reveals notes of blueberry compote, Morello cherries, and black raspberries with touches of cinnamon stick, 
cloves, and tilled soil. The medium-bodied palate offers mouth-coating black and blue fruits with a solid frame 
of rounded tannins and just enough freshness, finishing on a lingering, fragrant earthy note. Yields this year 
were 35 hl/ha and the blend is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc.“ 
 
Clos de l’Oratoire Grand Cru Classé 93+   33,90 
Michael Grimm (93+): „..schöne, dichte, rotbeerige Frucht, spicy, schölne Weihrauch- und Kirchenbanknoten, 
sehr schöne Struktur, große Frische, große Finesse und Balance, Mitte schlankere Silhouette, gute Säure und 
Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Fruchtiges Bouquet von guter Intensität mit Noten von dunklen Beeren und Süßholz. 
Der Wein ist vollmundig dank seiner leicht süßlichen Tannine, die Fülle bieten. Ein Clos de L'Oratoire, der 
Frische und Eleganz in sich vereint. 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-93): „…A charming, character loaded 2021 with lots to like, the 2021 Clos De L'Oratoire 
should be outstanding. Spice, sandalwood, tobacco, and ripe red and black cherry fruits give way to a 
medium-bodied, balanced, elegant wine. It showed beautifully on numerous occasions“ 



James Suckling (92-93): “… This is tight and fine-tannined with a medium body, lightly rounded tannins and a 
fresh and bright finish. Structured and long. Polished.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (90-92): “… Exhibiting notions of cherries, blackberries and licorice, the 2021 Clos de 
l'Oratoire is medium to full-bodied, broad and enveloping, with a textural attack, bright acids and a fleshy core 
of fruit, framed by fine tannins that gently assert themselves on the finish. It's one of the more gourmand, 
generous wines in the von Neipperg range.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Clos de l'Oratoire was picked October 1–13. This is just missing a bit 
of vigor and presence on the nose compared to the Canon-la-Gaffelière. The palate is medium-bodied with 
supple tannins, nice balance and neatly integrated oak, though it lacks a bit of flair on the finish. Still, it should 
give 10–12 years of pleasure.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Clos de l'Oratoire is terrific. It offers a striking mix of dark blue/purplish 
fruit, chocolate, lavender, spice, menthol and crushed rocks. Dynamic and vibrant in the glass, impresses for 
its finely cut, somewhat nervous personality. The 2021 represents a pretty big stylistic shift. Some of that is 
the vintage and some is an evolution in style. The combined effects of those two factors make for a compelling 
Clos de L'Oratoire. 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (87-89): „…A blend of 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc, aging in 30% new oak, the 
2021 Clos de l'Oratoire is medium to deep garnet-purple in color. It slowly unfurls to offer notes of fresh 
blackberries and kirsch, followed by hints of fallen leaves, dried Provence herbs, and lavender. Light to 
medium-bodied, the palate has a delicate, plush texture to match the elegant fruit, finishing with a quiet 
intensity.“ 
 
La Clotte             Grand Cru Classé 93-94   84,00 
Michael Grimm (93-94): „…sehr blaubeerige Nase, Blumen, Veilchen, ganz viel Charme und Schmelz, gute 
Balance, sehr lang, frische Säure, tolle Tannine, feine Brioche-Noten im Finish“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Die Weinberge von La Clotte erstrecken sich terrassenförmig auf einem Kalksteinhang, 
der nach Süden/Südwesten des Dorfes St-Emilion ausgerichtet ist. Das Durchschnittsalter der Rebstöcke 
beträgt 57 Jahre. Das Weingut befindet sich seit 2020 in der biologischen Umstellung. 
Die granatrote Farbe zeigt violette Reflexe. Schöner blumiger Ausdruck durch den Duft von Iris, gefolgt von 
Kirschnuancen und Kreide. Der Wein zeichnet sich durch eine leichte Cremigkeit und eine erfrischende 
Spannung aus, die auch Eleganz verleiht. Ein sehr feiner Wein mit einem salzigen Hauch im Abgang.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Medium to full body with a creamy, supple tannin structure. Just-ripe plum fruit 
and dark berries with a touch of chocolate. Plush, yet so fresh. 85% merlot and 15% cabernet franc.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (91-93): “…Aromas of sweet berries, cherries and rose petals, framed by nicely 
integrated new oak, preface the 2021 La Clotte, a medium to full-bodied, supple and charming wine that's 
beautifully refined and intensely flavored, concluding with a long, saline finish. It's a blend of 85% Merlot and 
15% Cabernet Franc from the Vauthier family of Château Ausone. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 La Clotte was picked October 2 and 6 for the Merlot and Cabernet 
Franc, respectively, and matured entirely in new oak. It has a well-defined nose of black cherries and light 
blueberry fruit, floral as usual, though not as decadent as previous vintages (as expected). The palate is 
medium-bodied with pliant tannins and good density, though maybe just missing a little amplitude and 
complexity on the finish at the moment. Fresh, yet you feel it is holding something back. Very correct.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “… The 2021 La Clotte is an attractive, soft wine. Bright red/purplish fruit, gentle spice, 
a touch of new oak and mocha come together nicely. The 2021 is a pretty, mid-weight La Clotte that will drink 
well with minimal cellaring. Franc aromatics, such a signature of this wine, aren't quite apparent. La Clotte 
does its malo in oak, and there is a bit of cooperage that needs to integrate.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…La Clotte is one to watch over the next decade, a true insider's wine that is blossoming 
under the Ausone team (owners since 2014). This has gorgeous limestone character, sappy, plump but 
understated rich red fruit character and with spicy, herbal nuances that reveal themselves as it opens in the 
glass. Harvest October 2 to 6 (over those two separate days because this is just 4ha of vines). Conversion to 
organic farming since 2020. Old vines, average age 57 years, Thierry Lezin cellar master.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…Made from 85% Merlot and 15% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 La Clotte is deep 
purple-black colored. It sails out of the glass with expressive notions of Morello cherries, fresh raspberries, 
and stewed red plums, plus hints of spice cake and lavender. Medium-bodied, the palate is bright and 
refreshing with a good intensity of red berry flavors and a soft texture, finishing with an herbal lift.“ 
 
Larmande             Grand Cru Classé 91+   27,90 
Michael Grimm (91+): „…Kirschen, Schoko, kernig, gute Struktur, saftig, gute Länge, leicht trockene Tannine, 
aber echt gut“ 
Yves Beck (92-93): „…Granatrot mit violetten Reflexen. Das Bouquet entfaltet sich langsam. Es enthüllt Düfte 
von dunklen Beeren und blumige Noten. Der Wein ist dicht, saftig und geradlinig. Seine Tannine sind etwas 
kantig, aber zuverlässig. Die Gaumenaromatik ist eher zurückhaltend, zeigt sich aber deutlicher im Abgang 
mittels fruchtigen Aromen. Das kommt gut!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (88-90): „…The 2021 Château Larmande is another silky, medium-bodied, solidly balanced barrel 
sample with mid-weight aromas and flavors, ripe, moderate tannins, good balance, and a good finish. It shows 
the more red-fruited, spicy, floral style of the vintage and will drink well right out of the gate.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A tight and focused red with plum and cherry character, medium body, fine 
tannins and a dried-orange finish. Lightly salty.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (89-91+): “… The 2021 Larmande exhibits aromas of plums, berries and petals, followed 
by a medium-bodied, velvety and polished palate that's seamless, succulent and charming, concluding with a 



promisingly penetrating finish. This 20-hectare vineyard on Saint-Émilion's north slope has delivered a fine 
performance this year“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (86-88): “… The 2021 Larmande has a pretty, pure bouquet with red cherries, wild 
strawberry and rose petal scents. The oak is neatly integrated. The palate is medium-bodied with fine grain 
tannins, simple and light, yet balanced and fresh. 
Jane Anson (86): „…There is fruit here, and some fresh acidities that give a mouthwatering finish, but this 
struggles with overall ripeness. Véronique Corporandy consultant. A low 19hl/h yield, limestone and clay-sand 
terroir, 40% new oak barrels for ageing. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…The 2021 Larmande is a blend of 73% Merlot, 24% Cabernet Franc, and 3% 
Cabernet Sauvignon. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it opens with notes of redcurrant, raspberry 
leaves, and warm plums, plus wafts of fallen leaves and crushed rocks. Medium-bodied, the palate has vibrant 
black and red berry flavors with a soft texture and earthy finish.“ 
 
Laroque Grand Cru Classé 92-93   27,90 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „..sehr spicy, würzig, Kirschen, warme Mitte, weniger Finesse, sogar eher dicht“ 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…Das Bouquet von Laroque ist so frisch und fruchtig! Von Anfang an zeigt er einen 
Aspekt von Präzision und Details. Schöne Nuancen von schwarzen Beeren und Süßholz. Am Gaumen zeichnet 
sich der Wein durch seine Dichte und seine Ausgewogenheit aus. Man findet die Definition von Genauigkeit 
und Details wieder, die von einer cremigen Substanz ideal in Szene gesetzt werden. Die Tannine sind ebenfalls 
cremig und harmonieren bestens mit der Spannung der Säure. Der Wein geht seinen Weg und glänzt mit 
seinem exzellenten Niveau“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-93+): „…From an estate that continues to fire on all cylinders, the 2021 Château Laroque 
checks in as just about all Merlot (there's a splash of Cabernet Franc) that's pulled from just 45% of the total 
production and spends 18 months in 50% new barrels. Beautiful black raspberry, cassis, white flowers, and 
chalky mineral notes all define the nose, and it's medium-bodied, with a supple, elegant mouthfeel, impressive 
tannins, and a great finish. It shows the cooler, fresher style of the vintage, yet I suspect the pH is solid, and it 
offers plenty of fruit. I'd be a buyer“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A medium-bodied, elegant and fresh red with fine and silky tannins. Fresh acidity. 
Balanced and perfumed already with vibrant raspberry, blackberry and bark notes. Very citrusy. Linear and 
bright.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (92-95): “… The 2021 Laroque is very promising indeed, and winemaker David Suire and 
I agree that it is likely to surpass the estate's 2018 vintage in quality. Unwinding in the glass with aromas of 
sweet berries, plums and cherries, framed by a discreet patina of new oak, it's medium to full-bodied, 
seamless and complete, with excellent concentration, lively acids and ripe, melting tannins. A blend of 99% 
Merlot and 1% Cabernet Franc, it represents 45% of the estate's production and derives from vines more than 
50 years old.“ 
„David Suire, Nicolas Thienpont's longtime right-hand man at the likes of Pavie Macquin and Larcis-Ducasse, 
is resurrecting one of Saint-Émilion's sleeping giants in the form of Château Laroque. Some 60 hectares are 
under vine today in the commune of Saint-Christophe-des-Bardes, with more to come; but in the early 20th 
century, the estate was allowed to lie almost entirely fallow (the advantage being that the soils are largely 
virus-free). Laroque itself represents less than 50% of the production, permitting exigent selection, and 
winemaking is thoughtful, with fruit from clay soils matured in classic 225-liter barriques, while blocks from 
soils richer in limestone are matured in larger barrels, foudres and oak tanks. Much of the fruit from those clay 
soils ends up in the second wine, Les Tours de Laroque, which is fleshier and more immediate than Laroque 
itself.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Laroque has upped its game in recent vintages under David Suire. It 
was cropped between 1 and 15 October at 41hL/ha, and matured in 50% new oak. It has a refined bouquet with 
brambly red fruit, light undergrowth and mineral scents. The palate is medium-bodied with fine-grain tannins, 
poised and again, mineral-driven thanks to its limestone soils. This latest release continues that fine run of 
form but will be more approachable than recent vintages“ 
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 Laroque is a standout. Bright and racy, with tremendous persistence, 
Laroque stakes its claim as Saint-Émilion's brightest rising star. Bright limestone accents run through a core 
of red/purplish fruit, rose petal, mint and white pepper. There is a linear intensity to Laroque that is hugely 
appealing. Technical Director David Suire fashioned a gem. Don't miss it.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…This is juicy, mouthwatering, has a pumice-stone limestone texture and a slow unrolling 
of plum and raspberry fruits and smoked spices while maintaining grip. They have been making great wine 
here over recent vintages, and to keep the quality in 2021 is worthy of congratulations. One to look out for. 
Beaurmartin family, David Suire director, 61ha size, 41hl/h yield. 45% of production in the Grand Vin.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93): „…The 2021 Laroque is composed of 99% Merlot and 1% Cabernet Franc. 
Yields were 41 hl/ha and it is aging in French oak barriques, 50% new. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, 
it sails out with evocative notes of plum preserves and blackberry pie, followed by hints of star anise, 
lavender, fallen leaves and fragrant earth. The medium-bodied palate delivers taut, muscular black fruits with a 
grainy texture and a lively backbone, finishing long and earthy.“ 
 
Monbousquet Grand Cru Classé 92+   49,00 
Michael Grimm (92+): „..feine Weihrauchnote, spicy, Kirschen, Mitte schlank, wirkt im Finish etwas extrahiert, 
etwas bitteres Finale“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Schöne, dichte Farbe mit violetten Reflexen. Das Bouquet offenbart sich auf feine Weise 
und enthüllt würzige und fruchtige Nuancen. Das Holz ist gut eingebunden und die Frucht bzw. die Noten von 



roten Beeren prägen die Nase. Der Auftakt ist fruchtig und leicht cremig. Die Tannine treten in der Mitte des 
Gaumens auf und sind etwas straff, aber auch samtig. Der Wein hat Charakter, ein wenig Spannung und muss 
noch runder werden; die Reifung wird die Ecken und Kanten abrunden. Ein vielversprechender Wein auf sehr 
gutem Niveau.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…An incredible achievement from this team, the 2021 Château Monbousquet comes 
from the lower plain, which was devastated due to frost and mildew, yet they've nevertheless brought more 
fruit and texture than those with the best terroirs in the appellation. Dark fruits, cassis, chocolate, and spice all 
give way to a medium to full-bodied, round, opulent beauty with solid tannins and a great finish. It's a 
gorgeous wine in the making.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A good amount of blackberry and black olive with a medium body, firm tannins 
and a fresh finish. Balanced and rather delicate.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Monbousquet was picked from 29 September to 6 October and was 
the only property impacted by frost; therefore, they deselected the second generation buds at the end of 
August, so yields are just 18.55hL/ha. It has a clean, pure and perfumed bouquet with violet-infused black fruit, 
floral and more intense than many of its peers. The palate is medium-bodied with a bit of hardness on the 
entry. Moderate depth, more compact than the aromatics suggest with a touch of black pepper towards the 
finish. This will need three or four years in bottle. 13.67% alcohol“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “… The 2021 Monbousquet offers lovely fruit density in the mid-weight, slightly nervy 
style of the year. There's terrific energy and vibrancy running through the 2021. Rose petal, lavender, spice 
and mint perk up the finish. The 2021 is delicate, nuanced and super-classy. „ 
„This is a gorgeous set of wines from the Perse family. The 2021s marry the textural richness that is such a 
signature here with the bright acids and overall energy of the year. It’s a combination that works so well.“ 
Jane Anson (89): „…Focus here firmly on raspberry and red cherry fruits, a little less concentration that in 
normal years but still big-boned. 50% new oak, New technical director Raphael Maurin, harvest 29 September 
to October 6, small yield of 18.55hl/h.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (84-86): „…The 2021 Monbousquet is a blend of 70% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Franc, and 
15% Cabernet Sauvignon, aging in 50% new oak. Deep garnet-purple in color, it leaps from the glass with 
vibrant black raspberries, wild strawberry, and boysenberries scents, plus hints of licorice, forest floor, and 
dried herbs. Medium-bodied, the palate is elegant and chewy with just enough fruit and a lively finish. They 
had frost here and had to drop the fruit from the secondary buds, so yields are low at 18.55 hl/ha. pH 3.67.“ 
 
La Gaffeliere  93-94   68,00 
Michael Grimm (93-94): „..sehr schön, saubere, klare Frucht, gewisser Charme, gute Struktur, soagr fleischig, 
kräftige aber gute Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (94-96): „…Canon La Gaffelière offenbart Frucht und Frische auf präzise und pointierte Weise. 
Erfrischende kreidige und blumige Nuancen. Am Gaumen zeichnet sich der Wein durch die Finesse und 
Präzision seiner feinkörnigen Tannine aus, die sich nach und nach offenbaren und mit der Spannung der 
Säurestruktur harmonieren. Das Finale wird gut von der Struktur unterstützt, während eine elegante Bitterkeit 
es streckt und die Fruchtintensität unterstreicht.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… A very precise and curated wine with ultra-fine tannins that run the length of the 
wine. Medium body. Dark berry and dark chocolate flavors and a creamy finish. Classy.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (92-94): “… A notable success in this vintage, the 2021 La Gaffelière offers up aromas of 
sweet cherries and berries mingled with notions of licorice, loamy soil and spices. Medium to full-bodied, 
seamless and enveloping, it's supple and charming, with a fleshy core of fruit, lively acids and ripe, powdery 
tannins, concluding with impressive persistence. Tasted four times, twice at the château“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 La Gaffelière was picked September 22 to October 15, and matured in 
60% French new oak. There is a healthy 42% Cabernet Franc here. The nose is quite open with black cherry, 
blueberry and touches of violet and peony; the oak is nicely integrated. In the mouth, this is medium-bodied 
with fine delineation, good focus and real midpalate weight. Conveying good intensity and vibrancy, this 
continues a strong run for this Saint-Émilion estate.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… The 2021 La Gaffelière is a wine of extraordinary finesse and class. Time in the 
glass brings out striking depth and complexity. The aromatics alone are beguiling but everything about the 
2021 speaks to elegance. Crushed red berry fruit, rose petals, blood orange, mint and saline notes punctuate 
the finish.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (94-96): „…The 2021 La Gaffeliere is a blend of 50% Cabernet Franc and 50% Merlot. 
Deep garnet-purple in color, it needs a little swirling and coaxing to unleash vivacious scents of wild 
blueberries, black raspberries, and black cherries, followed by hints of licorice, crushed rocks, wood smoke, 
and tapenade, with a waft of red roses. Medium-bodied, the palate is beautifully knit with lots of black fruit, 
floral and savory layers, framed by firm, ripe, grainy tannins and fantastic tension, finishing long and mineral-
laced.“ 
„When I mentioned to consultant oenologist Stephane Derenoncourt that La Gaffeliere has been on a roll these 
last few years, he commented, "Yes, I agree. Maybe for the last 5-6 years, the quality is going up. The problem 
before was the vineyard. We needed to replant. Now, about 25% of the vineyard is planted to Cabernet Franc.” 
The vineyard is split into three distinct vineyard areas around Saint-Emilion, the most coveted being a section 
of around seven hectares (about a third of their total 1er Grand Cru Classé area) on the slopes coming down 
from Belair-Monange and Ausone. This dramatic shift toward using more Cabernet Franc in the blend in 2021 
has really paid off with this stunning expression of the vintage!“ 
 
 



Pavie Macquin Grand Cru Classé 95-96   79,90 
Michael Grimm (95-96): „…rot-blaubeerige Frucht, feine Noten von Kirchenbank, Charme, soft am Gaumen, 
sehr schöne Struktur und Balance, kräftige  Säure und Tannine mit viel Power, aber insgesamt große Struktur, 
große Frische im Finale, hier auch feine Süße“ 
Yves Beck (94-96): „…Wunderschönes Bouquet, geprägt von Düften nach Iris, roten Beeren, Gewürzen und 
letztendlich von kreidigen Noten. Saftig und leicht cremig im Auftakt. Von Anfang an positioniert sich die 
Säurestruktur und verleiht dem gesamten Gaumen Temperament. Die Tannine sind straff und spannungsvoll, 
aber bestens eingebunden. Sie halten der Säurestruktur stand und schaffen es sogar, mit ihr zu harmonieren. 
Ein charaktervoller Wein, der Zeit braucht, um sich zu entfalten, aber mit einer außergewöhnlichen Energie 
versehen ist. Sehr gelungen.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…Tasted on multiple occasions, the 2021 Château Pavie Macquin is a more forward, 
textured, charming wine from this estate that still has plenty of classic Pavie Macquin class, freshness, and 
minerality, which is the hallmark of this terroir. Coming from a cooler site just above Château Pavie, the 2021 
is a blend of 79% Merlot, 19% Cabernet Franc, and 2% Cabernet Sauvignon, from a selection of 80% of the 
production. Harvest here started on the 4th of October for the Merlot and finished on the 19th of October for 
the Cabernet, and the wine spent 30-35 days on skins in a mix of open top wood and concrete tanks and is 
currently resting in 50% new French oak barrels. Its deep purple hue is followed by terrific aromatics of blue 
fruits, violets, and chalky minerality, and it hits the palate with medium to full-bodied richness, ripe, rounded 
tannins, good mid-palate depth, and a great finish. This cuvée always needs bottle age, but I suspect this will 
be one of the more approachable vintages for this wine“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Lots of blackberry and inky character to this year. Always refined and polished 
with lovely length and medium body. 79% merlot, 19% cabernet franc and 2% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… Another success in this challenging year is the 2021 Pavie Macquin, a 
promising effort that offers up aromas of sweet berries, Indian spices, licorice and bay leaf. Medium to full-
bodied, layered and incisive, it's a tensile, tightly wound wine that's concentrated and penetrating, concluding 
with a mineral finish. Its low pH profile means that this is always an estate that gains a lot from élevage, but 
even at this early stage, it's clear that this has excellent potential. 
This 15-hectare vineyard, perched on the edge of Saint-Émilion's limestone plateau above Château Pavie, is a 
labor of love for Nicolas Thienpont and Stéphane Derenoncourt. It was here, in the 1990s, that they pioneered 
biodynamic farming, then considered eccentric. And it's here that their viticultural ideas have been put into 
practice: cover crops, high canopies and higher planting densities are all the order of the day; and the 
vineyards are gradually being restructured, Cabernet Franc displacing Cabernet Sauvignon and some Merlot 
(it will augment to around 25% of the blend in the years to come), and Merlot being repositioned to more 
appropriate locations, generally higher up the slope. In the cellar, winemaking displays more refinement than a 
decade ago—when pushing the boundaries, one sometimes exceeds them. There's less saignée (tank bleeds) 
these days, extraction is perceptibly gentler and oak is better integrated.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Pavie Macquin was picked from 4 to 19 October at 37hL/ha, the Grand 
Vin representing around 80% of the crop. Matured in 50% new oak, it clearly has the most fruit concentration 
amongst Nicolas Thienpont's portfolio with black cherries, blueberry and bilberry fruit, just a faint touch of 
orange rind in the background. The palate is fresh and well-structured on the entry, insistent grip and a 
pleasant seam of sapidity running through this Saint-Émilion. More "vertical" than usual, this is nicely focused 
with a delineated, quite mineral-driven finish that showcases its asteriated limestone terroir. Excellent.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “…The 2021 Pavie Macquin is a rich, heady wine, as it typically is. Dark red fruit, 
leather, smoke, licorice, mocha and espresso build nicely in the glass. The tannins are a bit firmer than they 
usually are, but there's plenty of creaminess and texture lurking beneath. The 2021 needs time to fully come 
together. In some tastings it was a bit austere, while in other moments, the trademark Pavie-Macquin 
sensuality was more in evidence. Tasted three times. 
Jane Anson (94): „…Beautifully poised, dark ruby in colour, full of rippled fruit flavours, stands out in the 
appellation. It hasn't got miraculously riper than all the rest but it is handled with skill, and has a truly juicy 
mouthwatering finish and slate tannins that show grip and tenacity against the serious, austere structure. 
Expect raspberry, greengage and redcurrant fruits that need to fatten out a little over ageing, but everything is 
in place to do so. This is the plateau speaking. 37hl/h yield, harvest October 4 to 19, 50% new oak. Tasted 
twice.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Pavie Macquin charges out of the 
gate with bold notions of blackberry pie, red currant jelly and kirsch, plus hints of crushed rocks, pencil 
shavings, and violets. Medium-bodied, the palate has beautiful restraint and elegance, featuring a quiet 
intensity of black and red berry flavors, framed by plush tannins and plenty of freshness, finishing long and 
mineral laced.“ 
 
La Serre Grand Cru Classé 92-93   43,00 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „…ganz saubere, klare, frische und reife Frucht, sehr schöne Nase, rotbeerig, lang, 
nicht so konzentriert wie früher, sehr elegant und schöne Balance, lecker, saftig, frisches Finale, apettitlich. 
Besser als 2020.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…An 80/20 split of Merlot and Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Château La Serre offers a 
beautiful array of cassis and black cherry fruits as well as some subtle background and lead pencil notes. 
Another medium-bodied, pure, downright pretty, seamless Right Bank effort, it's going to shine right out of the 
gate as well.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (89-91): “… A strong effort that punches above its weight this year, the 2021 La Serre 
exhibits aromas of sweet berries, rose petals and smoke, followed by a medium-bodied, supple and satiny 



palate. Seamless and melting, it concludes with a saline finish. It derives from a small, four-hectare vineyard 
located on Saint-Émilion's limestone plateau (near Château Trotteveille) that has recently undergone extensive 
replanting. Tasted twice.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 La Serre has a very cohesive and generous bouquet, quite opulent for 
the vintage with red cherries, blueberry and subtle violet scents. The palate is medium-bodied with supple 
tannins, moderate depth, well balanced with a fresh, poised finish. A little gem (again).“ 
Vinous/Galloni (88-90): “…The 2021 La Serre is soft, fruity and easy to like. An initial burst of dark red cherry, 
plum, spice, licorice and coffee gives La Serre a lovely sense of immediacy. Soft contours and silky tannins 
give this mid-weight, supple Saint-Émilion quite a bit of charm.“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…A 7ha vineyard on clay-limestone, this is always a name that I look out for, and it has 
delivered again in 2021, while not shying away from the character of the vintage. You'll find a creamy 
sweetness to the blackberry fruits on the opening beats, but the woodsmoke reduction and steely minerality 
close things up pretty fast as the pumice-stone limestone steps up. This is worth looking out for, everything in 
place for softening over ageing, sculpted and cool. Harvest October 4 to October 10. 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90+): „…A blend of 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 La Serre is 
medium to deep garnet-purple in color. Cedar and underbrush scents give way to a core of blackberries and 
Morello cherries with touches of wild sage and roses. Medium-bodied, the palate has a great core of fruit, 
slightly overpowered at this stage by the oak, with approachable tannins and great length.“ 
 
Soutard             Grand Cru Classé 92-93   49,00 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „…sehr saubere, frische, klare Frucht, schönes Saftigkeit, feine spicy Noten, erinnert 
an Zinfandel, sehr gute Struktur“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92+): „…An impressive 2021, the 2021 Château Soutard comes from the upper plateau, in a 
slightly cooler sector. It's dense and concentrated, with beautiful minerality in its darker cherry and currant 
fruits. These carry to a medium-bodied Saint-Emilion with ripe, polished tannins, good mid-palate density, and 
a great finish. It's one of the more unevolved 2021s, and I suspect a few years of bottle age will be warranted.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A chewy and rather tannic red with blackberries and wet earth. Some saltiness. 
Medium body. Juicy finish.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (91-93): “…The 2021 Soutard has turned out very well indeed, showing the results of 
vineyard restructuring and additional precision in picking dates, parcel by parcel. Unfurling in the glass with 
notes of dark berry fruit, sweet spices and loamy soil, it's medium to full-bodied, layered and nicely 
concentrated, with beautifully refined tannins, succulent acids and a seamless profile.“ 
Acquired by French insurance group La Mondiale in 2006, much-neglected Soutard is benefiting from 
substantial investments. A new winery is concealed by the historic château's existing walls, and fully 90% of 
the vineyards have been replanted in the last decade and a half. The erstwhile Château Cadet Piola, known for 
its elevated proportions of Cabernet Sauvignon, has also been acquired and incorporated into Soutard. Just 
under a third of the 74 hectares of vineyards are located on Saint-Émilion's northern slope, the rest on the 
limestone plateau itself. The water table is high here, so the estate tends to perform well in dry vintages. 
Considerable progress is being made here, with the wines growing in refinement and concentration, and the 
2021 reflects that. Congratulations to Véronique Corporandy and her team. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Soutard has an elegant bouquet of blackberry, raspberry and violet 
scents, quite detailed for the vintage, and quite refined. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy red fruit and 
fine tannins and acidity. Not long, but there is a pretty pastille-like finish. Fine.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…This is well handled, a little subdued but careful extraction, precise, enjoyably savoury 
and sculpted blue fruits, nicely handled with a moreish finish. Tasted twice, 35hl/h yield“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (82-84): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Soutard is a little closed and broody 
to begin, soon unfurling to offer notes of black raspberries and redcurrant jelly, plus hints of tar, iron ore, and 
dried herbs. Medium-bodied, the palate is just a tad lean and hollow, with lively herb-laced red fruit and a 
pleasant chew to the finish.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A chewy and rather tannic red with blackberries and wet earth. Some saltiness. 
Medium body. Juicy finish.“ 
 
La Tour Figeac Grand Cru Classé 92   folgt 
Michael Grimm (92): „…schöne Frucht, Brioche-Noten, blaubeerig, Kirschen, gute Struktur, leicht bitter aber 
insgesamt gut, im Finale auch gewisser Charme und Schmelz“ 
Yves Beck (91-92): „…Fruchtig-frisches Bouquet, das Nuancen von Grenadine und Kirschen offenbart. Am 
Gaumen ist der Wein fein, ausgewogen und mit bestens eingebundenen Tanninen versehen. Die Säurestruktur 
verleiht Spannung, was dem gesamten Gaumen einen energischen Touch verleiht.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Château La Tour Figeac checks in as 65% Merlot and 35% Cabernet Franc, 
still resting in 40% new barrels. It's a medium-bodied, savory, red-fruited, spicy effort with fine tannins, lots of 
Cabernet Franc spice and floral notes, and a supple, mouth-filling style on the palate“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A fragrant and juicy red with currants, raspberries and mushrooms, as well as 
bark and spice box. Medium-bodied with silky tannins. Savory and succulent.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (89-91+): “… The 2021 La Tour Figeac is a fine effort from this estate bordering Figeac 
that's in organic conversion. Unfurling in the glass with notes of red berries, cherries, fresh mint, loamy soil 
and rose petals, it's medium-bodied, seamless and charming, with melting tannins and an elegant, giving 
profile.“ 



Jane Anson (85): „…You have to feel for La Tour Figeac here, as they were impacted by low yields down to 
below 15hl/h, but the wine struggles to deliver real momentum. There are blueberry and redcurrant fruits, but 
fresh acidities and lacking in depth. 40% new oak. Tasted twice.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (80-82): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 La Tour Figeac gives up wild fungi 
and damp soil notes with sour cherries and preserved plums in the background. The palate is light to medium-
bodied and a little thin with a chewy texture and a rugged finish.“ 
 
Beausejour Duffau Lagarrosse 1er Grand Cru Classé 93+   125,00 

Immer mit Blick auf die Uhr, um beim nächsten Termin nicht zu spät zu 
kommen 
Michael Grimm (93+): „..sehr fruchtige, aromatische Nase, gewisser Körper, 
dann schlank auslaufend mit kräftigen Tanninen, trocken“ 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…2021 war ein Jahr der Herausforderung und der 
Entscheidungen", erklärt Josephine Duffau-Lagarrosse. Die Wahl der 
Weinlese zum Beispiel mit den Merlots, die am 30. September sowie am 1. 
und 2. Oktober geerntet wurden. Der Cabernet Franc war noch nicht bereit; 
er wurde am 14. Oktober geerntet. "Wir mussten auch vermeiden, den 
Trauben mehr zu zumuten als notwendig, bzw. Es wurde sanft extrahiert. 
So haben wir mit Infusionen in inertisierten Tanks gearbe itet. Auch haben 
wir chaptalisiert, um die Gaumenmitte zu unterstützen. Bei einem der Tanks 
korrigierten wir den Alkoholgehalt von 12,8 auf 13,4". Eine sehr treffende 
Wahl, wie man anhand der Verkostungsnotiz entdecken kann. 
„Granatrote Farbe mit violetten Reflexen. Das Bouquet ist präzise und 
frisch. Es offenbart elegante blumige Noten und den Duft von dunklen 
Beeren. Die kreidige Seite, die stets bei Duffau-Lagarrosse vorhanden ist, 
offenbart sich mit etwas Luft. Am Gaumen zeichnet sich der Wein durch 
seine Finesse und Harmonie aus. In diesem Wein steht alles am rechten 
Ort. Die straffen, aber samtenen Tannine bilden ein gutes Rückgrat, indem 
sie der Säurestruktur Paroli bieten. Die Herausforderung wurde von 
Josephine und ihrem Team perfekt gemeistert; der Wein ist elegant, 

bestens ausbalanciert und er verfügt über die notwendige Substanz um eine längere Zeit im Weinkeller zu 
verbringen. Ein großer Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95+): „…A blend of 73% Merlot and 27% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Château Beauséjour 
(Duffau-Lagarrosse) is slightly shifted toward Cabernet Franc, and you have to go back quite some time to find 
a blend with this much Cabernet. It saw a softer maceration than usual and is aging in 56% new French oak. 
Gorgeous cassis, graphite, chalky minerality, and a Pomerol-like damp earth note all emerge from this wine, 
and it's medium to full-bodied, has a rounded, supple texture, ripe, present tannins, and a gorgeous finish. It's 
an undeniable success in the vintage and will drink well right out of the gate yet also evolve for 20 years if well 
stored. This estate is now managed by Joséphine Duffau-Lagarrosse, who took over the reins of this brilliant 
estate from Nicholas Thienpont starting in 2020. Located between Canon and Beauséjour Bécot, the soils here 
are more on the south-facing slopes and include slightly more clay, so the wines always have slightly more 
density and power compared to its neighbors“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… A complete wine for the vintage, with blackberry, stone, black-licorice and light 
walnut character. Medium-to full-bodied and linear, with very fine tannins running the length of the wine. 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95+): “… The 2021 Beauséjour (Duffau Lagarrosse) shows considerable promise. 
Bursting with aromas of inky berry fruit and plums mingled with notions of violets, rose petals and burning 
embers, the wine is medium to full-bodied, layered and sensual, with a rich core of fruit, lively acids and 
beautifully refined tannins, concluding with a long, mineral finish. The first vintage made by Joséphine Duffau 
Lagarrosse since she took back control of the family estate, the 2021 is a blend of 73% Merlot and 27% 
Cabernet Franc—the highest percentage of Cabernet since the early 2000s (when some Cabernet Sauvignon 
was included in the blend too). 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Beauséjour Héritiers Duffau-Lagarrosse was picked from September 
13 until October 1–2, the Cabernet Franc later, on October 14, starting around 7:00 am. Mildew reduced the 
Merlot to 28hL/ha, whereas the Cabernet was cropped around 35hL/ha. This was raised in 58% new oak, 
Joséphine Duffau being prudent with the level of new wood in order to maintain what she describes as a 
chalky taste. It has a fragrant bouquet of brambly red fruit, dark cherries and subtle undergrowth scents, all 
delivered up in that judicious use of new oak. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannins and good 
density, equal to if not better than others on the limestone plateau, yet still quite mineral-driven, leading into a 
silky-smooth, cohesive finish. No, not a powerful Saint-Émilion, yet precise and detailed. This represents a 
great debut, and it should give 15–20 years of pleasure, possibly more. „ 
„I reported the changes at this Saint-Émilion estate, perfectly located on the limestone plateau, in my 2019 
report earlier this year. Joséphine Duffau is not at the helm having been able to wrest control from 
shareholders and fought off rival bidders having gained financial support from the owners of Clarins. She told 
me how some journalists’ questions have focused too much on the monetary aspects, treating her almost as a 
puppet, instead of a winemaker with more than ten years’ experience, which I can vouch for having first met 
her several years ago when she was getting dirt under her fingernails with Maxime Chuerlin in Vosne-
Romanée, as well as stints elsewhere before vintages in Saint-Émilion. I asked about the latest developments. 
“I am working with Axel Marchal [influential Professor at the Institute of Vine and Wine Sciences at the 
University of Bordeaux] and Julien Viaud [now most prominent member at Michel Rolland lab] who work 



together as a team. They had never worked together before. What I like is that they both have a lot of humility, 
Axel more scientific and Julien who really knows about winemaking. The 2021 is the first vintage for which I 
am completely responsible. We extracted more at the beginning of fermentation and then closed the vats to 
carry out the rest as more of an infusion. The pH is around 3.60. Although I was initially against it, we 
chaptalised the first vats of Merlot to prolong the alcohol fermentation, bringing it up from 12.8% to 13.5%, 
though other vats of Merlot and Cabernet Franc were not adjusted.”  
Vinous/Galloni (92-95): “… The 2021 Beauséjour Héritiers Duffau-Lagarrosse is impressive. It shows more 
energy and decidedly linear build relative to the past. It's hard to say how much of that is the vintage and how 
much is attributable to a stylistic shift under new owner Joséphine Duffau-Lagarrosse. Either way, the 2021 is 
a notable success. Savory herbs, menthol, mocha and iron are laced throughout a core of red/purplish fruit. 
There is so much to look forward to.“ 
Jane Anson (94): „…You're not going to get the same opulence of the past five years, but this is entirely 
successful in terms of harmony, elegance and finesse. A jolt of limestone salinity, lemongrass, oyster shell, 
violets, rose petals, and a subtle but moreish wave of cigar box and graphite smoke. Unrolls slowly but surely, 
with evident ripeness to the red fruits, and salt-cracker salinity on the finish. Harvest September 30 to October 
10 (able to do so because they got only 10mm of rain at the end of September), 28hl/h yield, 58% new oak. 
Camille Devillenaut co-technical director with Josephine Duffau-Lagarrosse, coming over from Château 
Villemaurine. Tasted twice. First year with Axel Marchal as consultant, working alongside Michel Rolland 
(Julien Viaud), replacing the Nicolas Thienpont team“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94): „…The 2021 Beausejour Duffau-Lagarrosse is a blend of 73% Merlot and 27% 
Cabernet Franc, with only 58% new oak this vintage. Deep purple-black colored, it slowly emerges from the 
glass with profound notes of licorice, eucalyptus, violets, and sandalwood with a core of ripe juicy plums, 
cherry pie, and raspberry coulis. The medium-bodied palate is graceful and tightly knit with a refreshing 
„backbone and fine-grained tannins, finishing long and mineral-tinged.“ 
This was the first full vintage under the direction of Joséphine Duffau-Lagarrosse since she regained control 
of the estate that has been in her family since the mid-1800s. “I’m afraid the winemaking decisions this year 
were more about the vintage than my winemaking style,” Joséphine told me. “It was very challenging, but I 
really enjoyed this vintage. Merlot harvest began on the 30th of September. Then we waited for the Cabernet 
Franc until the 14th of October. We needed to be precise about the extraction. I was looking for harmony and 
elegance. We tasted two times per day. I was so worried about going too far with extraction. I think we made a 
very balanced wine. I mean, we did it, I think. I didn’t sleep too much, but we did it. The new direction has to do 
with freshness and crafting something very pure. I’m now working with consultants Julien Viaud (from Michel 
Rolland Consulting) and Axel Marchal (from Bordeaux University).” 
 
Belair-Monange          1er Grand Cru Classé 96+   139,00 

Michael Grimm (96+): „…ganz großeartige, feine, 
elegante Nase, sehr elegant auch am Gaumen, ganz 
große Finesse, Power auf großem eleganten Niveau, 
saftg, lang, große Finesse im Finale“ 
Yves Beck (94-95): „…Nuancen von schwarzen 
Johannisbeeren und kreidigen Noten im Bouquet von 
Bélair-Monange. Der Wein zeichnet sich durch seine 
Finesse und seine cremigen, dichten Tannine aus. In 
der Gaumenmitte hat der Wein zunächst etwas Mühe, 
sich zu positionieren, aber die Tannindichte gewinnt 
die Oberhand und erinnert daran, dass Bélair-
Monange noch etwas Zeit brauchen wird. Ein Wein, 
der eindeutig vom Temperament seiner 
strukturierenden und tonischen Säure begünstigt 
ist.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95+): „…The 2021 Château Belair-
Monange continues to impress, and you could put 
this up with the top wines in the vintage with no 

issues. Floral notes of blue fruits, violets, chalky minerality, and spice define the nose, and it's medium to full-
bodied on the palate, with a good mix of both richness and freshness, building tannins, and a great finish. 
Turning more mineral-laced, sappy, and floral as it sits in the glass, this is a complete, incredibly classy Saint-
Emilion that will round into form with just a few years of bottle age. If you haven't heard of this château, trust 
me on this one, get on its bandwagon, as it's destined to be one of the greats in Saint-Emilion“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… Medium to full body with creamy, velvety tannins. Polished and plush. Pretty spice 
notes, such as white pepper and cloves to the ripe dark-plum and berry fruit. Some pine cones. Fine, ripe and 
textured. Concentrated for the vintage. Wonderful length, too.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… Offering up aromas of sweet cherries, cassis, pipe tobacco, loamy soil and 
spices, the 2021 Belair Monange is medium to full-bodied, supple and enveloping, with powdery tannins and a 
bright spine of acidity, concluding with a long, intensely saline finish. As young vines replanted on the plateau 
start to dominate the blend, the identity of this cru is becoming more and more marked, delivering wines of 
precision and sapidity.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “…The 2021 Bélair-Monange was picked September 28 to October 2. It has an 
atypically ostentatious bouquet for the vintage – kirsch, blue fruit, a touch of violet petals – that needs to 
muster a little more delineation. The palate is medium-bodied with slightly chewy tannins, fine acidity and 



good substance, yet it clamps down toward the strict, linear finish. This does not have the persistence of the 
2019 or 2020, and tasting the bottle twice (returning later on in the day for a different take), I cannot help but 
feel this top-ranking Saint-Émilion is struggling to nail down its identity this season. It’s definitely one I wish to 
revisit in the future to see whether I caught it at an inopportune moment.“ 
“It is a vintage of men and women,” Edouard Moueix began when we repaired to his office for a discussion 
about the growing season. What did he mean? Did the women make better wines? “No, I mean that there was 
no right or wrong. You had to change strategy. At every step, there were two elements, those we could fight 
and those we could not. It was a complicated year. We saw the importance of people that live on the vineyard 
and can react when vital to do so. We did quite a lot of green harvesting so that vines could concentrate on 
fewer clusters. We had to take quite a few risks during the harvest as the forecast was always forecasting 
tremendous rain, rain that never came. When you are a team, you take risks compared to if you work on your 
own. We were supposed to have 80-100mm but we got just 2mm as the storms passed north, more towards 
Cognac. We conducted a gentle extraction as we were looking for elegance. You had to be very careful to 
obtain the right tannins otherwise they could be harsh and green. So we drained the vats after 18 days of 
cuvaison, with fewer pump-overs to obtain the minimum needed for colour, tannins, polyphenols etc. since the 
seeds were not ripe. We have not chaptalised and we have 13.2-13.8% alcohol with no vin de presse, which is 
quite unusual. We usually blend this before malolactic, before we found that the addition did not work. We did 
saignée for lots that had larger berries but nothing more than usual. It is a heterogenous vintage. We were 
trying to win battles against the conditions.” 
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 Bélair-Monange is a very beautiful wine. Fruit forward and punchy, the 
2021 makes quite a first impression. Ripeness is naturally less pushed here than in recent vintages - that is the 
year - but it is a style that works so well, as this site offers plenty of richness on its own. A rush of inky 
red/purplish fruit fills out the layers nicely. There's not a ton of nuance or detail yet, but that will likely come in 
time. This is very nicely done. 
Jane Anson (95): „…Lush raspberry and red cherry fruits, stone-strewn limestone salinity on the finish, 
complex and enjoyable. This has grilled oak smoke and is accomplished and finessed, lovely limestone 
character, tapers off slowly but surely on the finish. A clear success in the vintage, from an estate that is really 
flexing its muscles right now, up there with the very best in St Emilion. Harvest September 28 and October 2“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (94-96): „…Made from 99% Merlot and 1% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Belair-Monange is 
medium to deep garnet-purple colored. It slowly unfurls to reveal perfumed waves of black cherries, raspberry 
coulis, lilacs, and jasmine tea, followed by hints of forest floor, powdered cinnamon, and star anise. The 
medium-bodied palate is so evocative, with impactfully intense and yet wonderfully restrained red and black 
fruit layers, supported by miraculously velvety tannins, leading to a long and so very fragrant finish. Just 
stunning!“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… Medium to full body with creamy, velvety tannins. Polished and plush. Pretty spice 
notes, such as white pepper and cloves to the ripe dark-plum and berry fruit. Some pine cones. Fine, ripe and 
textured. Concentrated for the vintage. Wonderful length, too. 
 
Canon 1er Grand Cru Classé 94+   126,00 
Michael Grimm (94+): „..sehr fruchtige Nase, reife, klare, saubere Frucht, Kirschen, gewisse Süße, sauber, sehr 
elegant“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…From a château you can't go wrong with, the 2021 Château Canon is another head-
turning, elegant, seamless wine that comes from unquestionably one of the greatest terroirs on the upper 
plateau of Saint-Emilion. Based on 71% Merlot and 29% Cabernet Franc that hit 13.55% alcohol, it will spend 18 
months in 50% new barrels. It shows the vintage's fresher, elegant style beautifully, with lots of perfumed red 
fruits, spice, flowers, and chalky notes. These carry to a medium-bodied, seamless, elegant Saint-Emilion that 
has supple tannins, a notable sense of freshness (although I suspect the pH is solid), and a great finish.“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… A wine full of finesse and class with fantastic length and polish. Medium to full 
body with ultra-fine tannins that run endlessly down the length of the wine. Blackberry, graphite and spice. 
Agile and weightless.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (94-96): “… A brilliant wine in the making, the 2021 Canon offers up aromas of cherries, 
wild berries, licorice, sweet soil tones, raw cocoa, Indian spices and rose petals. Medium to full-bodied, 
layered and multidimensional, it's immensely refined and seamless, with a lively spine of acidity, ripe tannins 
and a long, penetrating, intensely saline finish. This beautifully balanced Canon is one of the classiest, most 
complete wines of the Right Bank in this vintage. Tasted four times. 
„In the last few years, this sleeping giant has well and truly reawakened, and the 2021 vintage represents 
another fine success for Nicolas Audebert and his team. Extensive replanting between 1996 and 2003, 
overseen by Audebert's predecessor, John Kolasa, saw some 50% of the estate's 22 hectares replaced. The 
fact that these vines are now arriving at full maturity surely goes some way to accounting for Canon's 
contemporary renaissance. Now, the team is working on restructuring the rest, combining massal selections 
and clones. Viticulture is thoughtful, with cover crops across the estate, and the terroir itself is relatively 
homogeneous: solid limestone covered by some 0.25 to 0.7 meters of clay, with a more or less uniform 
exposition on Saint-Émilion's plateau. There's also one small parcel in the town itself and another by Berliquet. 
Today, the vineyard is planted with about 70% Merlot and 30% Cabernet Franc, and there are no plans to 
radically alter that. Winemaking privileges finesse over power, though a certain richness and texture can be 
taken for granted with a site like this, and maturation is in 50% new oak (mostly from Taransaud, Demptos, 
Sylvain and Quintessence).“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Canon was picked September 16 to October 6 and matured in 50% 
new oak for a planned 16–18 months. Around 70% of the vineyard produced the normal yield, which 



underwent a 50% deselection, yet it still yielded 40hL/ha because the vines did not suffer stress. After mildew, 
any bunches that showed damage on the stems were removed. Nicolas Audebert told me that there was no 
concentration or saignée, just a little chaptalization (around 0.5–1.0%, depending on the tank). This has quite a 
concentrated bouquet of opulent dark cherries, blueberry, violet and just a hint of camphor. The palate is 
medium-bodied and pliant, with gentle grip, saturated tannins and a judicious touch of spice toward the 
compact finish. While recent top-flight vintages may well eclipse this Canon, it still stands as a fine addition to 
the recent roster.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… Dramatic, rich and imposing, the 2021 Canon is shaping up to be one of the wines 
of the vintage. Sculpted red purplish fruit, rose petal, lavender, sage and crushed rocks all race out of the 
glass. A heady, vertical wine, Canon is endowed with tremendous concentration and class. The aromatics 
alone are beguiling, but it is the wine's balance that impresses most. Tasted three times. This is such an 
elegant and regal wine.“ 
Jane Anson (96): „…Gorgeous bright plum colour with violet reflections. The epitome of careful, precise, well-
spliced winemaking. Sibling estate Berliquet has perhaps more immediate charm, because there is more 
power running through it, but this is just elegance and finesse personified. Red cherry, raspberry, blueberry, 
blackberry, slate, saffron, oyster shell, they have teased out layers of complexity that were not easy to find in 
the vintage, and there is length also, with pummice stone salinity scraping across the palate. It's subtle, and 
it's not at the heights of a 2019 Canon, but this will not be out of place in a vertical of the estate. Tasted twice. 
50% new oak, 40hl/h yield, harvest September 16 to October 8. Thomas Duclos consultant“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…The 2021 Canon is a blend of 71% Merlot and 29% Cabernet Franc with 
yields of 40 hl/ha and aging for 16-18 months in French oak, 50% of it new. Deep garnet-purple colored, it is 
slightly closed to begin, revealing subdued notes of juicy black plums and boysenberries, plus hints of 
Morello cherries, cinnamon stick, clove oil, and Sichuan pepper. Medium-bodied, the palate has a solid 
backbone of fine-grained tannins and bold freshness (pH 3.37) supporting the vibrant black and red fruits, 
finishing long and minerally.“ 
 
Canon La Gaffelière 1er Grand Cru Classé 94-95   76,00 

Michael Grimm (94-95): „…tolle, aromatische, rote Frucht, 
Kirschen, Cassis, schöne Noten von Kirchenbank, spicy, 
liebe das, sehr schöne Struktur, weniger Druck aber viel 
Balance, auch Wärme am Gaumen, schöne blumige Noten, 
große Frische, sehr elegant, tolle Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (94-96): „…Canon La Gaffelière  offenbart 
Frucht und Frische auf präzise und pointierte Weise. 
Erfrischende kreidige und blumige Nuancen. Am Gaumen 
zeichnet sich der Wein durch die Finesse und Präzision 
seiner feinkörnigen Tannine aus, die sich nach und nach 
offenbaren und mit der Spannung der Säurestruktur 
harmonieren. Das Finale wird gut von der Struktur 
unterstützt, während eine elegante Bitterkeit es streckt 
und die Fruchtintensität unterstreicht.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…One of the gems out there, the 
2021 Château Canon-La-Gaffelière is well worth seeking 
out. Giving up ample blue fruits, medium to full-bodied 
richness, ripe tannins, and complex, pure aromatics of 
violets, iron, and tobacco, it shines for its balance and 
elegance while bring terrific depth of fruit. Count me 

impressed“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Lovely, perfumed character with cherries, spices and flowers. Medium-bodied, 
firm and polished with solid tannins and a fresh finish. Pure. Light coffee and walnut. Well crafted.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… The 2021 Canon la Gaffelière is beautiful, bursting from the glass with 
aromas of rose petals, lilac, sweet berry fruit, burning embers and warm spices. Medium to full-bodied, 
seamless and elegant, with a fleshy core of fruit, lively acids and beautifully refined tannins, it's the highlight 
of the von Neipperg portfolio this year. Cabernet Franc, as usual, takes the lead.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Canon La Gaffelière was picked September 28 to October 14 at 
30hL/ha and contains a little more Cabernet Franc this year (45%). It has an elegant, pure bouquet, unfurling to 
offer dark cherries, incense and violet aromas; the new oak (40%) is well integrated. The refined, understated 
palate is quite mineral-driven, featuring black truffle and ground black pepper and turning spicy toward the 
finish. Displaying fine complexity, this Canon-la-Gaffelière should give 15–20 years of drinking pleasure“ 
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Canon La Gaffelière is striking. Aromatic and expressive, with no hard 
edges, the 2021 impresses with its balance and overall harmony. All the elements are so nicely integrated. 
Crushed red berry fruit, white flowers, mint, rose petal and orange zest all race through this super-appealing, 
mid-weight Saint-Émilion. The 2021 is so well put together. It's is such a sensual wine.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93): „…The 2021 Canon la Gaffeliere is a blend of 45% Cabernet Franc, 35% 
Merlot, and 20% Cabernet Sauvignon, aging in 40% new oak. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it sashays 
out of the glass with a lovely perfume of violets, Sichuan pepper and dried herbs, leading to a core of 
redcurrant jelly, cassis, and stewed red plums. The light to medium-bodied palate is delicately played, with a 
light chew of tannins and soft-spoken fruit, finishing savory.“ 
 



Clos Fourtet 1er Grand Cru Classé 93   109,00 
Michael Grimm (93): „…sehr schöne, reife, blaubeerige und rote Frucht, kräftige Säure, elegant am Gaumen, 
aber sehre viel Tannine im Finish“ 
Yves Beck (95-97): „…Viel Finesse, Präzision im Bouquet des Clos Fourtet, das nicht durch seine Intensität, 
sondern vielmehr durch seine Subtilität und Pluralität glänzt. Es ist auch die Finesse, die sich wie ein roter 
Faden durch den Gaumen zieht. Der Wein verfügt über straffe, aber gut eingebundene Tannine und eine 
ausgezeichnete aromatische Intensität, gleich im Auftakt. Der Wein ist ausgewogen, rassig und bereit, ein 
wenig Zeit im Keller zu verbringen! Ein linearer, saftiger und animierender Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…Another terrific Saint-Emilion from the upper plateau, the 2021 Château Clos Fourtet 
is 90% Merlot, 7% Cabernet Franc, and 3% Cabernet Franc that's pulled from 70% of the total production. The 
soils here include slightly more clay than its neighbor, Canon, and the wine is always a touch more powerful. 
The 2021 has 15% of the blend go through malolactic fermentation in barrel, and the élevage will span 16-18 
months in 60% new oak. Dense purple-hued, with ample black fruits, roasted herbs, chocolate, and chalkiness, 
it hits the palate with medium to full-bodied richness, a great mid-palate, ripe tannins, and one heck of a finish. 
It's an undeniable success that will shine in its youth yet also evolve gracefully. Tasted multiple times“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A polished and creamy red with bright currant, raspberry and clove character. 
Silky, supple tannins and fresh acidity. Excellent length.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… A bend of 90% Merlot, 7% Cabernet Sauvignon and 3% Cabernet Franc, the 
2021 Clos Fourtet offers up inviting aromas of wild berries and plums mingled with hints of black truffle, 
violets, potpourri and dark chocolate. Medium to full-bodied, supple and enveloping, it's lively and layered, 
with beautifully refined tannins, bright acids and a long, sapid finish. Harvest lasted until October 15, which 
shows in unusual depth and plenitude for the vintage. Tasted three times.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Clos Fourtet was picked September 28 to October 15 and matured in 
50% new oak. Around 20% of the vats underwent saignée. This has a powerful bouquet of dark cherries, red 
plum, mint and violets. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins. A less concentrated Clos Fourtet, even 
with the bleeding, but it retains balance and displays salinity and precision on the finish. This is promising, 
though it might be eclipsed by the 2019 and the 2020 in the long term. Still, I can see this maturing in style. 
(13.5% alcohol)“ 
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Clos Fourtet is very clearly one of the wines of the vintage on the Right 
Bank. Towering in its stature, the 2021 is a regal wine endowed with tremendous energy and vibrancy. This 
classically austere Saint-Émilion oozes class from the very first taste. Blue/purplish fruit, spice, lavender and 
menthol are some of the aromas and flavors that build into the resonant, deeply pitched finish. What a wine.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…In years like 2021, you look to estates at the level of Clos Fourtet as ports in a storm, and 
this delivers, if not entirely escaping the influence of the vintage - a real sign of the issues, as this is such a 
brilliant wine, able to circumnavigate so many obstacles. You are going to find finesse and mouth watering 
salinity, marks of limestone and skill in the cellar, along with cool blue fruits and pumice-scrape salinity. It will 
fill out further during ageing, and will go the distance, but there is austerity here, and not the smile-inducing 
brilliance of a usual Clos Fourtet vintage. Tasted three times. A reasonable yield of 40hl/h (normal for the 
property) as its location again protected from frost. Clay-limestone soils. 50% new oak, 2% amphoras, saignée 
(for added concentration) on 20% of the vats“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93+): „…Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2021 Clos Fourtet needs a lot of swirling 
to unlock notes of black cherry preserves, ripe blueberries, and violets, followed by hints of cracked black 
pepper and star anise. Medium-bodied, the palate is tightly wound with loads of delicate black fruit and spicy 
nuances, framed by ripe, rounded tannins, finishing long and fragrant. Yields were 34 hl/ha and the blend is 
90% Merlot, 7% Cabernet Sauvignon, and 3% Cabernet Franc. It is aging in French oak barriques, 60% new.“ 
 
Figeac 1er Grand Cru Classé 95-96+   225,00 

Mit Blandine de Brier Manoncourt verkosteten wir Figeac.  
Einen der besten St.-Emilions. 
Michael Grimm (95-96+): „…ganz saubere, blaue, klare Frucht, feines 
Marzipan, feine Mandelnoten, ganz große Balance und Finesse!, tolle Eleganz, 
schlank aber alles in Linie“ 
Yves Beck (97-98): „…Das Bouquet kündigt gleich zu Beginn mit Nuancen von 
Iris und Eukalyptus eine große Auffassung von Frische und sortentypischen 
Merkmalen an. Diese Nuancen werden durch Noten von roten Beeren ergänzt. 
Wie das Bouquet unterstreicht auch der Auftakt die Frische und das 
Temperament des Weins. Die Tannine zeichnen sich durch ihre Präzision und 
Finesse aus. Sie sind elegant, perfekt integriert und lebhaft, was ein gutes 
Omen ist, um eine Symbiose mit der Säurestruktur zu schaffen. Einmal mehr 
zeichnet sich Figeac durch seine Finesse und Gelassenheit in einem Jahrgang 
aus, in dem die Dichte weniger ausgeprägt ist, was den Weg für frische, 
salzige und subtil fruchtige Weine ebnet.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (95-97): „…Unquestionably one of the wines of the vintage on 
the Right Bank, the 2021 Château Figeac checks in as 40% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 31% Cabernet Franc, and 29% Merlot, brought up all in new 
barrels. It's a gorgeous, medium to full-bodied, concentrated, and textured 
2019 with remarkable purity in its darker cassis and fresh plum fruits as well 
as notes of tobacco, truffly earth, cedar pencil, and spice. While it's easy to 
compare this to wines from the Médoc given its high Cabernet content, it has 



beautiful Right Bank character and is a classic, balanced, incredibly impressive Figeac that will benefit from 4-
5 years of bottle age and cruise for over two decades. It reminds me slightly of the 2014.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… A red with lots of dark-fruit, graphite and tar aromas and flavors. It’s medium-
bodied and very integrated with firm, polished tannins and a long finish. Racy and compact. Silky texture.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (94-97): “… One of the highlights of the vintage on the Right Bank, the 2021 Figeac is a 
blend of 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 31% Cabernet Franc and 29% Merlot, and the fruit of a harvest that lasted a 
full month, from September 21 to October 19, with each parcel picked at optimal maturity. Offering up aromas 
of blackberries, cassis, rose petals, violets, cigar wrapper and sweet soil tones, it's medium to full-bodied, 
supple and seamless, its velvety attack segueing into a deep, layered core of beautifully vibrant fruit, 
concluding with a long, saline finish. The first vintage vinified in Figeac's new winery, it's a resounding 
success for administrator Frédéric Faye and his team.“ 
„Director of Château Figeac since 2013, Frédéric Faye emphasizes precision and timing when he characterizes 
the estate's evolution over the last decade. Harvest now lasts three or four weeks, stopping and starting, so 
each parcel of this 41-hectare vineyard can be picked at optimal maturity. Farming is similarly adapted parcel 
by parcel, emphasizing sustainability. And a brand-new winery triples the team's working space, with small 
tanks so that each parcel can be vinified separately. Yet the objective is to polish Figeac, not to change it. If 
the estate's wines are now suppler and fuller, their classically Cabernet-rich assemblage hasn't altered. Old-
fashioned approaches such as submerged-cap fermentation for fruit growing on gravel soils have been 
retained. And of course, the estate's distinctive soils haven't changed. Figeac's compelling success in the 
challenging 2021 vintage demonstrates the fruit of all that work.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (95-97): “… The 2021 Figeac was picked from September 21 until October 19 and matured, 
as usual, in 100% new oak. It has a very pure, elegant bouquet, the Cabernet Sauvignon imparting subtle 
pencil lead notes, blackberry and briar, almost understated at first but gaining vigor with aeration. The palate 
is medium-bodied with supple tannins, a fine bead of acidity and just the right amount of sapidity. There is 
unerring symmetry about this Figeac, which is extremely focused yet unconcerned about showing off. There is 
lovely piquancy on the finish. Unequivocally one the finest Right Bank wines in 2021. Frédéric Faye continues 
to guide Figeac to the pinnacle of the appellation. (13.0% alcohol)“ 
„I had the privilege of witnessing the first bunches arrive at the new winery reception when I visited this estate 
last September. But what I remember most clearly is the serenity exuded by Frédéric Faye. After such a 
turbulent season, with so much at stake with the new facility, I expected him to show at least a little bit of 
nervousness. Yet, here, he was on a gloriously sunny day, basking in the excitement as fruit from the young 
Merlot began filling their new vats. “It is a very elegant Figeac,” he told me, still as cool as a cucumber. “It 
does not try to over-achieve. It was an early season with frost risk for a few nights and then the weather was 
cloudy and rainy, which slowed down vine growth until the beginning of June. We had a good flowering in a 
short window that allowed a green harvest since the véraison was very long for the Merlot. Summer was 
cloudy and not very hot or sunny, so maturation was strung out. We kept applying our 90% organic and 
biodynamics treatments. When I tried the first bunches [they were not ripe], so I thought maybe I should go 
back on vacation! After ten days, the youngest vines were ready, due to the dryness. From 21 September to 1 
October, we picked the Merlot that underwent some saignée. At the weekend, they predicted heavy rain, and 
we still had 29 hectares unpicked and yet bunches were not ripe. So, I phoned the Manoncourt family and told 
them I would take the risk. We just had 2-3mm of rain - it was nothing. Then we had a northerly wind and sun, 
the canopy still photosynthesising, and we picked over one month. The fruit kept concentrating and the 
Cabernet Sauvignon ended up saving the vintage. I was determined more than ever to produce a great maiden 
Figeac in the new cellar, so I filled the small tanks step-by-step, making decisions on each tank what to do. I 
increased the number of lots per vintage by 40% compared to 2020.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 Figeac is a super-classy, elegant Saint-Émilion. Silky tannins and lifted, 
savory aromatics add to a total impression of finesse. There is more Cabernet Sauvignon than typically in this 
year's blend, which naturally brings added aromatic presence. The 2021 is not as explosive as recent vintages 
have been, but its class is evident. This is a strong showing from Figeac and the team led by Estate Manager 
Frédéric Faye. Tasted two times.“ 
Jane Anson (97): „…Lovely aromatics right off the bat, good spice, white peppers, touches of savoury cassis. 
This 71% mix of the two Cabernets is the highest ever at Figeac, and you feel it in this savoury, rosebud, leafy 
character to the palate, brilliantly handled and one of the wines of the vintage. This delivers careful balance, 
sculpted fruits, with a juicy finish. 100% new oak. Romain Jean-Pierre technical director. 38hl/h yield, harvest 
September 21 to October 19 (with a three week gap between Merlot and Cabernet). 3.65ph. First vintage with 
the new cellar. 70% production into Figeac, 8% press wine. Tasted twice, excellent quality“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (94-96): „…The 2021 Figeac is a blend of 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 31% Cabernet 
Franc, and 29% Merlot, with the Merlot harvested from 21 September to 1 October. Deep garnet-purple colored, 
it slowly unfurls in the glass, releasing languid notions of redcurrants, black raspberries, and mulberries, 
followed by hints of iron ore, violets, star anise, and menthol with a hint of graphite. Medium-bodied, the palate 
is elegant with ripe, grainy Cabernet-led tannins, featuring great tension and lots of bright red fruit and mineral 
layers, finishing long and ferrous. pH 3.65.“ 
“Changes were very slow in terms of ripeness,” conceded Frederic Faye, managing director of Figeac. “It was 
a cloudy vintage. We couldn’t harvest when the rain was forecasted on the 2nd and 3rd of October. The grapes 
weren’t ripe. We could have made red wine, but we could not have made Figeac. So, we had to wait for the 
ripeness. When bunches started to mummify, we had to start harvesting the Merlot. We needed to maintain the 
freshness of the fruit. We harvested until the 19th of October.“ 
 
 



Larcis Ducasse          1er Grand Cru Classé 94-95+   76,90 
Michael Grimm (94-95+): „…ganz blaue, saubere, schöne Frucht, gewisser Charme und Schmelz, sexy, sehr 
gute Struktur, sehr kräftige Tannine aber sehr gut integriert, sehr schön“ 
Yves Beck (95-97): „…Wunderschönes Bouquet, geprägt von Düften nach Iris, roten Beeren, Gewürzen und 
letztendlich von kreidigen Noten. Saftig und leicht cremig im Auftakt. Von Anfang an positioniert sich die 
Säurestruktur und verleiht dem gesamten Gaumen Temperament. Die Tannine sind straff aber bestens 
eingebunden. Sie halten der Säurestruktur stand und schaffen es sogar, mit ihr zu harmonieren. Ein 
charaktervoller Wein, der Zeit braucht, um sich zu entfalten, aber mit einer außergewöhnlichen Energie 
versehen ist. Ein hervorragender Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95+): „…I think one of the undeniable successes in the vintage is the 2021 Château Larcis 
Ducasse, which hails from a magical terroir on the south-facing hillside just outside of Saint-Emilion. There's 
slightly more clay here, so Larcis-Ducasse always shows a ample density and power. A blend of 86% Merlot 
and 14% Cabernet Franc from healthy yields of 34 hectoliters per hectare, harvest started September 29, 
extending to October 11 for the Cabernet Franc. The estate favors whole berry fermentations in cement tanks, 
and the élevage occurs in 50% new French oak, with the balance in second- and third-fill oak. Sporting a dense 
purple hue as well as powerful aromatics of darker currants, chocolate, tobacco, and damp earth, it hits the 
palate with medium to full-bodied richness, admirable concentration, ripe tannins, and a great finish. Tasted 
on numerous occasions, it never failed to impress, and this is one to seek out“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… This is medium-to full-bodied with firm, silky tannins. Already has an expressive 
nose of blackcurrants, blackberries, white pepper, cloves and black licorice. Salty minerality. Fresh and fine. 
Spicy finish. Lengthy, too. 86% merlot and 14% cabernet franc.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (92-94): “… A blend of 86% Merlot and 14% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Larcis Ducasse 
wafts from the glass with aromas of cherries, blackberries, violets, warm spices and forest floor. Medium to 
full-bodied, deep and attractively layered, with lively acids and a chalky, saline finish, this is a terrific effort. 
Nicolas Thienpont and his team were extremely selective this year, and the grand vin derives almost entirely 
from the slope, without much contribution from the plateau above. 
„Managed by Nicolas Thienpont and David Suire since 2002, Larcis Ducasse occupies an 11-hectare block 
adjacent to Pavie. Some 15% of the vineyard sits on the plateau at the top of the slope, but these holdings are 
being restructured and contribute only a small percentage of the blend for the time being, so this is truly a "vin 
de coteaux"—a wine from the slopes. Soils are mainly molasses du Fronsadais clays over limestone, but a 
diversity of expositions and strata means this is an inherently complex terroir. As is the case along the whole 
Côte de Pavie, springs percolate throughout the vineyard, so Larcis Ducasse combines cool, hydrated soils 
with a warm mesoclimate and a sunny exposition. Supple and seamless, Larcis is less tensile and incisive 
than Pavie Macquin from the plateau above, tending to develop complex aromas of black truffle with bottle age 
and typically concluding with a mouthwateringly saline finish. New plantings are at a density of 8,800 vines per 
hectare, using massale selections of Cabernet Franc, and winemaking emphasizes whole berries and long 
macerations with punch-downs.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Larcis Ducasse was picked from 29 September until 11 October at a 
respectable 34hL/ha, representing 65% of the total production this year. It has an almost gentle, atypically 
understated bouquet with brambly red fruit, wilted rose petal and light undergrowth scents. The palate is linear 
and structured, far removed from the occasionally opulent Larcis Ducasse of warming seasons. Quite saline in 
the mouth, this is distinguished by a liberal sprinkling of cracked black and Spanish Padron pepper towards 
the finely persistent finish. Classy and full of character.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (91-93): “… The 2021 Larcis Ducasse is a dark, brooding wine. The 2021 feels a bit pushed, 
something I am not used to saying about this cru. The 2021 is more power than finesse. Black fruit, leather, 
spice, cloves and licorice are front and center. Ultimately, the 2021 is heavy, with little of the nuance or 
sophistication that are typically so present here. Perhaps élevage will help. Today, Larcis is quite surprisingly 
underwhelming, even with the focus on core parcels that the château employed in 2021. Tasted two times.“ 
Jane Anson (94): „…Not giving too much away yet but there are layers here, and plump if restrained fruit, lots 
of white pepper, blueberry, blackcurrant. We are still in sculpted, subdued territory, but this is luscious and 
finessed and has all the elements to plump out over ageing. Clear salinity, oyster shell and crushed rocks. To 
achieve this, they chose not to use their plots right on the austere limestone plateau, but selected from the 
richer clay 'molasses de fronsadais' on the slopes, and also not from the sandier areas at the bottom of the 
slopes. 34hl/h yield, 65% 1st wine a little less than usual, 50% new oak. Harvest September 29 to October 11. 
Tasted three times, excellent quality“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93+): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Larcis Ducasse opens with delicate 
scents of wild blueberries and Morello cherries, leading to notions of star anise, lilacs and tree bark. Medium-
bodied, the palate is soft and well balanced with bright fruit and a fragrant finish.“ 
 
La Mondotte 1er Grand Cru Classé 95+   175,00 
Michael Grimm (95+): „…dichte, fleischige Nase, Kirschen, große Finesse, sehr schöne Eleganz, feine Süße am 
Gaumen, sehr gute Säure, lang, sehr elegant auslaufend, tolle Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (96-97): „…So viel Finesse und Präzision. Gelassenheit und Kraft verschmelzen miteinander. 
Einladende Noten von Sauerkirschen und schwarzen Johannisbeeren, gefolgt von einem Hauch von Graphit. 
Am Gaumen hat der Wein Tiefe und Spannung. Seine Tannine sind cremig, dicht und harmonieren mit der 
lebhaften Säurestruktur. Ein vollmundiger Wein, der Temperament und Charme in sich vereint und über die 
Substanz verfügt, um einige Jahrzehnte zu überdauern. Leicht salziger Abgang von hoher Persistenz. 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-97): „…A brilliant wine in the making, I'd put the 2021 La Mondotte up with the crème de la 
crème from the Right Bank. Offering up terrific cassis, blueberry, and darker cherry fruits, it's medium to full-



bodied, has ripe, polished tannins, terrific balance, and subtle floral and chalky mineral-like nuances. It brings 
way more density, depth, and texture than just about every other wine out there. Bravo.“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… A refined and firm-tannined red with violets, tangerines and blue fruit. Medium-
bodied, tight and compact palate with everything in place. Elegance with structure.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (92-94): “… Unwinding in the glass with scents of cherry, sweet berries, dark chocolate 
and loamy soil, the 2021 La Mondotte is medium to full-bodied, lively and concentrated, with a compact, tightly 
wound profile, tangy acids and beautifully refined tannins. Of all the von Neipperg wines, this is the most 
reticent at this early stage, but all the components for a notable success are present.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 La Mondotte was cropped at 45hL/ha between 30 September and 6 
October and matured in 50% new oak. Suave on the nose, it offers dark berry fruit, incense and subtle cassis 
scents, that are very well integrated. Much less powerful than the La Mondotte of old. The palate is medium-
bodied with pliant tannins, juicy and ripe, well balanced with a silky smooth finish. Perhaps what is just 
missing is a little grip and density, but it is well-crafted and fresh as a daisy.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “…The 2021 La Mondotte is marked by strong calcaire accents and a bit of oak tannin 
that has not yet fully integrated, as the colder cellar here (vis-a-vis Canon-La Gaffelière) results in wines in 
barrel that evolve at a slow pace. Like all of the Neipperg wines, La Mondotte shows terrific energy and drive. 
A burst of dark cherry fruit, chocolate, new leather, licorice and spice builds into the deep, resonant finish. 
There's a ton of character here. The purity of the flavors is striking. I am so looking forward to tasting the 2021 
in bottle.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93): „…The 2021 La Mondotte is made from 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc, 
aging in 50% new oak. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it is wearing the new oak up-front to begin, soon 
settling into a pretty perfume of Morello cherries, black raspberries, and rose oil, plus suggestions of fertile 
loam and tar. Light to medium-bodied, the palate is refreshing and minerally, with fragrant red fruits and a 
floral note on the finish.“ 
 
Valandraud 1er Grand Cru Classé 94-95   139,00 

Michael Grimm (94-95): „..sehr intensive, beinahe etwas laute Kirschfrucht, 
spicy, am Gaumen süß-sauer, appetitlich, lang, gute Säure, kräftige Tannine, 
gewisser Charme und Schmelz“ 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…Komplexes Bouquet mit kreidigen Nuancen und Noten 
von Kirschen. Subtiler Hauch von Eukalyptus und Minze. Gute Spannung am 
Gaumen dank der Säurestruktur, die auch etwas Salzigkeit verleiht. Die 
Tannine sind feinkörnig und saftig, während die Struktur für Balance und 
Frische sorgt.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-97): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Valandraud checks in as 
85% Merlot, 9% Cabernet Franc, and the rest Cabernet Sauvignon, and it's still 
resting all in new barrels. Deep purple-hued, with rocking bouquet of ripe black 
and blue fruits, chocolate, spicy oak, and spring flowers, it hits the palate with 
medium to full-bodied richness, velvety, ripe tannins, terrific mid-palate depth, 
and one heck of an impressive finish. Despite the new barrels, this wine leads 
with its fruit, has everything in the right places, and delivers notable freshness 
as well as a great finish. I'd put it up with any of the top wines out there.“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… Full-bodied with a silky yet very firm and broad 

tannin structure. Lots of ripe, cool blue-fruit and stone character. Red tea, too. Textured. Well balanced and 
focused for the vintage. Lovely length.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-94): “… Opening in the glass with inviting aromas of dark berries, baking chocolate, 
exotic spices and vanilla pod, the 2021 Valandraud is a medium to full-bodied, ample and fleshy wine that's 
seamless and layered, exhibiting impressive concentration, beautifully ripe tannins and a long, succulent 
finish. Bursting with fruit, this is an especially elegant Valandraud, with below-average alcohol at 13.5%, but it 
doesn't lack for anything. Tasted four times, twice at the château. 
„Jean-Luc Thunevin once worked for a bank owned by the Mouiex family, and, without knowing all that much 
about wine, requested some bottles of the 1955 Pétrus, his wife's birth year. As a good employee, his request 
was gratified, and his passion for wine began; the rest is history. But today, this emblematic vin de garage has 
become a vin de terroir, defined by holdings on the cool, shallow clay-over-limestone soils of Saint-Étienne-
de-Lisse; and the garage has become a state-of-the-art winery, with all the precision and temperature control 
that comes with it. The Valandraud style is undeniably fleshy and dramatic, even hedonistic, and the estate's 
2021 (all 24,000 bottles of it) exemplify that style in an unusually elegant, middleweight register.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Valandraud was picked October 3–15 and matured for a planned 18–
24 months entirely in new oak. Again, this has quite an intense bouquet of perfumed blackberry, briar and 
mineral scents, the latter distinguishing it from the Virginie. The palate is medium-bodied with lithe, supple 
tannins that frame the pure, lightly spiced red berry fruit. More linear than previous vintages, yet fresh, this is 
well-defined toward the finish, where a pleasant spiciness carries over on the aftertaste.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 Valandraud is compelling. Bright acids give the 2021 terrific purity and 
cut. The style of the year is perhaps a bit unusual for Valandraud, which tends to be an opulent wine, but there 
is a ton of potential. Aeration brings out the wine's natural texture and breadth. Wild dark cherry, mocha, 
spice, new leather and licorice all build nicely. In most vintages, Valandraud offers tons of near-term appeal. 
The 2021, on the other hand, is a long distance runner.“ 
Jane Anson (96): „…One of the most successful wines of the vintage. Welcoming aromatics, carefully handled, 
creamy raspberry and blackberry fruits, gentle toasted pine nuts and cigar box smoke. You still get the 



lemongrass, slate tannins and acidites that are so signature to 2021, but also a sense of pull-and-push 
movement of the fleshy but fresh fruits through the palate, and hidden power. Good stuff. This is a vintage 
where you need the warm hug of a softly smoked oak barrel, and Thunevin knows how to administer it. 29hl/h 
yield, 3.5ph“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93): „…The 2021 Valandraud is made from 85% Merlot, 9% Cabernet Franc, and 
6% Cabernet Sauvignon, harvested from 3 to 15 October from 30-year-old vines planted on clay-limestone. It is 
aging in 100% new oak for 18-24 months. Deep garnet-purple colored, it slowly emerges from the glass with 
profound scents of stewed black plums, juicy blackberries, and raspberry leaves, plus hints of Indian spices, 
stewed tea, and licorice with a waft of unsmoked cigars. Medium-bodied, the palate is packed with tightly 
wound black fruit and exotic spices flavors, framed by firm, grainy tannins and beautifully knit freshness, 
finishing with great length. pH 3.5.“ 
 
Trottevieille 1er Grand Cru Classé 92+   74,00 

Trottevieille, Batailley und Domaine de L’Eglise verkosteten wir 
im Büro von Borie-Manoux. Und innerhalb der Stadt bewegt 
man sich mittlerweile am schnellsten mit dem E-Bike 
Michael Grimm (92+): „..viel Frucht, leicht offene Nase, am 
Gaumen Veilchen, süß-sauer, kräftige, leicht trockene Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…Das Bouquet  von Trotte Vieille zeigt zu 
Beginn Subtilität durch blumige und fruchtige Nuancen mit 
Düften von Veilchen. Der Auftakt ist fein und leicht salzig, was 
gleich zu Beginn nach Frische klingt. Trotte Vieille ist elegant, 
linear, präzise und mit Tanninen versehen, die nach und nach 
zur Geltung kommen und letztendlich am Gaumenende ihre 
Amplitude erreichen. Zusammen mit der Säurestruktur bilden 
sie ein ideales Rückgrat und sorgen für ein langes 
Reifepotenzial. Ich habe Trotte Vieille selten mit solch einer 
hohen Definition verkostet, aber man darf nicht vergessen, 
dass er das Ergebnis einer Arbeit ist, die vor vielen Jahren 

begonnen hat, und ein solches Resultat in einem so komplizierten Kontext wie 2021 zu erzielen, ist die Folge 
der Aufmerksamkeit, die man diesem Wein widmet.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…I was more than impressed by the 2021 Château Trotte Vieille, a beautiful Cabernet 
Franc-dominated Saint-Emilion from the upper plateau. Giving up tons of blue fruits as well as exotic flower 
and tobacco notes, it hits the palate with medium-bodied richness, a balanced, seamless mouthfeel, ripe 
tannins, and integrated acidity. It has good density and lots of potential. The blend is 54% Cabernet Franc, 
45% Merlot, and the rest Cabernet Sauvignon. This cuvée had some rusticity in the past, but recent vintages 
are pure class.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… This is very tangy and bright with real cabernet franc character, showing currant, 
orange and fresh-herb notes. Medium body with wonderful energy and acidity. Fine tannins. Racy and juicy. 
54% cabernet franc, 45% merlot, and 1% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (92-94): “… The first vintage made in the estate's new winery, the 2021 Trotte Vieille has 
turned out beautifully, offering up aromas of sweet berries and cherries mingled with burning embers, rose 
petals and raw cocoa. Medium to full-bodied, seamless and polished, it's impressively deep and serious. It's a 
blend of 54% Cabernet Franc, 45% Merlot and 1% Cabernet Sauvignon. 
„This small estate, owned by the Castéja family, amounts to a mere 12 hectares, eight of which are located in a 
walled clos. Planted with a large percentage of Cabernet Franc, including a parcel of ancient, pre-phylloxera 
vines from which a massale selection has been taken, soils are shallow clay over limestone—entirely different 
from the deep clays of neighbor Troplong Mondot (the vineyard's exposition is different too). Vinification is 
quite gentle (with pump-overs during the most active phase of the fermentation and then little in the way of 
intervention), though temperature is maintained at around 30 degrees Celsius at the end of maceration; and 
since 2010 or so, winemaking is more reductive, the object being to preserve greater vibrancy of fruit. In the 
cellar, 100% new oak is the order of the day, but the toasts chosen are not especially impactful, and this 
naturally concentrated, lively wine seems to have no trouble digesting it.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Trotte Vieille is the first vintage vinified in the new facility, using 25 
vats for 11.5 hectares that Frederic Castèja told me allowed them more flexibility to pick exactly when they 
wanted. Matured entirely in new oak plus a couple of amphorae, it has a very detailed bouquet of blackberry, 
raspberry and a hint of licorice and crushed stone. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins, certainly 
more detailed than previous vintages, and quite saline in the mouth, with a persistent finish. Classic in style, it 
has the tension to repay long-term cellaring. It may well end up at the top of my banded score.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…his austere vintage suits the style of Trottevieille, but risks being over-strict, and needs 
time to put flesh on the bones over ageing. Plenty of floral aromatics right off the bat, following by a 
mouthwatering combination of pumice-stone salinity, cassis and blackberry fruits, fennel and white pepper 
spice. Will take its time, but reward patience. 32hl/h yield, 100% new oak. First year in new winery, with double 
the number of vats (12 up to 25). Axel Marchal consultant“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…A blend of 54% Cabernet Franc, 45% Merlot, and 1% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
the 2021 Trotte Vieille is medium to deep garnet-purple colored. It sings of spiced black plums, blackberry 
compote, and kirsch with suggestions of cinnamon toast, licorice, and potpourri. Light to medium-bodied, the 
palate delivers crunchy black fruits with ripe, rounded tannins and plenty of freshness, finishing with lovely 
energy.“ 



Troplong Mondot 1er Grand Cru Classé  kB   100,00 
Yves Beck (97-99): „…Das Bouquet offenbart sich zart, präzise und komplex. So viel Pluralität und Sinn für 
Details. Die Frische roter Beeren mit pfeffrigen Nuancen und süßen Gewürzen schaffen eine einladende 
Symbiose. Die Frische ist auch das Schlüsselelement des Auftakts, der zudem leicht cremig ist. Der Wein hat 
Körper, Spannung und Tannine von seltener Feinheit und Präzision. Sie sind samtig und stehen im Einklang 
mit dem Temperament der Säurestruktur. Zusammen sichern diese Elemente die Zukunft des Weins und das 
Lagerungspotenzial, das sie andeuten, ist groß! Ebenso wie der Auftakt unterstreicht auch der Abgang die 
Frische des Weins. Er ist fein, ausdrucksvoll und vor allem sehr lang. 
Parker/William Kelley (93-96): “… The 2021 Troplong Mondot shows considerable promise, exhibiting aromas 
of plums and wild berries mingled with notions of sweet spices, rose petals, vine smoke and raw cocoa, 
followed by a medium to full-bodied, seamless palate endowed with impressive intensity and texture. Built 
around beautifully refined, powdery tannins and lively acids, it concludes with a long, mouthwateringly saline 
finish. Macerations here were long but gentle, including a long cold soak before fermentation, and the blend, 
after much deliberation, is 85% Merlot, 13% Cabernet Sauvignon and 2% Cabernet Franc. Tasted four times.“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… Lovely density here with a solid center-palate of fruit and fine tannins. Medium 
body. Underlying salinity and oyster-shell character in the finish. Well defined. Grows at the end.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “…Aymeric de Gironde, who without exaggeration has revolutionized this Saint-
Émilion estate, told me that in 2021, the Troplong Mondot comes exclusively from the heart of the original 
vineyard, mainly on molasse soils. It was picked from September 17 to October 18, unusually finishing with 
the Merlot, and has 13.5% alcohol without any chaptalization or saignée. The focused blackberry, raspberry 
and iris petal scented nose is very delineated, yet more reserved than recent vintages. (A second sample at 
the château had a little more chutzpah.) The palate is medium-bodied with firm, slightly chalky tannins and a 
fine bead of acidity that imports liveliness and verticality. This Troplong-Mondot is imbued with a palpably 
mineral-driven finish. I am full of admiration for this cerebral wine, though I wager that it will need several 
years in bottle.“ 
„To entertain tasters, as if they were not being entertained enough with the 2021s, Aymeric de Gironde has 
organized a Top Gear-inspired racecourse for his miniature Jeeps. I declined an invitation to have a go at 
breaking the lap record. De Gironde has radically changed course since Xavier Pariente sold his estate, 
pursuant of a more early-picked, terroir-driven style. “We cropped at 47hL/ha as we were not affected by 
frost,” he told me. “We found that the molasse soils imparted the substance in the 2021, whereas the second 
label, Mondot, comes solely from the recently purchased chateaux [Clos Labarde and Château Bellisle 
Mondotte]. We found that the blending was difficult and the 2021 was complicated to vinify. For the first time in 
my life, I could not see the outcome. It didn’t seem to glue together, but when we added the final lots. it 
gelled.”  
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… The 2021 Troplong Mondot is shockingly raw and untamed, but in the very best 
sense of those terms. A wine of energy and pure power, the 2021 is going to need a number of years to be at 
its best, but it is certainly very impressive in the early going. The 2021 clocks in at 13.5%, which has not been 
seen here since the 1990s. The 2021 is not an easy wine to taste at this stage, as it is not fully formed. I won't 
be surprised if the 2021 turns out even better than this note suggests. It is a dazzling wine by any measure, 
and a far cry from the wines of decade ago, when the malolactic fermentations were often not finished when 
en primeur samples were presented! Superb.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…The natural density that they have at Troplong was extremely helpful in a vintage like 
2021. This is a little more reserved than a typical year, but very much delivers signature power. Expect 
gunsmoke, fern and raspberry leaf alongside cherry pit and saffron salinity, black cherry fruits, rosebud, anis, 
fennel spice, all with the powerful and concentrated signature of limestone. I was here on the last day of 
harvest, and I remember how healthy the grapes were. This is the first vintage where the cellar has been 
completely finished, moving from 20 to 42 tanks. No chaptilisation (but the natural 13.5%abv is extremely rare 
at this late ripening property, and a real indication of how long it took for sugars to climb in this vintage). 
 
Pavie 1er Grand Cru Classé A kB   325,00 

Yves Beck (95-97): „…Dichte Farbe mit violetten Reflexen. Das Bouquet offenbart 
zunächst kreidige Noten, gefolgt von Düften nach roten Beeren und Menthol. Die 
Reifung wird ebenfalls betont, obwohl die kreidigen und fruchtigen Nuancen die 
Oberhand behalten. Schmackhaft und leicht saftiger Auftakt. Pavie ist vollmundig 
und zeigt fleischige, cremige Tannine, die mit der Spannung der Säurestruktur 
harmonieren. Dies ist ein eher strikter Pavie, bzw. mit Temperament und einer 
ausgezeichneten Unterstützung von seiner Säurestruktur. Die Tannine bilden ein 
wunderbares Rückgrat, müssen sich aber im Abgang abrunden; dazu werden die 
während der Reifung Zeit haben. Ein Pavie, dessen Eleganz sich abzeichnet; im 
Augenblick ist er wuchtig, aber sehr von seinem Terroir inspiriert, und dieses 
wird sicherlich die Oberhand gewinnen.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (95-97+): „…The 2021 Château Pavie was one of the few wines in 
the vintage that got a big "wow" in my notes. Based on 52% Merlot, 30% Cabernet 
Franc, and the rest Cabernet Sauvignon, it's a full-bodied, dense, powerful, 
beautiful 2021 with classic Pavie darker, richer fruits, notes of spicy oak, 
chocolate, and violets, ripe velvety tannins, and a great finish. It's not at the 2019 
or 2020 level, but don't hold that against it. This is pure brilliance in 2021 and one 
of the wines of the vintage.“ 



James Suckling (95-96): “… Deep black and blue fruit with cocoa and tar character. Compact and full-bodied 
with firm, ripe tannins that are very textured and interwoven into the wine. This has a lot of structure to go a 
long way. Yet it remains in balance with finesse. 52% merlot, 30% cabernet franc and 18% cabernet 
sauvignon.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “…The 2021 Pavie is a wine of tremendous potential. Naturally, it shows the more mid-
weight style of the year and yet there is plenty of depth as well as energy that starts to emerge with a bit of 
time in the glass. Bright saline notes shape the wine while extending the finish and adding so much drive. The 
2021 is shaping up to be a very special wine. All it needs is time.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Pavie was picked at 33hL/ha from 28 September until 12 October and 
matured in 75% new oak, the rest one-year. Team Pavie decided to wait to pick the Cabernet until after the 
rains just prior to harvest. This is clean and precise on the nose, the Cabernet components (48% of the blend) 
impartin g graphite and light cedar aromas. The palate is medium-bodied with fine grain tannins that frame 
layered limestone-infused black fruit, quite vibrant and conveying a sense of energy towards the finish. This 
has the most persistency of Gérard Perse's wines, and whilst I do not hold it up as the greatest Pavie in recent 
years, it is clearly top of the tree among his portfolio this year. Superb. 14.14% alcohol“ 
Jane Anson (94): „…Successful, with concentration and power managing a full extraction without bitter edges. 
Enjoyable cassis, blackberry, with fresher acidities coming through in mandarin peel and white peach. 75% 
new oak, full on Pavie signature, with plenty of oak caressing, but overall excellent quality. Harvest September 
28 to October 12. No chaptilisation, the powerful south-facing slopes coming in extremely handy in 2021“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… Deep black and blue fruit with cocoa and tar character. Compact and full-bodied 
with firm, ripe tannins that are very textured and interwoven into the wine. This has a lot of structure to go a 
long way. Yet it remains in balance with finesse. 52% merlot, 30% cabernet franc and 18% cabernet sauvignon. 
 
Angelus St.-Emilion 95+   367,00 

Mit Anna verkosten wir seit Jahren diesen großen St._Emilion  
Michael Grimm (95+): „…ganz saubere, frische Frucht, blaubeerig, sehr 
schön, fein und elegant, große Finesse, gute Tannine, minimal rauh“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-96): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Angélus is 60% 
Cabernet Franc and 40% Merlot that was brought up in new barrels, with a 
portion of the Cabernet Franc raised in 30 hectoliter foudres. It offers a 
ruby/purple hue to go with a gorgeous perfume of pureed cassis and black 
raspberry fruit, as well as spice, spring flowers, and chalky, almost salty 
minerality. Medium to full-bodied on the palate, it has wonderful purity of 
fruit, ultra-fine tannins, and a gorgeous finish.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (94-96+): “… A brilliant wine that signposts this 
estate's evolution under Stéphanie de Boüard-Rivoal, the 2021 Angélus is 
a blend of 60% Cabernet Franc and 40% Merlot, with fully half of the old-
vine Cabernet Franc maturing in foudres rather than 225-liter barriques. 
The result is a wine of unprecedented purity and finesse, unwinding in the 
glass with compelling aromas of plums, raspberries, rose petals, vine 
smoke, blood orange and warm spices, followed by a medium to full-
bodied, deep and layered palate with a rich and fleshy core that entirely 
conceals its structuring chassis of ultra-refined tannins. Bright and sapid, 

it's striking for its integration and elegance at this early stage, and I wouldn't be surprised to see it upstage a 
number of more touted vintages once it's in bottle.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Angélus contains 60% Cabernet Franc, the highest percentage ever, 
and also reflects an increasing use of wooden foudres (half the Cabernet Franc or 30% of the whole blend). It 
has a more understated bouquet compared to the bravura vintages of the last three years, demanding gentle 
coaxing to reveal scents of brambly black fruit, potpourri, hints of orange pith and a little sous-bois. The palate 
is medium-bodied with fine-grained tannins, and quite sapid, the Cabernet Franc lending a slightly more 
chalky texture and a linear, focused finish. Displaying fine tension throughout, though not astoundingly long, 
this Angelus deserves 4–5 years in bottle to show its true potential.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… For the first time ever, Angélus is 60% Cabernet Franc and 40% Merlot in 2021. 
There's terrific density and power, es pecially within the context of the year. Black cherry, chocolate, spice, 
menthol and lavender all build nicely in the glass. The 2021 has quite a bit of richness, and its 14% alcohol, a 
bit lower than the recent norm, works quite well in this vintage. All it needs is a bit of time to help soften some 
of the raw contours that are present today.“ 
"It was a year with no summer," de Boüard explained. "Mildew was a huge issue. We lost 40% of the crop. So 
far, it looks like the Cabernets are handling the conversion to biodynamics better than the Merlots. In the end, 
lower yields on the vine probably helped us ripen the crop. Harvest took place between September 14 and 
October 2." In the cellar, the team, led by Technical Director Benjamin Laforet, opted for a relatively long cold 
soak, with gentle extractions and some saignée. One of the recent developments at Angélus is the increasing 
use of cask for aging the Cabernet Francs, an approach that is working out quite well.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…This is well textured, plush raspberry and damson fruits, a sleight of hand that turns the 
high acidities into mouth-watering juice, with waves of graphite, pencil lead, saffron, smoked caramel and 
cigar box. The highest amount of Cabernet Franc on record at Angélus, largely because so much Merlot was 
lost to mildew. First full vintage where Benjamin Laforet is technical director, working alongside Hubert de 
Bouard. It's serious, takes its time to open, far less exuberant than the past few vintages at Angélus but classy 
and with presence. They are labelling this Premier Grand Cru Classé A, despite withdrawing from the 2022 



classification when the selection process was already underway, and underlines why it's a loss to the ranking 
not to have Angélus within in. 23hl/h yield, no chaptilisation on the 1st wine, 100% new oak barrels + 30hl oak 
casks for the Cabernet Franc“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (94-96): „…Composed of 60% Cabernet Franc and 40% Merlot, the 2021 Angelus is 
deep garnet-purple in color. Slightly closed to begin, considerable coaxing reveals scents of redcurrant jelly, 
black raspberries, and fresh blackberries with suggestions of crushed rocks, tar, truffles, and violets. Medium-
bodied, the palate has fantastic intensity and energy, with very finely pixelated tannins and wonderful tension, 
finishing on a persistent ferrous note. 
“2021 was quite difficult because of climatic conditions,” said Stéphanie de Boüard-Rivoal. “During the 
summer, I did not imagine we would not be able to produce such a wine. This year we have an unprecedented 
proportion of Cabernet Franc. Usually, it is about 40%, and this year it is 60%. We managed to have full 
ripeness for the Cabernet Franc. As you know, I love the foudres, and we continue with these. This way, the 
wood can be completely integrated into the fruit. We resisted the mildew well, but the yields were lower. There 
was no chaptalization on the Angélus, but there is some on the No 3 label. We performed saignée on the 
blocks with the deepest clay but not on the free-draining soil plots. Our pH is a bit high at the end because we 
harvested with more malic acid than usual.” 
“The mildew actually did us a favor to lower the yields in order to ripen this crop in the cooler vintage,” 
mentioned Benjamin Laforet, Technical Director at Château Angélus. 
“In July, we were worried that we might not be able to make an Angélus. The guys never left their tractors this 
year. The amount of work was unbelievable. We have the tools to fight frost, hail, and mildew, but sometimes 
you forget that you cannot fight against nature. 
We began picking the Merlot on the 20th of September and finished the Cabernet Franc on the 15th of October. 
By the end of harvest, we were considering where we could plant more Cabernet Franc.” 
 
Le Petit Cheval Blanc St.-Emilion 92-93   folgt 

Michael Grimm (92-93): „…schöne, reife Nase, gute Frucht, knackige 
Kirschen, elegant, große Finesse, gute Balance mit recht kräftigen 
tanninen, mittlerer Körper“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Der Petit Cheval macht im Jahr 2021 13 % des 
Gesamtvolumens aus. Die Graves-Parzellen sind in der Assemblage 
stark vertreten, was eine gute Tanninstruktur bildet. 
Das Bouquet zeichnet sich durch seine würzige Seite und Nuancen 
von Kirschen und roten Beeren aus. Am Gaumen zeigt der Wein eine 
schöne Struktur, die auf Frische aufgebaut ist. Die Tannine bieten 
eine gewisse Fülle, während die Säurestruktur für die Spannung 
sorgt. Ein charaktervoller Wein mit einem guten fruchtigen Ausdruck 
im Abgang und einem anhaltenden Finale, das durch eine leichte 
Bitterkeit gestreckt wird.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… This is a very structured Petit Cheval, 
because of the higher than normal cabernet sauvignon in the blend. 
It seems more like Pauillac, with blackcurrants and chewy yet 
polished and intense tannins. It needs time. 60% merlot, 33% 
cabernet sauvignon and 7% cabernet franc.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (89-91): “… Representing 13% of the estate's 
production (a further 18% was sold off in bulk), the 2021 Le Petit 
Cheval exhibits aromas of cherries, sweet berries, loamy soil, 
tobacco leaf and spices. Medium to full-bodied, lively and nicely 
concentrated, with powdery tannins and a saline finish, it's a blend of 
60% Merlot, 33% Cabernet Sauvignon and 7% Caberne t Franc. 

Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Le Petit Cheval, which, according to Pierre Lurton, contains more 
Cabernet Sauvignon in the blend, has attractive iris flower and incense aromas on the nose, along with plenty 
of dark berry fruit and just a touch of crushed stone. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy black fruit on the 
entry, that Cabernet imparting a Médoc-like structure, and a strict, saline finish. I can see this aging well in 
bottle while waiting for the Grand Vin to reach its drinking plateau.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Le Petit Cheval is fabulous. A parcel of Cabernet Sauvignon typically 
used for the Grand Vin gives the 2021 its core of dark fruit. Heady and explosive in the glass, the 2021 offers 
up a spellbinding array of dark fruit rose petal, mocha, incense and licorice. All the elements meld together so 
effortlessly. The 2021 is a dazzling Petit Cheval. That's all there is to it.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…An unusual blend for Petit Cheval this year because so much of the Cabernet Franc was 
saved for the first wine. Deep purple in colour, plenty of violet reflections. On the aromatics you get pencil 
lead, peony, rose petal, followed up by cassis notes and scraping graphite-textured tannins. This is one where 
you can clearly see the similarity with vintages like 2014 and 2008, clearly has the legs to age beautifully and 
shows skilful winemaking from Pierre-Olivier Clouet. 3.6ph, 13% of overall production. Not impacted by frost, 
but mildew on the Merlot grapes brought the yield down to 28hl/h yield.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91): „…The 2021 Le Petit Cheval is a blend of 60% Merlot, 33% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, and 7% Cabernet Franc. It needs a little swirling to unlock notes of black cherries, redcurrant, and 
mulberries, plus hints of cedar, clove oil, and dusty soil. Medium-bodied, the palate is elegant and refreshing, 
with lovely harmony thanks to soft, delicately played tannins, finishing with compelling baking spices notes. 
 



Cheval Blanc St.-Emilion 96+   553,00 
Michael Grimm (96+): „…sehr schöne, dunkle bis schwarzbeerige Frucht, gwisser Charme, auch Süße am 
Gaumen, gute Mitte mit richtig kräftigen aber guten Tanninen, sehr gute Struktur, saftig, feine Kokos- und 
Schokonote im Finish“ 
Yves Beck (96-98): „…Das Bouquet von Cheval Blanc ist außergewöhnlich subtil mit Noten von roten Beeren, 
schwarzer Johannisbeeren, Brombeeren und Iris, gefolgt von einem Hauch von Minze. Schöne Dichte am 
Gaumen. Der Wein verfügt über feinkörnige Tannine, die bestens eingebunden sind und den gesamten 
Gaumen stützen. Die fruchtigen Nuancen finden sich im Abgang am Gaumen wieder. So viel Finesse, Zartheit, 
Präzision und kontrollierte Kraft. Ein wahres Symposium der Präzision!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-96+): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Cheval Blanc checks in as 52% Cabernet Franc, 43% 
Merlot, and the rest Cabernet Sauvignon, and it's a big step up over the second wine, offering serious density, 
depth, and richness while still holding onto the style of the vintage. Pure cassis and darker fruits, notes of 
scorched earth and graphite, obvious minerality, medium to full body, and gorgeous tannins all define this 
beauty, which is unquestionably up with the finest wines of the vintage. A wine that's never about overt power 
or richness, the 2021 shines on all accounts with its complexity, elegance, and incredible texture.“ 
James Suckling (97-98): “… This is so finely textured with very precise, tight tannins. Medium to full body. 
Lots of layers here with black and blue fruit, stones, tar, dark cocoa and spices. Dried herbs. Long and 
persistent. Stays focused all the way. So precise. 52% cabernet franc, 43% merlot and 5% cabernet 
sauvignon.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (95-97): “… A terrific achievement, the 2021 Cheval Blanc is a blend of 52% Cabernet 
Franc, 33% Merlot and 5% Cabernet Sauvignon. Unfurling in the glass with aromas of raspberries and cherries 
mingled with notions of cigar wrapper, vine smoke, rose petals and violets, it's full-bodied, layered and 
concentrated, with an elegantly muscular chassis of ripe, powdery tannin and lively animating acids. Long and 
penetrating, this is a serious, rather structured young Cheval Blanc that will require and reward patience. 
One of Bordeaux's most complex terroirs, Cheval Blanc sits on the site of an ancient river delta, with (to 
generalize) clay-rich soils in the lower-lying parts where rivulets once flowed and gravel and sand elsewhere. 
This complexity is reflected, of course, in the resulting wine but also in how it is farmed and made, with 
thoughtful use of cover crops according to soil type and parcel-by-parcel vinification. A concerted effort is 
being made, moreover, to bring life back to the vineyard, with hedges of native species to act as wildlife 
corridors and fruit trees planted among the vines. The same attention to detail that's applied in the vineyards, 
for example with regard to developing and testing an in-house massal selection, is applied in the cellar, where 
cooperage trials are notable for their exigence. All of that shows in the glass. Cabernet dominates in the 2021 
blend, and the result is a serious Cheval Blanc built for the long haul. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (95-97): “… The 2021 Cheval Blanc was picked between September 22 and October 14, and 
for the first time in many years there is a higher proportion of Cabernet Franc. This has a lovely bouquet, very 
clean and precise, featuring black cherry, wild mint, sous-bois and orange sorbet, all vivacious and very 
focused. The palate is medium-bodied with fine-grained tannins, quite structured and very linear and strict. A 
bit like Ausone, this is an uncompromising Cheval Blanc, very saline and marine-influenced. While not as 
flattering as the 2020, it will appeal more to those who prefer a cerebral Cheval Blanc. One of the stars of the 
Right Bank in this challenging growing season.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (96-98): “… The 2021 Cheval Blanc is one of the wines of the vintage. Vertical and aristocratic 
in bearing, Cheval is just stunning. Time in the glass brings out compelling inner sweetness and perfume to 
play off a core of rich dark fruit, gravel, spice, menthol and dried flowers. I also tasted the final three blending 
components, none of which hints at the magnificence of the Grand Vin. Stunning.“ 
James Suckling (96-98): “… This is so finely textured with very precise, tight tannins. Medium to full body. 
Lots of layers here with black and blue fruit, stones, tar, dark cocoa and spices. Dried herbs. Long and 
persistent. Stays focused all the way. So precise. 52% cabernet franc, 43% merlot and 5% cabernet 
sauvignon.“ 
Jane Anson (96): „…The 30th anniversary with Pierre Lurton as director, and the last official year as Premier 
Grand Cru Classé A following their withdrawal from the St Emilion ranking. Worth marking out for that fact 
alone, along with Ausone and Angélus, as whatever happens next there might be kudos in future years for 
having the last vintage where these three estates were at the top of the classification. This is easily one of the 
wines of the vintage, powerful, classical and intellectual, with stretched out, taut tannins and a slow build of 
raspberry, redcurrant and blueberry fruits, run through with rosebud and peony aromatics. It's not voluptuous 
like the 2015 or 2018 Cheval, but has gorgeous balance and depth, and will deliver for decades, putting it in a 
select band of 2021 estates. Biggest percentage of Cabernet Franc since 2011, and the first time to use more 
Cabernet Franc than Merlot in the blend. Ageing is expected to be 19 months, to ensure a little extra polish on 
the tannins. No chaptilisation. Lurton’s first vintage of 1991, by the way, was also impacted by frost, but far 
more severely, to the point where they made no 1st wine for the only time in their modern history.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (95-97): „…A blend of 52% Cabernet Franc, 43% Merlot, and 5% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
the 2021 Cheval Blanc is deep purple-black in color. It opens with intense notes of chocolate-covered cherries, 
blackberry preserves, and cassis, plus suggestions of violets, star anise, chocolate box, and an exotic waft of 
sandalwood. Medium-bodied, the palate has a great core of black plums and cassis layers, supported by firm, 
grainy tannins and seamless freshness, leading to a long and spicy finish on this beguilingly beautiful wine. 
“The high amount of rain in May and June accounted for the vintage,” said Cheval Blanc’s technical director 
Pierre-Olivier Clouet. “There was no water deficit from the beginning to the end. Because we had enough 
water in the soil, each plot could produce a huge quantity of tannins. But it was very difficult this year to ripen 
these tannins. Therefore, it is a vintage with a kind of rigidity to the tannins, not the usual silkiness. The 
maturity took a long time to happen. The temperatures were very low. It took 60 days between veraison and 



picking when usually it is around 40 days. 2021 is a completely new profile of vintage. The tannins are a touch 
al dente. And yes, the tannins are powerful, but the wines have a lot of energy. We actually prefer the style of 
2021 to 2020. 2020 is a touch too big. We like the precision and freshness of 2021.” 
Like just about everyone else, the Merlot at Cheval Blanc suffered from some dilution. “Our Merlot berries are 
usually around 1.2 grams; they weighed around 2 grams this year,” said Clouet. “We had to perform some 
bleeding.” 
Not since 2011 has Cheval Blanc had a Cabernet Franc dominant blend. “The Cabernet Franc on the young 
plots was very impressive! The young vines had far less access to water this year, so there was a little water 
deficit, and these bunches were actually riper.” 
Clouet and CEO Pierre Lurton hosted a tasting of the separate components of the blend for me: Cabernet 
Franc, Merlot, and Cabernet Sauvignon. The Cabernet Franc was a stand-out, featuring a powerful nose of 
Morello cherries and black raspberries with roses and violets in the undercurrent—wonderfully nuanced. The 
tannins are very fine-grained and beautifully ripe. With this as the backbone of the final blend, Cheval Blanc’s 
unqualified success in this super challenging vintage makes absolute sense. 
69% of Cheval Blanc’s production went into the grand vin, 13% into Petit Cheval, and 18% was sold off for 
bulk. No press wine went in Cheval Blanc or Petit Cheval“ 
 
Ausone St.-Emilion 96+   699,00 
Michael Grimm (96+): „…ganz süße Nase, Cassis und Kirschen, ganz große Finesse und Eleganz, sehr schöne 
Balance, saftig, blaubeerig am Gaumen, appetitlich, sehr schöne Länge, klasse“ 
Yves Beck (97-98): „…Die strenge Selektion, die zur Erzeugung von Ausone 2021 geführt hat, zeigt ihre 
Früchte; das Bouquet ist von außergewöhnlicher Finesse mit einer wunderbaren Symbiose zwischen 
blumigen Nuancen, einem Hauch von Eukalyptus und Aromen von schwarzen Johannisbeeren, gefolgt von 
süßen Gewürzen und einem Hauch von Kreide. Ausone offenbart sich auf delikate Weise, aber das kennt man 
ja schon! Wie fein die Tannine sind; diese zeichnen sich durch ihren feinkörnigen Charakter aus und entfalten 
sich nach und nach, während die Säurestruktur Frische und Spannung verleiht. Der Abgang ist fruchtig und 
von guter Länge. Château Ausone 2021 nimmt den Jahrgang so wie er ist an und die getroffenen 
Entscheidungen sprechen für das sehr gute Niveau des Weins.“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… Full-bodied, but so elegant and fresh, with a silky, elegant tannin texture. Very 
deep and expansive. Lots going on already with plenty of perfume. Blueberries, cloves, lavender and some 
wild-berry notes. Dark cocoa, too. Some espresso character at the end. Wonderful interplay of spices and fruit. 
Long. It keeps going.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (97-100): “… A blend of 65% Cabernet Franc and 35% Merlot, the 2021 Ausone is a 
strong candidate for the title of wine of the vintage. Wafting from the glass with aromas of wild blueberries and 
raspberries mingled with rose petals, violets, exotic spices, vine smoke and blood orange, it's full-bodied, 
seamless and sensual, with a satiny attack that segues into a deep, layered mid-palate of breathtaking 
precision and intensity without weight. Built around bright acids and ultra-refined tannins and concluding with 
a resonant, perfumed finish, this profound young Ausone represents the essence of this great limestone 
terroir. I am not in the habit of drinking six-month-old Bordeaux cask samples, but this is one wine that would 
have sorely tempted me to make an exception to that rule if my appointment at the estate hadn't been one of 
the first of the day! 
One of Bordeaux's greatest terroirs, perched on the edge of Saint-Émilion's limestone escarpment, Ausone 
comprises vineyards on the slopes (of which one, "Le Poirier," situated directly below the château, supplies 
the core of the assemblage) and on the walled terraces that cling to the top of the plateau. It's a sheltered 
mesoclimate, planted predominantly with Cabernet Franc, with at most 1.2 meters of clay above the rock. The 
vineyards are old, and when missing vines have been replaced, the replacements are tagged and harvested 
separately. In the winery, the fruit ferments in wooden vats with twice-daily délestages (rack-and-return) until 
alcoholic fermentation begins to subside, at which point the cap is simply moistened until the moment of 
décuvage and pressing. Maturation follows, in a cool former quarry hewn from the limestone, in entirely new 
barrels (mainly from Taransaud and Demptos) and lasts for some 20 months. The result is one of the region's 
most characterful and long-lived wines, endowed with striking intensity, precision and persistence.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Ausone was picked on September 30 for the Merlot and October 4–6 
for the Cabernet Franc, with a higher percentage of Cabernet Franc because some of the Merlot was 
deselected into the Chapelle. Matured in 90% new oak, this has a fragrant and floral bouquet, more iris than 
violet, revealing a hint of seaweed in the background. The palate is well-defined, quite strict and focused, 
certainly one of the more mineral-driven Ausones that I have encountered at this stage. The limestone terroir 
is evident on the finish. Again, this is a little leaner and less flamboyant than recent vintages. Having tasted 
Ausone at this prenatal stage for over 20 years, I don’t find the thrilling "drive” or the pyrotechnics of the 2001, 
2010, 2016 or 2019. Yet this Ausone is compelling in its own uncompromising way, and I wouldn't want it any 
different.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 Ausone could turn out to be one of the wines of the vintage on the Right 
Bank. It shows terrific balance, with just enough mid-palate sweetness and texture to fill out the layers. To be 
sure the 2021 is an understated Ausone, but all the elements are so nicely balanced. Red/purplish berry fruit, 
pomegranate, spice and mocha are pushed forward. The blend is 60% Cabernet Franc and 40% Merlot, with 
the Merlot more in evidence today while the Franc is felt mostly in the wine's finish. Rose petal, cinnamon and 
blood orange add an exotic flourish. „ 
„This year's tasting at Ausone consisted of just three wines: La Clotte, Chapelle d'Ausone and Ausone. The 
Vauthier family endured a brutal year in which frost and mildew wiped out 80-90% of the production at Fonbel, 
Simard, Haut-Simard and St. Georges. Those wines will be presented only as finished, bottled wines. Yields at 



La Clotte and Ausone were down much less, on the order of 20% or so. “We farm biodynamically out of a 
sense of conviction, because we think it is the right thing to do,” Pauline Vauthier told me. “But losing a large 
part of the harvest is very difficult. If we have another year like 2021, we might seriously reconsider some of 
our choices.” 
Jane Anson (95): „…Violet edging, jewel red depths. There is austerity on the tannins here, but also great 
depths through the palate, with controlled but juicy loganberry and raspberry fruits, and waves of saffron, 
creamy red-fruit puree, crushed rock, cold ash and salt-cracker salinity. Subdued, with hidden power and 
complexity. A tough year for this stable of wines - or rather proof of their exceptionally high standards, making 
a half production of Simard, no Haut Simard, tiny amounts of Fonbel and almost certainly no Moulin St 
Georges. The last year that Ausone will be recorded as a Premier Grand Cru Classé A, before publication of 
the new ranking in September 2022. Harvest September 30 to October 6, 100% new oak. In conversion to 
organic farming since 2020, Philippe Baillarguet cellar master. Average vine age 55 years“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (95-97): „…A blend of 65% Cabernet Franc, harvested 4-6 October, and 35% Merlot, 
harvested on 30 September, the 2021 Ausone is deep purple-black colored. The nose absolutely pops with 
bright, super-fresh notes of redcurrants, juicy raspberries, blackberries, and violets, plus suggestions of 
plums, baking spices, lavender, and tar with a touch of pencil shavings. Medium-bodied, the palate has a 
concentrated, well-sustained mid-palate of electrically charged red berry layers with loads of mineral accents 
and fine-grained tannins, delivering incredible tension and energy on the long, energetic vintage. This is an 
absolute triumph in this vintage.“ 
„Only La Clotte, Chapelle d’Ausone, and Ausone were shown as barrel samples during Primeurs this year 
because the production of the other wines, due to frost and mildew, was so low there was not much to sell.  
“We worked a lot,” Pauline Vauthier told me. “We did BIG selection. The yields were so low we produced very 
few bottles. We had to adapt our technique of winemaking for this vintage. This year, Chapelle d’Ausone is a 
very unusual blend because all the good Merlot was used for Ausone.” 
 

Castillon – Côtes de Bordeaux                          
 
D‘Aiguilhe  92+   16,90 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…hellbeerigere, frische Frucht, knackig, elegant, kräftige Säure, elegant, sehr schöne 
Struktur, Balance, Mitte schlank und kräftige Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Das Bouquet von Aiguilhe zeigt eine schöne Fruchtfinesse. Es ist einladend und enthüllt 
kreidige Nuancen, die von Kirscharomen begleitet werden. Am Gaumen spiegelt der Wein die kreideartige 
Seite wider, die Frische verleiht, während die Säurestruktur für Spannung sorgt. Der Wein ist schmackhaft, 
saftig und bereits gut zugänglich. D'Aiguilhe wird 2021 zweifellos einen großen Wurf landen. Ein leckerer und 
saftiger Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-93): „…I loved the 2021 Château D'Aiguilhe, and this is one Castillon that over-delivers. 
Offering pure cassis and darker, almost blue fruits as well as notes of white flowers, it's medium-bodied, has a 
round, supple mouthfeel, ripe tannins, and a great finish. I'd be a buyer.“ 
James Suckling (91-92): “… A very pretty and tight d'Aiguilhe with citrus, dark-fruit and salty undertones. 
Medium-bodied with firm tannins and a long, racy finish. Compact palate.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (89-91+): “… Offering up aromas of sweet cherries, dark berries, licorice and flowers, the 
2021 d'Aiguilhe is medium to full-bodied, concentrated and polished, with a tangy spine of acidity, beautifully 
refined tannins and a long, penetrating finish. This is a terrific effort from the von Neipperg family's organically 
farmed Castillon estate. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Château d'Aiguilhe has a little more vigor on the nose compared to 
the Clos Marsalette, offering dark cherries and touches of cassis with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied 
with slightly grainy tannins on the entry. A lighter style of this Castillon, linear yet balanced, with a touch of 
white pepper on the finish. It will just need two or three years in bottle.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “… The 2021 d'Aiguilhe has a good bit of energy driving its balance. Crushed red 
berry/purplish fruit, rose petal, mocha and spice are all nicely delineated. I very much like the nervous energy. 
There's fine potential here.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (85-87): „…Composed of 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc, aging in 30% new oak, 
the 2021 d'Aiguilhe is medium to deep garnet-purple in color. It opens with notes of kirsch, black raspberries, 
and wild sage, followed by rosehip tea and dusty soil hints. Medium-bodied, the palate is bright and cheery 
with crunchy red fruits and a lively line, supported by a soft texture, finishing with a compelling lift.“ 
 
Montlandrie  92+   20,90 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…sehr aromatische Nase, blumig, spicy, fruchtig, blaubeerig, gewisse Süße, maskuline 
Struktur, kräftige Tannine, Power und Frische“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Frisches Bouquet mit Noten von schwarzem Pfeffer und schwarzen Johannisbeeren, 
unterlegt von Pfingstrosen-Nuancen. Am Gaumen ist der Wein von Anfang an sehr frisch. Die Tannine sind 
samten, vielleicht ein wenig straff, aber bestens mit der Säure abgestimmt. Der Wein ist schlank und zeichnet 
sich durch eine leicht salzige Note im Abgang und seinen saftigen Charakter aus. Mineralisches, fruchtiges 
und anhaltendes Finale.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92+): „…The 2021 Château Montlandrie (75% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc and 5% Cabernet 
Sauvignon) has serious potential and will unquestionably be an outstanding wine. More closed and reductive, 
with beautiful cassis fruits and hints of graphite and minerality, it's medium-bodied and delivers solid richness 



and depth, ripe tannins, and a great finish. It's a surprisingly powerful wine in the vintage and will benefit from 
2-3 years in the cellar.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Perfumed and vibrant already, with a ripe, textured and creamy tannin frame. 
Pretty blue and purple fruit. Juicy finish. Salty. 75% merlot, 20% cabernet franc and 5% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (90-92): “… A blend of 75% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc and 5% Cabernet Sauvignon, the 
2021 Montlandrie exhibits aromas of rich berries and cherries mingled with loamy soil, spices and potpourri. 
Medium to full-bodied, lively and incisive, it's nicely concentrated, with fine depth at the core and a bright, 
saline finish. Its Côtes de Castillon origins mark this out as the most tensile, mineral wine in the Durantou 
portfolio.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Montlandrie, the Durantou family's Castillon Côte de Bordeaux, was 
picked between 30 September and 8 October, matured in 50% new oak. A mélange of red and black fruit on the 
nose, light liquorice and freshly-rolled tobacco scents surface with just a few swirls. The palate is well 
structured and focused, fresh and displays well-integrated oak, though perhaps Les Cruzelles as a little more 
panache at this early stage.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “… The 2021 Montlandrie is another attractive wine in this range from the Durantou 
family. Sweet floral and spice overtones meld into a core of red/purplish berry fruit. In 2021, Montlandrie is a 
bit on the light side, but all the elements are nicely balanced.“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…Kicks off with the knife-edge austerity of limestone, with a delicate frame and oyster shell 
salinity, opening to peony floral aromatics and gentle raspberry fruits. Tight overall in its construction, needs 
to soften over ageing. 50% new oak, harvest September 30 to October 7.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…The 2021 Montlandrie is a blend of 75% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc, and 
5% Cabernet Sauvignon, aging in 50% new oak. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it rolls out with ready-
to-go scents of warm red and black plums, black raspberries, and clove oil, plus nuances of cracked black 
pepper and unsmoked cigars. Medium-bodied, the palate shimmers with intensity, supported by grainy 
tannins and a well-knit backbone of acidity, finishing long and earthy.“ 
 
Robin  91   14,90 

Michael Grimm (91): „…sehr schöne, saubere, klare 
Kirschfrucht, spicy Noten, Kirchenbank, gte Struktur, 
mittlerer Körper, sclankes Finale, kräftige Tannine…aber 
was für ein großartiger Bordeaux für alle Tage“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… Racy red fruit and cassis 
with a hint of roasted spice. Bright, vibrant acidity cuts 
through the medium-bodied palate with red-berry fruit. 
Crunchy and exuberant.“ 
Jan Thienpont: „…Chateau Robin is in the village of 
Belves de Castillon, well known for the Battle which 
opposed  on Jully  17th 1453, English men  from Henry 
VI against the French from Charles VII ending the “100 
year War”. It is on a great steep amphithe ater looking 
East-south, surrounded by forests down to the 
Dordogne river. It is a unique terroir  (clay, limestone 

and silex) at the limit of Bordeaux appellation (AOC Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux) almost in the Bergerac area. 
A blend of several very old vines (Mostly merlot but also Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Francs (Bouchet 
type), and very Old Malbecs.  
The vineyard has been abandoned from 2015 until 2018 when we took it over with my other brothers. Stephan 
Asseo used to produce this wine from start of 90’s until start of the 2000’s. This estate was classified “Second 
cru in 1874” in the Feret Book, nearby our neighbour Clos Puy Arnaud from Thierry Valette which was 1er Cru.  
It is a new adventure, with all the hard work that we have to put in and I am therefore very honoured that you 
can take time to taste those wines that we will send you asap. 
2021, A summer of extreme Hot weather conditions in Europe but Oceanic in Bordeaux  
 
While the south west of France had a “freshness bubble" with rain and mid warm temperature, a big part of 
France and Europe was struggling with forest fires. 
For ex. In France during the Summer 2021  the number of fire was 5 time more than the mean of 2008-2020 
period.  
 
This lead us to confirm our “Agroforesterie" and “Agroecological" approach that we started already 
since 2011 at Clos Fontaine in Saint Cibard. Biodiversity, Forest protection and careful exploitation is the only 
way to fight against weather  change. It protects wildlife and therefore our vineyards as well. 
2021 is an Oceanic vintage for us: we had a rather mild winter which caused an early burst. The spring and 
summer were cool and wet. We had to harvest late this vintage waiting a sunny late season. Start of October a 
soft and regular wind dried out the September rains and allowed us to harvest peacefully despite the fact that 
we had to make a strong selection because of severe mildiou attack (we will be certified organic in 2022). The 
Robin 2021 is delicate, well-balanced with low Alcoholic degrees (12,5%) with a PH between 3,5 & 3,7. 
The Merlot was supple and perfumed, the Cabernet Francs had an outstanding aromatic while the Cabernet 
Sauvignon brought the floral violette touch of Robin competing with our old Malbec which bring the 
roundness and Color.“ 
 



L’Aurage (Sohn von Mitjaville – Le Tertre Roteboeuf) 93+   29,00 
Michael Grimm (93); „…besser als 2020. Schöne, reife, Kirschnase, am Gaumengut, gute Struktur, sehr schöne 
Charakter und schöne Struktur, lang, gute Tannine, mittlerer Körper“ 
 

Côtes de Bourg                          
 
Domaine de Cambes  92-93+   41,70 
Michael Grimm (92-93+): „…dunkle bis schwarze Beeren, Schießpulver, feine florale Töne, guter Körper, 
frische Säure, sehr gute Tannine, sehr gute Struktur“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Domaine De Cambes should be outstanding. A ripe, medium-bodied, nicely 
concentrated effort with classic, vanilla-tinged aromas of red and black fruits as well as sappy herbs, I like its 
tannins, it has considerable elegance, and a great finish.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (90-92): “… From vines growing on deep, cool clays on the foggy bank of the Gironde, 
where tannins degrade without any loss of freshness, the 2021 Domaine de Cambes unfurls in the glass with 
aromas of sweet cherries, mulberries, cocoa nib, tobacco and loamy soil. Medium to full-bodied, ample and 
fleshy, it's lively and succulent, concluding with a long, saline finish. Despite its evident quality, it's entitled to 
no more than the simple Bordeaux appellation.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Domaine des Cambes is a doppelgänger for a Burgundy with its pure 
dark cherry and blueberry fruit, very pure and perfumed. The palate is medium-bodied with slightly grainy 
tannins framing black plum and boysenberry fruit laced with white pepper. Gentle, almost soothing, this 
should be absolutely delicious once in bottle.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “…The 2021 Domaine des Cambes is a very pretty wine with lovely aromatic presence 
and detail. Crushed flowers, sweet red berry fruit, spice and mint grace a delicate, understated Domaine des 
Cambes that is all charm. The 2021 is attractive, but also a bit light in texture but it opens nicely with a bit of 
air.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…Medium garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Domaine de Cambes rolls out with 
red berry scents of kirsch, wild strawberries, and fragrant soil followed by dried roses and wild sage. Medium-
bodied, the palate is satiny with plenty of vibrant red berry flavors and soft acidity, finishing with a savory lift.“ 
 
Roc de Cambes  94+   60,70 
Michael Grimm (94+): „…schwarzbeerige Frucht, Struktur, feine Süße, Lakritze, schwarzkirschig, sehr gute 
Struktur, am Gaumen dann auch frische Blaubeerigkeit, lang, gute Säure, sehr gute Tannine, mittlerer Körper, 
hat etwas von Component Cab Franc“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…Slightly lighter in weight than the Domaine de Cambes, the 2021 Roc De Cambes is 
nevertheless more aromatic, with beautiful cassis and redcurrant fruits as well as spice box, vanilla bean, and 
dried flowers. A blend of Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon, it's more straight, focused, and muscular on the 
palate, with solid structure and plenty of Cabernet power“ 
Parker/William Kelley (91-93): “… The 2021 Roc de Cambes is shaping up beautifully, wafting from the glass 
with aromas of sweet berries, wild plums, rich cassis, pipe tobacco and espresso roast. Medium to full-bodied, 
fleshy and textural, it's a rich, sensual wine with an elegantly muscular profile, its structuring tannins largely 
concealed by succulent fruit. Seamless and penetrating, it's an especially elegant rendition of this superb clay-
limestone terroir in the Côtes de Bourg. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Roc de Cambes has another quite Burgundy-like bouquet, a mélange 
of red and black fruit, very well defined, perfumed and pure. The caressing palate has good weight, a 
uncommon sense of rondeur for a 2021, and pliant, filigreed tannins on the finish. I think the 2021 vintage 
really suits the Roc de Cambes. A wonderful wine“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “… The 2021 Roc de Cambes is fabulous. It possesses terrific depth and intensity from 
start to finish. Black cherry, plum, licorice, smoke, tobacco, incense and dried herbs build effortlessly in the 
glass. All the elements are beautifully balanced. The 2021 is so appealing today, but it clearly offers 
considerable potential for the future.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91): „…The 2021 Roc de Cambes is medium to deep garnet-purple colored. It 
features a very fragrant nose of redcurrant jelly, raspberry preserves, and lavender with hints of tilled soil, 
charcoal, and fallen leaves. Medium-bodied, the palate has a plush texture and plenty of earth-laced red fruit 
flavors, finishing with great length and harmony.“ 
 

Fronsac & Francs – Côtes de Bordeaux                          
 

Wenn man in Bordeaux den Namen Thienpont nennt, spitzen die Weinliebhaber gleich 
die Ohren. Die einzelnen Zweige des Clans erzeugen Weine wie Vieux Chateau Certan 
(Alexandre und Guillaume Thienpont), Le Pin und L’If (Jacques Thienpont) oder Pavie 
Macquin, Larcis Ducasse und Beausejour Duffau Lagarosse (Nicolas Thienpont). An der 
Côte de Bourg und Côte de Francs sind es die Brüder Jan und Florian Thienpont. Noch 
hat ihr Château Clos Fontaine nicht die Aufmerksamkeit der anderen Schlösser. Und weil 
in den Satelliten von St.-Emilion zu Hause, wird daraus auch kein 1er Grand Cru Classé. 
Wenn man aber mit derselben Sorgfalt und Gewissenhaftigkeit arbeitet, als wäre man ein 
Grand Cru Classé, sollte sich das wohl auszahlen. Und das tut es auch. Über 70 Jahre 
alte Merlot-Reben, Handarbeit, naturnaher Anbau und Ausbau in gebrauchten Fässern 
von Vieux Chateau Certan, Lafleur oder Ausone. Für mich der vielleicht beste Value in 



Bordeaux. 100 % Merlot. Nur 6000 Flaschen (15%) werden vom Premier Vin erzeugt. Flaschengrößen bis 
Imperial möglich. Gepackt in eleganten, flachen 6er Holzkisten. 
 
Clos Fontaine Premier Vin             91+   13,70 
Michael Grimm (91+); „…sehr schöne, fruchtige, fleischige Nase, feine florale Noten, , mittlerer Körper, Druck 
fehlt etwas, süße Frucht im Finale, wieder sehr schön“ 
James Suckling (90-91): “… An elegant and poised delivery with a mixture of redcurrants, blueberries and 
fresh herbs. Medium body with juicy, crisp acidity and supple tannins. Very approachable. Drink from 2023.“ 
 
Les Perrières de Lafleur             92-93   69,00 
Michael Grimm (92-93); „…frische Kirschfrucht, gewisse Strenge, Mitte schlank, hat aber viel Charme, sehr 
elegant und gute Struktur, sehr schöne Balance“ 
Yves Beck (94-96): „…Perrières zeigt eine überraschende Intensität mit deutlichen Noten von Veilchen, 
schwarzen Johannisbeeren und schwarzem Pfeffer. Angenehme Süße im Auftakt, die die schmackhafte und 
fruchtige Seite des Weins unterstreicht, während die Tannine sich langsam offenbaren. Sie sind sehr prägnant 
am Gaumenende, wo sie den Wein ideal unterstützen, indem sie ihm Kraft verleihen und die anderen Elemente 
nicht verdrängen, sondern im Gegensatz sie als Mitträger einbeziehen. Die Säurestruktur nimmt die 
Herausforderung an und verleiht die nötige Spannung, um mit der Kraft der Tannine umzugehen. Ein präziser, 
anhaltender, vollendeter Wein, der bereit ist, einige Jahrzehnte zu überdauern.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…A wine that was first made in 2018, the 2021 Les Perrières De Lafleur comes from 
pure limestone soils in Fronsac and vines that were a massale selection from Lafleur. The blend is 60% 
Bouchet (an old variety of Cabernet Franc) and 40% Merlot, and it offers a vivid ruby hue to go with beautiful 
notes of ripe cherries, cassis, chalky minerality, and white flowers. More pure, focused, and tight on the palate, 
it has tons of salinity and obvious minerality, terrific tannins, and a great finish. It's a beautiful wine that excels 
in the vintage.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A creamy and spicy wine with red fruit, including cherries. It's medium-bodied 
with fine tannins and a fruity finish. Lovely density and focus to the wine. 62% cabernet franc and the rest 
merlot.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (94-95+): “… A wine that's liable to rival and indeed surpass the 2019 and 2018, the 2021 
Les Perrières de Lafleur offers up a beautifully pure bouquet of raspberries, violets, rose petals, tobacco 
smoke and sweet spices. Medium to full-bodied, deep and multidimensional, it's concentrated and chiseled, 
with a bright spine of acidity, ultra-refined tannins and a long, intensely saline finish. It's a blend of 59% Merlot 
and 41% massal selection Cabernet Franc taken from Château Lafleur.“ 
Where to begin when singing the praises of Château Lafleur and its stewards, the Guinaudeau family? At this 
address, rare seriousness and attention to detail, informed by a deep engagement with Bordeaux's past and 
present, meets a superb terroir, planted almost entirely with old massal selections of Cabernet Franc and 
Merlot, which has never seen pesticides or herbicides. The result, somewhat predictably, is one of Bordeaux's 
very greatest wines, but also, given its Cabernet preponderance and soils richer in gravel than in clay, a rather 
anomalous Pomerol. But that's a teleological narrative: Lafleur is what it is today as much by accident as by 
design, for its former proprietors, the Robin sisters, simply didn't change anything between the death of their 
father in 1947 and 1985, when Jacques Guinaudeau took the reins. After the famous 1956 frosts, when much of 
Bordeaux was replanted (often at lower densities and with inferior vine genetics, emphasizing Merlot at the 
expense of less-productive cépages), the Robins did nothing; they only adopted tractors when oxen became 
unobtainable. By 1985, some 30% of the vineyard's vines were dead, and those that remained were contorted 
by maladroit pruning. The upside to this more or less benevolent neglect was (besides wines of extraordinary 
concentration and intensity) an unspoiled genetic patrimony and living soils. What was missing was 
consistency. Jacques Guinaudeau changed that. He replanted missing vines, but found that they didn't taste 
like Lafleur, so he embarked upon a massal selection program to preserve Lafleur's unique vine genetics. And 
determined to no longer submit to the ups and downs of good and bad vintages, he introduced (in 1987) what 
was initially a second wine, Les Pensées de Lafleur, which became, by 1999, a wine in its own right. Ever 
since, Lafleur derives from the two gravel "banks" that are diagonally bisected by an old watercourse, which is 
the source of Les Pensées. The soils in this old watercourse are richer in clay and more humid (a permanent 
cover crop distinguishes these rows from the rest of Lafleur), and they deliver a wine that's much more typical 
of Pomerol than Lafleur itself, a wine that transcends appellations. There's so much more to say, but that will 
have to wait for a future profile. In the meantime, it may suffice to say that Lafleur has once again produced 
one of the wines of the vintage in 2021. But what's new? 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Les Perrières from the Guinaudeau family, the fourth vintage under 
this name, was picked from 30 September to 1 October. It has a well-defined bouquet with crushed stone 
infusing the cool black fruit, a hint of sea spray in the background. The palate is medium-bodied with fine, quit 
chiselled, slightly chalky tannins. Fresh and saline, there is a verticality towards the finish. Like the Grand 
Village, very impressive transparency“ 
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “… The 2021 Les Perrières is the wine in the Guinaudeau family's range readers should 
focus on. Sure, Lafleur is epic, but it requires connections and resources to acquire. The Perrières, on the 
other hand, is easier to find, costs a fraction of the Grand Vin, and guess what? It is fabulous in 2021. Dense 
and packed, the Perrières overwhelms the senses with its captivating beauty. Dark fruit, gravel, spice, menthol 
and lavender infuse this virile, somber wine with tremendous nuance. I would be thrilled to own it.“ 
"I was quite taken with the wines I tasted at Lafleur this year. As always, Baptiste Guinaudeau and Omri Ram 
had some pretty strong views to share. ""It was a year with many seasons, but you just had to know what to 
do,"" Guinaudeau said. ""We have gotten better at frost protection, especially in understanding how to deal 



with black versus white frost, which are quite different in terms of how the layers of air are arranged and what 
approaches work well in each case. People say the Merlots are diluted, but we had the same berry size as in 
2015,"" he added. As for the wines, this range offers something for everyone. The Grand Villages bottlings 
deliver superb quality for the money, while the Champs Libres continues to gain in distinction. The two wines 
from the Lafleur property itself are once again stellar, but this year I was especially taken by the Perrières, 
which is tremendous. " 
Jane Anson (92): „…You feel the depth on the aromatics here, exerting a grip from the opening beats. Majors 
on austerity, but they have constructed a wine that has flesh to its blueberry and raspberry fruits, with salty 
cracker, crushed rocks and graphite. 2021 was not the easiest year for limestone-dominant wines because 
they can head towards the extremes of being too lean, but while this is restrained but it clearly has depths and 
interest. A success, one to look out for.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91+): „…The 2021 Les Perrieres is a blend of 62% Cabernet Franc, harvested on 1 
October, and 38% Merlot, harvested on 30 September. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it rolls 
effortlessly out of the glass with bold notions of black and red plums, boysenberries, and cloves, plus hints of 
aniseed, fragrant soil, and underbrush. Medium-bodied, the palate delivers impressive intensity with fine-
grained tannins and tons of freshness, finishing long and perfumed.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A creamy and spicy wine with red fruit, including cherries. It's medium-bodied 
with fine tannins and a fruity finish. Lovely density and focus to the wine. 62% cabernet franc and the rest 
merlot.“ 
 

Lalande de Pomerol                          
 
La Chenade  91-92   18,40 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…intensive Nase, blaubeerig, feine reduktive Note, blumig, Veilchen, sehr gute 
Struktur, sehr gute Balance, kräftige Tannine, sehr gut“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Die Nase von La Chenade ist etwas reduktiv und kommt langsam zur Geltung. Mit etwas 
Luft zeigen sich Nuancen von schwarzen Johannisbeeren und Kräutern, gefolgt von einem Hauch Menthol. 
Der Wein verfügt über bestens eingebundene samtene Tannine und eine schöne Vitalität, die ihm die nötige 
Energie verleiht, um voranzukommen. La Chenade hebt das hervorragende Weinbaumanagement durch das 
gesamte Team im Jahr 2021 hervor, das durch die erzielte Qualität gebührend belohnt wurde.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…The 2021 Château La Chenade is all Merlot from the Lalande-de-Pomerol region, 
brought up in 30% new French oak. It's always a riper, round, pleasure-bent beauty, and the 2021 is no 
exception, with medium-bodied aromas and flavors of darker cherries, black raspberries, gravelly earth, and 
flowers. With soft tannins and a plump, rounded mouthfeel, it's ideal for drinking on release and over the 
following 7-8 years.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A medium-bodied, ripe and textured Lalande with creamy, fleshy tannins. 
Succulent core of ripe plum fruit, chocolate and some orange and peppermint. Fragrant and plush. 100% 
merlot.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (89-90): “… The 2021 La Chenade, from vineyards in Lalande de Pomerol that were saved 
from the frost, offers up rich aromas of berries and plums mingled with loamy soil and spices. Medium to full-
bodied, fleshy and seamless, it's built around powdery tannins and lively acids.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (87-89): “… The 2021 La Chenade was picked between September 24 and October 1 and 
this year is pure Merlot. Again, it is simple but clean and well-defined on the nose of brassy red cherries and 
crushed strawberry fruit. The palate is balanced with vivacious red fruit. It pulls up a tad short, but there is still 
plenty of flavor and freshness here. Fine.“ 
Jane Anson (88): „…The precision that you find so often in the Durantou family estates is fully on display here, 
with carefully placed redcurrant and raspberry fruit and gentle waves of campfire smoke. A little soft through 
the mid palate, but all in balance. No frost or mildew, giving yields of 45hl/h. Sandy gravel soils, harvest 
September 23 to October 1. Noémie Durantou winemaker.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88+): „…The 2021 La Chenade is 100% Merlot, aging in 30% new oak. Medium to 
deep garnet-purple in color, it barrels out with bold notes of juicy black plums, kirsch, and fresh blackberries, 
plus wafts of charcoal, black olives, and lavender. Medium-bodied, the palate is plush and juicy with fantastic 
tension and a minerally finish.“ 
 
Le Cruzelles  92+   24,70 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…reife, blaubeerige Frische, feine Blumigkeit, Mandeln, Charme, gute Struktur, mittlerer 
Körper, sehr gute Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Viel Frische und Frucht im Bouquet von Les Cruzelles. Es zeigt einladende Minztöne 
unterlegt von Kirschen, Heidelbeeren und blumigen Düften. Der Auftakt ist fruchtig und erfrischend. Hier sind 
viele positive Aspekte in diesem Wein vorhanden, und er freut sich einfach da zu sein! Ein feiner, eleganter, 
ausgewogener und schmackhafter Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Château Les Cruzelles comes from a single parcel and is 65% Merlot and 
35% Merlot. The parcel is more gravelly clay soils, and the high Cabernet Franc component in the wine gives it 
a style all its own. Sporting a deep purple hue as well as beautiful cassis fruits and notes of chalky mineral, 
graphite, and violets, it hits the palate with medium-bodied richness and has good acidity, fine tannins, and 
outstanding length. It's another beautiful wine I'd happily drink any time over the coming 10-12 years. The 
élevage here is 50% new barrels, and it's not showing a hint of oak.“ 



James Suckling (91-92): “… Very pretty blend of 65% merlot and 35% cabernet franc with a medium body, fine 
tannins and a fresh finish. Shows brightness and refinement.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… This vintage, Noëmie Durantou decided that one lot of Cabernet Franc was so 
good that she took it out of La Chenade and blended it into the 2021 Les Cruzelles. It has a lovely nose with 
blackberry, redcurrant, undergrowth and hints of bell pepper, that Cabernet lending more complexity. The 
palate is very well balanced with good depth and freshness, spicier than usual with a persistent finish. This 
would be my pick for Durantou if their Pomerol wines are out of reach.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…Gunsmoke reduction, clears quickly, and this is a successful interpretation of the vintage, 
with cooling and precise savoury blue fruits, and a whisp of violet aromatics. Fine tannins, well balanced, 
working with an unsual blend because higher levels of Cabernet Franc than normal. 45hl/h yields from early-
ripening terroir. Look out for it. Harvest September 23 to 30.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (87-89): „…The 2021 Les Cruzelles is composed of 65% Merlot and 35% Cabernet 
Franc, aging in 50% new oak. Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it leaps with notes of wild blueberries, 
fresh raspberries, and redcurrant, followed by hints of tar and wild sage. Medium-bodied, the palate is lively 
with a lot of energy, featuring rounded tannins and bags of crunchy red fruits, finishing with an herbal lift.“ 
 
Les Hauts Conseillants  89-90   folgt 
Michael Grimm (89-90): „..recht fleischige Nase, feine Brotkruste, Brioche, Kirschen, saftig, schön am Gaumen, 
vollreif+-Note, aber schöner Wein“ 
Yves Beck (86-87): „…Das Bouquet von Les Hauts-Conseillants offenbart sich langsam, hat aber Mühe, Frucht 
zu zeigen. Der Auftakt ist schmackhaft und der Wein ist mit leicht cremigen Tanninen versehen, die jedoch im 
Abgang etwas straff und kantig sind.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Château Les Hauts-Conseillants has a clean and fresh nose with 
simple brambly red fruit laced with tobacco. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy red fruit, fine grip with 
plenty of substance on the finish. This is a successful Lalande-de-Pomerol.“ 
Jane Anson (88): „…Natural concentration, perfumed nose, sappy tannins, touches of earth, raspberry leaf 
and rose stem, this has character, is savoury and soft on the finish. 10% malo in barrel, 35% new oak, 23hl/h 
yield after frost“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (81-83): „…The 2021 Les Hauts-Conseillants is medium to deep garnet-purple in color. 
It gives up notions of dried herbs, crushed rocks, and tobacco, leading to vague plums and blackberries 
scents. The palate is medium-bodied with simple black fruits and earthy flavors supported by soft tannins and 
finishing simple and succinct.“ 
 

Pomerol                          
 
Beauregard  92-93   65,00 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „…saubere, klare Frucht, blaubeerig, sehr elegant beginnend und dann sehr trocken 
endend“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Das Bouquet von Beauregard zeigt gut den Charme, den man von ihm kennt, und ist 
daher klassisch! Einladende Nuancen von Schokolade und dunklen Beeren unterlegt von blumigen Noten. Der 
Auftakt ist lieblich und kündigt einen Wein an, der neben Charme auch Körper und tragende Tannine hat. Das 
Ganze ist ausgewogen und wird von der Säure gut unterstützt, ist aber schlanker als üblich. Ein eleganter und 
schmackhafter Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-93): „…A plump, medium-bodied, pleasure-bent effort with lots to like, the 2021 Château 
Beauregard gives up plenty of red and darker, almost black fruits as well as chocolate, spice, and a touch of 
tobacco. It's not the biggest or richest Pomerol out there, but it has terrific purity, ripe tannins, and is going to 
put a smile on your face on release.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Very fresh and fine with a medium body and silky, delicate tannins. Bright 
raspberry, blackberry, citrus and light hazelnut notes. Bright and crunchy finish. Creamy and beautiful. 70% 
merlot and 30% cabernet franc.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (91-93): “… A wine that improved notably over the three weeks I spent in Bordeaux, the 
2021 Beauregard offers up aromas of cherries, sweet berries, pipe tobacco, loamy soil and sweet spices. 
Medium to full-bodied, fleshy and seamless, it's generous and textural, with a layered core of fruit, ripe tannins 
and a long, penetrating finish. It's a blend of 70% Merlot and 30% Cabernet Franc this year.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Beauregard was picked between September 29 and October 11 at 
26hL/ha. It has a well-defined bouquet of pretty red cherries and crushed strawberry fruit, cedar and rose petal 
emerging with time. The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins, well-integrated oak and a light, slightly 
peppery finish thanks to the 30% Cabernet Franc. All it lacks is a bit of sustain on the aftertaste. Très Pomerol. 
13% alcohol“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Beauregard is bold, racy juicy super-expressive in this tasting, with 
terrific fruit presence and fine balance. All the elements come together nicely in a supple Pomerol that is all 
charm. Succulent red cherry, plum, mocha, spice and licorice are front and center. This is a strong showing. 
Tasted two times.“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…Ruby red in colour, attractive raspberry and loganberry fruits on the opening beats, and a 
classic blend despite a low 29hl/h yield. There is precision and careful sculpting of the fruits, with signature 
Cabernet Franc floral notes curling up out of the glass, but this is skirting ripeness and a little austere on the 
finish. Needs to soften up further over ageing to deliver a truly signature Pomerol vintage. Tasted twice.“ 



TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (86-88): „…The 2021 Beauregard is composed of 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc. 
Medium to deep garnet-purple in color, it features notes of stewed black plums, mulberries, and fragrant earth, 
giving way to hints of tar and truffles. Medium-bodied, it is soft and juicy in the mouth, with just enough 
freshness and a savory finish.“ 
 
Chantalouette  90+   16,90 
Château Chantalouette ist der Zweitwein von Chateau de Sales, welches seit mehr als 500 Jahren im Besitz der 
selben Familie ist. Man arbeitet hier naturnah und sehr traditionell. Klassisches racking gehört dabei ebenso 
dazu wie ein leichtes Schönen mit Eiweiß.  
Michael Grimm (90+): „…schöne, kräftige Kirschfrucht, feine florale Noten, Veilchen, gute Struktur, lecker, 
saftig, Mitte schlank, feine Bitterschoko, insgesamt recht schön“ 
 
Clos du Clocher  93+   49,50 
Michael Grimm (93+): „…35 hl/ha, 30% Cabernet Franc & 70% Merlot, schöne Frucht, Weihrauch, schön am 
Gaumen, saftig, gute Struktur, lang, kräftige Tannine aber nicht bitter, hat auch Power, gutes Finish mit 
Grafite“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Subtiles Bouquet, das Frische und Reife durch Nuancen von roten Beeren und Minze 
vereint. Am Gaumen ist der Wein charmant und leicht cremig. Seine Tannine sind samten, gut eingebunden 
und stehen im Einklang mit der Säurestruktur. Ein Wein mit Substanz, Charme und zuverlässigen Tanninen.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Fresh and caressing with pretty notes of brambleberries, violets and orange zest. 
Medium to full body. Very fresh and fine with plush tannins. Nicely done for the vintage. From organically 
grown grapes.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (90-93): “… A blend of 70% Merlot and 30% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Clos du Clocher 
delivers aromas of plums and blackberries mingled with hints of spices and creamy new oak. Medium to full-
bodied, lively and structured, with a deep core of fruit and powdery tannins that assert themselves on the 
finish, it derives from prime parcels on the plateau of Pomerol.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “…The 2021 Clos du Clocher has quite a ripe, black plum and licorice bouquet, 
hints of menthol emerging with time. The palate is medium-bodied with grippy tannins on the entry, and quite 
dense on the finish, which will need to soften by bottling time. But there is good substance here, and élevage 
should shape this into a fine Pomerol.“ 
„Jean-Baptiste Bourotte was unable to meet when I tasted his portfolio at Michel Rolland’s laboratory, but new 
winemaker Mathieu Bronté filled me in. “It was a difficult season for all the winemakers. We had some frost, 
but not much in Clos du Clocher, more on the lower parts of the vineyard in the plain. We lost 50% in some 
places. There was a bit of coulure as well. There was a lot of rain in June, 180mm in one month, double the 
normal amount. Clos du Clocher is in the first year of organic conversion, and this actually worked well as you 
are often in the vineyard. Copper sulphate seemed to work well. We now use grass as a cover crop between 
rows, working with humus to create more biodiversity and this helped drain the water and made driving the 
tractors easier. We de-leafed one side of the vines in June and then the other side in August, just like we did 
15 years ago. For the healthy fruit, we could wait for ripeness to come in September, for example, we picked 
the Cabernet Franc at Clos du Clocher on 14 October. For the vinification, we were close to 13% potential 
alcohol with 3.5-3.6 in pH, more like 2014, yet the phenolic analysis of the tannins meant that extraction was 
more difficult. If you extracted at the end of the alcoholic fermentation, you could get some astringency, so we 
just mixed the juice in the second half so that the yeast could keep working. We decreased the malo in barrel 
to 10-15% to keep the fruit. We have a new cellarmaster that transferred from Malartic-Lagravière who is 
striving towards a more reductive élevage, using more nitrogen so we can use less SO2.” 
Jane Anson (94): „…The 5ha Clos du Clocher has pulled off a brilliant trick in 2021, proving as it often does 
that in difficult years you should look for wines with natural density in their soils. This is powerful, with 
succulence to its blackberry and damson fruits, and delivers cocoa bean, truffle and bitter almond edging to 
deepen the effect. Natural yeast, no chaptilisation, no saignée (bleeding of the tanks in the cellar), 37hl/h yield, 
aged in 50% new oak, and 10% wine globes. In official organic conversion for the first time in 2021, but has 
been working this way for some time.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Clos du Clocher has a nose of 
stewed plums, blackberry pie, and Morello cherries, plus suggestions of fertile loam, cardamom, and black 
olives. Medium-bodied, the palate offers mouth-coating black fruits with a lively backbone and plush tannins, 
finishing with lovely purity.“ 
 
Conseillante  94-95   218,00 
Michael Grimm (94-95): „…die späteste Lese ever. Ganz saubere, klare Frucht und Nase, große Eleganz, sehr 
gute Struktur, kein Loch in der Mitte, ganz große Balance, großartige, schlanke Silhouette, Frische mit 
schönen Tabaknoten, Finale wieder rot-blaubeerig, sehr gute Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (97-98): „…Wunderschönes Bouquet, das den Stil von La Conseillante durch blumige, fruchtige 
Nuancen und einen Hauch von Menthol verkörpert. Der Auftakt ist filigran und deutet ein wenig Charme an. 
Der Wein ist sehr präzise und offenbart sich nach und nach, indem er straffe, aber feine und gut eingebundene 
Tannine zulässt. Dies ist eindeutig ein großer Wein, der sich in der Elite von Pomerol positioniert, weil er sich 
nicht vom Jahrgang und dessen Herausforderungen nicht einschüchtern lässt und die entscheidenden 
Elemente hervorzuheben weiß, nämlich feine, nicht überextrahierte Tannine und einen klaren, aber nicht 
dominanten Charme. Die Balance ist natürlich vorhanden, was zwar jedes Jahr wichtig ist, aber sicherlich 
herausfordernder, vor allem im Hinblick auf die solide Gaumenmitte mit einer Tanninstruktur, die von der 
Frische ergänzt wird.“  



Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The 2021 Château La Conseillante showed 
beautifully, and while it's not going to match the all-time greats here, it's 
a quintessential, elegant, seamless Pomerol in the making. Revealing a 
deep purple hue as well as a spectacular nose of pure cassis, ripe 
tobacco, damp earth, and ample floral nuances, it hits the palate with 
medium to full-bodied richness, ultra-fine tannins, beautiful overall 
balance, and a great finish. It's a remarkable effort in this challenging 
vintage. The blend is 85% Merlot and 15% Cabernet Franc, still aging in 
70% new barrels, that hit 13.3% alcohol and a pH of 3.6.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Lovely, balanced and linear with seamless, 
fine tannins that are soft and creamy. Medium-bodied. Very attractive 
berry, light walnut and violet character. Long finish.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (95-96): “…A superb effort that transcends the 
challenges of the vintage, the 2021 La Conseillante offers up a 
beautifully perfumed nose of wild berries, raspberry coulis, violets, 
exotic spices and vine smoke. Medium to full-bodied, supple and 
enveloping, it's a sensual, seamless wine that's deep and layered, 
structured around supple tannins and lively acids. Perfumed and 
penetrating, the 2021 isn't the most powerful wine this estate has 
produced, but it brilliantly exemplifies the rare structural elegance and 
almost Burgundian aromatic range that so often set this great estate 

apart from the rest of the Pomerol appellation. It's a blend of 85% Merlot and 15% Cabernet Franc.“ 
„Under the direction of Marielle Cazaux, La Conseillante continues to go from strength to strength, as 
exemplified by the estate's brilliant 2019 vintage. The estate's parcels are harvested into 15-kilogram crates, 
spend the night in a cold room and are sorted the next day, before being vinified, parcel by parcel, with pump-
overs by hand. Percentages of new oak have diminished: from 80% between 2011-2014, to only 70% from 2015 
onward; but, more importantly, the selection of barrels has changed, too, favoring lighter toasts—and cooler 
temperatures in the chai help, too. Contemporary La Conseillante is an immensely sensual, seamless wine, 
exhibiting striking perfume and purity of fruit; and it's a strong candidate for the title of Pomerol's most 
elegant—and dare I say it, Burgundian—wine.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (95-97): “… The 2021 La Conseillante was picked the latest in memory, from September 28 
until October 8, at 39hL/ha, and matured in 70% new oak. It comes in at 13.3% alcohol and a pH of 3.6. The 
beautifully defined bouquet offers blackberry, bilberry and light iris petal scents, just a suggestion of black 
truffle coming though with time. The harmonious palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins and lightly spiced 
red fruit. There is a very subtle ferrous note, lovely depth and grip on the finish, and a persistent aftertaste. A 
beautiful La Conseillante courtesy of winemaker Marielle Cazaux and her team.“ 
„Marielle Cazaux has made such an impact at La Conseillante that her name is almost inextricable from the 
estate. “The vintage has three key points,” she explained. “Great terroir, a hard-working team who de-leafed 
twice, one on the west-facing side in August, the first time we did that and efficiently sprayed using 86% 
organic products and thirdly, a bit of luck. We bet on the weather and we had less than expected rain. I was 
worried about the botrytis, but I used a lot of calcium to reinforce the skin of the grapes, so we could reach the 
maturity of the vintage. It is the first year I used it and seen the efficiency. But we had no mildew, and the vines 
were in great condition and did not suffer. It is a quintessential La Conseillante.”  
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “… The 2021 is a super-classic La Conseillante the likes of which has not been made 
here in a very long time. A Pomerol of vibrancy and tension, the 2021 bristles with energy from start to finish. 
All the elements are so well-balanced. Aromatic and delineated, with terrific drive, the 2021 is so impressive in 
the early going. Dried herbs, licorice, mocha, cassis and blackberry open beautifully. The 70% new oak is 
already nicely integrated. To be sure, the 2021 is nervy and taut, as most wines are in this vintage. But it's all 
there.“ 
„Technical Director Mariella Cazaux made one of the wines of the vintage at La Conseillante. The 2021 is a 
wine of precision and energy on a level I have never tasted here previously. "We deleafed pretty aggressively 
in July," Cazaux explained. We did a touch of saignée in the Merlot. The wines saw about 28 days on the skins. 
Alcohol is lower than normal, but acidity is average, probably because of warm and dry weather without 
excesses in September and early October. Yields were 29 hectoliters per hectare, lower than our historical 
average of 39-40." 
Jane Anson (95): „…Flavoursome, sculpted, successful, this is rippling with violet and rosebud aromatics, 
followed by raspberry and black cherry fruits. It maintains momentum through the mid palate with a creamy 
texture and gourmet touches of liquorice root, cocoa bean and precisely-expressed slate minerality. Harvest 
began the latest ever, on September 28 through to October 12, 39hl/h yield, almost exactly average for the 
property (the average in Pomerol this year was closer to 29hl/h), from 9.77ha of vines in production, 3.6ph, 
70% new oak with 3% amphora and 3.5% press wine. A successful showing for the 150th vintage of the estate 
from director Marielle Cazeaux. Michel Rolland consultant.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (92-94): „…The 2021 La Conseillante is a blend of 85% Merlot, harvested from 28 
September to 1 October, and 15% Cabernet Franc, harvested from 6 to 12 October, with a yield of 39 hl/ha. It is 
aging 70% in new oak and 3% in amphora. Deep garnet-purple color, it strides confidently out of the glass with 
notes of fresh blackberries, ripe raspberries, cracked black pepper, and lavender, plus vibrant accents of 
roses, cinnamon stick, and pencil shavings, Medium-bodied, the palate is soft and quivering with tension, 
delivering a vibrant core of bright red fruit and subtle spicy sparks, leading to a long minerally finish. pH 3.6.“ 
 



Bourgneuf  92-93   43,90 
Château Bourgneuf befindet sich seit 1821 im Besitz der Familie Vayron. 
Die Lage könnte besser kaum sein. Der direkte Nachbar ist Château 
Trotanoy. Seit 2008 hat die jüngste Tochter der Familie Vayron, Frédérique, 
die Leitung übernommen und geht mit großem Ehrgeiz und Anspruch 
stetig ihren Weg. 
Michael Grimm (92-93): „…85% Merlot & 15% CF. Sehr schöne, saubere, 
würzige Frucht, tolle, spicy Noten, Kirchenbank, sehr elegant, fruchtig, 
rotbeerig, ganz fein, sehr appetitlich“ 
Yves Beck (93-95): „…Sehr schöne Fruchtin tensität mit Noten von 
Brombeeren und schwarzen Johannisbeeren, ergänzt durch schwarzen 
Pfeffer und Mentholnuancen. Der Wein ist elegant, cremig und vollmundig. 
Seine Tannine sind rund, fast lieblich und verleihen eine gewisse Fülle, 
während sie den Abgang durch eine edle Bitterkeit stützen, die das Finale 
streckt. Ein charmanter und überzeugender Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The deep purple-hued 2021 Château Bourgneuf 
should be outstanding, and I love its purity of fruit. Assorted red and black 
fruits, cedar, tobacco, iron, and leafy herbs give way to a medium-bodied, 
nicely balanced, concentrated Pomerol that's going to shine for 15 years or 
more. It shows the style of the vintage in its almost mid-weight, pretty, 

floral style, yet this is rock-solid.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Very fine tannins with plum, currant and berry character. Medium body. Integrated 
and polished texture. Fine finish.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (88-90): “… Aromas of sweet cherries, plums, petals and warm spices introduce the 2021 
Bourgneuf, a medium to full-bodied, supple and charming wine built around lively acids and fine, powdery 
tannins.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (91-93): “… The 2021 Bourgneuf was picked September 27 to October 4. It has an attractive 
nose with bright black cherry and wild strawberry fruit and fine mineralité. The palate is medium-bodied with 
sappy red fruit laced with tobacco and thyme, building nicely toward a cohesive, sappy finish. The 2021 
continues a fine run for this Pomerol estate.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “…The 2021 Bourgneuf is a very pretty and promising wine. Naturally, the 2021 doesn’t 
have the richness of recent previous editions, but it largely compensates for that with its energy and focus. 
Hints of red berry fruit, orange peel, cinnamon and crushed rocks lift the finish in this stylish, mid-weight 
Pomerol. Bourgneuf has been one of Pomerol's under the radar gems for years. The 2021 is a bit understated 
at the moment, even for this wine. Let's see what happens. Tasted two times. 
Jane Anson (92): „…Cheerful ruby red colour. Fresh acidities but plump red fruits to accompany. Certainly a 
fresher expression of Bourgeneuf than in the last few years, but it has Pomerol signature and balance, and is 
well constructed, where you can see it will smooth out further over ageing. Charming, medium term drinking. 
Owned by the Vayron family. Tasted twice“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…The 2021 Bourgneuf is a blend of 85% Merlot and 15% Cabernet Franc. 
Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, it swans out of the glass with showy notes of black cherries, cedar, 
and sandalwood, giving way to fragrant violets and forest floor scents. Medium-bodied, the palate delivers a 
solid structure of firm, grainy tannins and bold freshness supporting the muscular fruits, finishing long and 
mineral-laced.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “…Very fine tannins with plum, currant and berry character. Medium body. Integrated 
and polished texture. Fine finish“ 
 
Certan de May  92+   102,00 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…saubere, frische Frucht, Kirschwassernote, mittlerer Körper, sonst gute Struktur, 
etwas bitter im Finale“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Schöner fruchtiger Ausdruck, ganz in Finesse, mit subtilen Nuancen von schwarzer 
Johannisbeere und Minze. Der Wein ist schmackhaft, elegant, charmant und von langsam auftretenden 
Tanninen unterstützt. Ein Wein voller Finesse, versehen mit feinkörnigen Tanninen und einem Finale, dessen 
Ausdruck gekonnt von einer edlen Bitterkeit gestreckt wird. Wunderschön!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Château Certan De May is also solid, offering darker cherry and assorted 
darker fruit to go with notes of iron, scorched earth, and ripe herbs. Nicely structured, medium-bodied, 
focused, and certainly in the elegant, mid-weight style of the vintage, it's going to drink well with just a year 
two of bottle age and shine for a decade.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A CM with depth and finesse. Layers of fine tannins. Medium body. Blackberry 
and blueberry flavors. Juicy and fine finish.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (91-93): “… The 2021 Certan de May shows promise, offering up aromas of sweet 
cherries and berries mingled with hints of violets, rose petals and nicely integrated new oak. Medium to full-
bodied, velvety and fleshy, with lively acids and ripe, powdery tannins, I suspect it will flesh out with further 
élevage to become even more impressive. The blend incorporates fully 37% Cabernet Franc and Cabernet 
Sauvignon, a figure that reflects the vintage (which favored these varieties) as well as a tendency to replant 
with Cabernet rather than Merlot over the last decade.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Certan de May was picked from September 27 to October 11. There is 
a touch of herbaceousness on the nose here, a leitmotif of recent vintages that has left me perplexed in 
warmer growing seasons, though it’s more understandable in this vintage. The palate is medium-bodied with 



fine tannins and modest depth; no greenness here, but there is a welcome touch of pepper toward the finish. 
This is an improvement for a Pomerol that can hit the ball out of the park if so inclined.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (87-89): “… The 2021 Certan de May is powerful, burly and hard to read at this stage. I am not 
sure if the formidable tannins will ever soften, but we will see once the wine is bottled. For now, Certan de May 
is an enigma.“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…Ripe black cherry fruits, enjoyable, well balanced with a rich texture and maintains form 
and momentum through the palate. The bitter black chocolate on the finish is definitely part of the character of 
the vintage in Pomerol, but the best make it part of a wider array of delicous flavours, as they do here. Harvest 
September 27 to October 11. Clay gravel soils.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…The 2021 Certan de May is composed of 60% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Franc, 
and 10% Cabernet Sauvignon. Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, it charges out of the gate with vibrant 
kirsch, black cherry preserves, and black raspberries scents, plus hints of lilacs and dark chocolate. Medium-
bodied, the palate is bright and sparkly with soft tannins and a vibrant finish laced with red berries“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A CM with depth and finesse. Layers of fine tannins. Medium body. Blackberry 
and blueberry flavors. Juicy and fine finish.“ 
 
Domaine L‘Eglise  89-90   38,20 

Michael Grimm (89-90): „…100% Merlot. Dezent überreife Note, leicht 
offene Frucht, Apfelnoten, am Gaumen auch Charme, füllig, macht etwas 
satt, kräftige Tannine“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Pure merlot with violets, berries and hints of 
flowers. A medium-bodied wine with fine tannins, showing refinement and 
length. It moves up on the finish. Compact. Hint of coffee bean.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Domaine de l'Eglise is the first 
vintage that is pure Merlot, as the Cabernet Franc was not showing so 
well. This has a pure, lifted bouquet of black cherries and raspberry fruit 
laced with cedar and pressed flowers. The palate is medium-bodied with 

grainy tannins, nice balance and a slightly linear finish. Fine.“ 
Jane Anson (89): „…Cassis bud, black cherry, white pepper, clear persistency with a bitter chocolate finish. 
Should be ready within 4 to 5 years for drinking and deliver for a further decade. Acidity a little higher than in 
normal years, accentuated by alcohol that is around 1% lower than usual. 3.6ph. Harvest September 15 to 
October 15, long and slow.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (85-87): „…The 2021 Domaine de L'Eglise is 100% Merlot. Deep garnet-purple colored, 
it features notes of plum preserves, blueberries, and spice cake with hints of Ceylon tea and wild sage. Light 
to medium-bodied, the palate delivers crunchy black fruits and a lively line with a plush, textured finish.“ 
 
Clinet  93+   92,00 
Michael Grimm (93+): „…hellbeerige Frucht, primärfruchtig, kühl am Gaumen, dezente Fassnote, Mitte gewisse 
Wärme, etwas trocken, blumige Noten im Finale“ 
Yves Beck (93-94): „…Das Bouquet von Clinet ist voller Fruchtintensität und Frische. Einladende Nuancen von 
dunklen Beeren, Eukalyptus und Minze. Am Gaumen ist der Wein schmackhaft und mit kompakten Tanninen 
sowie einer Struktur versehen, die die Aromatik unterstützt.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-96): „…Coming from a mix of clay and gravelly soils spread across a 10-hectare vineyard and 
40-year-old vines, the 2021 Château Clinet is another brilliant success by Ronan Laborde, who continues to 
make one of the greatest Pomerols out there. A blend of 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Sauvignon (which is a 
high percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon for Pomerol), it sports a deep purple hue to go with brilliant notes of 
blueberries, blackberries, violets, and minty herbs. More medium to full-bodied on the palate, it shows the 
fresher, elegant style of the vintage yet still brings plenty of mid-palate depth, ripe, velvety tannins, no hard 
edges, and a great finish. It's a stunning success in the vintage that will drink nicely on release yet evolve for 
20 years or more“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Firm, lightly chewy yet creamy tannins. Savory bark and herb notes. Cloves and 
licorice, too. Medium body with a polished, lengthy and firm finish. Compact.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… At 75% Merlot and fully 25% Cabernet Sauvignon, the 2021 Clinet contains 
the highest proportion of Cabernet in the blend (excepting the 2003) since at least the 1980s. Ronan Laborde 
harvested late, picking into mid-October, to craft a medium to full-bodied, deep and impressively seamless 
wine evocative of dark berries, baking chocolate, violets and spices. Concentrated and nicely integrated, it is 
one of the vintage's notable successes. 
„Ronan Laborde is producing the best wines of his career at this Pomerol reference point. Some eight 
hectares produce Clinet, much of the vineyards being located around the château in the lieu-dit that lends it its 
name, complemented by a parcel by the church and another not far from the headquarters of the syndicat 
viticole. Today, these holdings are planted with some 80% Merlot, but before phylloxera, Cabernet Sauvignon 
was widely planted in this sector, and today, Laborde is replacing Merlot with Cabernet Sauvignon (he retains 
a parcel of old-vine Cabernet Sauvignon dating back to 1950). Vines are hedged at 1.5 meters, and cover crops 
help to manage water in the iron-rich clays near the château, allowing access by tractor even after recent 
rainfall. In the winery, Laborde now employs small stainless steel tanks that permit parcel-by-parcel 
vinification, and a vertical press has been the order of the day since as long ago as 2001. What's really evolved 
in recent years is the barrel program: oak is long-seasoned (four to five years), and some large formats have 
joined the classic 225-liter barriques; but above all, lighter, less impactful toasts are now chosen, meaning 



Clinet's 80% new oak is much more discreet in its aromatic and textural contribution than was the case a 
decade ago.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (92-94): “… The 2021 Clinet is a blend of 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Sauvignon, picked 
September 27–30 and October 12, respectively, and aged in 80% new oak. It has a well-defined bouquet of 
blackberry, graphite and light tobacco scents, very Left Bank in style – unsurprisingly, given the contribution 
of the Cabernet. Medium-bodied and sappy on the midpalate, with pliant tannins and moderate depth, and a 
lovely touch of black pepper toward the finish. Not a powerful Clinet and certainly far from the style of 15–20 
years ago, but there’s a linearity and understatedness about this Pomerol, a freshness that should guarantee it 
will repay 5–6 years in bottle. This is a very well-crafted Clinet even if I do not rank it as a classic. If it puts on 
more weight, it may well land at the top of my banded score.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “…The 2021 Clinet is gorgeous. Soaring Cabernet Sauvignon aromatics lend presence 
to a deep, beautifully layered Pomerol that gets better and better with time in the glass. I especially admire the 
vibrancy here. At 25%, the Cabernet Sauvignon is high for Clinet, but it's an approach that works quite well in 
2021. This is a fine vintage for Clinet.“ 
Jane Anson (94): „…This is gracefully handled, sculpted black fruits, with blueberry, plum, truffle and 
cinnamon spice. A touch of bitter black chocolate on the finish, not the exuberant power of most years at 
Clinet, but a great handling of the vintage, concentrated but not overly extracted. 38hl/h yield. Tasted twice.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…The 2021 Clinet is deep garnet-purple colored. It is a little reticent to start, 
soon unfurling to offer glimpses at black raspberries, redcurrant jelly, and warm plums scents, plus hints of 
star anise, Ceylon tea, and wild sage. The palate is medium-bodied, with oak tannins lending to the firm 
structure and plenty of densely laden black and red fruits, finishing with great length.“ 
 
L‘Evangile  96+-97   257,00 

Michael Grimm (96+-97): „…tolle, komplexe, reife Frucht, ganz 
große Balance und Struktur, feine blumige Aromen, blau bis 
schwarzbeerig, tiefe dunkle Frucht, Schoko, feine Kokos-
Noten, Dichte und Druck, ganz groß!“ 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…Viel Finesse im Bouquet mit 
verschiedenen Facetten durch Noten von Cacaobohnen, 
Süßholz und Minze. Auch fruchtige Noten fehlen nicht mit dem 
Duft von Heidelbeeren und Brombeeren. Der Wein ist leicht 
cremig und zeichnet sich durch Finesse sowie samtene 
Tannine aus, die Kraft verleihen und gleichzeitig mit der 
Säurestruktur harmonieren. Ein feiner, fleischiger und lang 
anhaltender Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château 
L'Evangile includes more Cabernet Franc and is 69% Merlot, 
30% Cabernet Franc, and 1% Cabernet Sauvignon, brought up 
in 50% new French oak, with 15% amphora. Beautiful blue 
fruits, violets, chocolate, and some gravelly earth define the 
bouquet and while it's a medium-bodied, more mid-weight 
L'Evangile, it has a wonderful purity of fruit, ripe, present, silky 
tannins, outstanding balance, and a great finish. It's another 
vibrant, elegant, seamless Pomerol that will drink nicely with 

just short-term cellaring yet have 20 years of prime drinking“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… A pure, creamy and well-structured yet very fine Evangile. Long and caressing. 
Very fine tannins. Lots of fresh dark fruit and savory, mineral character. Understated and classy. 69% merlot, 
30% cabernet franc and 1% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… A blend of 69% Merlot, 30% Cabernet Franc and 1% Cabernet Sauvignon, the 
2021 L'Evangile offers up aromas of plums, cherries and wild berries mingled with notions of rose petals, 
violets, licorice and tobacco leaf. Medium to full-bodied, ample and velvety, with fine concentration and rich, 
powdery structuring tannins that assert themselves on the finish, this estate's rather low average vine age 
meant Evangile didn't suffer much from coulure this year, and the rainy growing season also spared young 
Cabernet Franc from hydric stress—explaining its historically high percentage in the 2021 blend. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 L'Évangile was picked September 21 to October 4, and matured in 
50% new oak and 15% in clay amphora. It registers 14.0% alcohol and a pH of 3.65. This is very different and, 
unsurprisingly, far superior on the nose of black cherries, black truffle, crushed stone and a touch of orange 
peel; very focused and very Pomerol. The palate is medium-bodied, cohesive and elegant with supple tannins 
and fine acidity, yet there is real depth and a sense of nascent energy toward the finish. The young Cabernet 
Franc on gravel soils from the Chantecaille lieu-dit absolutely defines this 2021. A great success for this 
reenergized estate.“ 
„In my 2019 report, I discussed how this Pomerol stalwart is now under the guidance of Olivier Trégoat and 
Juliette Couderc. They are clearly charting a new course, which should see L’Evangile become more 
consistent and challenge the Pomerol elite. “It was our first full vintage here and it was a big challenge. We 
had some frost on 6 and 7 April but without too much damage. We protected using candles. Just a few plots 
on sandy soils in the Taillefer area suffered and that usually goes into [Deuxième Vin] Blason de l’Evangile. In 
2021, we learned many things in terms of logistics, managing the three fans, one that we share with La 
Conseillante. After, for a few weeks it was cool, so the growth cycle was late. The first 15 days of June was 
sunny and so flowering was good. Then the next 15 days were very rainy, and we received almost 140mm. At 



the end of June, we saw the first mildew. We are in the first vintage of organic certification, and so we sprayed 
more than 20 times, including over three weekends to use every window of opportunity, as there was some rot 
on bunches. If you missed a window, using copper, it is very difficult to catch up as it is a preventative not 
remedial treatment. Mid-July was very tricky, and we lost 15% of production. Véraison was long and mildew 
increased in the stems of the bunches. Then from 20 August to 15 September there was a hot and dry period 
and we succeeded, finally, to achieve ripened berries. These 25 days were crucial. It was the ignition. Then 
around 14 September there was 30mm of rain, but this did not affect the maturity. We started the picking on 21 
September. We had some high malic levels, but we don’t worry about that because the analysis of the ripening 
period, 13.5% potential and pH of 3.6, was exactly what we wanted. We only chaptalised part of the Cabernet 
Franc. It is a young 17-year-old vineyard where the gravel soils were an advantage.”  
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 L'Évangile is a heady, sensual wine. Silky and pliant, with fabulous 
balance, L'Évangile is a stand-out. The blend includes 30% Cabernet Franc, high for the château, but what 
really stands out is the wine's balance. Red/purplish fruit, blood orange, rose petal and spice are all wrapped 
together by silky, pliant tannins. Franc aromatics and saline underpinnings extend the finish. Élevage is 50% 
new oak, 35% one year-old barrels and 15% amphora. Readers will find a super-classic Évangile that has tons 
of potential. I loved it.“  
"We experienced pretty strong frost in early April. At first, we did not know if it we were dealing with white or 
black frost," Technical Director Olivier Trégoat explained. Flowering in early June was uneventful. “We then 
saw 140mm in rain later in the month, double what is normal. Disease pressure was at its highest for ten days 
in July and higher than 2018. In biodynamics, obviously we have certain parameters we have to respect. We 
did 23 treatments instead of 12-15 that are more typical. Water deficit arrived later than we would like. Yields 
were about 20 hectoliters per hectare for the Merlot and 40 for the Franc.” 
Jane Anson (94): „…A good example of how skilful winemaking adapts to conditions - all the Cabernet 
Sauvignon has gone into the 1st wine this year because it achieved plenty of natural concentration, while 
recently it has been put into Blason because it took away from the elegance of the 1st wine. Savoury, supple 
black and blue fruits, austere but with sapidity and juice, and a gorgeous wash of campfire smoke, salted 
caramel, liquorice, cloves and saffron spices. 20hl/h yield after mildew. This is their first organic-certified 
vinified, and first year with Juliette Couderc as technical director from beginning to end of the growing season. 
Harvest September 21 to October 4. No chaptilisation. 50% new oak, 15% amphora, 3.6ph.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93+): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 L'Evangile comes bounding out of 
the glass with exuberant notes of Morello cherries, wild blueberries, and black raspberries, plus suggestions 
of cloves, cinnamon stick, red roses, and fragrant earth. Medium-bodied, the palate has wonderful intensity 
with ripe, fine-grained tannins and tons of freshness (pH 3.6) finishing long and minerally. The blend is 69% 
Merlot, 30% Cabernet Franc, and 1% Cabernet Sauvignon, aging 15% in amphora, 50% in new oak, and 35% in 
1-year barrels. The first Merlot was picked on 21 September, then the harvest continued for Merlot and 
Cabernet Franc until 4 October. The Cabernet Sauvignon was picked on 8 October.“ 
 
La Petit Eglise 2ème Vin L‘Eglise Clinet 92-93   47,50 

Michael Grimm (92-93): „…sehr schöne, reife, frische, blaubeerige 
Frucht, ganz warme Frucht, Charme, sehr gute Struktur“ 
Yves Beck (93-95): „…Das Bouquet des Petite Eglise offenbart sich 
subtil, Schritt für Schritt. Mit etwas Luft, zeigt es Minztöne, die die 
Frische unterstreichen, sowie Düfte von schwarzen Beeren und 
Gewürzen. Der Auftakt ist leicht cremig, schmackhaft und 
vielversprechend! Dies wird übrigens bestens vom Gaumen 
übernommen, der mit runden, samtenen und strukturierenden 
Tanninen versehen ist. Ein Wein, dem es gelingt, seine Eleganz auch 
in einem kräftigen und spannungsgeladenen Kontext zur Geltung zu 
bringen.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (91-93): „…The 2021 La Petite L'Eglise Clinet comes 
from designated parcels that never seemed to blend well with the rest 
of the parcels, as well as some of the younger vine Merlot. It's 90% 
Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc, brought up in 60% new French oak. A 
beautiful wine in its own right, it has plenty of plum and cassis fruits, 
notes of violets, earth, and graphite, medium-bodied richness, silky 
tannins, and just a forward, charming, delicious profile.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A dark-fruited Pomerol with pretty notes 
of cloves, sandalwood, dried lavender and tar. Medium-to full-bodied 

with ripe, powdery tan nins. Coffee notes at the end. Excellent intensity and structure for the vintage. 90% 
merlot and 10% cabernet franc.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (89-91): “… A blend of 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 La Petite Eglise 
opens in the glass with aromas of dark berries, licorice, loamy soil and black truffle. It's medium to full-bodied, 
concentrated and tensile, with terrific depth at the core and a long, saline finish“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 La Petite Eglise was picked September 28–29 and raised in 60% new 
oak. It has a pretty, floral bouquet that is, as usual, a little more expressive than the Grand Vin at this stage. 
The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins, taut at first though offering finely tuned, tart red fruit on the 
finish. Just give it a couple of years in bottle. (14.0% alcohol)“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “… The 2021 La Petite Eglise is bright and nicely focused, with lovely energy to match 
its mid-weight personality. Sweet dark cherry, plum, cinnamon, leather, menthol, licorice and pipe tobacco 



come together in the glass. The 2021 is an easygoing Petite Eglise that will drink well with minimal cellaring. 
The Petite Eglise is all Merlot this year, now that a parcel of Franc that once was used for the blend has 
acquired the requisite age to be promoted into use for the Grand Vin.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…A touch of gun smoke reduction on the opening beats, showcasing cloves, spice, 
raspberry, beautifully precise and well constructed fruits. Not luscious in the usual Pomerol way but with 
estate signature and subtly moreish. Harvest September 28 to 29, with 60% new oak (a little more than usual 
but will be used for less time). No chaptalisation. One less plot of Cabernet Franc this year, as it was used in 
L'Eglise Clinet. Noémie Durantou-Reilhac winemaker.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91): „…The 2021 La Petite Eglise is made from 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet 
Franc, aging in 60% new oak. Deep garnet-purple in color, it needs a fair bit of swirling to unlock notes of fresh 
black plums, juicy blackberries, and Bing cherries, plus hints of licorice, dried Provence herbs, and Ceylon 
tea. Medium-bodied, the palate delivers mouth-coating, crunchy black fruits and great tension, with a grainy 
texture and long savory finish.“ 
 
L’Eglise Clinet  95-96   292,00 
Michael Grimm (95-96): „…sehr komplexe, reife, tolle Frucht, dunkle Beeren, Zigarrenkiste, Charme und 
Struktur und Schoko, große Balance, sehr elegant für L’Eglise, kräftige Säure und Tannine, ganz großartig“ 
Yves Beck (96-97): „…Das Bouquet von Eglise-Clinet ist ein wahres Mosaik mit einem ausgeprägten Sinn für 
Details. So zeigt es viele Facetten durch Nuancen von schwarzen Johannisbeeren, Kirschen, Iris, kreidigen 
Noten und einem Hauch von Cacaobohnen. Am Gaumen ist der Wein kompakt und cremig. Von Anfang an 
zeigt er eine gewisse Spannung und Fülle, vielleicht ohne die übliche Tiefe, aber mit der gleichen Auffassung 
von Energie und Harmonie wie Eglise-Clinet. Die Tannine sind samten, dicht und bestens eingebunden. Sie 
verleihen eine wesentliche Kraft und werden optimal von der Säurestruktur unterstützt. Der Wein ist dadurch 
nicht nur ausdrucksstark und kraftvoll, sondern auch ausgewogen und in dieser Logik bereit, einigen 
Jahrzehnten zu trotzen... auf die Gefahr hin, dass er vorher getrunken wird! Jeder wird den richtigen Zeitpunkt 
wählen!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château L'Eglise Clinet checks in as 85% Merlot and 15% 
Cabernet Franc that's resting in 75% new French oak and hit 14% alcohol. It's another medium-bodied, fresh, 
elegant, incredibly classic wine from this great estate that has pure dark, almost blue fruits, loads of floral and 
leafy herb nuances, integrated acidity, and beautiful tannins. I love its purity, and while it shines for its 
elegance and purity, it has good density.“ 
James Suckling (97-98): “… Medium-bodied with very fine-textured tannins. Delicious sweet and salty and 
mineral character. Blackberries, violets, cloves and dark olives. Peaches, too. All focused, fresh and in 
balance. Long, seamless finish. 85% merlot and 15% cabernet franc.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-96): “… A deep, serious wine, the 2021 L'Eglise Clinet unwinds in the glass with 
notions of wild berries and plums mingled with dark chocolate, sweet loamy soil, warm spices, violets and 
black truffle. Full-bodied, concentrated and muscular, it's rich and layered, with a concentrated core of fruit, 
lively acids and plenty of ripe, powdery tannin that nods to its origins in a sector of Pomerol capable of 
producing some of the appellation's most structured, long-lived wines. It's a blend of 85% Merlot and 15% 
Cabernet Franc.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 L'Eglise-Clinet was picked September 27–29, a rapid harvest within 
three days; winemaker Noëmie Durantou told me she wanted to beat the forecasted rain that would have 
diluted the fruit. Raised in 75% new oak, this has a less concentrated, mineral-driven bouquet that bides its 
time, offering nuanced pine cone scents with aeration. The palate is clearly built around elegance, with its 
finely chiseled tannins and wonderful crushed stone notes. Perhaps a more streamlined l'Eglise-Clinet, 
showing wonderful precision. This Pomerol never tries to outdo its limitations or ape previous vintages, 
lending it an intangible sense of honesty. Beautiful. (14.0% alcohol)“ 
„I must confess that after the untimely passing of Denis Durantou, I feared for the future of this Pomerol 
estate. Indeed, no sooner had they said good-bye to their father, now keeping a watchful eye from the small 
cemetery adjacent to their house, Constance and Noëmie Durantou were besieged by vultures with entreaties 
to sell or offering their services. Bordeaux has little time for sentiment. Yet, Durantou’s daughters inherited 
their father’s steeliness and resolve, rebuffed inviting offers and weathered what had clearly been a traumatic 
season, particularly for Noëmie in charge of winemaking. She must have surely felt more pressure than 
anyone in terms of continuing the legacy under adverse conditions. Fortunately, it is clear from tasting the 
wines, they have navigated choppy waters, and I suspect that in doing so, it will stand them in good stead for 
the long-term. The vultures will have to feast elsewhere. “We had 15 nights of frost, one in March and one in 
April,” Noëmie Durantou explained. “In 2021, we had an early green burst (unlike 2022) which meant there was 
high risk [of frost]. We used windmills that Denis bought in 2016 and candles, though it was quite difficult to 
find them. We sprayed on time, so we didn’t have too much mildew pressure, something that I let happen the 
previous year. After that I said to myself – never again. June was humid and wet, so the berries were large, 
unlike in 2020 that had small short bunches. Therefore, we had bigger yields on every property. The vineyard 
was so vigorous until mid-August. Usually we de-leaf in July, but this year it was August as the vines were still 
growing. We had to keep tying up the vines, five instead of three times. We started picking on 27 September. 
The harvest was very quick, at l’Eglise-Clinet, completed over three days instead of a week, as we wanted to 
pick before the rain. The rain came on the Sunday afternoon, when it was warm and quite stormy. The 
Cabernet Franc was picked at the same time as the Merlot, which was almost like a Malbec, spicy and fleshy. I 
had never seen that kind of skin to fruit ratio.”  
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 L'Eglise-Clinet is a spherical, sensual Pomerol of uncommon depth and 
intensity. Racy and voluptuous, with terrific depth, the 2021 is striking. Crème de cassis, chocolate, new 



leather, spice, menthol and licorice all build as the 2021 opens in the glass. The combination of power and 
finesse is remarkable. I especially admire the energy and focus in the 2021. This is the first vintage that 
includes a parcel of Cabernet Franc that was previously used for the Petite Eglise. 
“It was a very condensed harvest, as we found everything ripened more or less at the same time, which, is 
quite unusual,” Noëmie Durantou commented. “We actually had lower yields in 2020. Even so, we still did our 
typical 25% saignée,” she added. In keeping with the style of the year, the 2021s are on the lighter side, and 
yet they still have plenty of flesh. 
Jane Anson (95): „…Rich and precise on the nose, and here you see why austerity in tannic structure can be a 
rather beautiful attribute - carved, careful, precise, coming through as energy and potential rather than 
forbidding. Not as dense as the 2018 or 2019, think instead of the intellectual 2017 but with more depth to the 
tannins. Blueberry, bilberry, loganberry, violet flowers, slate, earth, mandarin zest and incense. Harvest 
September 27 to 29, no chaptilisation, 75% new oak“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93+): „…The 2021 L'Eglise-Clinet is a blend of 85% Merlot and 15% Cabernet 
Franc, aging in 75% new oak. Deep garnet-purple in color, it is a little closed and broody to begin, soon 
unfurling to offer glimpses at blackberry preserves, black raspberries, and Morello cherries, followed by hints 
of pencil shavings, chargrill, wood smoke, and garrigue plus a waft of crushed rocks. The medium-bodied 
palate delivers fantastic tension and density, framed by ripe, fine-grained tannins, finishing with loads of long-
lasting mineral and earthy layers.“ 
 
Guillot Clauzel  93+   84,00 
Michael Grimm (93+): „…sehr schöne, fruchtige, saubere Nase, rot-blaubeerig, Schoko, Charme, dicht, sehr 
schöne Balance, viel Charme, sehr gute Tannine“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A polished and refined wine with lovely sweetness of fruit in the center-palate for 
the vintage. Medium body. Juicy fruit. 80% merlot and 20% cabernet franc.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (92-94): “… Managed by Vieux Château Certan's Guillaume Thienpont since 2018, this 
2.5-hectare Pomerol estate has delivered a fine performance with the 2021 Guillot Clauzel. Exhibiting aromas 
of rose petals, sweet spices, smoke, red cherries and berries, it's medium to full-bodied, supple and fleshy, 
with a good core of fruit, supple tannins and a penetrating finish. A blend of some 20% Cabernet Franc and 
80% Merlot, it's one of the few remaining values in the universe of high-quality Pomerol“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Guillot Clauzel is another super-attractive wine from this emerging 
Pomerol property. Creamy and layered in the glass, the 2021 caresses the palate with supple dark fruit, 
leather, cedar and a kiss of new French oak. It's the sort of Pomerol that can be enjoyed with minimal cellaring. 
Guillaume Thienpont continues to do important work in elevating the estate. My impression, though, is that he 
is just getting started.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…This wine from this tiny estate in the heart of Pomerol is now made by 
Guillaume Thienpont, who more famously makes wine at his family's estate–-Vieux Château Certan–-with his 
father Alexandre. The 2021 Guillot Clauzel is composed of 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc. Medium to 
deep garnet-purple in color, it has a very earthy nose of black truffles, tilled soil, and tar, giving way to a core 
of plum preserves and kirsch, plus suggestions of garrigue and tree bark. The medium-bodied palate delivers 
chunky tannins and a good amount of black fruits, with an earthy undercurrent and peppery note on the 
finish.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A polished and refined wine with lovely sweetness of fruit in the center-palate for 
the vintage. Medium body. Juicy fruit. 80% merlot and 20% cabernet franc“ 
 
Hosanna  93+-94   98,00 

Diese nur 4,5 ha kleine Juwel liegt im Herzen des Plateau von Pomerol. Eingetettet zwischen 
Lafleur im Norden, Petrus im Osten, La Fleur Petrus im Westen und Vieux Château Certan im 
Süden. Bevor die Familie Moueix d as Weingut 1999 kaufte, kannte man es unter dem Namen 
Certan Guiraud, einem unter Kennern als „Premier Cru“ eingestuften Château. Beim Kauf 
von Certan Guiraud definierte die Familie Moueix nur die allerbesten Lagen auf dem 
höchsten Punkt des Plateaus als Hosanna. Das Rückgrat von Hosanna sind die alten, bis 
1956 zurückreichenden Cabernet Franc-Reben. 25% CF sind in der aktuellen Cuvée 
enthalten. 
Michael Grimm (93+-94): „…sehr schöne, komplexe, frische Frucht, fleischig, sehr gute 
Struktur, Feuer, sehr gute Balance, Kirschen im Finale, dicht am Gaumen, feine 
Bitterschoko“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Das Bouquet von Hosanna offenbart sich diskret und zeigt feine 
fruchtige und sortentypische Nuancen mittels schwarzen Johannisbeeren, Iris und 
Eukalyptus. Der Wein ist elegant und zeichnet sich durch seine Finesse und Balance aus. 
Die Tannine sind leicht cremig und samten, während die Säurestruktur dem Abgang etwas 
Energie verleiht. Ein Wein voller Finesse, der Charakter und Ambitionen hat…“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (92-94): „…The 2021 Château Hosanna isn't going to match the top vintages of 
this cuvée, but it's certainly up with the crème de la crème in this vintage. Sporting a vivid 
ruby/purple hue, notes of cassis, raspberries, tobacco, and scorched earth, medium body, 
and considerable elegance and purity, it's an incredibly pretty, floral, satisfying effort that 
makes the most of the 2021 vintage. I'd drink it any time over the coming 15-20 years“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… This is silky and very fine with firm, seamless tannins that are 

just a tiny bit angular now. Medium body. Plenty of sweet mulberry, raspberry, wet clay and olive notes. Mocha 
at the end. Long.“ 



Parker/William Kelley (91-94): “… The 2021 Hosanna is a fleshy, expressive wine, offering up aromas of sweet 
plums and berries mingled with spices, licorice, rose petals and loamy soil. Medium to full-bodied, broad and 
open-knit, it's a lively, charming wine that will likely take on more depth and structure with further élevage in 
barrel.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… The 2021 Hosanna was picked from September 24 to October 6. It presents a 
beautiful bouquet of delineated, focused black cherries, blueberry and wilted violet scents, plus a hint of 
gravel in the background. The palate is fresh on the entry, presaging a typical solid structure, and quite saline, 
demonstrating much more grip and substance on the finish compared to, say, Latour à Pomerol or La Grave. 
Cellar this for 4–6 years if you can.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Hosanna is a pretty wine, but it is also a bit disjointed at this stage. At 
times, Hosanna appears to be a touch light, while in other moments the wine is more brooding in character. 
Coulure was a big issue in younger vine Merlot. Because of that, the 2021 relies more on the older vines, 
which date back to 1957. Yields were down to 28 hectoliters per hectare as opposed to the more typical 35 or 
so, which might also explain a sort of intensity that has not taken a clear direction yet. What seems pretty 
evident, though, is that the 2021 lacks the opulence that is such a signature here. Edouard Moueix explained 
that the 2021 may spend more time in barrel than normal, which would not surprise me given its current 
awkward stage. Élevage will be everything here.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…Beautifully constructed, cheerful, if a little tight, this needs time to round out, but has 
delicious sculpted fruits and spiralling gunsmoke and grilled earth that focuses the end of play. Harvest 
September 24 to October 6.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (89-91+): „…A blend of 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Hosanna is 
medium to deep garnet-purple colored. It rolls out of the glass with expressive notes of warm black plums, 
boysenberries, and violets, giving way to scents of crushed rocks, clove oil, and Sichuan pepper. Medium-
bodied, the palate is tightly wound with vibrant black fruit and loads of mineral sparks, supported by plush 
tannins and finishing with a skip in its step.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… This is silky and very fine with firm, seamless tannins that are just a tiny bit 
angular now. Medium body. Plenty of sweet mulberry, raspberry, wet clay and olive notes. Mocha at the end. 
Long.“ 
 
La Fleur Petrus  95-96+   185,00 

Michael Grimm (95-96+): „…ganz saubere, klare, frische 
Frucht, große Nase, tolle Struktur, elegant, ganz fein, feine 
florale Noten,feine Süße, lang, große, elegante Statur“ 
Yves Beck (92-94): „…Lafleur-Pétrus ist sehr subtil und 
elegant und offenbart Nuancen von schwarzen Beeren und 
süßen Gewürzen, gefolgt von blumigen Noten. Der Wein ist 
lieblich, leicht cremig und stützt sich auf gut eingebundene, 
charmante Tannine. Das Finale ist ausdrucksvoll und wird 
durch eine elegante Bitterkeit und eine lebhafte Struktur 
gestreckt.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-96): „…Unquestionably one of the standouts 
in the Moueix stable is the 2021 Château La Fleur-Petrus, a 
beautifully balanced, medium to full-bodied, elegant Pomerol 
that readers will love. Vivid purple in color with lots of cassis 
and darker berry fruits, it has classic Pomerol graphite, damp 
earth, and chalky minerality, some background oak, perfectly 
integrated tannins, and a great finish. It's already hard to 
resist and is going to drink nicely right out of the gate.“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… Very polished with  fine tannins 
that finish intensely. It’s a medium-to full-bodied red with 
focus. Blackberry and blackcurrant flavors. Hints of tobacco 
and nutmeg, too.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (91-94): “… The 2021 La Fleur-Pétrus is 
performing nicely, exhibiting aromas of plums, cherries, 

sweet soil tones, loamy soil and licorice, followed by a medium to full-bodied, ample and seamless palate 
that's lively and charming. Classically proportioned and nicely balanced, if it takes on additional depth with 
élevage, I'd expect it to lan d at the upper end of my bracketed score“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92?): “… The 2021 La Fleur-Pétrus was picked September 23 to October 6. The nose 
came as a surprise: very opulent and high-toned, too much if compared to the Hosanna or Trotanoy. In fact, 
re-tasting from another bottle later in the day, it comes across not unlike the Bélair-Monange. The palate 
follows suit in an unashamedly rich and quite ostentatious vein, delivering very good depth, with pain grillé 
infusing the lush red fruit. I requested a second bottle. This was quite similar, perhaps with slightly less 
volatility and definitely with more freshness on the palate. Difficult to judge; I look forward to re-tasting in 
bottle.“ 
“It is a vintage of men and women,” Edouard Moueix began when we repaired to his office for a discussion 
about the growing season. What did he mean? Did the women make better wines? “No, I mean that there was 
no right or wrong. You had to change strategy. At every step, there were two elements, those we could fight 
and those we could not. It was a complicated year. We saw the importance of people that live on the vineyard 
and can react when vital to do so. We did quite a lot of green harvesting so that vines could concentrate on 



fewer clusters. We had to take quite a few risks during the harvest as the forecast was always forecasting 
tremendous rain, rain that never came. When you are a team, you take risks compared to if you work on your 
own. We were supposed to have 80-100mm but we got just 2mm as the storms passed north, more towards 
Cognac. We conducted a gentle extraction as we were looking for elegance. You had to be very careful to 
obtain the right tannins otherwise they could be harsh and green. So we drained the vats after 18 days of 
cuvaison, with fewer pump-overs to obtain the minimum needed for colour, tannins, polyphenols etc. since the 
seeds were not ripe. We have not chaptalised and we have 13.2-13.8% alcohol with no vin de presse, which is 
quite unusual. We usually blend this before malolactic, before we found that the addition did not work. We did 
saignée for lots that had larger berries but nothing more than usual. It is a heterogenous vintage. We were 
trying to win battles against the conditions.” 
Vinous/Galloni (93-95): “…The 2021 La Fleur-Pétrus is a regal, elegant wine. Rich and sumptuous, yet 
classically medium in body, the 2021 is impeccably balanced from start to finish. A rush of red/purplish fruit, 
rose petal, mint, blood orange and cinnamon build into the exquisite, layered finish. The 2021 reinforces my 
view that La Fleur-Pétrus is the wine to focus on in the Moueix range. Hosanna and, especially Trotanoy, are 
more famous, to be sure, but in 2021 those wines are heavily shaped by the growing conditions of the year, 
while La Fleur-Pétrus is simply La Fleur-Pétrus. Classic Pomerol as far as I am concerned.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…Subdued on the first nose, this is well constructed, and takes its time to unroll. Violet and 
gunsmoke emerge first, followed by tons of blackberry and redcurrant fruit, cocoa bean, smoked liquorice, 
earth and black truffles. Successful, gorgeous silky texture, less exuberant than the past few years but 
nuanced, seductive, overperforms the vintage and is extremely easy to recommend. One to look out for. 
September 23 to October 6 harvest.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (91-93+): „…The 2021 La Fleur-Petrus is a blend of 95% Merlot, 4% Cabernet Franc, 
and 1% Petit Verdot. Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, it comes galloping out of the glass like a 
thoroughbred, featuring very pure scents of fresh blackberries, crunchy black plums, and Morello cherries, 
plus suggestions of red roses, cast-iron pan, and crushed rocks. Medium-bodied, the palate is very finely 
textured and beautifully nuanced with loads of mineral and floral sparks among the intense red and black fruit 
layers, finishing with great length. This is a gorgeous Pomerol - bravo!“ 
James Suckling (95-96): “… Purple berry and blackberry aromas with cracked black pepper, violets and 
lavender. It’s full-bodied and layered and broadens in the mouth. Gorgeous, ripe tannins. Long and thought-
provoking. A milestone for the vineyard“ 
 
Lagrange a Pomerol  92+   25,90 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…Mineralische Frucht, Gesteinsmehl, rote Früchte, Träubele, etwas herb am Gaumen, 
Struktur sehr maskulin, Charakter, mittlerer Körper, feine florale Noten am Gaumen“ 
Yves Beck (91-92): „…Schöne Symbiose zwischen der Frische und fruchtigen Nuancen. Der Wein zeigt feine, 
samtene, leicht süßliche Tannine, die bestens mit der Säurestruktur harmonieren. Ein schlanker und eleganter 
Wein, den man bereits in seiner Jugend genießen kann.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…Coming from nine hectares in Pomerol and 100% Merlot, the 2021 Château Lagrange 
(Pomerol) offers a slightly darker bouquet of black cherries and currant-like fruits as well as notes of scorched 
earth, graphite, and leafy herbs. Medium-bodied and balanced on the palate, it has supple, chalky tannins, 
good overall balance, and outstanding length. It should drink nicely with just 2-3 years of bottle age, if not 
right out of the gate.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… A firm and silky wine with finesse and beauty. Medium body. Medium, round 
tannins. Juicy finish. Subtle.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (85-87): “… Exhibiting aromas fo cherry pits, sweet red berries and plums, the 2021 
Lagrange (Pomerol) is medium-bodied, firm and somewhat ephemeral“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 Lagrange was picked 29 September to 4 October. It continues the 
success of the previous vintage with pure dark cherry, raspberry and rose petal scents on the nose and just a 
hint of black truffle. The palate is medium-bodied with slightly angular tannins, quite fresh with welcome 
salinity, even if it lacks the length of the nascent 2020. Fine.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “…The 2021 Lagrange (Pomerol) comes across as a bit linear in this vintage. There is 
plenty of drive, but perhaps a bit less in the way of mid-palate generosity. Bright citrus and floral accents lend 
energy throughout. It will be interesting to see if the 2021 gains a touch more volume with élevage. 
Jane Anson (88): „…Blackberry and black cherry fruit, clear wash of cloves to give an oak toast. A little slim 
overall through the mid palate. 9ha, Harvest September 29 to October 4“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90+): „…The 2021 Lagrange is 100% Merlot. Medium to deep garnet-purple 
colored, it features vibrant scents of fresh raspberries and kirsch with suggestions of cardamom, Provence 
herbs, iron ore, and tree bark. Medium-bodied, the palate delivers impressive intensity of red berry flavors with 
firm, grainy tannins and a ferrous finish.“ 
 
La Grave a Pomerol  92+   31,90 
Michael Grimm (92+): „…Schoko, Kirschen, erst saftig beginnend aber dann in schlanke Mitte übergehend, 
sehr kräftige aber gute Tannine, feine florale Noten im Finish“ 
Yves Beck (89-91): „…Das Bouquet ist von Nuancen schwarzer Beeren und süßer Gewürze geprägt. Am 
Gaumen ist der Wein fein und wirkt bereits gut zugänglich. Die Tannine sind eingebunden und samten. Nur der 
Abgang muss sich noch etwas abrunden.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…Black cherries, cassis, graphite, and some floral notes all emerge from the 2021 
Château La Grave, a fresh, elegant classic 2021 with silky tannins and good mid-palate density. It shows more 



sappy herbs and tobacco notes with time in the glass and is a solid, interesting Pomerol that will have 10-12 
years of prime drinking.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… Bright and crunchy with firm, tight-knit tannins. Fragrant. Lots of brambleberries, 
plum stones, sandalwood and some orange zest. Plenty of finesse.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (89-91): “… A solid effort, the 2021 La Grave-Trigant-de-Boisset offers up aromas of 
cherries, sweet berries, licorice and loamy soil, followed by a medium to full-bodied, supple and fleshy palate 
that's lively and creditably persistent.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (88-90): “… The 2021 La Grave was picked September 24 to October 4. There is a little more 
mineralité and tension compared to some of the entry-level labels among the Moueix portfolio, and more 
spiciness with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with quite thick tannins and good extraction. Quite 
weighty for the vintage, albeit missing a little precision on the finish. But you get a lot of Pomerol in your 
glass.“ 
Jane Anson (92): „…Tannic heft and clear structure, a little austere but goes long on attractive violet and 
peony flowers that lift the palate and add complexity to the raspberry and black cherry fruits. Harvest 
september 24 to October 4, 8ha. Gravel over fine clay“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (87-89): „…A blend of 96% Merlot and 4% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 La Grave is 
medium to deep garnet-purple colored. It opens with energetic notes of raspberry leaves, wild sage, and 
lavender leading to hints of crushed rocks, underbrush, and black olives. Medium-bodied, the palate gives 
loads of spritely red berry and earthy layers with a fine-grained texture and an invigorating finish.“ 
 
L‘Hospitalet de Gazin 2ème Vin du Gazin 89   26,90 
Michael Grimm (89): „…spicy Nase, Weihrauch, Räucherstäbchen, Mitte etwas sperrig, kräftige Säure, 
trockene Tannine, Balance fehlt“ 
 
Gazin  93+   76,90 
Michael Grimm (93+): „…dichte Frucht, kühle Frucht, Gebäck, schlanke Mitte, sehr kräftige Tannine, etwas 
trocken, guter Körper im Finale“ 
Yves Beck (95-96): „…Sehr schöne Fruchtintensität mit Nuancen von Brombeeren und Johannisbeeren. Gazin 
zeichnet sich durch eine hervorragende Balance zwischen seinen verschiedenen Komponenten aus; die 
Tannine sind fein, aber muskulös, während die Säure Frische und sogar etwas Salzigkeit verleiht. Das Ganze 
muss natürlich noch während des Ausbaus verfeinert werden, aber die Aussichten sind sehr erfreulich. Top 
Leistung!“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-92): „…The 2021 Château Gazin is another solid Pomerol and, I suspect, will end up being an 
outstanding wine. Giving up lots of red and black fruits, leather, and some earthy, herbal notes, it's medium-
bodied, has a supple, rounded texture, and a good finish. It's going to keep for 20 years.“ 
James Suckling (92-93): “… Firm, grainy tannins accompany the core of black fruit and bark. Medium-bodied. 
Stone character. Mineral, with tangy acidity.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (91-93+): “… The 2021 Gazin is a fine effort, unfurling in the glass with aromas of sweet 
red berries, cherries, plums, incense and raw cocoa. Medium to full-bodied, layered and concentrated, it's 
rather rich and elegantly muscular in the context of the vintage, with a deep core of fruit, powdery tannins and 
bright acids. Mildew pressure combined with wet conditions that made it impossible to enter the vineyard with 
tractors delivered low yields of only 18 hectoliters per hectare, and the grand vin is entirely Merlot this year. 
Directed by Christophe de Baillencourt and overseen by Mickael Obert, this 24-hectare family-owned estate is 
producing its best wines in the modern era. The vineyards themselves straddle two essential soil types: 
gravels opposite the château and deep clays on the plateau (where the estate is a neighbor of Pétrus, to which 
it ceded a prime bloc in the 1960s). Herbicides have never been used here, and cover crops are the order of 
the day since 2018. Planted with 85% Merlot, replanting is gradually introducing a touch more Cabernet Franc 
and Cabernet Sauvignon (the latter first included in the blend with the outstanding 2019 vintage). New oak is 
much better integrated than was the case a decade ago, and Gazin has gained in depth and energy. The 2021 
is a fine effort in a challenging year, and it's one of the vintage's more serious, structured wines. 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Gazin has a harmonious, defined bouquet of red and black fruit laced 
with black truffle and well-integrated oak. The palate is medium-bodied with slightly tough tannins on the 
entry. A much more linear Gazin compared to recent vintages, leading to a sapid finish. It pulls up a bit short 
now, but it should fill out during élevage.“ 
Jane Anson (91): „…Plenty of fruits here, although a little sombre, majoring on redcurrant, blackcurrant, 
hawthorn, rose stem and touches of white truffle to give a gourmet kiss on the finish. Always a serious, 
structured Pomerol, and it makes it extremely severe in a vintage like 2021.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (94+): „…Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2019 Gazin has fragrant notions of rose oil 
and lilacs over a core of prunes and Christmas cake plus hints of cumin seed. Full-bodied, it has firm grainy 
tannins and bold freshness supporting the generous fruit, finishing on a lingering, exotic spice note. 
 
Latour à Pomerol  92+-93   62,00 
Michael Grimm (92+-93): „…vollreif+, leicht offene Frucht, dunkle Beeren, impulsive Nase, mehr dicht als fein“ 
Yves Beck (91-93): „…Latour in Pomerol hat es immer verstanden, seine erfrischende Seite hervorzuheben, 
manchmal etwas zu sehr, aber im Kontext von 2021 wird dies durch den fruchtigen Ausdruck bestens 
gekontert bzw. ergänzt. Am Gaumen ist der Wein elegant und mit seidigen, leicht cremigen und bestens 
eingebundenen Tanninen versehen. Letztere gewinnen nach und nach an Intensität und gehen Hand in Hand 
mit der Säurestruktur, während eine edle Bitterkeit die aromatische Intensität fördert und den Abgang streckt.“  



Jeb Dunnuck (91-93): „…The 2021 Château Latour A Pomerol offers a 
darker core of fruits (cherries, currants) as well as some smoky, herbal, 
and tobacco nuances. With background oak, medium-bodied richness, 
outstanding balance, and a great finish, it's another impeccably put 
together wine from the Moueix team.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (90-93): “… A promising effort, the 2021 Latour à 
Pomerol unwinds in the glass with aromas of rich berry fruit mingled 
with licorice, sweet soil tones and exotic spices. Medium to full-bodied, 
supple and lively, it's framed by powdery, youthfully firm tannins that 
assert themselves on the finish. If it fleshes out appreciably with 
élevage it may make my score seem conservative.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Already delicious, with very fine-grained, 
powdery tannins. Creamy. Juicy walnuts, blueberries, almonds and 
dried flowers. Medium to full body. Lengthy finish. Long and deep.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Latour à Pomerol was picked 
23 September to 1 October. Recent vintages have been a tad 
inconsistent, though I appreciate the aromatics here, cohesive with 
black cherries, kirsch and maybe just a very slight VA element giving it 
a kick. The palate is medium-bodied with pliant tannins, velvety 
smooth with modest depth. What is missing is a crescendo on the 
finish, an instrument restricted to the same few notes. Structured and 

linear on the finish. Not bad…but give me more (please).“ 
„Since the wines are now released onto the market at maturity, I will taste the wines from this First Growth 
either later during their barrel maturation or preferably when they are finished.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (90-92): “…The 2021 Latour à Pomerol is a very beautiful and promising wine. As always, 
Latour à Pomerol has a distinctive classical strictness to it, and yet the 2021 has just enough mid-palate 
pliancy to pull it off. Sweet red cherry fruit, blood orange, spice, menthol and dried flowers all grace this very 
promising, elegant Pomerol.“ 
Jane Anson (93): „…Attractive nose with width and texture, a successful Pomerol that has depth to its 
blueberry and black cherry fruits. Needs time to soften the plentiful tannins that are a touch austere right now. 
No chaptilisation, no press wine across the whole Moueix range this year (which is not always the case, as 
they use press in some years unlike, for example, Cheval Blanc that never does). Harvest September 23 to 
October 1, 8ha of gravel and clay, and clay-sand/loam soils.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (90-92): „…The 2021 Latour a Pomerol is 100% Merlot. Medium to deep garnet-purple 
colored, it reveals a nose of warm black and re d plums, black cherries, and mossy tree bark, plus hints of 
graphite and wild thyme. Medium-bodied, the palate is tightly wound with loads of red and black fruit layers 
and a firm, grainy texture, finishing long and savory.“ 
James Suckling (94-95): “… Already delicious, with very fine-grained, powdery tannins. Creamy. Juicy 
walnuts, blueberries, almonds and dried flowers. Medium to full body. Lengthy finish. Long and deep.“ 
 
Moulinet Lasserre  91-92   folgt 
Michael Grimm (91-92): „…kompakte Nase, dunkle Beeren, Kirschen, Brombeeren, Mitte schlank, feine 
Bitterness“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…The 2021 Château Moulinet-Lasserre is a blend of 75% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc 
and the rest Malbec and Cabernet Sauvignon. Ripe black cherries, red plums, damp earth, tobacco, and some 
underbrush notes all define the nose, and it's medium-bodied, with a round, supple, elegant texture, ripe yet 
present tannins, and a great finish.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (86-88): “…The 2021 Moulinet-Lasserre was picked in 28 September. This has darker fruit 
on the nose, undergrowth and pressed flowers, a little introspective. The palate is medium-bodied with light 
tannins, well-balanced, just missing a little substance towards the finish. As such, it should drink well for four 
to seven years, though I am not convinced further bottle age will be necessary.“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…This is taut, spicy, and majors on cassis bud and blackberry puree fruits. Clear Malbec 
impact, not generous at this stage, although it may widen out over ageing. 5ha estate on the western edges of 
the appellation, owned by Jean-Marie Garde of Clos Réné, with a similar old school charm.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (87-89): „…The 2021 Moulinet-Lasserre is composed of 75% Merlot, 20% Cabernet 
Franc, 4.5% Malbec, and 0.5% Cabernet Sauvignon. Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, it rocks up with 
ready-to-go notes of redcurrant jelly, raspberry leaves, and stewed red plums, plus wafts of damp soil and 
crushed rocks. Medium-bodied, the palate has a sturdy frame of rounded tannins and plenty of freshness to 
support the muscular red fruits, finishing on a minerally note.“ 
 
Lafleur Gazin  91-92+   28,90 
Michael Grimm (91-92+): „…gute Frucht, rotbeerig, feine florale Noten, leicht trockene Tannine, dann aber auch 
saftig am Gaumen, gte Struktur, frisches Gebäck“ 
Yves Beck (90-92): „…Das Bouquet offenbart sich mit Delikatesse und Treffsicherheit. Er verkörpert den 
olfaktorischen Charme des Merlot, zeigt aber auch Frische. Der Wein wird von seinen Tanninen gut unterstützt 
und ist in der Mitte des Gaumens eher schlank, was ihn zugänglich stimmt. Ein angenehmer, strukturierter 
Wein, dem man sich zwar schon in seiner Jugend nähern kann; ich bin aber neugierig auf seine weitere 
Entwicklung und setze eher auf sein Potenzial. Ich bleib dran ;-)“ 



Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…The 2021 Château LaFleur-Gazin should be outstanding, offering a medium-bodied, 
charming, mid-weight style as well as pretty aromatics. Notes of cassis and black raspberries, subtle oak, and 
some spice all define this forward, enjoyable, balanced 2021 that will drink nicely right out of the gate.“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… A medium-to full-bodied red with vibrant acidity and firm, fine tannins. Bright and 
polished with berries, walnuts, spices and dried flowers. Milk chocolate, too. Spicy and pretty finish.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (87-89): “… The 2021 Lafleur-Gazin reveals aromas of sweet plums and berries mingled 
with spices and creamy new oak. Medium-bodied, soft and unusually supple, it's cleanly made but a little 
simple“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (89-91): “… The 2021 Lafleur-Gazin was picked 27 to 29 September. This has quite a high-
toned bouquet with kirsch and raspberry fruit, quite fresh, leaning towards the more opulent side of things. 
The palate is floral on the nose and nicely focused. There is a kirsch element that filters through with a 
generous cherry-tinged finish. This will be difficult to resist in its youth. 
Vinous/Galloni (89-91): “… The 2021 Lafleur-Gazin opens with a very pretty bouquet laced with the essence of 
crushed flowers, spice, sweet red cherry and blood orange. There's good persistence, but the tannins are a bit 
nervous today. It will be interesting to see what élevage brings here.“  
Jane Anson (91): „…Tar, chocolate and black cherry. Slightly leaner than many vintages but recognisable 
Pomerol generosity as it opens, and one to look out for. No chaptilisation“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90+): „…The 2021 Lafleur-Gazin is 100% Merlot. Medium to deep garnet-purple 
colored, it has a very pretty nose of kirsch, redcurrant jelly, and rosehip tea with hints of cinnamon stick and 
orange peel. Medium-bodied, the palate is plush, vivacious, and lively with a long finish laced with red 
berries.“ 
 
Le Pin  kB   2998,00 
Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…Always 100% Merlot from a tiny parcel of clay and gravelly soils, the 2021 Château Le 
Pin offers up a textbook Le Pin nose of ripe red and blue fruits as well as toast, crème brûlée, spice, and exotic 
flowers. It's one of the sexiest, most opulent, and seamless wines in the vintage and is medium-bodied, has 
beautiful tannins, and great overall balance.“ 
Yves Beck (95-98): „…Sehr gutes Jahr für Le Pin dank der Kiesböden, die für Spannung sorgen. Das Bouquet 
ist irgendwie "Pinot-Like" und zeichnet sich durch seine Frische und Finesse aus. Der Wein ist fein, subtil, 
elegant und bestens ausbalanciert. Es sind die Spannung und die Finesse, die seine Größe ausmachen. Sehr 
schöne Fruchtintensität im Finale mit der Finesse und Frische, die bereits im Bouquet zu erkennen waren. Ein 
bemerkenswerter Le Pin, der bereit ist eine längere Kellerreife anzutreten, auch wenn er sicherlich schon jung 
zugänglich wird.“ 
James Suckling (98-99): “… This has a firm, seamless and velvety tannin structure, accompanying a deep core 
of dark plum fruit, peach stones, chocolate and mahogany. Layered and caressing. Supple, yet full and 
powerful. Silky and smooth at the end. It shows real structure for the vintage and will age really well. 100% 
merlot.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (94-97): “… I tasted the 2021 Le Pin several times this spring, and on every occasion the 
wine showed brilliantly. Wafting from the glass with aromas of dark berries, plums, exotic spices, vine smoke 
and carnal nuances, it's medium to full-bodied, sumptuous and enveloping, with a velvety attack, supple 
tannins and a long, penetrating finish. Seamless and impressively concentrated, it demonstrates how 
precocious, well-drained sites such as Le Pin came into their own in the 2021 growing season. As usual, it's 
100% Merlot, and this year it checks in at 13.4% alcohol.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 Le Pin was picked from 25 September to 4 October at a respectable 
35hL/ha. Jacques Thienpont remarked how Alexandre and Guillaume Thienpont had tended the vineyard so 
well throughout the year and for the first time they oversaw the vinification and the current élevage. It has a 
beautifully-defined bouquet, less ostentatious than recent vintages, unfurling with quite mineral-rich red and 
black fruit. The palate follows in a similar vein, a Le Pin imbued with a sense of athleticism, no excess fat, 
framed by fine tannins and a laser-focused finish. The terroir really shines through in 2021 perhaps more than 
in other feted vintages. Wonderful. This has 13.4% alcohol. 
„I met Jacques Thienpont, together with newly-appointed Diana Berrouet Garcia, at Thienpont’s house 
adjacent to the bijou winery. Apropos the 2021 vintage, Guillaume Thienpont informed me that this was the 
first vintage whereby, together with Alexandre, they not only tended the vineyard throughout the season, but 
also oversaw the vinification. Indeed, Jacques Thienpont credited much of the success to his wines to the 
diligence and hard work of Alexandre and Guillaume. It will be interesting to see how responsibilities will be 
shared henceforth. “We did not lose anything to frost and mildew; we managed to keep mildew under control 
using copper sulphate. The summer was cooler, though the first 15 days in September saved the vintage. The 
conditions in October really benefitted L’If. We had less rain than in the Right Bank around harvest. We just 
picked a few hours a day and had around nine tanks [of Le Pin] to make the selection and look for maximum 
ripeness. We made a big selection. I think the vintage suits the gravel soils of Le Pin. Merlot likes this kind of 
oceanic weather. We just chaptalised a few tanks and did a little bit of saignée, though not on every tank, as 
the berries were too large. You had to make the wine as you felt it - intuition. It’s a wine to drink at 10 o’clock in 
the morning as long as you have a second bottle.”  
Vinous/Galloni (94-96): “… The 2021 Le Pin is a delicate, refined wine that is still coming together in barrel. 
Bright saline accents and vivid floral aromatics lend energy to a core of red-fleshed fruit. The 75% new oak is 
expertly judged. Production is down quite a bit, about 14 barrels instead of the more typical 20 or so. The 2021 
is a somewhat unusual, lighter style of Le Pin. I can't wait to see how it ages“ 
Jane Anson (94): „…Jewel-ruby colour, this has layers of nuanced black fruits and campfire smoke on the 
nose. One of the more delicate renditions of Le Pin after a number of years of powerful seduction, this is vivid 



and juicy, heading towards brambled raspberry fruits, with finely-spun tannins and a twist of liquorice bud and 
grilled earth. The deep gravels of Le Pin (among the deepest of Pomerol, up to 6m) were able to ripen earlier 
than most areas, and this still delivers an arresting wine, with nuance, hidden power, and beauty. But it may 
not still the conversation in a room the way that the best vintages of this remarkable wine can do. 75% new 
oak. Diana Berrouet arrived in January 2022 (from Ch Petit Village) to Le Pin for the blending of this vintage, 
working with viticulturalist and consulting winemaker Guillaume Thienpont. 35hl/h yield, harvest November 25 
to October 4. No frost impact, no mildew either. They made no 2013 and no 2003 here, so if they are making it, 
it's a good sign that they are happy with it.“ 
 
Plince         92+-93   28,50 
Michael Grimm (92+-93): „…sehr süße, fruchtige Nase, saftig, schön, spicy Touch, schöne Struktur, gut, lang, 
gutes Finale, auch hier saftig“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (89-91): „…The 2021 Château Plince checks in as 82% Merlot and 18% Cabernet Franc that was 
harvested between September 25 and the October 6. A fleshy, up-front, charming effort with lots of redcurrant 
and almost blackberry-like fruits, it offers medium-bodied richness as well as a round, nicely balanced 
mouthfeel and ripe, powdery tannins. It picks up more tobacco and iron notes with time in the glass and is 
going to benefit from just a few years in the cellar.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (87-89): “… The 2021 Plince has much more fruit concentration on the nose than the 
Plincette, delivering black cherries, cassis and violet aromas. The oak here is nicely integrated. The palate is 
clean and fresh on the entry, offering quite robust tannins that dominate the midpalate, and good density, even 
if it lacks some grace and finesse on the herbaceous finish. Just a bit gawky.“ 
Jane Anson (90): „…Generous, with Pomerol signature of mint leaf and cocoa bean, enjoyable berry fruits, 
slightly bitter fennel and tannic bite on the finish but this is easy to recommend. 8.5ha, harvest September 25 
to October“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (88-90): „…The 2021 Plince is a blend of 82% Merlot and 18% Cabernet Franc. Medium 
to deep garnet-purple colored, it opens with scents of fresh blackberries, black cherries, and raspberry 
preserves, followed by hints of dusty soil, wild sage, and charcoal. Medium-bodied, the soft-textured palate 
delivers just enough earthy red berry flavors, with a refreshing backbone and truffle-laced finish.“ 
 
Rouget         93+   44,90 
Michael Grimm (93+): „…schöne, rote-blaue Frucht, Weihracuh, saftig, Charme, kräftige Säure, schank, 
kräftige Tannine, Laktritze, feines Leder“ 
Yves Beck (89-90): „…Das Bouquet von Plince enthüllt Reifungsnuancen und Frische durch Noten von roten 
Beeren. Dank seinem schmackhaften und leicht cremigen Charakter wirkt er ausgewogen und kann schon in 
seiner Jugend genossen werden. Ein harmonischer und charmanter Wein.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (90-92): „…Lots of red and blue fruits as well as spice and flowery incense notes emerge from 
the 2021 Château Rouget, a medium-bodied, up-front, fruit-forward, undeniably delicious Pomerol that shines 
in the vintage. It should drink nicely in its youth yet also evolve gracefully“ 
James Suckling (93-94): “… I like the round tannins and juicy mouth-feel to this wine, showing softness and 
focus. Medium body. Pleasant redcurrant and chocolate undertones.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (91-93+): “… A blend of 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc, the 2021 Rouget offers up 
aromas of sweet berries, cherries, licorice and loamy soil. Medium to full-bodied, supple and fleshy, it's 
impressively concentrated, with fine depth at the core, powdery tannins and lively acids. A success in this 
challenging vintage, in recent years Rouget has benefited from the acquisition of some small parcels on the 
plateau (in the Clinet sector and near Le Pin), as well as the relegation of the less propitious parts of its 
historic vineyard to a second wine. Anyone who has tasted the great Rouget wines of yesteryear such as the 
famous 1961 will know what this estate is capable of, and the Labruyère family is working hard to realize its 
potential. Tasted three times.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (90-92): “… The 2021 Rouget, a blend of 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc, has a well-
defined bouquet of vivacious red fruit, plus touches of black truffle and incense; the oak here is nicely 
integrated. The medium-bodied palate offers black fruit laced with licorice on the entry, along with modest 
depth and fine acidity. Quite structured on the back end, showing a touch of sour cherry mixed with allspice 
on the aftertaste. Maybe it is just missing some precision, but this has more presence than some of its 
Pomerol peers, and a couple of edges will be abraded during élevage.“ 
Jane Anson (89): „…An excellent and well-located estate that uses some whole bunch fermentation, this has 
carefully placed black fruits, well extracted, touches of lemongrass and redcurrant giving the signature of the 
vintage alongside deeper blackberry fruit and firm tannins. This is a little disjointed overall, tasted three 
times.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (81-83): „…Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2021 Rouget has a nose of cedar chest 
and Indian spices over a core of stewed black cherries and dried mulberries, plus a hint of unsmoked cigars. 
Medium-bodied, the palate is a little thin yet bright, with firm, chewy tannins and a lively line, finishing just a 
tad abrupt.“ 
 
Trotanoy  95+   238,00 
Michael Grimm (95+): „…dunkle Früchte, fleischig, dicht, sehr gute Struktur & sehr guter Körper, Power, und 
krästige, sehr gut Tannine, sehr gute Säure, lang“ 
Yves Beck (94-95): „…Trotanoy glänzt vor Finesse. Er offenbart Nuancen von süßen Gewürzen, Zimt und 
Süßholz, während sich die Frucht mittels dunklen Beeren offenbart. Am Gaumen offenbart sich der Wein 
ebenfalls mit Finesse. Er verfügt über tragende Tannine und eine erfrischende Struktur, braucht aber Zeit, um 



sich zu etablieren. Die Reifung wird für die notwendige Harmonie sorgen. Die vorhandene Länge unterstreicht 
die Finesse und Subtilität von Trotanoy.“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (94-96): „…Classic Trotanoy austerity and structure define the 2021 Château Trotanoy, which is 
tight and reserved on the palate, with medium-bodied richness and ripe yet certainly present tannins. Offering 
solid aromatics of red and black fruits, graphite, liquid violets, and loamy earth, it has rock solid mid-palate 
depth, and while it's not massive, it's no lightweight either. It will benefit from bottle age.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (93-95): “… The most muscular, structured wine in the Mouiex portfolio is the 2021 
Trotanoy, a medium to full-bodied, ample and layered Pomerol evocative of cherries, licorice, loamy soil, black 
truffles and spices. Impressively concentrated and tightly wound, it will reward bottle age.“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… A very fine-tannined red with ultra-fine, polished and velvety tannins that run the 
length of the wine. Medium-bodied. Very classy.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… The 2021 Trotanoy was picked September 27 to October 4. This has one of the 
most marine-influenced aromatic profiles among the Pomerol wines tasted, very well defined and even 
uncompromising in some ways, revealing touches of iris flower and sea cave. The palate is medium-bodied 
with fine tannins. A typical Trotanoy structure: maybe aloof in some ways, yet compelling at the same time. 
Sappy on the persistent finish. This should turn into a very cerebral Pomerol that will appeal to those who 
adore this estate. Not for the first time, this is JP Moueix's star this year“ 
Vinous/Galloni (92-94): “… The 2021 Trotanoy is a dense, powerful wine, despite the challenges of the year. 
There is a real feeling of substance that comes through in Trotanoy, even in 2021. Dark fruit, gravel, smoke, 
licorice and incense give Trotanoy its brooding, somber personality. More than anything else, though, it is the 
wine's sheer amplitude that impresses most.“ 
Jane Anson (94): „…This has that slow burn build that Trotanoy does so well, touches of crushed coffee bean, 
cassis, truffles. Discreet and closed down right now, stays true to the brand, which is a pleasure for those of 
us who love this estate. It has plenty of tannic structure but is less packed with fruits through the mid palate 
than usual so may be ready to approach earlier than usual. September 27 to October 4“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (94-96+): „…The 2021 Trotanoy is 100% Merlot. Medium to deep garnet-purple colored, 
it sashays out with perfumed notes of violets, licorice, and crushed cloves over a core of blackberries and 
black raspberries, plus a hint of fragrant earth. Medium-bodied, the palate is achingly subtle with a wonderful 
array of mineral and savory accents to the pristine, fantastically vibrant black fruits, with a finish that goes on 
and on. This is a jaw-dropping achievement!“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… A very fine-tannined red with ultra-fine, polished and velvety tannins that run the 
length of the wine. Medium-bodied. Very classy“. 
 
Vieux Château Certan  94+   325,00 

Alexandre und Guillaume Thienpont erzeugten auch in diesem Jahr 
wieder einen der feinsten Pomerols 
Michael Grimm (94+): „…sehr schöne, fleischige, süße Kirschfrucht, 
Veilchen, sehr soft, elegant, ganz große Balance, mittlerer Körper, 
insgesamt gut ausgewogen, hellbeerig am Gaumen, feine Süße im 
Finale, auch Frische, sehr gute Tannine“ 
Yves Beck (96-98): „…Subtiles Bouquet mit Düften von Blumen, 
Gewürzen und Heidelbeeren. Der Wein ist vollmundig und mit 
hochqualitativen Tanninen versehen, die sich durch eine 
angemessene, aber relevante Kraft auszeichnen und die Balance mit 
der Säurestruktur schaffen. Sie prägen zwar den gesamtem Gaumen 
erreichen aber den Höhepunkt ihrer Amplitude am Gaumenende. Ein 
Wein, der durch seine Finesse und seine ziselierte sowie präzise 
Seite glänzt. Wieder einmal gelingt es Vieux Château Certan, eine 
Symbiose zwischen Kraft und Subtilität zu schaffen.“ 

Jeb Dunnuck (93-95): „…The 2021 Vieux Château Certan is another pure, elegant Pomerol with plenty to love. 
Giving up a very pretty, precision, and medium-bodied style, it has lots of pure blue fruits, notes of spring 
flowers and graphite, finely polished tannins, and a great finish. It shows the cooler, fresher style of the 
vintage but has incredible purity and certainly brings good intensity. The tannins here are also terrific. The 
blend is 77% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc, and 3% Cabernet Sauvignon, all of which is still resting in 65% new 
French oak“ 
James Suckling (96-97): “… Medium to full body with a supple, textured and firm tannin structure. Velvety and 
perfumed with fragrant notes of flowers, cloves, plums and raspberries. Broad and layered. Very supple and 
evolving. Opens on the palate. 77% merlot, 20% cabernet franc and 3% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
Parker/William Kelley (94-96): “… A blend of 77% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc and 3% Cabernet Sauvignon, the 
2021 Vieux Château Certan wafts from the glass with lovely aromas of violets, rose petals, sweet wild berries, 
exotic spices, orange rind and smoke. Medium to full-bo died, supple and enveloping, it's an elegant, fleshy 
wine with a bright core of fruit, ultra-refined tannins and a precise, saline finish. Despite its almost Burgundian 
finesse, this Pomerol's remarkably penetrating, perfumed finish gives the lie to any notion that it's in any way 
lacking in intensity of flavor. As is almost invariably the case, Vieux Château Certan is one of the finest wines 
of the appellation this year.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (95-97): “…The 2021 Vieux Château Certan was picked from September 24 to October 6 at 
38hL/ha and registers 13.2% alcohol. It is a VCC defined by its Cabernets; Guillaume Thienpont told me ]they 
used all they had. "I would have blended more if we had more vines," he quipped. The nose unfurls with air to 
reveal graphite-infused black fruit, touches of undergrowth and tobacco – quintessential VCC aromatics. The 



palate is beautifully balanced with exquisite definition, not powerful and certainly not opulent, yet built around 
finesse, precision and charm. It seems to grow in stature in the glass. Pure class.“ 
„Guillaume Thienpont, who shares the reins with his father Alexandre, guided me through the latest addition 
to the VCC canon. “Being here on the plateau, we escaped frost and we kept rot in check, nothing on the fruit. 
We were a bit scared around the time of véraison. We had beautiful weather from mid-August to mid-
September and waited until the end of September to pick. Unlike in recent years, we never had to wait for rain 
to rehydrate the fruit. The alcoholic and phenolic ripeness were in tandem, so we had a compact harvest. It is a 
return to the cooler climate style thanks to the mix of terroirs and older vines. We did no chaptalisation with 
just a little saignée as the berries were quite big.” 
Vinous/Galloni (96-98): “… The 2021 Vieux Château Certan is a spectacular tour de force from Alexander and 
Guillaume Thienpont. What a wine. Vibrant and magnificent in its precision, the 2021 races across the palate, 
revealing seemingly endless layers of nuance over time. Dark blue/purplish fruit, cinnamon, new leather, 
graphite, lavender and crushed rocks all build effortlessly. The Cabernets are dialed up in 2021 and that comes 
through in the wine's flavor profile and overall feel. The purity of the flavors is just mind-bending. Harvest took 
place between September 25 and October 4. The blend is 67% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Franc and 3% Cabernet 
Sauvignon. Readers who can find the 2021 should not hesitate, as it is truly magical.“ 
Jane Anson (95): „…This has a classic structure, wet stones, smoked earth, plenty of sappy redcurrant and 
cassis fruits, graphite and subdued power, will easily age for 15 to 20 years. The emphasis is on graceful 
structure rather than exuberant fruits, but it has clarity and complexity, and the most beautifully drawn out 
finish. Skilful winemaking. No chaptilisation, 65% new oak, 3.63ph. Harvest September 24 to October 6“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (94-96+): „…The 2021 Vieux Chateau Certan is composed of 77% Merlot, 20% 
Cabernet Franc, and 3% Cabernet Sauvignon. Deep garnet-purple colored, it slowly grows on the nose to 
reveal vibrant, perfumed notes of black raspberries, fresh black plums, and redcurrc<aant jelly, plus 
suggestions of cast-iron pan, lilacs, rose oil, cinnamon stick, and aniseed with a waft of forest floor. The 
medium-bodied palate is very tightly wound, featuring loads of layers of red and black fruits intertwined with 
mineral sparks, supported by very fine-grained tannins and bold freshness, finishing on a lingering fragrant 
earth note. A wine that shimmers from start to finish. The alcohol is 13.3% and the pH is 3.62. 
“As you know, it was a cool climate vintage,” said Alexandre Thienpont, owner of Vieux Château Certan. It is 
all about aromatics this year. Unusually, sugar and phenolic ripeness happened at the same time. We deleafed 
just before harvest to boost the ripeness, to enhance the micro-climate. Then we harvested at the end of 
September. About 10% saignée was performed, but no chaptalization. We weren't too light with extraction. We 
extracted normally. It was quite sensitive making the blend this year. Thank God we had the Cabernet Franc! 
We use methods, not a recipe. As for the élevage, it will be like sticking the needle in the soufflé—we must 
keep testing it to see when it is ready.” 
James Suckling (96-97): “… Medium to full body with a supple, textured and firm tannin structure. Velvety and 
perfumed with fragrant notes of flowers, cloves, plums and raspberries. Broad and layered. Very supple and 
evolving. Opens on the palate. 77% merlot, 20% cabernet franc and 3% cabernet sauvignon.“ 
 

Pessac-Léognan BLANC                         
 
Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc         Cru Classé 95-96    148,00 
Michael Grimm (95-96): „…tolle, aromatische Nase, etwas Pampeluse und Exotik, nicht die laute Sauvignon-
Blanc-Nase, einfach nur großartig komplex und klar, guter Körper, nicht zu viel Säure, sehr schöne Länge“ 
Yves Beck (95-97): „…Subtiles und komplexes Bouquet mit Noten von Mirabellen, Aprikosen, unterlegt von 
Lindenblüten und einem Hauch von Feuerstein. Delikater, eleganter und leicht salziger Auftakt. Der Wein hat 
Fülle und eine wunderbare Aromatik vom Auftakt bis zum Abgang. Herrliches und erfrischendes Finale mit 
langem Nachhall.“ 
James Suckling (98-99): “… This has so much depth and power, with complex notes of flint, oyster shell, white 
pepper, dried mango, lemon, papaya, apricot stone and chalk. Medium-to full-bodied. Bright, yet creamy. It’s 
so long and concentrated. Wait and see. 90% sauvignon blanc, 5% semillon, 5% sauvignon gris. From 
organically grown grapes“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (95-97): „…The Grand Vin 2021 Château Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc checks in as the usual blend of 
90% Sauvignon and 5% each of Semillon and Sauvignon Gris. It has a kiss of green in its gold hue as well as 
brilliant aromatics of melon, stone fruits, minty herbs, chalky mineral, and flowers. Complex, nuanced, and 
medium to full-bodied, with both richness and elegance, it's a brilliant white in the making“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (94-96): “… 2021 Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc was picked September 2–20 and raised in 50% 
new oak. It needs some time to really cohere in the glass and certainly is not as immediate as the Le Petit 
Smith Haut Lafitte. Eventually, it reveals fresh lime, pineapple, honeysuckle and touches of curry leaf. The 
taut, fresh palate is well balanced and intense, with a fine bead of acidity. Complex with plenty of salinity, this 
is a cerebral Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc that will benefit from three or four years in the cellar.“ 
Vinous/Galloni (96-98): “… The 2021 Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc is one of the great white wines of the vintage. 
Soaring in its aromatic intensity and sheer volume, the 2021 saturates every corner of the palate with its 
unctuousness and richness. Even with all of that volume, the 2021 remains bright and sculpted. Crushed 
rocks, lemon confit, orchard fruit, white pepper and mint build into the memorable finish. The 2021 is 
positively stunning, that's pretty much all there is to it. 
Jane Anson (96): „…Skilful winemaking on display here, sculpted flavours and textures, a sense of momentum 
and push-and-pull through the palate. Quince, white pear, mango, nectarine, peach, with savoury white tea, 



liqourice, mandarin peel and lemongrass, all delivered with pummice stone minerality. This has complexity 
and poise, and is along the wines of the vintage. Harvest September 2 to 20“ 
Parker/William Kelley (94-96): “… At this early stage, the 2021 Smith Haut Lafitte Blanc appears set to number 
among the best white wines this estate has produced to date. Wafting from the glass with aromas of crisp 
orchard fruit, nectarine, grapefruit, pastry cream and smoke, it's medium to full-bodied, fleshy and layered, 
with a concentrated core of fruit, racy acids and a taut, chiseled profile, concluding with a saline finish. 
Balancing texture and tension to compelling effect, this beautifully integrated, characterful white is going to be 
thrilling to revisit in bottle“ 
„Certified organic with the 2019 vintage, the Cathiard family banished herbicides at this address in 1991, 
radically reducing chemical treatments and suffering the consequences for several years in the form of much 
diminished yields (today, happily, materiel and techniques are more sophisticated). In addition to organic 
methods, cover crops have been deployed on the vineyard's central blocks and western band, where soils are 
less well drained. Hedges have been planted to encourage biodiversity, and ultraviolet treatments are being 
trialed as an alternative to copper sulfate. In addition to such initiatives, the technical team is adapting to a 
warmer climate: that means picking a touch earlier, certainly, but more importantly, adapting in the vineyards, 
with somewhat lower canopies and an end to systematic deleafing to retain fresh, vibrant flavors. Winemaking, 
too, is a little gentler: reds see cool but protracted macerations, with periodic punch-downs, and whites are 
whole-cluster pressed with an inerted press. This has brought new structural elegance and energy to the 
estate's wines. It surely helps that as much as possible is done in-house: since 1995, the Cathiards have their 
own nursery for their own massal selections, in partnership with Bérillon, and barrels are made in the 
château's own on-site cooperage too, favoring the forests of Tronçais and Jupilles for reds and Loches (which 
brings tension) for whites. All this is symptomatic of the attention to detail and seriousness that the Cathiards, 
and their technical director Fabien Teitgen, have brought to this estate—and it has paid off in the challenging 
2021 vintage with a superb set of wines at every level“ 
 

Sauternes & Barsac                          
 
Suduiraut  kB   85,00 

James Suckling (98-99): “… Terrific potential and pure botrytis character to the aromas and 
flavors of dried mushrooms, clove-like spices and dried fruit, such as apricot and pineapple. 
It’s full-bodied, very long and intense with a great finish. Lively and compact with a dense but 
agile center-palate“ 
Weinwisser/Tjark Witzgall (19+): „…Auf keinen Fall verpassen, das wird eine gesuchte 
Sauternes“ 
Jeb Dunnuck (95-97): „…While I wasn't able to taste many Sauternes in 2021, everything I was 
able to taste was impressive. The 2021 Château Suduiraut is great example, offering a thrilling 
perfume of orange blossom, honeyed citrus, sweet mint, and even a kiss of chalky minerality to 
go with a medium to full-bodied, pure, seamless, straight-up gorgeous profile on the palate. It 
brings plenty of sweetness, yet the freshness, purity, and balance are as good as it gets.“ 
TWI/Lisa Perrotti-Brown (95-97): „…Made from 100% Semillon, the 2021 Suduiraut is to be aged 
for 16-20 months in oak, 50% new. Pale lemon-gold colored, it offers up the most beautiful 
scents of peach blossoms, mandarin peel, yuzu, and spice cake, followed by suggestions of 
beeswax, baking bread, and coriander seed, plus a hint of candied ginger. The palate shimmers 
with vibrant citrus and spice flavors, supported by a laser-precise backbone and satiny texture, 
finishing with fantastic energy. Wow! Very little second wine was made this year.“ 
“In Sauternes, the frost was much more severe for us,” said Christian Seely, CEO of AXA 
Millésimes (owners of Pichon Baron in Pauillac and Suduiraut in Sauternes). “It really affected 
us in 2021. Our yields were a minuscule one hectoliter per hectare. We had three tries (harvest 

passes) with this very small quantity of grapes, with 50% going into the Grand Vin. So, we made only 500 
cases of Suduiraut. But we’re launching this new range of dry white wines. The Blanc Sec will now be called 
the Lions de Suduiraut Blanc Sec.” 
Vinous/Galloni (95-97): “… The 2021 Suduiraut is breathtaking. It is also a miracle wine. Conditions nearly 
wiped out the entire crop. Yields were just one hectoliter per hectare. No, that is not a typo. One hectoliter per 
hectare harvested on one of the three picks that year. Orange confit, dried flowers, jasmine, passionfruit, 
ginger and light tropical accents lend tremendous character. Racy and creamy to the core, Suduiraut retains a 
gorgeous sense of floral lift and freshness. It's a fabulous Sauternes.“ 
Vinous/Neal Martin (93-95): “… There is a piddling 500 cases of the 2021 Suduiraut this year due to acute frost 
damage. Winemaker Pierre Montégut told me that there was good botrytis, yet to add to their woes, there was 
also an attack of drosophila (vinegar flies). Those 500 cases equate to 0.9hL/ha, and incredibly, there is a 
second wine, picked over three tries through the vineyard! It con tains 138g/L residual sugar and sports a very 
pure bouquet of wild honey, white peach and light quince notes. The palate is well balanced with a fine bead of 
acidity, lightly spiced and fresh, showing ample botrytis toward the finish, which maybe just misses a little 
complexity. Fine if inevitably elusive Sauternes.“ 
Jane Anson (96): „…This is gorgeous, jumps out of the glass with its grated ginger, white fleshy pear and 
luscious quince, 138g/l sugar, 50% new oak. A brilliant Sauternes, this is gorgeous, just a lovely wine, but only 
1hl/h yield.“ 
 



Sammler Kiste                          
 
Duclot 9 Flaschen kB  8569,00/Kiste 
Château Ausone 
Château Cheval Blanc 
Château Haut-Brion 
Château Lafite Rothschild 
Château Margaux 
Château La Mission Haut-Brion 
Château Mouton Rothschild 
Château Petrus 
Château d'Yquem 
 
 
 

Liefer- & Zahlungsbedingungen für Subskription :  Auslieferung voraussichtlich im 1. Halbjahr 2024 
Alle Endpreise verstehen sich einschließlich Glas, Kiste/Karton und inkl. der derzeit gültigen Mehrwertsteuer in Höhe von 19%. Wir 
behalten uns vor, Ihnen die Differenz bei einer Mehrwertsteuererhöhung bis zur Auslieferung der Weine nachzubelasten. Nach Ihrer 
Bestellung erhalten Sie eine Rechnung, welche ohne Abzug innerhalb von 8 Tagen zahlbar ist. Bankeinzüge erfolgen ebenfalls rein 
netto. Keine Mindestbestellmenge. Ihre Bestellung ist beliebig sortierbar. Unsere Angebote sind stets freibleibend. Ab 24 Flaschen 
erfolgt die Lieferung an eine Adresse innerh alb von Deutschland  frei Haus und auf Risiko der Bacchus-Vinothek. Bei 
Mindermengen verrechnen wir folgende, anteilige Frachtkosten: 1-18 Fl. = EUR 9,-/Sendung und 19-23 Flaschen = EUR 9,-. Keine 
Gewähr für angegebene Punktebewertungen.      Ansonsten gelten die Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen (siehe Homepage). 
 

 
Quellen: 
 
Decanter https://www.decanter.com 
Parker https://www.robertparker.com 
James Suckling https://www.jamessuckling.com 
Vinous https://vinous.com 
Yves Beck https://www.yvesbeck.wine 
Janes Anson https://janeanson.com 
The Wine Independent https://thewineindependent.com 
Jeb Dunnuck https://jebdunnuck.com 
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